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THE MODERN GEOMETRY OF THE
POINT, LINE, AND CIRCLE.

CHAPTER XIIL

THEORY OF HARMONIC SECTION,

1), or an213. A line AB cut at two points X and Y (%
angle AB cut by two lines Xand Y (fig. 2), is said to he cut

harmonically when the ratios [AX'.BX and AY: BY) of the

two pairs of segments into which it is divided in the former case,

or (sin AXi sin BX and sin A F: sin B Y) of the sines of the two

^ ^ Y an jp

z
* • •
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pairs of segments into which it is divided in the latter case, are

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. The absolute mag-

nitude common to the two ratios (or to their reciprocals

according. to the extremities of the line or angle from which
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2 THEORY OF HARMONIC SECTION.

the antecedents and consequents are respectively measured) is

called the ratio^ and sometimes the modulus^ of the harmonic

section ; the two points or lines of section X and Y are termed

harmonic conjugates to each other with respect to the extremities

of the line or angle A and B ; and the four points or lines

A and J5, X and Y", taken together, are said to form an har^

monic system.

As the ratio of the harmonic section of a line or angle may
have any value, real or imaginary, a line or angle may be cut

harmonically in an infinite number of ways ; but the ratio of the

harmonic section, or the position of one of the two conjugates,

is of course sufficient to determine the particular harmonic

section in the case of a given line or angle.

214. The relation characteristic of the harmonic section of a

line or angle AB by a pair of conjugates X and F, viz.

AX\BX=^-AYxBY,ov^mAX'. sin^X=- sin^F: sin^F,

may obviously be stated in the more symmetrical form

^X:5X+^F:^F=0,orsin^X:sinjgZ+sin^F:sinZ?F=0,
which is that most generally employed, and which is called the

equation of harmonicism of the row or pencil of four points or

rays A, B, X, F.

When three points or rays of an harmonic row or pencil

are given, the fourth evidently is implicitly given with them

;

provided, of course, it be known to which one of the given

three it is to be conjugate.

215. In the theory of harmonic section either pair of con-

jugates A and B^ or X and F, may be imaginary; and as

cases of each, of the section of a real line or angle by an

imaginary pair of conjugates, and of an imaginary line or

angle by a real pair of conjugates, are of familiar and necessary

occurrence in every application of the theory to the geometry

of the circle, the reader must be prepared from the outset to

encounter and not be embarrassed by them.

When a line or angle and its ratio of harmonic section are

both real, the two points or lines of harmonic section are of

course real also, and necessarily one external and the other

internal to the line or angle ; the former corresponding to the

positive, and the latter to the negative sign of the ratio.
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216. Conceiving the ratio of harmonic section of a real line

or angle AB to take successively all real values from to oo

,

the following particulars respecting the simultaneous positions

and changes of position of the two conjugates X and Y are

evident from the mere definition of harmonic section (213), viz.

1°. In the extreme case when the ratio = 0, the two antecedents

AX and A F, or sinAX and sin A Y^ in the two ratios of section

simultaneously vanish; and, therefore, the two conjugates X
and 1^ coincide at the extremity A of the line or angle from

which the antecedents are measured.

2°. In the extreme case when the ratio = oo , the two

consequents BX and BY^ or smBX and sin^F, in the two

ratios of section simultaneously vanish ; and, therefore, the two

conjugates X and Y coincide at the extremity B of the line

or angle from which the consequents are measured.

Hence, for the two extreme values and cc of the ratio of

harmonic section of a real line or angle^ the two points or lines

of harmonic section coincide with each other and with an extremity

of the line or angle.

3°. In the particular case when the ratio = 1, the two con-

jugatesX and Y are the two points or lines of bisection, external

and internal, of the line or angle ; and are, therefore, at their

greatest distance asunder ; being infinitely distant from each

other in the case of the line, and at right angles to each other

in the case of the angle.

Hence, for the m^ean value^ 1, of the ratio of harmonic section

of a real line or angle^ the two points or lines of harmonic section

are in their position of greatest separationfrom each other ; being

infinitely distantfrom each other in the former case^ and at right

angles to each other in the latter case.

4". For all values of the ratio < 1, the two antecedents

AX and A F, or sinAX and sin A F, in the two ratios of section,

are less than the two consequents ^Xand J5F, or sin 5X and

sinJ5F, and diminish or increase simultaneously with the

diminution or increase of the ratio ; therefore the two conjugates

Xand Flie in the same segment or angle, intercepted between

the two points or lines of bisection of the line or angle, with the

extremity A from which the antecedents are measured, and

B 2
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simultaneously approach to or recede from that extremity and

each other as the ratio approaches to or recedes from 0.

5°. For all values of the ratio > 1, the two consequents BX
and BY ov sinBX and smBY in the two ratios of section are

less than the two antecedents AX and AY^ or sin^X and

sin^F, and diminish or increase simultaneously with the in-

crease or diminution of the ratio ; therefore the two conjugates

X and Y lie in the same segment or angle, intercepted betw een

the two points or lines of bisection of the line or angle, with

the extremity B from which the consequents are measured, and

simultaneously approach to or recede from that extremity and

each other as the ratio approaches to or recedes from oo .

Hence, yor all values of the ratio of harmonic section of a real

line or angle different from 1, the two points or lines of harmo7\ic

section lie in the same segment or angle intercepted between the

two points or lines of bisection of the line or angle ; and move or

revolve in opposite directions with the cJiange of the ratio ; ap-

proaching to or receding from each other and the extremity of the

line or angle at the side of which they lie as the ratio recedes from
or approaches to \,

These several particulars undergo, as will appear in the

sequel, considerable modifications when the extremities A and B
of the line or angle are, as they often are, imaginary.

217. Every two lines whose intersections with the axis of

a segment cut the segment harmonically are termed conjugate

lines with respect to the segment ; and every two points whose

connectors with the vertex of an angle cut the angle harmoni-

cally are termed conjugate points with respect to the angle.

It is evident, from the definition of harmonic section, that

every line has an infinite number of conjugates with respect

to every segment, all passing through the point on the axis of

the segment which with the intersection of the line and axis cuts

the segment harmonically, and which is termed the pole of the line

with respect to the segment ; and that every point has an infinite

number of conjugates with respect to every angle, all lying on

the line through the vertex of the angle which with the con-

nector of the point and vertex cuts the angle harmonically, and

which is termed the polar of the point with respect to the angle ;
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the origin and appropriateness of these several names, based as

they have been on the analogy of the circle (165), will appear

in a subsequent chapter.

For every two lines or points M and iV, conjugates to each

other with respect to a segment or angle AB^ it is evident,

from the equation of harmonic section (213), that in either case

AM: BM==- AN: BN (Euc. vi. 4, and Art. 61), or more symme-

trically AM : BM+AN : BN= (214)

;

a relation which, conversely, may be regarded as a criterion of

two lines or points M and N being conjugates to each other

with respect to a segment or angle AB.

218. When a line or angle AB is cut harmonically hy two

points or lines X and Y^ then^ reciprocally^ the line or angle XY
is cut harmonically hy the two points or lines A and B.

For, the relation,

AX:BX+AY:BY=0, or sln^Xisin^X+sin^F: sin5F=0,

which (214) expresses the harmonic section of AB by X and

Yj gives at once, by simple alternation, the relation

XA: YA+XB: YB=% or slnX^ : sinF^+sinX5:sinr5=0,

which expresses the harmonic section of XYhj A and B (214).

Hence, When four points on a common axis^ or rays through

a common vertex A^ B^ X^ Y form an harmonic system (213)/

the two segments or angles AB and XY^ intercepted between the

two pairs of conjugate points or rays^ cut each other harmonically ;

and the equation of harmonicism of the system (214) is the ex-

pression of the fact of their mutual harmonic section.

In exactly the same manner it may be shewn from the

closing relation of the preceding article (217), that When two

lines or points M and N are conjugates to each other with respect

to a segment or angle AB^ then^ reciprocally^ the two points or

lines A and B are conjugates to each other with respect to the

angle or segment MN; a very important property of harmonic

section which will be presently considered under another form.

It follows, of course, from the above, that every property of

harmonic section which is true of X and Y in relation to A and

J5, is true reciprocally of A and B in relation to X and F, and

conversely.
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219. When four coIHnear points or concurrent lines ^ in con-

jugate pairs A and Bj X and Y^ form an harmonic system ; the

three pairs of opposite segments or angles they determine (82) are

connected two and two,

a. In theformer case hy the threefollowing relations

AX,BY-\- AY.BX^O (1),

AB.XY+2AY.BX=0 (2),

AB.YX-{-2AX.BY=0 (3).

a. In the latter case hy the three corresponding relations

smAX.8mBY+ sm^r.sm^X=0 (1'),

sIn^^.smXr+2 smAY,smBX= (2'),

sm^^.smrX+2 s'mAX.smBY^O (3'),

the signs as well as the magnitudes of the several segments or

angles being regarded in alL

For, the first relation of each group Is manifestly equivalent

to the equation of harmonlcism of the system (214), which it

expresses in perhaps Its most convenient form ; and the second

and third of each follow immediately from the first, in virtue

of the general relation (82) connecting the six segments or angles

determined by any four points on a common axis (82) or rays

through a common vertex (82, Cor. 3°).

Since, in virtue of the general relation in question, any one

of the three relations in each group involves the other two;

each, therefore, by itself singly, may be regarded as characteristic

of an harmonic system, and sufficient to determine it.

220. When four collinear points or concurrent lines^ in con-

jugate pairs A and B^ X and Y^ form an harmonic system ; the

three pairs of segments or angles determined hy any one of them A^

and hy any arbitrary fifth collinear point or concurrent line K^

with the remaining three X, Y, and B^ are connected,

a. In theformer case by thefollowing relation

KX: AX+ KY: AY=2.KB : AB,

a. In the latter case by the corresponding relation

siniTX: sin-^X+sin^Z: sinu4F=2.sinZ5 : sln^^y
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the Signs as well as the magnitudes of the several segments or

angles involved being regarded in each.

For, whatever be the position or direction of K^ since, in

the former case, by the general relation of Art. 82,

BY,KX-BX.KY=XY,KB',

and, in the latter case, by the corresponding relation, Cor. 3°,

of the same article,

dnBY,m\KX-miBX,^mKY=^mXY.^mKB',

and, again, from the harmonicism of the system A^ B, X, F,

since, in the former case, by relations (a) of the preceding article,

BY.AX=- BX.AY=:^.XYAB',

and, in the latter case, by the corresponding relations (a) of the

same article,

sin^F.sin^X= - sin^X. sin^ Y= i
. sinXF. sin^5

;

therefore, in the former case,

KX:AX+KY:AY,
or its equivalent

KX,BY:AX.BY-\-KY.BX:AYBX,

= XY.KB ; ^,XY.AB= 2,KB : AS',

and, in the latter case,

sinZX : sin^X-f sinXF : sin^ F,

or its equivalent

sinZX. sin5 F: sin^X. sin5F+ sInZF. sin^X : sin^ F. sinJ5X,

= sinXF.sinZ'5:i.sinXF.sin^5=2.slnZj5:sin^^;

and therefore &c.

By taking the arbitrary fifth point or ray K to coincide

successively with the three B^ X, and F of the four A^ B^ X, F
constituting the harmonic system, the above useful relations

become obviously those of the preceding article in the order of

their enumeration ; which accordingly they include as particular

cases, and equally with which they may be regarded as charac-

teristic of the relation of harmonicism between four points or

rays, and sufficient to determine it.
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221. Every harmonic pencil of rays determines an harmonic

row of points on every axis ; and^ conversely^ every harmonic row

ofpoints determines an harmonic pencil of rays at every vertex.

For, if, in either case, (lig. 2, Art. 213) be the vertex of

the pencil, and -4, B^ X, Y the four points of the row ; then

since, by (65),

AX_AO s'mAOX AY_A0 sin^OF
BX~ BO' sinBOX '

^^^ BY" BO' sin BOY'

therefore at once, by division of ratios,

AX AY_8inA0X smAOY
BX' BY~ BinBOX' slnBOY'

consequently, if either equivalent = — 1 so is the other also,

that is, if either the row or the pencil be harmonic (213) so is

the other also ; and therefore &c.

There is one case, and one only, in which the above demon-

stration fails, that, viz. when the vertex of the pencil is at

an infinite distance ; but in that case, the four rays of the pencil

being parallel (16), the property is evident without any demon-

stration (Euc. VI. 10).

Of all properties of harmonic section the above, from which

it appears that the relation of harmonicism of a row ofpoints or

pencil of rays is preserved in perspective (130), is by far the most

important. As an abstract proposition it was known to the

Ancients, but it was only in modern and comparatively recent

times that its importance was perceived. It is to it indeed

mainly that the theory of harmonic section owes its utility

and power as an instrument of investigation in modern geo-

metry.

222. Among the many consequences deducible from the

general property of the preceding article, the following are of

repeated occurrence in the applications of the theory of har-

monic section.

1°. When a pencil offour rays determines an harmonic row

of points on any axis^ it does so on every axis ; and^ reciprocally^

when a row of four points determines an harmonic pencil of rays

at any vertex^ it does so at every vertex.
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For, the pencil, in the former case, as determining an har-

monic row of points on an axis, is itself harmonic ; and the row,

in the latter case, as determining an harmonic pencil of rays at

a vertex, is itself harmonic ; and therefore &c.

2°. When a row offour points or pencil offour rays is har-

monic^ the perspective of either to any centre and axis is also

harmonic.

For, the row and its perspective, in the former case, connect

with the centre of perspective by the same pencil of rays ; and

the pencil and its perspective, in the latter case, intersect with

the axis of perspective at the same row of points; and there-

fore &c.

3°. When two harmonic rows of points on different axes A^Bj

Xj Y and A' J B'^ X\ Y' are such that any pair of their points

A and A\ the conjugate pair B and B\ a7id either of the re-

maining pairs X and X' connect hy lines AA\ BB\ XX' passing

through a common point P, the fourth pair Y and Y' connect also

hy a line YY' passing through the same point P.

For, the two rows of four points A^ P, X, Fand A'^ P', X\ Y'

being, by hypothesis,

harmonic, so therefore,

by the preceding, are the

two pencils of four rays

P(J[,P,X,y) andP(^',

P',X', F'); but three pairs

of corresponding rays of

those two harmonic pen-

cils PA and PA\ PB and

PB\ PX and PX', by

hypothesis, coincide; there-

fore (214) the fourth pair PFand PY' coincide also; and there-

fore &c.

4°. When two harmonic pencils of rays through different vertices

Aj Bj X^ Y and A\ P', X', Y' are such that any pair of their

rays A and A'j the conjugate pair B and P', and either of the

remaining pairs X and X' intersect at points AA\ BB\ XX'
lying on a common line P, the fourth pair Y and Y' intersect also

at a point YY' lying on the same line P.
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For, the two pencils of four rays A, B, X, Y and A\ B\ X\ Y'
being, by hypothesis, harmonic,

so therefore, by the preceding,

are the two rows of four points

L{A, i?,X, F), and L{A\B\X\
Y') ; but three pairs of corre-

sponding points of those two

harmonic rows LA and LA'j

LB and LB\ LX and LX', by
hypothesis, coincide, therefore

(214) the fourth pair LY and

LY' coincide also; and there-

fore &c.

5°. When of two harmonic rows of points on different axes

A, Bj X, Y and A\ B\ X\ Y\ any pair ofpoints A and A' coincide

at the intersection of the axes^ the conjugate pair B and B' are

collinear with the two centres of perspective P and Q of the two

segments XY and X' Y' determined hy the remaining two pairs

X and X', Y and Y',

For, as in 3°, of which this is evidently a particular case.

the two rows of four points J , 5, X, Y and A\ B\ X', Y' being,

by hypothesis, harmonic, so therefore, by the preceding, are the

four pencils of four rays P{A, B, X, Y) and P[A\ B\ X, F),

Q [A, B, X, Y) and Q (^', B\ X, Y') ; but, for both pairs of

harmonic pencils, three pairs of corresponding rays, viz. PX
and PX, PFand PY\ PA and PA for the first pair, and, QX
and QY\ QY and QX\ QA and QA for the second pair, by
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hypothesis, coincide, therefore the fourth pairs for both, viz.

PB and PB' for the first, and, QB and QB' for the second,

coincide also ; and therefore &c.

6°. When^ of two harmonic pencils of rays through different

vertices A, B, X, Y and A\ B' ^ Z', T', any pair ofrays A and A'

coincide along the connector of the vertices^ the conjugate pair B
and B' are concurrent with the two axes of perspective L andM
of the two angles XY and X'Y' determined hy the remaining two

pairs X and X\ Y and Y\

For, as in 4°, of which this is evidently a particular case,

the two pencils of four rays A^ B^ X, Y and A\ B\ X\ Y' being,

by hypothesis, harmonic, so therefore, by the preceding, are the

four rows of four points L{A, B, X, Y) and L{A'^ B', JT', F'),

M[A, B, X, Y) and M{A', B\ X\ Y) ; but, for both pairs of

harmonic rows, three pairs of corresponding points, viz. LX and

LX\ LY and L Y\ LA and LA' for the first pair, and, MX
and MY\ MY and MX\ MA and MA' for the second pair, by
hypothesis, coincide, therefore the fourth pairs for both, viz.

LB and LB' for the first, and, MB and MB' for the second,

coincide also ; and therefore &c,

223. When four points form an harmonic row^ their four

polars with respect to any circle form an harmonic pencil ; and^

conversely^ when four lines form an harmonic pencil^ their four

poles with respect to any circle form an harmonic row (166,

Cor. 1°).

For, in either case, the pencil determined by the four rays

being similar to that subtended by the four points at the centre
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of the circle (171, 2°), the harmonicism of either, consequently,

involves and is involved in that of the other (213) ; but, by

virtue of the general property of Art. 221, the harmonicism of

the latter pencil involves and is involved in that of the row

determined by the four points, and therefore &c.

In the applications of the theory of harmonic section, the

above property, from which it appears that the relation of har-

monicism of a row of points or pencil of rays is preserved in

reciprocation (172), ranks next in importance to that of

Art. 221, from which, as above demonstrated, it is indeed an

inference. By virtue of it all harmonic properties of geometricxil

figures are in fact double^ every harmonic property of any figure

being accompanied by a corresponding harmonic property of its

reciprocalfigure to any circle (172), the establishmpM of either of

which involves that of the other loithout the necessity ofany further

demonstration (173). The principal harmonic properties of figures

consisting only of points and lines, which will form the subject

of the next chapter, will be found arranged throughout in

reciprocal pairs, placed in immediate connection with each other,

and marked by corresponding letters, accented and unaccented,

so as to keep the circumstance of this remarkable duality con-

tinually present before the reader, and supply him at the same

time with numerous examples by which to keep up the valuable

exercise of inferring one from the other by the reciprocating

process described in Art. 172. The principal harmonic proper-

ties of figures involving circles, which will form the subject

of the following chapter, will also, when their reciprocals are

properties involving no higher figures (173), be arranged as far

as possible on a similar plan.

224. When two angles having a common vertex cut each

other harmonically^ every chord of either parallel to a side of

the other is bisected internally by the second side of the other.

For, by the general property of Art. 221, every chord of

either, whatever be its direction, is cut harmonically by the

sides of the other ; but for the particular direction in question,

one point of harmonic section is at an infinite distance (16),

and therefore the other is the middle point of the chord (216, 3°).

Conversely, When two angles having a common vertex are

,
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such that a side of one bisects while its second side is parallel to

any chord of the other ^ they cut each other harmonically.

For, the extremities of the chord with its points of internal

and external bisection form an harmonic row (216, 3°) ; and

therefore, by the same general property (221), subtend an

harmonic pencil at every vertex.

Cor. The preceding furnishes a rapid method of constructing

the fourth ray of an harmonic pencil conjugate to any assigned

one of three given rays ; for, drawing any transversal parallel

to the assigned conjugate, and bisecting its segment intercepted

between the other two rays, the line connecting the point of

bisection with the vertex of the pencil is the fourth ray

required,

225. When two segments having a common axis cut each other

harmonically^ the rectangle under the distances of the extremities

of eitherfrom the middle point of the other ^ is equal in magnitude

and sign to the square of half the other.

Let AB and XY (tig. 1, Art. 213) be the segments, C and Z
their middle points ; then since, by hypothesis,

AX:BX+ AY:BY=0,
therefore

[AX+BX) : {AX-BX) :: [AY-BY) : [AY+BY),
but (76, (I), and 75)

AX-^BX=2CX, AY+BY=2CY, AX-BX=AY-BY=AB,
therefore 2CX:AB:: AB : 2 (77,

and therefore 4.CX.CY=AB\ or GX.CYr=.[^ABy',

and in the same manner exactly it may be proved, that

4.ZA.ZB=XY', or ZA.ZB^{IXY)%

and therefore &c.

Conversely, When two segments having a common axis are

suchy that the rectangle under the distances of the extremities of

onefrom the middle point of the other is equal in magnitude and

sign to the square of half the other^ they cut each other har-

monically*

For, since, by hypothesis,

CX.CY={^AB)\ or 4.CX.CY=AB\
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therefore 2CX : AB :: AB : 2CY,

but (76, (1), and 75)

2CX=^AX-i-BX, 2CY=AY+BY, AB=AX- BX^AY-BY,
therefore AX-\- BX: AX - BXi: AY- BY-. AY-\- BY,

and therefore AX : BX+ AY',BY=0',

and similarly, if it had been given that

ZA.ZB=^[\XY'% or 4.ZA,ZB= XY'\

and therefore &c.

Of all properties of the harmonic section of lines, the above

leads to the greatest variety of consequences, and, as a criterion

of the relation between two segments having a common axis,

is generally found the most readily applicable, especially in

questions relating to the circle. An analogous criterion of

harmonic section between two angles, having a common vertex

might be established, in precisely the same manner, with or

without the aid of Trigonometry, but the general property (221)

renders this unnecessary, and reduces at once all questions re-

specting the harmonic section of angles to the corresponding

questions respecting the harmonic section of lines.

Cor. r . Since CA.CB= -( \AB)\ and ZX.ZY= - [\XY)\

the preceding relations may obviously be stated in the forms

CX.CY-\-GA,CB=0, and, ZA.ZB+ ZX.ZY=0',

which, therefore, equally with their equivalents, express each

the mutual harmonic section of the two coaxal segments XY
and AB.

Cor. 2°. A convenient and rapid construction, for determin-

ing in any number segments of a given axis cutting a given

segment AB harmonically, is supplied immediately by the above

;

drawing a line, in any direction different from that of the given

axis, through the middle point G of the given segment AB,
and taking upon it any segment PQ for which the rectangle

CP.CQ is equal in magnitude and sign to the square of half the

given segment AB', every circle passing through Paud Q will

intercept on the given axis a segment XY cutting harmonically

the given segment AB.
For, Euclid iii. 35, 36, CX.CY= CP,CQ, which by con-

struction = [\AB)\ and therefore &c.

.
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7^

From this construction it appears at once, as observed in

(215), that when A and B are real, and therefore [\ABY posi-

tive (fig. a), Xand F may be, as they often are, imaginary;

and that when A and B are, as they may be and often are,

imaginary, and therefore i^ABf negative (fig. /3), Xand Fare

always real.

CoK. 3°. Since for a fixed segment AB^ real or imaginary,

cut harmonically by a variable pair of conjugates X and F, the

rectangle GX.GY^ as appears from the above, is constant, and

equal to the square, positive or negative, of half the fixed

segment; the following particulars respecting the simultaneous

positions and fluctuations of X and Y may be immediately

inferred

:

1°. When A and B are real, and [\ABy' therefore positive

;

they lie at the same side of the point (7, move in opposite direc-

tions on the axis AB^ and coincide with each other at each of

the points A and B (fig. a).

2°. When A and B are imaginary, and [^AB^ therefore

negative ; they lie at opposite sides of the point (7, move in the

same direction on the axis AB^ and are at their least distance

asunder when equidistant from G (fig. /3).

3°. Whether A and B be real or imaginary ; when either of

them is at or passes through (7, the other is at or passes through

infinity ; and, conversely, when either of them is at or passes

through infinity, the other is at or passes through G (figs, a

and P).

Cor. 4°. Again, for a fixed angle AB^ real or imaginary,

cut harmonically by a variable pair of conjugates X and F, if
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be its vertex and C and D its two lines of bisection (fig. 2,

Art. 213) ; the following analogous particulars, respecting the

simultaneous positions and movements of X and F, follow im-

mediately from the preceding by virtue of the general property

of Art. 221, viz.:

1°. When A and B are real ; they lie in the same region of

the angle CD^ revolve in opposite directions round the vertex 0,

and coincide with each other at each of the lines A and B,

2^ When A and B are imaginary; they lie in different

regions of the angle CD^ revolve in the same direction round

the vertex 0, and are at their least separation asunder when

equally inclined to G or D.

3°. Whether A and B be real or imaginary ; when either of

them is upon or passes over either bisector C or i), the other is

upon or passes over the other bisector D or C.

226. // a variable segment XY of a fixed axis cut a fixed

segment AB of the axis harmonically—
1°. The circle on the variable segment XY as diameter deter-

mines a coaxal system (184), v^hose limiting points (184) are the

extremities^ real or imaginary^ of the fixed segment AB.

2°. The circle on the variable segment XY as chord which

passes through any fixed point P, not on the axis^ parses also

through a secondfixedpoint Q^ on the line connecting the first^ real

or imaginary^ with the middle point G of the fixed segment AB.
Both these properties follow at once from the preceding.

The first from the consideration that for the variable circle of

which XFis diameter, and therefore -^centre, GZ^ - (JXF)^,

which (Euc. IT. 5, 6) = GX.GY, is constant and = [^ABf (184)

;

and the second from the consideration that for the variable

circle PXY^ if Q be the second point in which it intersects

the line PG (figs, a and y8, Cor. 2°, Art. 225), GP.GQ, which

(Euc. III. 35, 36) = GX.GY^ is constant and = {^AB)'.

Conversely, Every circle of a coaxal system cuts harmonically

the segment^ real or imaginary—
1°. Of the line of centres intercepted between the two limiting

points of the system.
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2". Of any line intercepted between its two ])oints of contact

with circles of the system.

For, AB as before being the segment of the line, XY the

diameter or chord of the circle, and C and Z the middle points

of AB and XY] then since in the case of 1°, by (184),

CZ' - [^XYf = CA' = CB' = (iAB)\

therefore CX.CY={^ABfj and therefore &c. (225), and since

in the case of 2°, by (182, Cor. 9°), G is on the radical axis

of the system, therefore CX.CY= CA' == CB' = {iAB)% Siud

therefore &c. (225).

227. When two segments having a common axis cut each

other harmonically^ the square of the distance hetween their middle

points is equal to the sum of the squares of their semi-lengths.

Let, as before, AB and XY be the segments, G and ^ their

middle points ; then, since (Euc. ii. 5, 6) GZ' =OX GY-^ HXY)''
or =ZA.ZB^{\AB)\ and since (225) GX.GY=[\ABY and

ZA.ZB=[\XY)\ihQvdovQ GZ'^{\ABY-^[\XY)\ and there-

fore &c.

Conversely, when two segments having a common axis are

such that the square of the distance hetween their middle points

is equal to the sum of the squares of their semi-lengths^ they cut

each other harmonically.

For, since, by hypothesis, GZ^' = [\ABY + {^XYy% therefore

GZ'-{\XY)\ or GX.GY, =[\ABy% and GZ^'-{\AB)\ or

ZA.ZB, =[\XY)\ and therefore &c. (225).

Cor. 1*. Since, in a right-angled triangle, the square of the

side subtending the right angle is equal to the sum of the

squares of the sides containing the right angle, and, conversely,

(Euc. I. 47, 48), it appears immediately, from the above, that^

—

If two coaxal segments which cut each other harmonically

he turned round their middle points and made conterminous in

position^ they will form a right angle ; and^ conversely^ If two

conterminous segments whichform a right angle he turned round

their middle points and made coincident in direction^ they will

cut each other harmonically.

Cor. 2°. Since, when two circles intersect at right angles,

the square of the distance between their centres is equal to the

VOL. 11. c
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sura of the squares of their radii, and conversely (23), it appears

again, from the above, that

—

When two coaxal segments cut each other harmonically^ the

two circles of which they are diameters intersect at right angles

;

and^ conversely^ ivhen two circles intersect at right angles^ their

two diameters which coincide in direction cut each other har-

monically.

CoR. 3°. The above, also, supplies obvious solutions of the

three following problems

:

1°. Given one segment AB of a line and the length XY of

another cutting it harmonically^ to determine the middle point

Z of the other,

2°. Given one segment AB of a line and the middle point Z
of another cutting it harmonically^ to determine the length XY
of tJie other,

3". Given two segments AB and A'B' of a line, to determine

the middle point Z and the length XY of the segment which cuts

both harmonically,

228. When two segments having a common axis cut each

other harmonically^ every circle passing through the extremities of

either cuts orthogonally the circle of which the other is a diameter.

Let, as before, AB and XY be the segments, G and ^ their

middle points; then since (225) CX,CY=={^AB)% therefore

(Euc. III. 35, 36) square of tangent from G to any circle passing

through X and F= square of radius of circle of which AB
is diameter; and since ZA,ZB = [\XYy\ therefore square of

tangent from Z to any circle passing through A and B = square

of radius of circle of which XF is diameter ; and therefore

&c. (23).

Conversely, when two circles of any radii cut each other

orthogonally^ every diameter of either is cut harmonically hy the

other.

Let AB be any diameter of either, G its middle point, and

X and Y the two points, real or imaginary, at which it intersects

the other; then since (Euc. III. 35, 36) 0^.(77= square of

tangent from G to the latter, that is, as the circles cut ortho-

gonally, = square of radius of former, = [\AB)\ therefore &c.

(225).
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Cor. 1*. Since a variable circle passing through a fixed

point, and cutting a fixed circle orthogonally, passes through a

second fixed point, the inverse of the first with respect to the

fixed circle (149), it appears at once from the above, as already

noticed in (226, 2°), that

—

A variable circle passing through a fixed pointy and cutting

a fixed segment of a fixed axis harmonically^ passes also through

a second fixed pointy on the line connecting the first with the

centre of the fixed segment.

Cor. 2°. Again, since a variable circle cutting two fixed

circles orthogonally determines a coaxal system, whose radical

axis is the line of centres, whose line of centres is the radical

axis, and whose limiting points are the intersections, real or

imaginary, of the fixed circles (185) ; it appears also, from the

above, that

—

A variable circle cutting two fixed segments of two fixed axes

harmonically determines a coaxal system^ whose radical axis

is the line of centres^ whose line of centimes is the radical axis^

and whose limiting points are the ititersections , real or imaginary

^

of the circles of which the fixed segments are diameters.

Cor. 3°. Since (156, Cor. 4°) a circle may be described,

1° passing through two given points and cutting a given circle

orthogonally ;
2° passing through a given point and cutting two

given circles orthogonally ;
3° cutting three given circles ortho-

gonally; the radical centre of the given group and its tan-

gential distance from each circle of the group, evanescent or

finite, being the centre and radius of the cutting circle in each

case ; the above furnishes solutions at once simple and obvious

of the three following problems, viz.

To describe a circle, 1° passing through two given points and

cutting a given segment of a given axis harmonically ; 2° passing

through a given point and cutting two given segments of two given

axes harmonically ; 3° cutting three given segments of three given

axes harmonically.

Cor. 4°. As three segments of three axes may be the three

sides of the triangle determined by the axes, the problems of

the preceding corollary (3°) consequently include as particular

cases the three following, respectively, viz.

—

C 2
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To describe a circle^ 1° passing through two giviti points

and cutting a side of a given triangle harmonically ; 2° passing

through a given point and cutting two sides of a given triangle

harmonically ; 3° cutting the three sides of a given triangle har-

monically.

Cor. 5**. Since (168) the three circles of which the sides of

any triangle are diameters are cut orthogonally by the polar

circle, real or imaginary, of the triangle ; that is, by the circle

round the intersection of its three perpendiculars as centre, the

square of whose radius is equal, in magnitude and sign, to the

common value of the three equal rectangles under the segments

into which they mutually divide each other; hence again, from

the above, it appears that

—

In every triangle the polar circle^ real or imaginary^ cuts the

three sides harmonically.

Cor. 6°. Since (189, 1", Cor. 1°) the three circles of which

the three chords of intersection of any tetragram are diameters

are coaxal, and since consequently (185) every circle cutting

two of them orthogonally cuts the third also orthogonally;

hence also, from the above, it appears that

—

Every circle cutting two of the three chords of intersection of

any tetragram harmonically cuts the third also harmonically,

229. If a line AB he cut harmonically hy two pairs of con-

jugates X and Y^ X' and Y\ both pairs being arbitrary,

a. The three circles on XX\ YY\ and AB {and also the

three on XY\ YX ^ and AB) as diameters are coaxal.

b. The three circles on XX\ YY\ and AB {and also the

three on XY\ FX', and AB) as chords^ which pass through any

common point P not on the line^ pass also through a second

common point Q not on the line.

To prove (a). Since by hypothesis

AX'.AY^-BX: BY and AX :AY=^-BX' : BY,

therefore, by composition of ratios,

AX, AX' : AY.AY' :: BX.BX' : BY,BY,

and therefore &c. (192, Cor. 1°).

To prove (b). Since, by (a), there exists a point on AB
for which OX.OX'=OY,OY'=OA,OB, therefore, if Q be
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the point on OP for which each = OP. 0^, the three circles

XPX\ YPT, and APB all pass through Q, and therefore &c.

The point on AB for which OX.OX' = OY.OT, and

each therefore = OA . OB, is evidently that determined by the

relation OZ.XT + OZ'.XY=^0, Z and Z' being the middle

points of XFand XT'; for, since when OX, OX'=OY.OY'
then OX :OY=OY' : OX, therefore

6>X+ OY: OX- 0Y= OY + OX' : OY - 0X\

or 2. OZ: YX = 2. OZ' : X' Y\ and therefore &c.

230. In the applications of the theory of harmonic section to

the geometry of the circle, the solutions of a variety of problems

are reduced to those of the following

:

Given two segments or angles AB and A'B' having a common

axis or vertex, to determine the segment or angle XY v)hich cuts

both harmonically.

By virtue of the general relation of Art. 221, the case of the

angle is of course reduced at once to that of the segment, which

is given immediately by any of the three following (instruc-

tions, all based on the property of Art. 225, viz.

:

1°. Describing the two circles of which AB and A'B\ bisected

at C and C respectively, are diameters ; any circle cutting them

both orthogonally will intercept on the given axis the required

segment XY.

For (228) CX.CY=[^AB)\andi C'XX'Y={^A'B')%

and therefore &c. (225).

2°. Taking arbitrarily any point P not on the given axis,

and describing the two circles PAB and PA'B' ; their chord of

intersection PQ will intersect the given axis at the middle point

Z of the required segment XY', and the circle round ^as centre,

the square of whose radius is equal to the rectangle ZP.ZQ,
will intercept on the given axis the required segment itself.

For, (Euc. III. 35, 36) ZA,ZB= ZP.ZQ=: [\XY)\ and

ZA',ZB'==ZP.ZQ = (iXF)\ and therefore &c. (225).

3°. Taking arbitrarily any point P not on the given axis,

connecting it with the middle points G and C of AB and A'B\

and taking on the connecting lines PC and PC the two points

Q and Q', for which CP. CQ = {{AB)% and C'P,C Q' = [^A'BJ
;
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the circle QPQ' will intercept on the given line the required

segment XY.
For, (Euc. III. 35, 36) CX.CY=^ CP.CQ=[)^AB)% and

C"XC'r= G'P,C'Q'=[\ABy, and therefore &c. (225).

If either or both of the given segments AB and A'B' be

imaginary, the last alone of the preceding constructions is appli-

cable ; and the problem, as solved by it, is obviously in its most

general form equivalent to the following, viz.

:

On a given line to determine the two points X and Y the

rectangles under whose distancesfrom each of two given points on

the line C and C are given in magnitude and sign.

When the two given segments or angles AB and A'B' are

such that A and B alternate with A' and B' in order of suc-

cession, the segment or angle XY which cuts them both har-

monically is of course necessarily imaginary ; its two points or

lines of bisection are however in all cases real (225, Cor. 2°).

231. The harmonic relation of a system of four points on a

common axis A^ B^ X^ Y may be expressed in terms of the

three distances of any three of them from the fourth as follow^s

:

If A be the point from which the distances of the remaining

three are measured ; substituting for BX and -BF their equiva-

lents AX- AB and AY- ABj the fundamental proportion of

harmonic section (213) becomes

AX: AY:: AX-AB: AB-AY (1).

If B be the point ; substituting for AX andA Y their equiva-

lents BX— BA and BY-BA^ it becomes

BX:BY::BX-BA:BA-BY (2).

If X be the point ; substituting for YA and YB their equi-

valents XA -XY and XB- XY^ it becomes

XA : XB :: XA-XY: XY-XB (3).

And if Y be the point ; substituting for XA and XB their

equivalents YA - YX and YB— FX, it becomes

YA: YB:: YA-YX: YX- YB (4),

in each of which the relation is expressed in terms of the dis-

tances of three of the points from the fourth, in a form which is

precisely the same from whichever of the four the tkree dis-

tances are measured.
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Cor. 1°. The four preceding relations give at once the

equalities

( 2.AX.AY={AX+AY),AB'
2.BX.BY=[BX + BY).BA
2,XA.XB=[XA + XB).Xy]
2. YA. YB={YA + YB), YX J

from which it follows immediately, that

2.AX.AY AXAY

(I),

AB =

BA

XY=

YX:

AX+AY
2.BX.BY
BX^BY
2.XA.XB
XA + XB
2. YA.YB

i [AX+AY]
BX.BY

i[BX+BY)
XA.XB

^[XA + XB]
YA.YB

(H),

j
YA+YB ^^{YA+YB)

relations which express the distance of any point of an harmonic

system from its conjugate, in terms of its distances from the

remaining two points of the system.

Cor. 2°. The reciprocals of the four latter relations (II),

give again immediately

AX'^ AY~
1 1

BX^ BY~

XA'^ XB

YA +
1

YB

2 /

AB
2

BA
2 \

^^

XY
2

Yx]

AB 2\AX^ AY)

BA 2 \BX ^ by)

:y 2 \XA xb)

... (Ill),

XY
1

YX 2\YA^ YB
which express, in a remarkably simple manner, the harmonic

relation of four points, in terms of the reciprocals of the distances

of any three of them from the fourth.

Cor. 3". If G and Z (fig. 1, Art. 213) be the middle points

of the two conjugate segments AB and XY respectively ; then

since (76, 1)

AX+AY=2.AZ, BX+BY^2.BZ,
XA + XB= 2.XC, YA+YB=^2.YC,
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the four general relations (I) of Cor. 1°, are obviously equivalent

to the following

:

(AX,AY=AZ,AB
BX,BY=BZ.BA
XA.XB = XG.XY
YA,YB=^YC.YX

(IV),

relations of considerable utility, each of which, like any of the

preceding, is characteristic of an harmonic system, and sufficient

to determine it.

232. When four points on a common axis A and B^ X and Y
form an harmonic system, the three distances from any one of

them to the remaining three, regard being had to their signs

as well as to their magnitudes, are said to he in harmonic

progression^ and the distance from each to its conjugate is

termed the harmonic mean of the distances from it to the other

two.

Thus, A and B^ X and Y being the two pairs of conjugates,

the four sets of their magnitudes AX^ ABj and AY; BX^ BA,
and BY', XA, XY, andX^; YA, ZZ, and YB, taken all with

the proper signs due to their several directions, are each in

harmonic progression, AB, BA, XF, and YX being the har-

monic means in the four cases respectively.

From the invariable order of the four points of an harmonic

system when all real, it is evident, from the above definition,

that the harmonic mean of two magnitudes has the sign common
to both when their signs are similar, and that of the nume-

rically lesser of the two when their signs are opposite.

According to the analogy of arithmetic and geometric

progression, any number of magnitudes are said to be in har-

monic progression when every consecutive three of them are in

such progression.

233. The several groups of relations of Art. 231 and Its

corollaries, interpreted in accordance with the above definitions,

express all the ordinary properties of three or more magnitudes

in harmonic progression, regard being had to their signs as well

as to their absolute values in every case.

I
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The group of proportions (1), (2), (3), (4) express im-

mediately that

—

1°. When three magnitudes are in harmonic progression^ the

first : the third w the first — the second : the second— the third.

The group of equalities (II) that

—

2°. When three magnitudes are in harmonic progression^ the

mean = twice the product of the extremes divided hy their sum^

or = the product of the extremes divided hy half their sum.

The group of equalities (III) that

—

3°. When three magnitudes are in harmonic progression^ the

sum of the reciprocals of the extremes = twice the reciprocal of

the mean ; or^ the reciprocal of the mean — half the sum of the

reciprocals of the extremes.

As half the sum of two magnitudes = their arithmetic

mean, and the product of two magnitudes = the square of

their geometric mean ; the group of equalities (I) or (IV)

shew that

—

4°. The product of the arithmetic and harmonic means of two

magnitudes = the square of their geometric mean.

As three magnitudes are in geometric progression when the

product of the first and third = the square of the second ; it

appears, from 4°, that

—

5°. The arithmetic^ geometric^ and harmonic means of two

magnitudes are in geometric progression.

As three magnitudes are in arithmetic progression when

the sum of the first and third = twice the second, or, the

second = half the sum of the first and third 5 it appears,

from 3°, that

—

6°. When three or any number of magnitudes are in harmonic

progression^ their reciprocals are in arithmetic progression.

Between the three kinds of progression, arithmetic, geo-

metric, and harmonic, the following relation appears from 1°

—

7°. For every three consecutive terms a, h^ c, the difference

[a-h) ', the difference {h — c)^ in arithmetic progression :: a : a^ in

geometric progression ::a: &, and in harmonic progression ::a:c.

An extension of the term harmonic mean from two to any

number of magnitudes, by the same kind of analogy by which

the terms arithmetic mean and geometric mean have been

similarly extended, has been suggested by 3°.
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8°. As, for two magnitudes a, 6, we say that

—

Arithmetic mean = half of (a + 5),

Geometric mean = square root of (« x 5),

Harmonic mean = reciprocal of - ( - -f A ,

So, by analogy, for n magnitudes a, 5, c, <?, &c., we say that

—

Arithmetic mean = w*'* part o{{a-\-h + c + d-\- &c.),

Geometric mean = n^' root of {axhxcxdx &c.),

Harmonic mean = reciprocal of-(- + 7H \- -,4 &c. ) .^ n\a c a J

The harmonic mean of any number of magnitudes thus signify'

ing the magnitude whose recijprocal = the arithmetic mean of the

recij>rocals of the magnitudes,

234. More generally (231) the harmonic relation of a system

of four points on a common axis Aj B, Xj F, may be expressed

in terms of their four distances from any arbitrary point P on

the axis of the system, as follows :

—

In the fundamental proportion of harmonic section (213) sub-

stituting for AX, A F, BX, and BY their equivalents PX- PA,

PY-PA, PX- PB, and PY- PB, the result

{PX-PA):{PX-PB) + {PY^PA):[PY-PB) = 0...{1),

or, which is the same thing,

{PX- PA).[PY- PB) + [PY- PA).[PX- PB) = 0. . . (1'),

expresses the relation in terms of the four distances in question,

and may, like any of the preceding, be regarded as characteristic

of an harmonic system, and sufficient to determine it.

Dividing both terms of the proportion (1) by the ratio PA : PB,

or of the equality (1') by the product PA.PB.PX.PY, the

resulting proportion

\PX~PA)'\px''m)'^\TY~PA)'\pY~m)^^
or the resulting equality

\px~pa) • [py'pbj^kpy'pa] • KPX'PBr^'''^^'^'
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expresses again the relation in terms of the reciprocals of the

four distances, in precisely the same form as in terms of the

distances themselves.

Cor. 1°. The first of the preceding proportions (1), or its

equivalent (1'), gives at once the equality

2.PX.PY+2.PA,PB=[PA + PB),[PX-^PY)...{^),

and the second (2), or its equivalent (2'), the corresponding

equality

= .

-"A
"^ PB) ' [PX'^PYJ'"^''PX.PY ' PA.PB \PA

in which the forms again, as they ought to be, are identical.

Cor. 2°. If C and Z be the middle points of AB and XY
respectively, then, as PA-^PB=2.PC and PX+PY=2.PZ,
the first of these latter equalities (3) becomes

PX.PY+PA.PB=2,PC,PZ (5),

a relation of considerable utility in the applications of the theory

of harmonic section.

Cor. 3°. If Q and Q' be the harmonic conjugates of P with

respect to AB and -Z Irrespectively, then, as

PA'^ PB~ PQ' ~PX^ PY~ PQ ' *^
'

"^-'^

the second (4) becomes

1
"*" pj P7? vn T>a vnPX.PY ' PA.PB PQ.PQ

a relation again identical in form, and, as may be easily seen

from (233, 6°), in meaning too, with that for the direct distances

(5) to which it corresponds.

235. If a line AB cut harmonically at two points X and Y
he again cut harmonically at two other points P and Q^ both jpairs

of conjugates heing arbitrary^ then

PX,PY^2PC.RZ (a),

QX.QY==2QG,EZ (/3),

(7, By and Z heing the middle points of the three segments ABj
PQj and XY respectively. (See fig. 1, Art. 213).
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For, by (234, Cor. 2"),

PX.PY-\-PA.PB=2PC.PZ,

and, by (231, Cor. 3°),

PA.PB=PC.PQ = 2.PC.PB,

therefore PX.PY=2,PC,{PZ- PR) = 2.P(7.i?Z;

and, similarly,

QX.QY==2.QC.{QZ- QE)=:2.QC,RZ,

and therefore &c.

Otherwise thus, by (Euc. Ii. 5, 6),

PX.PY- CX.CY=PZ'- CZ' = (PZ- CZ).{PZ+ CZ)

= PC.{PZ-\- QZ- QC) = 2,PC.BZ-PC.QC,

and, by (225), CX.CY=CP,CQ, therefore PX.PY=2.PC.BZ-
and, similarly, QX.QY—2.QG.RZj and therefore &c.

The latter proof, depending only on the single consideration

that the two rectangles CX.CY and CP.CQ are equal in

magnitude and sign, shews that the relations themselves, (a)

and (/3), depend on that circumstance alone, and are therefore

independent of the accident as to whether the two points A and

B are real or imaginary.

Cor. 1°. Taking successively the sum, difference, product,

and quotient of the above equalities (a) and (/8), we get at once

the four following relations :

—

j°. Adding, remembering that PC-\- QC=2.BCj we get

FX.PY+ QX.QY=A,BC.BZ (1).

2°. Subtracting, remembering that PC— QC= PQj we get

PX.PY- QX,QY=2.PQ.BZ (2).

3°. Multiplying, remembering that 4..CP,CQ = AB' (225),

we get

PX.PYx QX.QY=AB\BZ' (3).

4°. Dividing, we get at once, without any reduction,

PX.FY: QX.QYr.PC: QC (4),

relations which, like those from which they are derived, are

perfectly general, and Independent alike of the position of either

pair of conjugates X and Y, or P and §, and of the accident

of A and B being real or imaginary.
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Cor. 2\ From (a) and {/S), and from (3°, Cor. 1°), we get at

once the equalities

PX.PY QX.QY
2.RZ ' ^ 'i.RZ

PX.PY.QX.QY
(6),

which are the simplest formulae by which to calculate In numbers
the position and length of AB when those of PQ and XY are

given; a problem for which, It will be remembered, various

constructions were given In Art. 230.

Cor. 3°. If, while P and §, and therefore i?, are supposed to

remain fixed, X and Y, and therefore Z^ be conceived to vary,

and in the course of their variation to coincide all three first atA
and then at5; we see, from (4°, Cor. 1°), that PX.PY: QX.QY
= a constant ratio, and also that

PX.PY _ PA^ _i^^ _^
QX.QY'' 'QA'~ QB'- QG ^^^'

relations which, for the particular positions of A and P, may
be easily verified from the fundamental conception of harmonic

section. See Arts. 150, and 161, Cor. 1°.

Cor. 4°. If XY, XT', XT", &c. be any number of seg-

ments cutting the same segment AB harmonically, Z, Z\ Z'\ &c.

their several middle points, P and Q as before any arbitrary

pair of conjugates, and B, their middle point ; then since, from

(a) and [fi),

PX.PY : PX'.PY' : PX'.PY", &c.

= QX. QY: QX. Q Y'
: QX". Q F", &c. = BZ: RZ : BZ\ &c.,

if the several distances BZ, BZ\ BZ'\ &c. form an arithmetic,

geometric, or harmonic series, so do the two sets of rectangles

PX.PY, PX.PY, PX'.PY", &c., and QX.QY, QX'.QY,
QX".QY", &c., whatever be the positions of P and Q.

Cor. 5°. If XY, X' Y', X" Y" be any three segments cutting

the same segment AB harmonically, Z, Z', Z" their three middle

points, andP any arbitrary point on the axis of the segments ; then

PX.PY.ZZ" + PX'.PY'. Z"Z' + PX'.PY'.ZZ = 0...(8),
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a theorem due to Chasles, and made much use of by him in the

theory of involution.

For, Q being the harmonic conjugate of P with respect to

AB^ and R the middle point of PQ^ therefore by (a),

PX,FY=2PaBZ, PX\PT=2PC.RZ\ PX".FY"=2PaRZ",

and B, Zj Z\ Z" being four points on a common axis, therefore,

by (82),

BZ,Z'Z' + BZ\Z"Z^ BZ\ZZ =
;

and therefore &c.

This proof, it will be observed, is independent of the cir-

cumstance as to whether A and B are real or imaginary.

COK. 6°. If POQ and XOY be two angles cutting harmoni-

cally the same angle AOB, then, all three being otherwise

entirely arbitrary,

sinPOX sinPOr _ smTPO^ _ sm'POB
smQOX.smQOY~ mn'QOA ~ Bm'QOB ^'^'

which are the formulae by which to calculate in numbers the

positions of the sides of the angle AOB when those of the

angles POQ and XOY s^re given.

For, if PQj XYj and AB be the three segments intercepted

by the three angles on any arbitrary line not passing through

their common vertex 0, then since, by (65),

sinPOX PX PO . sinPOF PY PO
QT QO'

PX PO^ sinPOF
'QX' QO' sin^Or'sin QOX

therefore, at once, by composition of ratios,

sinPOX.sinPOr^ PX.PY P0\
sinQOX.smQOY" QX.QY' QO''

and since, by the same again directly,

sin^PO^ _ P^ ^ ^ sin^POP _ PB^
QB'

PO'

QO''sin^ QOA QA' ' QG''' ^m'QOB

therefore &c. ; the rest being evident from relation (7), Cor. 3°.

Cor. 7°. In the particular case when the angle POQ is

right, that is, when the two conjugates OP and OQ are the

two bisectors, internal and external, of the angle AOB (216, 3°),

the sines of the several angles measured from OQ may be re-
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placed by the cosines of the corresponding angles measured

from OP, or conversely, and the above relation (9) becomes for

the harmonic section of an angle what that of Art. 225 is for

that of a line, viz.

tsmCOX. iSLTiG Y= tan'COA = tan'COB (10),

C being either bisector, internal or external, of the angle A OB.

This latter relation, however, appears more immediately from

that of the article referred to, by drawing the arbitrary line in the

general proof of (9) perpendicular to the direction of 0(7, and

then dividing the relation of that article, CX. CY= CA''=CB%
by the square of 0(7(60).



( 32 )

CHAPTER XIV.

HARMONIC PROPERTIES OF THE POINT AND LINE.

236. Of the various harmonic properties of figures of points

and lines, the two following, reciprocals of each other (173),

lead to the greatest number of consequences, and may be re-

garded as fundamental.

a. In every tetragram the three pairs of opposite intersections

(106) divide harmonically the three sides of the triangle deter^

mined hy their three lines of connection,

a. In every tetrastigm the three pairs of opposite connectors

(106) divide harmonically the three angles of the triangle deter-

mined hy their three points of intersection.

To prove a. IfX and X', Fand Y\ Zand Z' be the three

pairs of opposite intersections of the tetragram determined by

the four lines in the figure on which they lie, three and three,

and ABC the triangle determined by their three lines of con-

nection ; the three segments XX', YY\ ZZ' cut harmonically

and are cut harmonically by the three BC^ CA, AB,
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^M For, In the triangle XYX'j having any one of the three

^B former XX' for a side, and either extremity Y of either of the

^B remaining two YY' for the opposite vertex ; the axis of the

^H third ZZ' Intersecting with the three sides at three coUInear

^H points Z, Z', J5, and the other extremity Y' of the second con-

^H necting with the three vertices by three concurrent lines XZ^
^H X'Z'j YG, therefore, by relations a and b\ Art. 134,H XB^_ XZ^ YZ . ^^ _ _^ YZ_^ XB ~^ YZ' X'Z' X'C ~ YZ' ' 'X'Z'

which evidently (213) prove the property for the pair of segments

XX' and BC', and, as it may be proved exactly similarly for

the remaining two pairs YY' and CA^ ZZ' and ABj there-

fore &c.

To prove a. If QE and F8, EP and QS, PQ and E8 be the

three pairs of opposite connectors of the tetrastigm determined

by the four points P, §, E^ S in the same figure, and ABG the

triangle determined by their three points of intersection; the

three angles P4^, QBE^ ECP cut harmonically and are cut

harmonically by the three BA C, CBA^ A CB.

For, in the triangle FAQ, having any one of the three

former PA Q for an angle, and either side PQ of either of the re-

maining two ECP for the opposite side ; the vertex of the third

QBE connecting with the three vertices by three concurrent

lines PEj Q8^ AB^ and the other side ES of the second inter-

secting w^Ith the three sides at three collinear points J?, S, (7,

therefore, by relations a and 5, Art. 1 34,

mnPAB smPQS smAPE

and
sinQAB sinA QS ' sin QBE

smPA C _ smPQS sinAPE
smQAC smAQS' sinQPE'

which evidently (213) prove the property for the pair of angles

PA Q and BAG
J
and, as It may be proved exactly similarly

for the remaining two pairs QBE and GBA, ECP and ACB,
therefore &c.

237. That the two properties just established are reciprocals

of each other, in the sense explained In Art. 173, may readily

be shewn, in general terms, as follows :

—

VOL. II. D
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If X, M, iV, be any four lines, and P, Q, R^ 8 their four

poles with respect to any circle, either system being arbitrary

;

U and U', V and V\ W and W the three pairs of opposite

intersections MN and L 0, NL and MO, LM and NO of the

four lines ; X and X\ Y and F, Z and Z' the three pairs of

opposite connectors QR and PS, RP and Q8, PQ and i?/S of

the four points; A, B, C the three vertices of the triangle de-

termined by the three connectors UU\ VV\ WW ; and i>, E, F
the tl^.ree sides of the triangle determined by the three inter-

sections XX', FF', ZZ' ] then, since, by the fundamental

property of poles and polars (167), the several pairs of points

and lines U and X, V and F, W and Z, U' and X\ V and F,
W and Z' ; A and i), ^ and E, G and i^ are pole and polar to

each other with respect to the circle, therefore, by the general

property of Art. 223, the harmonicism of the three rows of four

colllnear points B, (7, U, Z7'; (7, A, F, F'; A, B, TF, W involves

and is involved in that of the three pencils of four concurrent lines

F, F, X, X' ; F, D, F, F' ; D, E, Z, Z ; and therefore &c.

The reader understanding the spirit of the above mode of

reasoning is recommended to apply it for himself to the several

other examples of pairs of reciprocal properties which will be

given him in abundance in the course of the sequel. He will

in general find the transformation of a property into its re-

ciprocal to be a process almost purely mechanical, consisting

ordinarily of little more than merely changing in its statement

all points into lines and lines Into points, all connectors of points

into intersections of lines and intersections of lines Into con-

nectors of points, all points on a circle into tangents to the

circle and tangents to a circle into points on the circle, &c.

In cases presenting any exceptional peculiarity, or involving the

necessity of any intermediate considerations, the reclprocallty

of the properties will occasionally be proved for him, but in

all ordinary cases, like the above, the process of tracing it will

be left as an exercise to himself; especially when, as in the

preceding article, the demonstrations actually given of the re-

ciprocal properties are themselves also reciprocal ; a circumstance

which In that article would have been rendered more apparent

by the employment, as above, of corresponding notation applied

to the reciprocal parts of separate figures for both properties,

4
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had not, for other reasons which will appear in the sequel, the

figures for the two been combined in their case instead.

238. It is easy to see, from the general property of Art. 221

,

that the harmonicism of any one of the three rows of four

points X, X\ B^ Cj F, F', G^ A] Z^ Z\ A^ B in property «, or

of any one of the three pencils of four rays QR^ PS^ AB^ AG,
RP, QS, BG, BA ; PQ, RS, GA, GB in property a of Art. 236,

(see figure of that article), involves that of the other two ; for,

in the former case, the two rows for every two of the three

connectors XX\ YY\ ZZ' being in perspective at both ex-

tremities of the third, viz. F, F, (7, A and Z^ Z\ A^ B fit X
and X' ; Z, Z\ A, B and X, X\ B, G at Fand F' ; X, X', B, G
and F, Y\ G^ A Sii Z and Z' (see fig.) ; and, in the latter case,

the two pencils for every two of the three intersections A^ Bj G
being in perspective on both lines determining the third, viz.

RP, QS, BG, BA and PQ, R8, GA, GB on QR and P8',

PQ, R8, GA, GB and QR, PS, AB, AG on RP and QS-,

QR, PS, AB, AG and RP, Q8, BG, BA on PQ and RS
see fig.) ; therefore, by property 2°, Art. 222, if any one of the

ihree rows in the former case, or of the three pencils in the

latter case, be harmonic, so are the other two ; and there-

fore &c.

It is again easy to see, from the same, that of the two re-

ciprocal properties themselves, a and a, either involves the other

directly without the aid of the reciprocating process explained

in Art. 173, and applied in Art. 237. For, in the triangle ABG
(see fig.), if the three sides BG, GA, AB are cut harmonically

by the three pairs of conjugates X and X', F and F', Z and Z',

then, by the general relation of Art. 221, the three opposite

angles BAG, GBA, AGB are cut harmonically by the three

pairs of conjugates QR and PS, jRPand QS, PQ and RS', and,

conversely, if the three angles BAG, GBA, AGB are cut har-

monically by the three pairs of conjugates QR and PS, RP and

QS, PQ and RS, then, by the same, the three opposite sides

BG, GA, AB are cut harmonically by the three pairs of con-

jugates X and X', F and F, Z and Z' ; and therefore &c.

A tetragram and tetrastigm, related as in the figure to

the same central triangle ABG, possess many interesting har-

D2
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monic properties In connexion with each other and the triangle,

some of which will be noticed in the course of the sequel.

239. In the particular cases, when, in property a of Art. 236,

one of the four lines X' Y'Z' constituting the tetragram in the

general case is the line at infinity (131), and when, In pro-

perty a of the same article, one of the four points S constituting

the tetrastigm in the general case is the polar centre of the

triangle PQR determined by the remaining three (168) ; since,

in the former case, the three pairs of harmonic conjugates X
and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' connect by Infinite Intervals, they

bisect. Internally and externally, the three sides BG^ CA^ AB
of the triangle ABC determined by their three lines of connec-

tion (216, 3°) ; and since. In the latter case, the three pairs of

harmonic conjugates QR and P/S^, BP and Q8^ PQ and B8
intersect at right angles, they bisect, externally and Internally,

the three angles BAG^ GBA, AGB of the triangle ABG deter-

mined by their three points of intersection (216, 3°) ; hence, the

two reciprocal properties themselves, a and a', shew for these

particular cases, as is otherwise evident, that

—

a. In every triangle the three vertices bisect the three sides of

the triangle determined by the directions of the three parallels

through them to the opposite sides,

a'. In every triangle the three sides bisect the three angles of

the triangle determined by the intersections of the three perpen-

diculars to them through the opposite vertices.

These latter properties are not reciprocals in the same

sense as those from which they have been inferred ; each,

to an arbitrary circle, reciprocating, not Into the other, but

into the more general property of which the other is a par-

ticular case. In reciprocating the first, the line at infinity

^136), on which the three parallels through the vertices In-

tersect with the opposite sides of the triangle, must be taken

into account, with the latter, in order to complete the tetragram

of the general property, under which, as above shewn, it comes

as a particular case.

In the particular case when the tetragram in property a

of Art. 236 is a parallelogram ; since then one chord of inter-

section, XX' suppose (see figure of that article), of the figure.
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and with it, of course, the side BG of the triangle ABG^ is at

infinity; therefore, by virtue of that property, the other two

chords of intersection YY' and ZZ' mutually bisect each other at

the opposite vertex A of the triangle ABC. Hence the familiar

property that in every parallelograTh the two diagonals mutually

bisect each other^ comes as another particular case under the same

general property a ; and, to an arbitrary circle, reciprocates (like

the above a) into the general property a reciprocal to a.

240. From the two fundamental properties of Art. 236, the

following general consequences, in pairs reciprocals of each other,

may be immediately inferred, viz.

—

a. The tvjo centres orf perspective of any two segments (131)

divide harmonically the segment intercepted on their line of con-

nexion hy the axes of the segments.

a. The two axes of perspective of any two angles (131)

divide harmonically the angle subtended at their point of inter-

section by the vertices of the angles.

For, if, in the figure of that article, any two of the three

pairs of opposite intersections X and X\ Y and Y' of the

tetragram be regarded as the extremities of the two segments

in a ; then are the remaining pair Z and Z' the two centres of

perspective (131) of those segments, and, by property a of the

article in question, they divide harmonically the segment AB
intercepted on their line of connection by the axes of the

segments ; and therefore &c. And, if, in the same figure, any

two of the three pairs of opposite connectors QR and P/S', BP
and QS of the tetrastigm be regarded as the sides of the two

angles in a ; then are the remaining pair PQ and B8 the two

axes of perspective (131) of those angles, and, by property a

of the same article, they divide harmonically the angle A GB
subtended at their point of intersection by the vertices of the

angles ; and therefore &c.

b. The two centres of perspective of any two segments connect

harmonically with the vertex of the angle determined by the axes

of the segments.

V . The two axes of perspective of any two angles intersect

harmonically with the axis of the segment determdned by the

vertices of the angles.
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For, if, in the figure of the same article, any pair of opposite

connectors QB and FS of the tetrastigm be regarded as the

two segments in 5; then are the two intersections^B and C
of the other two pairs HP and QS, PQ and RS the two centres

of perspective of those segments, and, by property a of the

article in question, they connect harmonically with the vertex A
of the angle determined by the axes of the segments; and

therefore &c. And, if, in the same figure, the two pairs of

lines determining any pair of opposite intersections X and X'

of the tetragram be regarded as the two angles in h' ; then are

the two connectors YY' and ZZ' of the other two pairs Y and Y\
Z and Z' the two axes of perspective of those angles, and, by
property a of the same article, they intersect harmonically with

the axis BC oi the segment XX' determined by the vertices of

the angles ; and therefore &c.

c. The two centres of perspective of any two segments are

conjugate points (217) with respect to the angle determined hy the

axes of the segments.

c'. The two axes of perspective of any two angles are conjugate

lines (217) with respect to the segment determined hy the vertices

of the angles.

These, by Art. 217, are obviously but another mode of

stating the two general properties h and 5'; which, though

proved independently above by reciprocal demonstrations, follow

at once, it may be observed, from the two a and a', by virtue

of the general property of Art. 221. For, since, by a, the

three rows of four points B, (7, X, X' ; (7, A, Y, Y' ; A, B, Z, Z'

(see fig.) are harmonic, therefore, by the general property in

question, the three pencils of four rays ZZ'^ YY\ AX^ AX'
;

XX', ZZ, BY, BY':, YY', XX', CZ, GZ' are harmonic, and

therefore &c. And, since, by a!, the three pencils of four rays

AB, AG, QB, P8', BG, BA, BP, QS-, AB, AG, PQ, BS (see

fig.) are harmonic, therefore, by the same general property,

the three rows of four points B, G, X, X; G, A,Y',Y',

A, B, Z , Z are harmonic, and therefore &c.

241. The two fundamental properties of Art. 236 supply also

obvious solutions, by linear constructions only without the aid of

the circle, of the two following reciprocal problems, viz.

—
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a. Given three points of an harmonic row^ to determine the

fourth conjugate to any assigned one of the given three.

Ob. Given three rays of an harmonic pencil^ to determine the

Jourth conjugate to any assigned one of the given three.

Thus, in the figure of that article, of the harmonic row

Bj C, Xj X' given the three points X, X', C to determine the

fourth ^conjugate to (7; and, in the same figure, of the harmonic

pencil ABj AGj AX, AX' given the three rays AX, AX', AB
to determine the fourth AG conjugate to AB.

To solve the first ; on any line GA, drawn arbitrarily

through the point G whose conjugate is to be determined,

taking arbitrarily any two points Y and Y' ; their connectors

with the other two points X and X' determine the two centres

of perspective Z and Z' of the two segments XX' and YY\
whose line of connection ZZ\ by «, Art. 236, intersects with

the axis of the given points at the required conjugate B. And,

to solve the second, through any point B, taken arbitrarily on

the ray AB whose conjugate is to be determined, drawing

arbitrarily any two lines ^I^and BY' *, their intersections with

the other two rays AX and AX' determine the two axes of

perspective PQ and RS of the two angles XAX' and YBY',

whose point of intersection C, by a. Art. 236, connects with

the vertex of the given rays by the required conjugate A G.

Cor. Every point of an harmonic row being the pole of

every line through its conjugate with respect to the segment

determined by the remaining two points, and every ray of an

harmonic pencil being the polar of every point on its conjugate

with respect to the angle determined by the remaining two

rays (217) ; the above reciprocal constructions give, consequently,

solutions of the two following reciprocal problems, as well as

of those for which they have been given, viz.^

To determine by linear co7istructions only loitJiout the aid of

the circle : a. the pole of a given line with respect to a given seg-

ment ; a . the polar of a given point with respect to a given angle.

242. The two fundamental properties themselves, of Art. 236,

may obviously be stated in the following equivalent forms,

in which they express two reciprocal harmonic properties of

triangles, viz.

—
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a. Every three collinear points on the sides of a triangle

determine with the opposite vertices three segments dividing har-

monically the sides of the triangle determined hy their axes,

a. Every three concurrent lines through the vertices of a

triangle determine with the opp>osite sides three angles dividing

harmonically the angles of the triangle determined hy their vertices.

For, if (fig. of Art. 236) XYZ be any triangle, and X\ F, Z'

any three collinear points on its three sides ; then, since, in the

tetragram determined by the line of coUinearity with the three

sides of the triangle, the three segments XX\ YY\ ZZ\ by

property a of that article, are intersected harmonically each by

the axes of the other two, therefore &c. And if (same fig.)

PQR be any triangle, and PS^ QSj B8 any three concurrent

lines through its three vertices ; then, since, in the tetrastigm

determined by the point of concurrence with the three vertices

of the triangle, the three angles XAX', YBY\ ZGZ\ by pro-

perty a of the same article, are subtended harmonically each

by the vertices of the other two, therefore &c.

Cor. r. As every three lines through the vertices of a

triangle which intersect coUinearly with the opposite sides

determine an exscribed triangle in perspective with it, and as

every three points on the sides of a triangle which connect

concurrently with the opposite vertices, determine an inscribed

triangle in perspective with it (141) ; it appears consequently,

from the above reciprocal properties, or from those of Cors. 1°

and 2°, Art. 139, with which they are evidently identical, that

—

a. When a triangle exscribed to another is in jperspective with

it^ its sides are cut harmonically hy the corresponding vertices

and sides of the other.

a!. When a triangle inscribed to another is in perspective vnth

it^ its angles are cut harmonically by the corresponding sides and

vertices of the other.

Cor. 2°. Since, for every two triangles in perspective, the

three pairs of corresponding vertices connect through the centre of

perspective, and the three pairs of corresponding sides intersect

on the axis of perspective (140) ; it follows consequently, from

the two reciprocal properties of the preceding corollary, that

—

a. When a triangle exscribed to another is in perspective with
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it^ its sides are the polars of the centre of perspective with respect

to the corresponding angles of the other.

a. When a triangle inscribed to another is in perspective

with it
J
its vertices are the poles of the axis of perspective with

respect to the corresponding sides of the other,

243. Of the various other harmonic properties of triangles,

the following, in pairs reciprocals of each other, result imme-

diately from the four general relations of Art. 134.

a. When three points on the three sides of a triangle are colli-

near^ their three harmonic conjugates with respect to the sides

connect concurrently with the opposite vertices ; and conversely.

a. When three lines through the three vertices of a triangle

are concurrent^ their three harmonic conjugates with respect to the

angles intersect collinearly with the opposite sides ; and conversely.

For, in the case of a, if ^, 5, G be the three vertices of the

triangle ; X, Y, ^ a7iy three points on its three opposite sides

;

and X', F', Z' their three harmonic conjugates with respect to

the three segments BC^ CA^ AB respectively; then, since, by

the definition of harmonic section (213),

BX BX^_^ CY GY^_^ AZ AZ' _
CX^ CX'~' AY'^ AY'~' BZ"^ BZ'~^'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

BX GY^ AZ BX^ or AZ' _
CX' AY' BZ'^ CX"AY''BF~^'

consequently, when either compound = ± 1, the other then = + 1,

and therefore &c. (134). And, in the case of a', if ^4, B^ Che
the three sides of the triangle ; X, F, ^ any three lines through

its three opposite vertices ; and X\ F', Z' their three harmonic

conjugates with respect to the three angles BC^ CAj AB re-

spectively ; then, since, by the definition ofharmonic section (213),

sin^X siiL5X'_ ainCY smCY
sinCX "^

sin OX' " ' sin^ F "^
sin^ F ~

'

s'mAZ smAZ'
__
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therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

BinBX sin CY BinAZ sinBX' mn CY' smAZ'
sin GX * sin^ y * B'mBZ "^

sin OX' ' mnAY' ' sini^Z' ~ '

consequently, when either compound = + 1 , the other then

= ± 1, and therefore &c. (134).

h. When three points on the three sides of a triangle are

collinear^ their three harmonic conjugates with respect to the sides

determine with them the three pairs of opposite intersections of a

tetragram (106).

h'. When three lines through the three vertices of a triangle

are concurrent^ their three harmonic conjugates with respect to the

angles determine with tJiem the three pairs of opposite connectors

of a tetrastigm (106).

For, in the case of &, employing the same notation as in the

proof of a, the four compounds

BX CY AZ CY' AZ' BX
CX' AY BZ' AY' BZ" CX'

AZ' BX' CY BX' CY' AZ
BZ" CX' 'AY' CX' ' AT' BZ'

being always equal in magnitude and sign, when any one o1

the four = + 1, the remaining three each =+1, that is (134, a)

when any one of the four groups of three points X, Y, Z'^

y, Z'^ X; Z'^ X'j Y'j X'j Y'j Z is collinear, the remaining

three are also collinear, and, the four lines of collinearity

consequently determining a tetragram of which X and X',

Y and Y'j Z and Z' are the three pairs of opposite intersec-

tions (106), therefore &c. And, in the case of &', employing the

same notation as in the proof of a', the four compounds

sin^ sinOF sinAZ sin CY' sinAZ' smBX
shiGX' smAY' smBZ' sinJ F" ^S^BZ' * sinCZ '

smAZ' smBX' sin OF sin^X' sin CF' smAZ
smBZ' ' sinGX' * sin^F' sinGX' * sin^F' * ^^Z '

being always equal in magnitude and sign, when any one of the

four = — 1, the remaining three each =-1, that is (134, a)

when any one of the four groups of three lines X, F, Z;

F', Z'j X ] Z'j X', F ; X', F', Z is concurrent, the remaining
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three are also concurrent, and the four points of concurrence

consequently determining a tetrastigm of which X and X\
Y and Y\ Z and Z' are the three pairs of opposite connectors

(106), therefore &c.

c. When three 'points on the three sides of a triangle are

collinear^ their three polars (217) with respect to the three oppo-

site angles are concurrent.

c. When three lines through the three vertices of a triangle

are concurrent^ their three poles (217) with respect to the three

opposite sides are collinear.

These two reciprocal properties follow at once from the two

a and a', by virtue of the general property of Art. 221 ; the

harmonic conjugate of each point in c with respect to its

own side connecting with the opposite angle by the polar of

the point with respect to that angle ; and, the harmonic con-

jugate of each line in c with respect to its own angle inter-

secting with the opposite side at the pole of the line with respect

to that side.

d. The three poles of any line with respect to the three sides

of a triangle connect concurrently with the opposite vertices.

d'. The three polars of any point with respect to the three

angles of a triangle intersect collinearly with the opposite sides.

These two reciprocal properties are obviously identical with

the two a and a ; the three poles of the line with respect to the

three sides In d being the three harmonic conjugates of its

three points of intersection with the sides ; and the three polars

of the point with respect to the three angles in d' being the

three harmonic conjugates of its three lines of connection with

the vertices (217).

In the particular cases when the line in 6? is the line at

infinity, and the point in d' any point at infinity ; since, in the

former case, the three poles of the line at infinity with respect

to the three sides are the three middle points of the sides

(216, 3°) ; and since, in the latter case, the three polars of the

point at infinity with respect to the three angles bisect inter-

nally the three segments intercepted by the angles on any line

passing through the direction of the point (224) ; the two re-

ciprocal properties d and d' become, consequently, those already
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established on other principles in examples (Tand 13", Art. 137),

viz.—
In every triangle^ a. the three middle 'points'of the sides con-

nect concurrently with the opposite vertices; a, the three lines

connecting the vertices with the middle points of the segments

intercepted by the corresponding angles on any line^ intersect

collinearly with the opposite sides.

Of the several pairs of reciprocal properties established in

this article, it may be observed that either reciprocal would

follow directly from the other by virtue of the general property

of Art. 121 ; from which it follows, evidently, for a triangle, that

every two points harmonic conjugates with respect to any side

connect harmonically with the opposite angle, and, that every

two lines harmonic conjugates with respect to any angle in-

tersect harmonically with the opposite side.

244. From the fundamental properties of Art. 236, com-

bined with the two a and a! of the preceding article, the two

following reciprocal properties of the tetragram and tetrastigm

may be readily inferj-ed, viz.

—

a. In every tetragram^ the three pairs of opposite intersections

connect with the opposite vertices of the triangle determined by

their three lines qf connection by six lines passing three and three

through four points^ and thus determining the three pairs of op-

posite connectors of a tetrastigm.

a. In every tetrastigm^ the three pairs of opposite connectors

intersect with the opposite sides of the triangle determined by their

three points of intersection at six points lying three and three on

four lines ^ and thus determining the three pairs of opposite inter-

sections of a tetragram.

For, in the case of the tetragram, the three pairs of opposite

intersections X and A"', F and Y\ Zand Z' (fig. Art. 236),

dividing harmonically, by (236, a), the three sides of the triangle

ABC determined by their three lines of connection, and lying,

by hypothesis, three and three on four lines YZX\ ZXY\
XYZ\ X'Y'Z'j therefore, by (243, a), they connect with the

opposite vertices Aj B^ C' by three pairs of lines AX and AX'^

BY and BY\ CZ and CZ' passing three and three through

four points P, (J, jR, S', and^ therefore &c. And, in the case of
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the tetrastigm, the three pah's of opposite connectors QR
and P8, RP and Q8, PQ and R8 (same fig.) dividing har-

monically, by (236, a), the three angles of the triangle ABC
determined by their three points of intersection, and passing,

by hypothesis, three and three through four points P, §, P, S)

therefore, by (243, a'), they intersect with the opposite sides

BG^ CAy AB at three pairs of points X and X', T'and Y\
-Zand Z' lying three and three on four lines YZX\ ZXY\
XYZ\ X' Y'Z' ; and therefore &c.

It will be seen in the sequel that the four lines YZX\ ZXY\
XYZ\ X' Y'Z and the four points P, Q^ P, /S', related as above

to each other, possess also several other reciprocal harmonic

relations in connection with the triangle ABC.

245. From the same fundamental relations, combined with

the two (7) and (9) of Art. 235, two other important reciprocal

properties of the tetragram and tetrastigm may again be readily

inferred, viz.

—

a. In the triangle determined in a tetragram hy the axes of

the three chords of intersection of the figure (107), when three

points on the sides are either collinear or concurrently connectant

with the opposite vertices^ their three harmonic conjugates with

respect to the three chords of intersection are also either collinear

or concurrently connectant with the opposite vertices.

a. In the triangle determined in a tetrastigm hy the vertices of

the three angles of connection of the figure (107), when three lines

through the vertices are either concurrent or collinearly intersectant

with the opposite sides^ their three harmonic conjugates with

respect to the three angles of connection are also either concurrent

or collinearly intersectant with the opposite sides.

To prove a. If, as in the figure of Art. 236, X and X\
Y and F', Z and Z' be the three pairs of opposite intersections

of the tetragram ; ABC the triangle determined by their three

lines of connection ; ?7, F, W any three points on its three sides

P(7, CA^ AB] and Z7', F', TF' their three harmonic conjugates

with respect to the three chords of intersection XX\ YY'^ ZZ
of the figure; then since, by hypothesis and (236, a), the three

latter segments are cut harmonically at once by the three TJXJ\
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VV, WW, and also by the three BC, CA, AB, therefore

by (7) Art. 235,

BU.BU
CU, CU'

cv.cv
AV.AV

AW,AW

BX^
CX'

Tr
AZ'

BX"
CX" '

2 )

CY'
AY'

AZ^
BZ" 'BW.BW BZ^

and since, by a and b\ Art. 134, the two compounds

BX"" CY' AZ' , BX' CY" AZ"'

CX'
AZ^ . BX^

A Y' * BZ' CX"' ' A Y' ' BZ"

both = + 1, therefore the compound

BU,BU' CV.CV AW,AŴ
= +1

CU. CU' ' A V.A V • BW.BW
consequently, when either of the two compounds

BU CV AW BU Cr AW
CU'AV'BW^^ GU'AV'BW'

= ± 1, the other also = ± 1, and therefore &c. (134, a and h').

To prove a. If, as in the same figure, QR and P8^ EP and

QSj PQ and R8 be the three pairs of opposite connectors of the

tetrastigm ; ABC the triangle determined by their three points

of intersection ; AU, BV, CW any three lines through its three

vertices A, B, C] and AU', BV\ CW their three harmonic

conjugates with respect to the three angles of connection XAX\
YBY' , ZCZ' o^ the figure; then since, by hypothesis and

(236, a'), the three latter angles are cut harmonically at once by

the three UAU', VBV, WCW, and also by the three ^^(7,

CBA, ACB, therefore by (9) Art. 235,

smBAU.smBAU' sm'BAX sm'BAX'
smCAU.sinCAU'

smCBV.smCBV
smABV.smABV

smACW.smACW

s'm'CAX'

sin'CBY
sin'ABY
sm'ACZ

sm'CAX"'

sin' CBY'
sm'ABY'

'

sm'ACZ'

smBCW.smBCW' sm'BCZ sm'BCZ'
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and since, by b and a\ Art. 134, the two compounds

sin^^^X ^m'CBY sm'ACZ
sin'C^X ' sm'ABY' sm'BCZ

and
sin^^^Z' sln'-'C^r s'm'ACZ'

sin'^a^Z' * sin'-'^^r • sm'BCZ'

both =+1, therefore the compound

sinBAU.smBAU' smCBV,mnCBV' ^mACW.smACW
sin GAU.smCAU' ' amABV.s'mABV ' &mBCW.smBCW'

= + i M,
consequently, when either of the two compounds

E'mBAU &mCBV sin^CTF
smCAU ' slnABV smBCW

or

s'mBAU' smCBV sin^CTT^^

sin CA U' • slnyl^F * smBCW
= + 1, the other also = + 1, and therefore &'c. (134, h and a).

Cor. 1°. Since, by (217), every two lines which intersect

with the axes of any number of segments harmonically are

conjugate lines with respect to all the segments ; and, every

two points which connect with the vertices of any number of

angles harmonically are conjugate points with respect to all the

angles ; it follows, consequently, from the first (and more im-

portant) parts of the above properties a and «', that

—

h. Every two lines conjugates to each other with respect to two

of the three chords of intersection of a tetragram are conjugates to

each other with respect to the third also.

V , Every two' joints conjugates to each other with respect to

two of the three angles of connection of a tetrastigm are conjugates

to each other with respect to the third also.

Every two lines /and /', thus conjugates to each other with

respect to the three chords of intersection of a tetragram, are

said to be conjugate lines with respect to the tetragram; and,

every two points and 0', thus conjugates to each other with

respect to the three angles of connection of a tetrastigm, are said

to be conjugate points with respect to the tetrastigm. Every two

conjugates in both cases are evidently interchangeable.

Cor. 2°. Since, by the general property of Art. 221, every
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two lines 1 and /' conjugates to each other with respect to a

tetragrara (Cor. 1°, h) divide harmonically the three angles

subtended at their point of intersection //' by the three chords

of intersection XX\ YY\ ZZ' of the figure ; and, every two

points and 0' conjugates to each other with respect to a

tetrastigm (Cor. 1°, h') divide harmonically the three segments

intercepted on their line of connection 00' by the three angles

of connection XAX\ YBY\ ZGZ' of the figure; hence, from

the same, the reciprocal properties that

—

c. Every two conjugate lines with respect to a tetragram

divide harmonically the three angles subtended at their point of
intersection hy the three chords of intersection of the figure.

c\ Every two conjugate points with respect to a tetrastigm

divide harmonically the three segments intercepted on their line

of connection hy the three angles of connection of the figure.

Cor. 3°. Since again, by the first parts of a and a\ com-

bined with the general property of Art. 221, the two lines, real

or imaginary (230), which divide harmonically two of the three

angles subtended at any arbitrary point by the three chords

of intersection XX\ YY\ ZZ' of a tetragram (107) divide

harmonically the third also ; and, the two points, real or imagi-

nary (230), which divide harmonically two of the three segments

intercepted on any arbitrary line / by the three angles of con-

nection XAX'^ YBY'j ZGZ of a tetrastigm (107) divide har-

monically the third also ; hence, from the same again, the

reciprocal properties that

—

d. The three angles subtended at any point by the three chords

of intersection of a tetragraim have a common angle of harmonic

section^ real or imaginary.

d. The three segments intercepted on any line by the three

angles o-f connection of a tetrastigm have a common segment of

harmonic section^ real or imaginary.

Cor. 4°. Every harmonic pencil of rays, whatever be its

vertex, determining an harmonic row of points on every axis,

and every harmonic row of points, whatever be its axis, deter-

mining an harmonic pencil of rays at every vertex (221) ; it

appears consequently, from the two reciprocal properties of the

preceding corollary (3°) applied to the particular cases when the

point in d and the line in d are at infinity, that

—
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e. The three segments determined on any axis^ hy the three

pairs ofperpendiculars^ or any other isoclinals^ through the three

pairs of opposite intersections of any tetragram^ have a comynon

segment of harmonic section^ real or imaginary,

e. The three angles determined at any vertex^ hy the three

pairs of parallels^ or any other isoclinals^ to the three pairs of

opposite connectors of any tetrastigm^ have a common angle of

harmonic section^ real or imaginary.

Cor. 5°. Every two points harmonic conjugates to each

other with respect to any segment being each the pole of every

line through the other with respect to the segment (217), and,

every two lines harmonic conjugates to each other with respect

to any angle being each the polar of every point on the other

with respect to the angle (217) ; the first parts of the original

properties a and a may consequently be stated otherwise thus

as follows

—

/. In every tetragram^ the three poles of any line with respect

to the three chords of intersection are collinear.

f. In every tetrastigm^ the three polars of any point with

respect to the three angles of connection are concurrent.

Cor. 6°. In the particular cases where the line iny (Cor. 5°)

is the line at infinity, and the point in /' (same Cor.) any point

at infinity ; since, in the former case, the three poles of the line

at infinity with respect to the three chords are the three middle

points of the chords (216, 3°), and since, in the latter case, the

three polars of the point at infinity with respect to the three

angles bisect internally the three segments intercepted by the

angles on any line passing through the direction of the point

(224) ; from the properties themselves (/ and /', Cor. 5°) ap-

plied to those cases, it appears, consequently, that

—

g. In every tetragram^ the three middle points of the three

chords of intersection are collinear,

g. In every tetrastigm^ the three lines connecting the vertices of

the three angles of connection with the middle points of the three

segments they intercept on any arbitrary line are concurrent.

Of these properties the first {g)^ it will be observed, is identical

with that already established on other principles in (189, Cor. 2°).

Cor. 7°. In the particular cases, when, in the original pro-

E
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perty «, one of the four lines X' Y'Z' constituting the tetragram

is the line at infinity (136), and, in the original property a\ one

of the four points S constituting the tetrastigm is the polar

centre of the triangle determined by the remaining three P, Q^ R
(168) ; since, in the former case, the three pairs of harmonic

conjugates Xand X\ Fand Y\ Zand Z\ connecting by infinite

intervals, bisect, internally and externally, at once the three

segments TJU , VV\ WW and the three BG, CA, AB (216, 3°)

;

and since, in the latter case, the three pairs of harmonic con-

jugates QE and P>S, BF and Q8^ PQ and RS^ intersecting

at right angles, bisect, internally and externally, at once the

three angles Z74Z7', VBV\ TFC IF' and the three j^^O, CBA,
A OB [216^ 3°); hence the two reciprocal properties themselves

{a and a) shew, for these particular cases, that

—

h. When three points on the sides of a triangle are either

coUinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite vertices^ the

conjugate three equally distantfrom the bisections of the sides are

also either collinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite

vertices,

h!. When three lines through the vertices of a triangle are

either concurrent or collinearly intersectant with the opposite sideSj

the conjugate three equally inclined to the bisectors of the angles

are also either concurrent or collinearly intersectant with the

opposite sides.

Properties which, it will be remembered, have been already

established, on other principles, in Examples 11° and 12°, Art. 137.

246. The two following reciprocal properties are evident

from the fundamental relation of harmonic section (214), com-

bined with the general property of Art. 221, viz.

—

a. If on a variable line jL, turning round a fixed point 0,

and intersecting with two fixed lines A and B at two variable

points X and Y, a variable point P be taken so as to satisfy in

every position the relation

PX PY_
OX^ 0Y~ '

the point P moves on a fixed line /, passing through the intersec-

tion of A and B ; the polar^ viz.j of the point with respect to

the angle AB (217).
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a'. If through a variable jpoint F^ momng 'on a fixed line I^

and connecting with two fixed points A and B hy two variable

lines U and F, a variable line L be drawn so as to satisfy

in every position the relation

amLU sinLV_

the line L turns round a fixed point Oj lying on the connector of
A and B ; the pole^ viz. of the line I with respect to the segment

AB (217).

For, in the case of a, the two points and P, being harmonic

conjugates (214) with respect to the two X and Y, connect

harmonically (221) with the vertex of the angle AB] and in

the case of a', the two lines / and X, being harmonic conjugates

(214) with respect to the two U and F, intersect harmonically

(221) with the axis of the segment AB] and therefore &c.

247. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

are evidently particular cases of the two following, viz.

—

a. If on a variable line L^ turning round a fixed point 0,

and intersecting with two fixed lines A and B at two variable

points X and Yj a variable point P be taken so as to satisfy

in every position the relation

PX ^ PY ^

a and b being any two finite multiples^ positive or negative ; the

point P moves on a fixed line I^ passing through the intersection of

A and B^ and termed the polar of the point with respect to the

two lines A and Bfor the two raultiples a and b.

a. If through a variable point P, moving on a fixed line /,

and connecting with two fixed points A andB by two variable lines

U and F, a variable line L be drawn so as to satisfy in every

position the relation

sinLU sinZF .

smIU sm/F '

a and b being any two finite multiples
^
positive or negative ; the line

L turns round a fixed point 0, lying on the connector ofA and B^

and termed the pole of the line I with respect to the two points

A and Bfor the two multiples a and b.

e2
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To prove which. In the case of a, if OA and OB^ PA and PB
be the four perpendiculars from and P upon A and B ; then

since, by (Euc. vi. 4),

PX_P^ PY _ PB
0X~ OA' ^"^^ 0Y~ OB'

therefore, by the relation determining the position of P on L,

0,
PA ^ PB

'''OA-^^'OB

from which, the ratio of PA to PB being constant, it follows,

consequently, that P lies on the line I which divides the angle

-4^ into segments whose sines are in the constant ratio (61) ; and

therefore &c. And, in the case of a', if^/ and BIy AL and BL
be the four perpendiculars from A and B upon / and L ; then

since, by (61

sin LU AL
-j^,and

sinZF BL
BI's'mlU AI' sin/r

therefore, by the relation determining the direction ofZ through P,

AL , BL
AI^^'BT 0,

from which, the ratio of AL to BL being constant, it follows,

consequently, that L passes through the point which divides

the intervalAB into segments in the constant ratio (Euc. vi. 4)

;

and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. From the relations in properties a and a above,

it is evident, by mere inversion of ratios, that

—

b. When two points P and Q are such that one of them P
lies on the polar of the other Q with respect to two lines A and B
for two multiples a and h ; then the latter Q lies on the polar of
theformer P with respect to the two lines for the reciprocals of the

two multiples.

h'. When two lines L andM are such that one of them L passes

through the pole of the other M with respect to two points A and B
for two multiples a and h ; then the latterMpasses through the pole

of theformer L with respect to the two points for the reciprocals of
the two multiples.

For, the relations of condition that the first parts be true, viz.

—

BLPA PB
Qa""^' QB 0, and a. -r^,+ 6>,AM BM~^'
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give immediately, by inversion of the two ratios in each, the

relations

I QA 1 QB ^ . 1 A3f 1 BM ^

a-PA^-ym=''^''''^-a'AL^yBL-^^
which are the relations of condition that the second parts be

true ; and therefore &c.

CoK. 2°. From the same relations again, it is evident, by

mere alternation of proportions, that, for two points P and §,

two lines L and Ji, and two multiples a and h—
c. When P lies on the polar of Q with respect to L andM

for a and h ; then L passes through the pole of M with respect

to P and Qfor a and b.

c. When L passes through the pole of M with respect to

P and Q for a and h ; then P lies on the polar of Q with respect

to L and Mfor a and b.

For, the relations of condition that both parts of each be

true, viz.

—

PL ^ PM
0, and a,

PL QL
PM^^' QM~^'

are evidently identical, by mere alternation of either; and

therefore &c.

Cor. 3°. In the same case, if X and Y be the two points of

intersection with L and M of the line PQ^ and if U and V be

the two lines of connection with P and Q of the point LM] then

again, by mere alternation of proportions, it is evident that

—

d. When P lies on the polar of Q with respect to L and

M for a and b ; then X lies on the polar of Y with respect to U
and Vfor a and b.

d\ When L passes through the pole ofM with respect to P and

Q for a and b ; then U passes through the pole of V with respect

to X and Yfor a and b.

For, the relations of condition that the first parts of each

be true, viz.

PX , PY ^ , sinXZJ ^ sinXF
+ 6. 7r^=0, and a,-—ijyv+o.-^

—

-iTt>=^jQX' ^'
Q

give immediately, by alternation of the proportions in each,

XP ^ XQ ^ ,

-^+^.-5^ = 0, and
sinC/X , sinllM

' sin VL ' sin VM
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which are the relations of condition that the second parts of

each be true ; and therefore &c.

Cor. 4°. In connection with the subject of the present

article, it may be readily shewn, that generally

—

When four colUnear points P, §, X, Y lie on four concurrent

lines Z/, Jf, ZZ, F, or, whenfour concurrent lines L^ M^ Z7, Vpass
through four collinear points P, §, X, Y; then^ for every two]

finite multiples a and 5, the two relations

PX ^ PY ^ ^ s'mLU ^ sinXF ^

QX QY '
sinilfZ/ sinMV '

with the two equivalent relations derivedfrom them hy alternation^

XP ^ XQ ^ J smUL ^ sm UM ^

YP YQ '
sin VL sin VM '

mutually involve and are involved in each other.

For, evidently, of the two additional relations

the first is equivalent to each of the first two, and the second to

each of the second two, of the above ; and therefore &c.

248. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

are again evidently particular cases of the two following ; which

follow readily, the first from the general property of Art. 120,

respecting the central axis of any system of lines for any system

of multiples, and the second from the general property of

Art. 86, respecting the mean centre of any system of points

for any system of multiples ; viz.

—

a. If on a variable line Jv, turning round a fixed point 0,

and intersecting with any system of fixed lines -4, P, (7, cfcc. at a

system of variable points X, Y^ Z^ cfcc, a variable point P he

taken so as to satisfy in every position the relation

PX ^ PY PZ ^ ^

a, 5, c, &c, being any system offinite multiples^ positive or nega-

tive ; the point P moves on a fixed line /, termed the polar of the
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point with respect to the syste7n of lines A^ B^ (7, &c. for the

system of multiples «, &, c, doc.

a. If through a variable point P, moving on a fixed line /,

and connecting with any systera offixed points -4, P, (7, &c. hy a

system of variable lines U^ F, TF, cfcc, a variable line L be drawn

so as to satisfy in every position the relation

smLU , sIniF sInZTF

&ml[/
-{b

sini V sinj^ + &c. = 0,

a, bj Cj &c, being any system of finite multiples^ positive or nega-

tive ; the line L turns round a fixed point 0, termed the pole of

the line I with respect to the system of points A^ B^ (7, (Ssc, for

the system of multiples a, 5, c, d&c.

To prove a. From the two points and P conceiving the

two systems of perpendiculars OA^ OBj OG^ OD^ &c. and

PA^ PB, PG^ PD^ &c. let fall upon the system of lines A^ P,

0, D^ &c. ; then since, by (Euc. vi. 4),

PX_PA PY _ PB
0X~ OA' 0Y~ OB'

PZ_PC .

0Z~ 00'

therefore, by the relation determining the position of P on Z,

PA PB PG PD

from which, as it follows, by (120), that the point P lies on the

central axis I of the system of lines A^ Bj (7, 2), &c. for the

system of multiples a-~ OA^ b -i-OBj c-t-OG^ d -^OD^ c&c, there-

fore &c.

To prove a!. From the system of points A^ B, (7, 7>, &c.

conceiving the two systems of perpendiculars AI^ BI^ 01^ DI^

&c. and AL^ BL^ GL^ DL^ &c. let fall upon the two lines

/and X; then since, by (61),

sinLU_AL siuLV BL smLW GL
~ AI'sinlU sin/F

BL
BI' , &c.,

siniTF 01

therefore,by the relation determining the direction ofZ throughP,

AL , BL GL J BL ^

from which, as it follows, by (86), that the line L passes through
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the mean centre of the system of points A^ J5, C, 2), <Ssc. foi

the system of multiples a-r AI, b-rBI, c-^CI^ d-h-DI^ <Scc,^

therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. It having been shewn in the demonstrations just

given, that—

h. The polar of a point with respect to any system of lim

A^ Bj (7, i), d;c. for any system of multiples «, bj c, c?, (S:c. is t)

central axis (120) of the system of linesfor the system of multiples

a^OA, h^OB, c-rOG, d-^ OD^ (&c.

V . The pole of a line I with respect to any system, of points

A^ B^ Cj I)j cfcc. for any system of multip>les «, Z>, c, d^ &c. is the

mean centre (86) of the system of points for the system of multiples

a-^AI, h^BI, c-f (77, d-^DI, &c.

It follows, consequently, that the two general problems:

" To determine" a. " the polar of a given point with respect

to a given system of lines for a given system of multiples
;"

a', ^* the pole of a given line with respect to a given system of

points for a given system of multiples ;" are reduced at once to

the two :
" To determine" h. " the central axis of a given

system of lines for a given system of multiples ;" h', " the mean
centre of a given system of points for a given system of mul-

tiples ;" constructions for which in their most general forms have

been already given in articles (120) and (92).

CoE. 2°. In the particular case when the fixed point 0, in

property a, is at infinity in any direction ; since then, whatever

be the position of the variable line L passing through it, the

several ratios OX -. OY: OZi &c. = 1 ; therefore, for the variable

point P, by the relation determining its position on X,

a.PX+h.PY-^c.PZ^-&c.=^0.

And, in the particular case, when the fixed line 7, in property

a', is the line at infinity; since then, whatever be the posi-

tion of the variable point F lying upon it, the several ratios

AI : BI : CI : &c. all = 1 ; therefore, for the variable line X,

by the relation determining its direction through P,

a.AL + b.BL-hc.CL + &c.:=0,

Hence by (126) and (86) it appears that

—

c. The polar with respect to any system of lines, for any
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system of multiples^ of a point at infinity^ is the diameter of the

system of lines^ for the system of multiples^ corresponding to the

direction of the point.

c. The pole with respect to any system of points^ for any

system of multiples^ of the line at infinity^ is the mean centre of

the system ofpoints^ for the system of multiples.

Cor. 3°. In the particular case when the several fixed lines

A^ B^ (7, D, &c., in property «, pass through a common point

P; since then, for the particular line L passing through the

two points and P, the several segments PX, PY^ PZ^ &c.

all = ; therefore the point P, on that line L passing through

(9, satisfies, for every system of finite multiples a, 5, c, cZ, &c.,

the relation

PX PY PZ

and consequently lies on the polar of the point with respect to

the system of lines A^ P, (7, P, &c. for the system of multiples

a, 5, c, (?, &c. And, in the particular case, when the several

fixed points A^ P, (7, P, &c., in property «', lie on a common
line L ; since then, for the particular point P lying on the two

lines / and P, the sines of the several angles P P, P F, P W^ &c.

all = ; therefore the line P, through that point P lying on /,

satisfies, for every system of finite multiples a, J, c, <i, &c., the

relation

sinPP , sinPF sinPTF
a. + ^- iT;r777+ ^- ;:;TrrR7+ &c- = 0?sin/P ' sin/F sin/TF

and consequently passes through the pole of the line / with re-

spect to the system of points ^, P, O, P, &c. for the system of

multiples a, &, c, d^ &c. Hence it appears that

—

d. For a concurrent system of lines^ the polar of every pointy

for every system of finite multiples^ passes through the point of
concurrence.

d'. For a collinear system of points^ the pole of every line^

for every system of finite multiples^ lies on the line of col-

linearity.

Cor. 4°. In the particular case when the several multiples

a, &, c, c?, &c. each = 1 5 it may be easily shewn that in every posi-

tion of the variable line P, in property a, the distance OP is the

harmonic mean of the several distances OX^ Y, OZ^ &c. (233, 8°.).
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For, in the relation determining the position of P on X,

substituting for the several distances PX, PF, PZ, &c. their

equivalents OX-OP, OY-OP, OZ-OP, &c. (75j, and divid-

ing by the interval (9P, there results immediately the relation

a
.
b c p._^ + ^ + ^ + ^^'

'OX'^'OY^'OZ^ OP '

which, when a — h — c = d, &c. = 1, becomes

OX"^ OY^ OZ'^ OP'

n being the number of multiples; and therefore &c. (233, 8^).

N.B. It is this latter case (that, viz. in which the several

multiples a, 5, c, d, &c. all = 1) that is always implicitly in-

tended whenever the terms "polar of a point with respect to

a system of lines" and "pole of a line with respect to a

system of points" are employed, as they often are, abso-

lutely, without specifying the system of multiples to which

they correspond.

249. That the two general properties a and a of the pre-

ceding article (248) are reciprocals of each other in the sense ex-

plained in Art. 173, being less obvious than for any of the

other pairs of properties stated in the preceding articles of the

present chapter, may be readily shewn as follows

:

If P, §, X, F, Z, &c. be any number of collinear points;

iy, M^ Uj Vj W, &c. their several polars with respect to any

circle ; or conversely ; and the centre of the circle ; then, the

several angles subtended at by the several pairs of the former

being similar, by (171, 2°.), to those determined by the several

corresponding pairs of the latter; therefore, by the general

property, Art. 65,

PX PO sinPOX PO smLIT

QX QO' sin QOX QO ' smMU'

PY PO sinPOF PO smLV
QY QO' sin^OF" QO' sinifK'

PZ PO sinPO^ PO smLW
QZ- QO' smQOZ QO' sinJf^F'

&c
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which, multiplied by any system of finite multiples «, 5, c, &c.,

and added, give at once the relation

PX \ _P0 ^ f
smLU\

""'QX)- QO' V'sinMUJ'

from which it follows that, under all circumstances of the several

points and lines, the two relations

\— n anA V I /y ^'=0a.-z-^ =0, and 2 a.-.—YTFr)
\ QX) '

V smMUj

mutually involve each other, and therefore that, under all circum-

stances, the two general properties they express are reciprocals

of each other in the sense explained in that article (173) ; but,

by property a of the preceding article, the first expresses that

when Q is fixed, and X, F, Z, &c. move on fixed lines, then

P moves on a fixed line ; and, by property a of the same article,

the second expresses that when M is fixed, and Z7, F, TF, &c.

turn round fixed points, then L turns round a fixed point ; those

properties are therefore reciprocals of each other, and either

might be inferred from the other, without independent demon-

stration, by the reciprocating process described in Art. 173 and

applied as above, in virtue of the general property. Cor. 2°.,

Art. 166, that when a variable point moves on a fixed line^ its

polar with respect to any circle turns round a fixed pointy the

pole of the line with respect to the circle ; and, conversely, that

when a variable line turns round a fixed pointy its pole vnth

respect to any circle moves on a fixed line^ the polar of the point

with respect to the circle.

That the two general properties, to which they have been

reduced in the independent demonstrations given of them in the

preceding article, are also reciprocals in the same sense, being

again less obvious than for any of the more ordinary pairs of

properties previously stated as such, may as readily be shewn

as follows

:

If P, A^ Bj (7, &c. be any number of points disposed in any

manner ; Z, ^, Fj (r, &c. their several polars with respect to

any circle ; or conversely ; and the centre of the circle ; then

since, by Dr. Salmon's property, Art. 179,

PE_AL PF__BL PG^_CL
P0~ AO' F0~ BO' P0~ CO' '
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therefore, inultlpljing by any system of finite multiples a, Z>, c,

&c., and adding,

from which it follows that, under all circumstances of the several

points and lines, the two relations

2(a.P^) = 0, and ^{a.AL) = 0,

where a =a-^AOj h' = h-^ BO^ c =c^CO^ &c., mutually In-

volve each other, and therefore that, under all circumstances,

the two general properties they express are reciprocals of each

other; but, by the general property of Art. 120, the first ex-

presses that when JS', i^, 6^, &c. are fixed, and F variable, then P
moves on a fixed line ; and, by the general property of Art. 86,

the second expresses that when -4, P, (7, &c. are fixed, and L
variable, then L turns round a fixed point; these properties

therefore are reciprocals of each other, and either might be

inferred, as above, from the other, without independent de-

monstration, by the same reciprocating process, and in virtue

of the same general property of poles and pclars, as the more

general two reduced to them in the preceding article.

250. With a few polar properties respecting triangles we

shall now conclude the present chapter.

a. If Aj Bj C he any three, lines ^ a^ h^ c any three corre-

sponding multiples^ any arbitrary poitit^ I the polar of with

respect to the three lines for the three multiples^ and P, Q^ B the

three intersections of 1 with Aj B^ C respectively ; then always

^ FB FG ^ QG QA ^ BA ^ BB ^

^'OB-^'-m^"^^ ''OG^'^'OA^^^ ''•OA^^'OB'^^'

a. If Aj Bj G be any three points^ «, &, c any three corre-

sponding multiples^ I any arbitrary line^ the pole of I with

respect to the three points for the three multiples^ and X, M^ N the

three connectors of with Aj Bj G respectively ; then always

BL
BI +

c.
GL
GI

GM AM ^= 0, c.-jq-\-a.—r-^^(y.AI
AN ^ BN
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For, in the case of a, since for every three points P, §, R
on the line /, by property a of the preceding article (248),

PA , PB PC ^

QA QB QG

RA ^ RB RG ^

"""OA^^-OB-^'-OG^^^

therefore for the three particular points P, Q, R on it for which

respectively P4 = 0, QB=Oj RC=0 the above relations are

true ; and therefore &c. And, in the case of a\ since for every

three lines Z, if, N through the point 0, by property a of the

preceding article (248),

AL , BL GL
,

AM , BM GM ^

AN , BN GN ^

therefore for the three particular lines X, If, N through it for

which respectively AL = 0, BM=^ 0, GN= the above relations

are true ; and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. It is evident, from the above relations, that, in «,

the three joints P, §, R connect with the three BGj GAj AB hy

the three polars of the point with respect to the three pairs of
lines B and (7, G and A^ A and Bfor the three pairs of multiples

h and c, e and «, a and h respectivehj (247, a) ; and, that, in a',

the three lijies Z, Jf, N intersect with the three BG, GA^ AB at

the three poles of the line I with respect to the three pairs ofpoints

B and (7, G and A^ A and B for the three pairs of multiples

h and c, c and a, a and h respectively (247, a!). Properties

which, for any given system of three lines or points A^ P, C,

supply obvious and rapid constructions for determining, for any

given system of corresponding multiples a, &, c, the polar /

of any given point with respect to the former, or the pole

of any given line / with respect to the latter.
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Cor. 2**. In the particular case when a = 5 = c = 1 , it

evident, froxQ Cor. 1°, that, in a, the three points P, §, B on the

three lines A^ B^ Q are conjugates to the point with respect to

the three opposite angles BC^ CAy AB of the triangle determined

hy the lines (217)/ and that, in «', the three lines X, M^ N
through the three points A^ B, G are conjugates to the line I with

respect to the three opposite sides BC^ CA^ AB of the triangle

determined hy the points (217). It is evident again, from the

same, that, the line /, in the former case, is the line of collinearity

of the three points P, §, R at which the three polars of the

point with respect to the three angles intersect with the opposite

sides of the triangle determined hy the lines (243, d') ; and that,

the point 0, in the latter case, is the point of concurrence of the

three lines X, M^ N hy which the three poles of the line I with

respect to the three sides connect with the opposite angles of the

triangle determined hy the points (243, d). And it is evident

also, from the same, that when^ for any triangle ABG^ a line I
is the polar of a point with respect to the three sides^ then^

reciprocally y the point is the pole of the line 1 with respect to

the three vertices ^ and conversely (139, Cor. 3°) ; a property

which we shall presently see is true generally, not only for the

particular system of multiples each = 1, but for any system

of finite multiples as well.

In the figure of Art. 236, the four points P, Q, R^ and S are

connected with the four lines YZX\ ZXY\ XYZ\ and X'Y'Z'

respectively by the above relation of being pole and polar to

each other with respect to the vertices and sides of the central

triangle ABC', and, in the figure of Art. 139, the point is

connected with the line XYZ by the same relation of being

pole and polar to each other with respect to the vertices and

sides, not only of the original triangle ABC, but of the several

derivatives of both species A'B'C and A^B^C,, A"B"C" and

A^,B^,C,„ A"'B"'C"' and A^^fi^^fi^,,, &c. obtained from it, through

their directing agency, by the continued application of the two

inverse processes of construction described in Cors. 4° and 5°

of that article.

251. If A, B, C be the three vertices, and D, E, Pthe three

opposite sides of any triangle ; and / any arbitrary point and

I
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line ; L, M, N the three connectors of with the vertices

;

P, Qj R the three intersections of / with the sides ] U^V^W the

three connectors of P, Q^ R with the vertices ; and X, F, Z the

three intersections of L^ M^ N with the sides ; then

—
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a. The point is the pole of the line I with respect to the

three points Aj B^ Cfor any three multiples a, 5, c such that

. BX
^

CX ^ CY
^
AY ^ AZ ^ BZ ^

a'. The line I is the polar of the point with respect to the

three lines J9, E^ Ffor any three multiples «, 5, c such that

, mnEU RinFU &mFV sinDV _
'smFL "^ ''• smFL "' ^' '^' sinFM'^ ""'^S^F" '

sInZ>Tr ^ siii^'Tr

sm JJN smEN
For, the three relations, in the case of «, being evidently

equivalent to the three

. BL GL ^ CM AM ^ AN ^ BN ^

^•S7+^-az=^' ^-a7-'^-^=^' ^•^+^•57=^'

and the three, in the case of a', to the three

PE PF ^ QF QD ^ RD ^ RE ^

which being identical with those in a! and a of the preceding

article (250), therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. Since, for the same triangle, by Cor. 4°, Art. 247, the

two groups of three relations in a and a! of the above mutually

involve each other for the same system of multiples «, i, c;

hence, generally, as noticed in Cor. 2° of the preceding article

for the particular system of multiples each = 1.

—

When^ for any triangle ABCj a line I is the polar of a point

with respect to the three sides for any system of multiples «, J, c;

then^ reciprocally^ the point is the pole of the line I with respect

to the three verticesfor the same system of multiples «, 5, c.

This property, it may be observed, would have followed also

from those of Cor. 1° of the preceding article (250), combined

with those of Cor. 3° of Art. 247.

Cor. 2°. Since, for two triangles in perspective (140), the

three lines of connection X, If, N of the three pairs of corre-

sponding vertices A and A\ B and B\ C and C pass through

a common point 0, their centre of perspective, and the three

points of intersection P, §, R of the three pairs of corresponding

sides D and D\ E and E'^ F and F' lie on a common line 7,
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their axis of perspective (see figure) ; hence again, from the

above relations a and a combined with the general property

of Cor. 4°, Art. 247, the two following polar properties of two

triangles in perspective^

h. For every two triangles in perspective^ the centre is the pole

of the axis of ^perspective with respect to the vertices of hoth

triangles for the same system of multiples.

h'. For every two triangles in perspective^ the axis is the polar

of the centre of perspective with respect to the sides of hoth tri-

angles jor the same system of multiples.

For, the four lines /, Z, Ji, N and the four points 0, P, §, ^,

in the relations a and a', being the same for both triangles (see

figure), if TJ\ F', W and X\ Y\ Z' be for the triangle AB'C
what ZJ, F, IF and X, Y, Z as above stated are for the triangle

ABC', then since the three pairs of corresponding systems of

four collinear points B, C, X, P and P', 0', X', P; (7, A, F, Q
and C\ A\ F', §; A, B, Z, R and A\ P', Z\ B are in per-

spective at the point (130), therefore, by the general property,

Cor. 4°, Art. 247, the three pairs of corresponding relations

, BX CX ^ ^ ^ B'X' CX' ^

BP'^^''CF^ ' ^•-;^rp + c.^rp =0,

CY AY ^ ^ C'Y' A'Y' ^

AZ ^ BZ ^ , A'Z' ^ B'Z ^

'"'AR-^^'BR^''^ ^^^^-ZP + ^-p^ =^'

(see property a) mutually involve each other for the same system

of multiples a, &, c, and therefore &c. as regards h ; and since

the three pairs of corresponding systems of four concurrent lines

P, P, U, L and P', F\ V\L', P, P, F, M and P, P', F', if;

P, P, TF, N and P', P', TF', N are in perspective on the line /
(130), therefore, by the same general property, Cor. 4°, Art. 247,

the three pairs of corresponding relations

, sinP^J sinP?7 ^ , , sinP'P' sinP'P' ^
o. ——f^ +c. ~—=r^ =0, and b^——p^tt—he. -.—prrr = 0,smPP smPP ' smPP smP'P '

sinPF sinPF_ sinP'F ^

sin P^F^ __

''•s"iKPM+''-^i^Plr-^' ^^^ ^'ii^PS """"'^^KWYl
-^'

sinPTF ^ sinPTF ^ ^ sinP'TF' ^ sinP'TF' ^
'^•-^

—

tTTF + ^- -—TTTr = 0? and a.-;

—

tvvt "^ ^'-^—rTTTT = 0?smDN smFN ' smDN smF'N '

VOL. II. F
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(see property a) mutually involve each other for the same system

of multiples «, 2>, c, and therefore &c. as regards h',

N.B. These two reciprocal properties, though thus estab-

lished independently, evidently involve each other by virtue of

Cor. r.

Cor. 3*. It follows, of course, from the two reciprocal pro-

perties of the preceding corollary, that when any number of

triangles ABG^ A'B'C\ A"B"G'\ <&c,, in perspective two and

two
J
have a common centre and axis of perspective and I; the

centre is the pole of the axis with respect to the vertices^ and the

axis the polar of the centre with respect to the sides, of all of them

alike, for the same system of multiples a, b, c ; for, the three

lines Lj M, N and the three points P, Q, R (see figure) being

then necessarily the same for the entire system, and the pro-

perty, as above shewn, being consequently true for every two

of the component triangles, therefore &c. Of this general pro-

perty that stated in the closing paragraph of Cor. 2** of the

preceding article (250) is evidently a particular case.
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CHAPTER XV.

HARMONIC PROPERTIES OF THE CIRCLE.

252. Of the various harmonic properties of the circle, the

two following, reciprocals of each other (173), are those to

which the appellation is most commonly given, and which,

on the whole, lead, perhaps, to the greatest number of con-

sequences^

a. When four 'points on a circle determine an harmonic pencil

of rays at any fifth point on the circle^ they do so at every point

on the circle,

a. When four tangents to a circle determine an harmonic row

ofpoints on any fifth tangent to the circle^ they do so on every

tangent to the circle.

For, in the former case, if A^ B^ X, Y be the four points,

P the fifth point, and Q any sixth point on the circle ; then since,

by property 1°, Art. 25, the two pencils of four rays PA^ PB^

PXj PY and QA^ QB, QX^ QY^ or, as they may be more

concisely denoted, P.ABXY and Q.ABXY^ are similar, there-

fore (213) the harmonicism of either involves that of the other,

and therefore &c. And, in the latter case, if (7, i>, ?7, V be the

four tangents, L the fifth tangent, and M any sixth tangent to

the circle ; then since, by property 2°, Art. 25, the two rows of

four points iO, LD, LU, LV and MC, MB, MU, MV, or, as

they may be more concisely denoted, L.CBUV and M.GBUV^
subtend similar pencils at the centre of the circle, therefore,

by the general property of Art. 221, the harmonicism of either

involves that of the other, and therefore &c.

253. These two properties, thus established independently,

are evidently reciprocals of each other to the circle to which

the points or tangents belong (see Art. 172) ; for, if ^, i?, X, Y
F 2
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be any four points on a circle, and C^ /), U^ V the four tangents

at them to the same circle, or conversely ; P any fifth point on

the circle, and L the tangent at it to the circle, or conversely

;

then, since, by (165, G°), the four collinear points L.CDUV are

the four poles with respect to the circle of the four concurrent

lines P.ABXYj and conversely, therefore, by the general

property of Art. 223, the harmonicism of either system involves

that of the other, and therefore &c.

From this last, or from properties 1° and 2°, Art. 25, it is

evident that when four 'points A^ B^ X, Y on a circle determine

[as in a) an harmonic pencil of rays P.ABXY at every fifth

point P on the circle^ the four tangents at them^ 0, D^ C/, V^

determine [as in a) an harmonic row of points L.CDUV on

every fifth tangent L to the circle ; and conversely.

254. Every four points A^ B^ JT, Y on a circle which deter-

mine, as above (a), an harmonic pencil of rays at every fifth

point P on the circle are said to form an harmonic system of

points on the circle^ whose two pairs of conjugates A and J?,

JT and F correspond, of course, to those of the pencil P.ABXY
they determine at P; and every four tangents (7, i>, U^ V to

a circle which determine, as above (a), an harmonic row of

points on every fifth tangent L to the circle are said to form

an harmonic system of tangents to the circle^ whose two pairs of

conjugates C and D^ U and V correspond, of course, to those

of the row L.CDUV they determine on L. In either case the

two arcs of the circle intercepted between the two pairs of

conjugates are said to cut each other harmonically ; and, of two

arcs of a circle thus cutting each other harmonically, either may

be, and in fact is, as often imaginary as real (215).

When four points A^ J5, X, Y on a circle form an harmonic

system, the two lines of connection AB and XY of the two

pairs of conjugates A and B^ X and Y are termed conjugate

lines with respect to the circle ; and w^hen four tangents (7, D, f/, V
to a circle form an harmonic system, the two points of inter-

section CD and UV of the two pairs of conjugates C and i>,

U and V are termed conjugate points with respect to the circle.

It will appear in the sequel that every two lines or points

in this sense conjugates to each other with respect to a circle
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are also conjugates to each other with respect to the cu'cle in

the more general sense in which the same term was employed

in Art. 174.

By virtue of the general relation of Art. 221, it is evident

that when four points on a circle form an harmonic system^ their

four lines of connection with any fifth point on the circle determine

an harmonic row of points on every axis; and that when four

tangents to a circle form an harmonic system^ their four points

of intersection with any fifth tangent to the circle determine an

harmonic pencil of rays at every vertex.

255. From the fundamental reciprocal properties of Art. 252

the two following, also reciprocals to each other, result at once

by virtue of the two general principles explained in articles (19)

and (20) ; viz.

—

a. When four points on a circle form an harmonic system^

tJie tangent to the circle at each forms an harmonic pencil with its

three lines of connection with the remaining three.

a. When four tangents to a circle form an harmonic system^

the point of contact with the circle of each forms an harmonic row

with its three points of intersection with the remaining three.

For, if ^, J5, X, Y be the four points, and 0, i), C/, V the

four tangents ; then, since, in the former case, for every point

P on the circle, by property a. Art. 252, the pencil of four rays

P.ABXY is harmonic, therefore, for the four points ^, B^ X^ I^,

the four pencils of four rays A.ABXY, B.ABXY, X.ABXY,
Y.ABXY are harmonic; but of these four pencils the four rays

AA^ BB^ XX^ FY, by (19), are the four tangents to the circle

at the four points J, B^ X, F; and therefore &c. And, since,

in the latter case, for every tangent L to the circle, by property a',

Art. 252, the row of four points L.CDUV is harmonic, there-

fore, for the four tangents (7, i>, U^ F, the four rows of four

points C.GDUV, D.CDUV, U.CDUV, F.0i)Z7Fare harmonic;

but of these four rows the four points (7(7, DD^ UU^ VV^ by

(20), are the four points of contact with the circle of the four

tangents (7, Z), Z7, F; and therefore &c.

It is, of course, evident conversely, as in Art. 252, that the

harmonicism of any one of the four pencils of rays A.ABXY^
B.ABXY^ X.ABXY, Y.ABXY in the former case, or of any
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one of the four rows of points C.GDUV, D,CDUV, U.GDVV^
V.CDUV in the latter case, involves that of the remaining

three; for it involves, in the former case, that of the system

of four points -4, J5, X, Y on the circle, and in the latter case,

that of the system of four tangents (7, i), U, V to the circle

;

and therefore &c.

256. When two arcs of a circle cut each other harmonically^

the two pairs of chords connecting the extremities of either with

those of the other have equal ratios ; and^ conversely^ when two

arcs of a circle are such that the two pairs of chords connecting

the extremities of either with those of the other have equal ratios^

they cut each other harmonically.

For, if AB and XF be any two arcs of a circle, AX and

J5X, AY and BY the two pairs of chords connecting the ex-

tremities of either AB with those of the other XY^ and P any

arbitrary point on the circle ; then since always, by (62, Cor. 1°),

disregarding signs,

AX AY

_

^mAPX ^mAPY
BX'BY~ smBPX ' mnBPY '

therefore when either equivalent in absolute value = 1 so is the

other; but (252), when the arcs AB and XY cut each other

harmonically, the latter equivalent in absolute value = 1 ; and

conversely, when the latter equivalent in absolute value = 1,

the arcs AB and XY cut each other harmonically; and there-

fore &c.

Since, by the above, immediately and by alternation,

AX_AY AXBX
BX~ BY' ^"^"^ AY~ BY'

therefore again, immediately and by alternation,

AX' _ AX,AY AY' AX' _ AX.BX _BX'
BX'~ BX.BY~ BY'' AY'~ AY.BY~ BY"

and again also, immediately or by alternation,

AX.BY=AYBX=i.AB,XY, (see Art. 219, a);

any of which, consequently, may be regarded as characteristic

of the harmonic section of two arcs AB and XF of a circle,

and sufficient to determine it.
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257. When two arcs of a circle cut each other harmonically /

the tangents at the extremities of either intersect on the chord of

the other / and^ recijprocally ^ the chord of either passes through the

intersection of the tangents at the extremities of the other.

For, AB and XY being the arcs, since, by the first part

of the property of the preceding article,

AX_AY XA _XB
BX~ BY' ^""^ YA" YB'

if Z be the point on the chord AB for which

AZ_ AX^ _ AY^ _ AX.AY
BZ ~ BX' ~ BY' BX.BY'

and G the point on the chord XFfor which

XC _ XA^ _ XB" _ XA.XB
YG~ YA'~ YB'" YA,YB'

then, evidently, (Euc. ill. 32, and VI. 4), the two tangents at

X and Y pass both through Z^ and the two at A and B pass

both through (7; and therefore &c.
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Conversely, Every two points on a circle which connect through

the intersection of tivo tangents to the circle cut harmonically the

arc of the circle intercepted between the tangents; and^ reciprocally^

every two tangents to a circle which intersect on the connector of

two points on the circle cut harmonically the arc of the circle

intercepted between the points.

For, if A and B be the two points, AG and BC the two

tangents, X and Y any two points connecting through C, and

XZ and YZ any two tangents intersecting on AB\ then since,

for the pair of tangents XZ and YZ^ and for the pair A C an(

BC^ respectively, by Euc. iii. 32, and vi. 4,

AX' ^ AY^ ^AZ ^ XA' _ XB' XC
~ BY'

~BX
AZ XA'
BZ^ YA' YB' YG

therefore, by the second part of the property of the preceding

article, the two arcs AB and XY cut each other harmonically
;

and therefore &c.

Of all properties of harmonic systems, whether of points on,

or of tangents to, a circle, the above gives, in either case, the

most definite conception of the actual disposition of the two

pairs of conjugates on or round the circle.

Cor. 1°. The two points G and Z^ in the above, being (165)

the two poles with respect to the circle of the two lines AB
and XY'j it appears, consequently, from the first part of the

above, as stated in other terms in Art. 254, that

—

When four points on a circle form an harmonic system^ the

connectors of the two pairs of conjugates pass each through the

pole of the other with respect to the circle ; and^ reciprocally^

when four tangents to a circle form an harmonic system^ the inter-

sections of the two pairs of conjugates lie each on the polar of the

other with respect to the circle. See (174).

And, from the second part of the same, conversely, that

—

Every two lines passing each through the pole of the other with

respect to a circle determine the two conjugate pairs of an har-

monic system of points on the circle ; and^ reciprocally^ every tico

points lying each on the polar of the other with resjject to a circle

determine the two conjugate pairs of an harmonic system of tan-

gents to the circle.

These last, as thus stated, include evidently those cases in
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which one pair of the conjugates, whether points or tangents,

is imaginary, as well as those in which both are real.

Cor. 2°. The point of intersection of the two lines AB
and XY^ and the line of connection I of the two points C and Z
(see figure), being also, by (167), pole and polar to each other

with respect to the circle ; and the triangle determined by the

three points (7, Z^ and (9, or by the three lines AB^ XF, and /,

being, consequently, self-reciprocal with respect to the circle

(168) ; it appears therefore, again, from both parts of the above,

that—

Every triangle every two of whose sides determine harmonic

systems of joints on a circle^ or every two of whose vertices deter-

mine harmonic systems of tangents to a circle^ is self-reciprocal

with respect to the circle: andj conversely^ in every triangle self-

reciprocal with respect to a circle^ every two of the sides deter-

m,ine harmonic systems of points on the circle^ and every two of

the vertices determine harmonic systems of tangents to the circle.

Of the three pairs of points or tangents, thus determining

two and two three harmonic systems, it is evident, from (168),

or directly from the nature of harmonic section, that, for a real

circle, while two of them are always real, the third is always

imaginary.

Cor. 3°. If, in the first part of the above, while the line

AB and the point C are supposed to remain fixed, the line XY
and the point Z be conceived to vary simultaneously; then

since, by that part, as above shewn, XY passes in every position

through 6\ and Z lies in every position on AB^ therefore

—

If a fixed arc of a fixed circle he cut harmonically hy a

variable pair of conjugates^ either points or tangents ; the latter

intersect in every position on the fixed connector of its terminal

points^ and the former connect in every position through the fixed

intersection of its terminal tangents.

Cor. 4°. The two reciprocal properties of the second part

of the above supply obvious and rapid solutions of the three

following pairs of reciprocal problems, viz.

—

1°. To cut a given arc of a given circle harmonically^ a. hy

two points connecting through a given point / a!, hy two tangents

intersecting on a given line.
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2°. To cut two given arcs of a given circle harmonically^

a. hy the same two points on the circle; a. hy the same two

tangents to the circle.

3°. To cut two given arcs of two given circles harmonically^

a, hy four collinear points on the circles ; a, hy four concurrent

tangents to the circles.

As a circle of any magnitude may be described passing in

any direction through the vertex of any angle, the solution

of either problem (2°) respecting arcs gives obviously a direct

solution (see Art. 230) of the corresponding problem respecting

angles, viz.

—

Given in magnitude and position two angles having a common

vertex^ to determine in magnitude and position the angle that cuts

hoth harmonically.

Cor. 5°. Since, for a given circle, the length of an arc gives

the length of its chord, and the points of bisection of an arc the

direction of its chord ; the same again supply obvious solutions

of the two following problems :

—

Given in magnitude and position one arc of a given circle^

and the length or points of hisection of another cutting it harmoni-

cally^ to determine the other.

For the same reason as in the preceding corollary, the

solutions of these two problems respecting arcs give obviously

direct solutions (see Art. 227, Cor. 3°) of the two corresponding

problems respecting angles, viz.

—

Given an angle in magnitude and position^ and the magnitude

or lines of hisection of another angle cutting it harmonically ; to

determine the latter.

Cor. 6°. The circle having C for centre which passes

through A and B (see figure) being orthogonal to the original

circle ABXY [22^ 1'); therefore, from both parts of the above,

directly and conversely

—

a. When two circles intersect at right angles; every two

points of either which cut harmonically its arc intercepted hy

the other connect through the centre of the other ; and^ conversely^

every two points of either which connect through the centre of
the other cut harmonically its arc intercepted hy the other,

b. When two circles intersect at right angles; every two
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tangeMs to either which cut harmonically its arc intercepted by

the other intersect on the common chord of both ; and^ conversely^

every two tangents to either which intersect on the common chord

of both cut harmonically its arc intercepted by the other.

It follows, of course, from the second part of (a), that when

the same circle is orthogonal to a number of others, every line

passing through its centre cuts harmonically the several arcs

it intercepts on them all.

Cor. 7°. Every two points X and Y on the original circle

(see figure) which connect through (7, being inverse points (149)

with respect to the circle having C for centre which passes

through A and B^ and every circle passing through them being

consequently (156) orthogonal to that circle; therefore, again,

from the above

—

Every circle cutting an arc of another circle harmonically is

orthogonal to the circle which passes orthogonally through the

extremities of the arc ) and^ conversely^ every circle intersecting

two others orthogonally cuts harmonically the arcs of both in-

tercepted between their points of intersection.

It follows, of course, from the second part of this, or of

property (a) of the preceding corollary, (which it may be

observed evidently involve each other), that every circle coaxal

with the same two points (152) cuts harmonically the arcs in-

tercepted by the latter on all circles passing through them.

Cor. 8°. If, as in Cor. 3°, while the two points A and B
with the original circle are supposed to remain fixed, the two

points X and Y with the intersecting circle be conceived to

vary simultaneously ; then from the first part of the preceding,

Cor. 7°, by (156)—

1°. A variable circle^ passing through a fixed point and

cutting a fixed arc of a fixed circle harmonically^ passes through

a second fixed pointy the inverse of the first with respect to the

circle passing orthogonally through the extremities of the arc,

2°. A variable circle^ cutting two fixed arcs of two fixed circles

harmonically^ passes through the two fixed points^ real or ima-

ginary^ inverse to the two circles passing orthogonally through the

extremities of the two arcs.
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Whether the two fixed points inverse to the two latter circU

are imaginary or real, it follows of course, from (187, 4°), that

the variable circle in 2° generates, in all cases, the coaxal system

orthogonal to those circles.

CoK. 9°. As in Cor. 3°, Art. 228, the two properties of the

preceding corollary (8°) reduce at once to those of Cor. 4",

Art. 156, the solutions of the three following problems, viz.

—

To describe a circle^ 1° passing through two given j^oints and

cutting a given arc of a given circle harmonically ; 2' jpassing

through a given 'point and cutting two given arcs of two given

circles harmonically ; 3° cutting three given arcs of three given

circles harmonically.

258. Whenfour points on a circle from an harmonic systew,

the connector of either pair of conjugates and the tangent at either

of its points intersect harmonically with the axis of the segment

determined hy the other pair ; and^ reciprocally^ when four

tangents to a circle form an harmonic system^ the intersection of

either pair of conjugates arid the point of contact oj either of

its tangents connect harmonically with the vertex of the angle

determined hy the other pair.

For, if, in the former case, the system of four concyclic

points A and B^ X and Y (figure of last article) be harmonic
;

then since, by (255, a), the two pencils of four rays A.ABXY
and B.BAXY having the common ray AB^ and the two

X.XYAB and Y.YXAB having the common ray XY^ are

harmonic ; therefore, by (222, 6°), they intersect collinearly, the

former pair on the line XY at the harmonic row of four points

COXYj and the latter pair on the line AB at the harmonic

row of four points ZOAB] and therefore &c. And, if, in

the latter case, the system of four concyclic tangents A C and

BCj XZ and YZ (same figure) be harmonic ; then since, by

(255, a'), the two rows of four points ACPQ and BCB8
having the common point (7, and the two XZPR and YZQS
having the common point Z^ are harmonic ; therefore, by (222, 5°),

they connect concurrently, the former pair through the point Z
by the harmonic pencil of four rays^.OCXF, and the latter

pair through the point G by the harmonic pencil of four rays

C.OZAB', and therefore &c.
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Conversely, since, in the former case, the harmonicism of any

one of the four pencils of four rays A.JBXY^ B.BAXY^
X.XYAB, Y. YXAB involves, by (252, a\ that of the system

of four points A^ B^ X, Y on the circle ; and, since, in the latter

case, the harmonicism of any one of the four rows of four points

ACPQ, BCR8, XZPR, YZQ8 involves, by (252, a'), that of

the system of four tangents AC^ BCj XZ^ YZ to the circle;

therefore, the above reciprocal properties are criteria^ the former

of the harmonicism offour points on a circle^ and the latter of the

harmonicism offour tangents to a circle.

The above demonstrations, as establishing directly the col-

llnearity of the two triads of points X, F, C and A^ Bj Z for

an harmonic system of points A^ j5, X, Fon a circle, and the

concurrence of the two triads of lines FB, QS, AB and FQ^

BSy XY for an harmonic system of tangents ACj BG^ XZ^ YZ
to a circle, and conversely, establish therefore, in a manner

applicable to higher figures as well, the two reciprocal proper-

ties established in the preceding article by a method applicable

to the circle alone.

Cor. 1°. By virtue of the above, the two points G and Z
(see figure) being the poles of the two lines AB and XY with

respect to the two segments XY and AB (217) ; and the two

lines AB and XY being the polars of the two points G and Z
with respect to the two angles XZY s^ndi AGB (217) ; it appears,

consequently, from it, that

—

The intersection of the two term^inal tangents^ and the connector

of the two terminal points^ ofany arc of a circle^ are pole andpolar

to each other with respect^ at once to the segment determined hy

every two points on the circle which connect through the former^

and to the angle determined hy every two tangents to the circle

which intersect on the latter.

Cor. 2°. Again, the point and the line 1 (see figure)

being, by the above, pole and polar to each other with respect

at once to the two segments XFand AB^ and to the two angles

XZY and AGB] and, the three points (7, Z^ and 0, and the

three lines AB^ XF, and /, being, by (167), pole and polar to

each other with respect to the circle itself; hence, again, from

the above, for every point and line pole and polar to each

other with respect to a circle, it appears that

—
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Every point and line^ pole and polar to each other with respect

to a circle^ are also pole and polar to each other with respect^ at

once to the segment determined hy every two points on the circle

which connect through the former^ and to the angle determined hy

every two tangents to the circle which intersect on the latter.

Cor. 3°. The triangle determined by the three points (7, Z,

and 0^ or by the three lines AB^ XY^ and /, (see figure) being

self-reciprocal with respect to the circle (168), each vertex and

its opposite side being pole and polar to each other with respect

to the circle ; hence, also, from the above, see Cor. 2° of the

preceding article.

In every triangle self-reciprocal with respect to a circle^ the

circle divides harmonically the three sideSj and subtends harmoni-

cally the three vertices ; and^ conversely^ the circle which divides

harmonically the three sides or subtends harmonically the three

vertices of a triangle is the polar circle of the triangle (168).

259. Of the various reciprocal properties of points and lines,

pole and polar to each other with respect to a circle, the two

following, termed their harmonic properties, and obviously

tantamount to those just stated in Cor. 2° of the preceding

article, are second only in importance to those of Art. 166, and

lead, next to them, to the greatest number and variety of re-

markable consequences in the modem geometry of the circle :

—

a. Every two conjugate points with respect to a circle are

harmonic conjugates with respect to the two collinear points on the

circle ; andj conversely , every two points harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two collinear points on a circle are conjugate paints

with respect to the circle (174).

a\ Every two conjugate lines with respect to a circle are har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two concurrent tangents to the

circle ; andj conversely ^ every two lines harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two concurrent tangents to a circle are conjugate

lines with respect to the circle (174).

These properties follow immediately, indirectly, from those

of the preceding article ; the two points and C (see figure of

that article) being at once conjugate points with respect to the

circle, and harmonic conjugates with respect to the two collinear

points X and Y on the circle, and the two lines ZO and ZG
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being at once conjugate lines with respect to the circle and har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two concurrent tangents

ZX and ZY to the circle ; the two points and Z being at

once conjugate points with respect to the circle, and harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two coUinear points A and B on
the circle, and the two lines GO and (7^ being at once conjugate

lines with respect to the circle and harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two concurrent tangents GA and GB to the

circle; the two points G and Z being at once conjugate points

with respect to the circle and harmonic conjugates with respect

to the two imaginary collinear points on the circle, and the two

lines 0(7 and OZ being at once conjugate lines with respect to

the circle, and harmonic conjugates with respect to the two

imaginary concurrent tangents to the circle ; and therefore &c.

From their importance, however, we subjoin the ordinary

direct demonstrations of them, based on the fundamental de-

finition of poles and polars with respect to the circle given

in Art. 165.

If, as regards (a), Pand Q be any two points, Xand Fthe

two collinear points on any circle (7, and R the inverse of either

of them Pwith respect to the circle; then since, by (221), the

harmonicism of the row of four points PQXY involves and

is involved in that of the pencil of four rays R.PQXY^ and

since, by (216, 3°j, for the harmonicism of the pencil, the ray

RF being always equally inclined to the two rays RX and RY
(163), it is necessary and sufficient that the conjugate ray RQ
be at right angles to the ray PP, that is, that the point Q be
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on the polar of the point P with respect to the circle (165),

therefore &c. And, if, as regards (a'), ZP and ZQ be any

two lines, ZX and ZY the two concurrent tangents to the circle,

and P and Q the two points at which their chord of contact

XY intersects with ZP and ZQ'^ then since, by (221), the

harmonicism of the pencil of four lines Z.PQXY involves

and is involved in that of the row of four points PQXY^
and since, by (175,5°), P and Q are conjugate points when

ZP and ZQ are conjugate lines with respect to the circle, and

conversely, therefore &c., the rest being evident from (a).

From these properties, thus, or in any other manner, inde-

pendently established, those of the preceding article, with all

the consequences to which they lead, follow of course indirectly

;

both pairs of reciprocal properties, as above shewn, being, in

fact, virtually identical.

Cor. 1°. From the first parts of the above, by virtue of the

properties (225) and (235, Cor. 7°), it is evident that (see

Art. 176)—

a. Every two conjugate points with respect to a circle de-

termine with the polar centre of tJieir line of connection two seg-

ments^ whose product is constant and equal in magnitude and

sign to the square of the semi-chord intercepted hy the circle

on the line,

a'. Every two conjugate lines with respect to a circle determine

with the polar axis of their point of intersection two angles^ the

product of whose tangents is constant and equal in magnitude and

sign to the square of that of the semi-angle subtended hy the

circle at the point,

CoR. 2°. By virtue of the general property of Art. 218, it

is evident, also, from the same, that (see Art. 178)

—

a. When a line intersects one of two circles at a pair of con-

jugate points with respect to the other^ then^ reciprocally^ it

intersects tJie latter at a pair of conjugate points with respect to

the former,

a. When a point subtends one of two circles hy a pair of

conjugate lines with respect to tJie other^ then^ reciprocally^ it

subtends the latter by a pair of conjugate lines xcith respect to

the former.
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Cor. 3°. For the particular case when the circles, in the

preceding corollary, intersect at right angles, from the same

again, by virtue of properties/' and/. Art. 208, it appears that

—

a. Every line intersecting two orthogonal circles in an har-

monic system of joints passes through one or other common

pole of one axis of perspective with respect to one circle and ^f
the other axis ofperspective with respect to the other circle (208, e.)

a. Every point subtending two orthogonal circles in an har-

monic system of tangents lies on one or other common polar of

one centre of perspective with respect to one circle and of the

other centre ofperspective with respect to the other circle (208, e.)

Cor. 4°. By aid of the solutions (227, Cor. 3°) and (257^

Cor. 5°), the second parts of the above supply obvious solutions

of the four following problems, viz.

—

a. On a given line to determine two points conjugates to a

given circle and either sepairated hy a given interval or having

a given middle point.

a. At a given point to determine two lines conjugates to a

given circle and either separated by a given interval or having a

given middle line.

And by aid of the solutions (230) and (257, Cor. 4°), the

same, again, supply obvious solutions of the two following

problems

—

b. On a given line to determine the pair of points conjugates

at once to two given circles.

v. At a given point to determine the pair of lines conjugates

at once to two given circles.

260. The line at infinity being the polar of any point with

respect to any circle having its centre at the point (165), and

the points of intersection of any circle with any line being the

points of contact of the tangents to the circle from the pole of

the line (165) ; the following remarkable consequences result

from the reciprocal properties of the preceding article, applied to

the particular cases of conjugate points at infinity, and of con-

jugate lines through the centres of circles

:

1°. Every two points at infinity in directioiis at right

angles to each other being conjugate points with respect to

every circle (174), and every two lines through any point at

VOL. II. G
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right angles to each other being conjugate lines with respect to

every circle having its centre at the point; hence, from pro-

perties a and a of the preceding article, respectively

—

a. Every two points at infinity in directions at right angles to

each other are harmonic conjugates with respect to the two

imaginary points at which any circle^ however situated^ intersects

with the line at infinity.

a\ Every two lines through any point at right angles to each

other are harmonic conjugates with respect to the two imaginary

tangents from the point to any circle having its centre at the

point,

2°. If 0, 0\ 0'\ &c. be the several centres of any number of

circles situated in any manner; X and F, X' and F', X" and F",

&c., the several pairs of imaginary points at which they in-

tersect with the line at infinity ; and^ F and Q^ R and S any two

pairs of points at infinity in directions at right angles to each

other; then since, by the same, the several segments XF,
X'Y\ X"Y'\ &c, divide harmonically the same two segments

PQ and RS^ therefore (230) they coincide with each other ; and

since, by the same again, the several angles XOY^ X'0'Y\
X"0"Y'\ &c. divide harmonically the several pairs of parallel

angles POQ and ROS, PO Q and RO'S,PW Q and RO'S, &c.

therefore (230) they are parallel to each other ; consequently

—

h. All circles^ however situated^ intersect with the line at

infinity at the same pair of imaginary points^ termed the two

circular points at infinity,

h\ All circles^ however situated^ subtend at their several

centres pairs of imaginary tangents parallel to the directions of

the two circular points at infinity.

3". In the particular case where the several points 0, 0', 0",

&c. coincide, that is, when the several circles are concentric;

since then not only the several segments XF, X' F', X' F", &c.

but also the several angles XOF, X'0Y\ X'OY'\ &c. coincide,

and since, consequently, the several circles have not only a

common pair of imaginary points X and F at infinity, but also

a common pair of Imaginary tangents OX and OF at those

points, therefore

—

All concentric circles not only intersect hut also touch at the

two circular points at infinity.
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4°. The following property of rectangular lines, which is one

of considerable importance in the higher branches of geometry, is

evident from the preceding properties 1° and 2° combined, viz.

—

Every two lines intersecting at right angles are conjugate lines

with respect to the two circular points at infinity ; and^ conversely^

the two circular points at infinity are conjugate points with respect

to every two lines intersecting at right angles (217).

Paradoxical as the above conclusions 2° and 3°, like those of

Art. 136, always appear when first stated, all doubt of their

legitimacy soon vanishes on consideration of their meaning;

every system of figures, in perspective two and two, which, like

circles however situated, have a common axis of perspective,

intersecting (]41) at the same system of points, real or imaginary,

on their axis of perspective, and touching (20) at that system of

points, if, like concentric circles, they have also a second common
axis of perspective coinciding with the first (181, 4°. and 207).

261. The two following reciprocal properties, one of every

tetrastigm determined by four points on a circle, and the other

of every tetragram determined by four tangents to a circle,

result also immediately from the two reciprocal properties of

Art. 259, viz.

—

a. In every tetrastigm determined hy four points on a circle^

the intersectio7is of the three p>airs of opposite connectors determine

a self reciprocal triangle with respect to the circle (170).

a. In every tetragram determined hyfour tangents to a circle^

the connectors of the three pairs of opposite intersections determine

a self reciprocal triangle with respect to the circle (170).

To prove (a). If P, §, R^ 8 be the four points on the circle

;

A, B, C the three intersections of their three pairs of opposite

G2
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connectors QR and P8^ RP and Q8^ PQ and RS] and, ^and U\
V and F', W and IV the three pairs of intersections of the same

pairs of connectors with the three opposite sides BC^ CA^ AB o£

the triangle ABC\ then since, by the fundamental property [a) of

Art. 236, the three pencils of four rays A.BCUU', B.CAVV\
C.ABWW are harmonic, and since, consequently, by (221), the

six rows of four points QRAU and PSA U\ RPBV and QSBV,
PQCW and RSCW are harmonic, therefore, by the property

(a) of Art. 259, the three pairs of points U and Z7', V and F',

W and W lie on the three polars of the three points A^ Bj G
with respect to the circle; and therefore &c. (170).

To prove a. IfX and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' be the three

pairs of opposite intersections of the tetragram determined by

the four tangents at the four points P, Q^ R^ S on the circle

;

and ^4, B, C the three vertices of the triangle determined by

their three lines of connection XX', YY', ZZ' ; then since, by

the fundamental property [a) of Art. 236, the three rows of

four points BGXX\ CA YY\ ABZZ' are harmonic, and since,

consequently, by (221), the six pencils of four rays X.QRAX'
and X',P8AX, Y.RPBY' and Y'.QSBY, Z.PQCZ' and

Z'.RSGZ are harmonic, therefore, by the property {a) of

Art. 259, the three pairs of lines XA and X'A^ YB and Y'B,

ZG and Z' G pass through the three poles of the three lines XX',

yy, ZZ' with respect to the circle ; and therefore &c. (170).

The reader will perceive immediately, that not only are the

above properties reciprocals to their common circle in the figure,

but that the demonstrations above given of them are reciprocals

to it also.

COR. 1°. Since, in the former case, by (166), the four

tangents to the circle at the four points P, §, P, S intersect

two and two in opposite pairs on the polars of the three points

-4, P, G with respect to the circle; and since, in the latter

case, by (166), the four points of contact with the circle P, Q^

P, S of the four tangents connect two and two in opposite pairs

through the poles of the three lines PC, GA^ AB with respect

to the circle ; hence, from the above properties a and a com-

bined, it appears that

—

In the tetrastigm determined hy any four points on a circle^

and in the tetragram determined hy thefour corresponding tangents
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to the circle^ or conversely ; the two self-reciprocal triangles de-

termined hy the vertices of the three angles of connection^ in the

former case^ and hy the axes of the three chords of intersection^

in the latter case^ are identical.

Cor. 2°. Again, from the harraoniclsm of the three pencils

of four rays A.BGUU', B.GAW, C.ABWW\ with that of

the several rows they determine on all axes, in the former

case, and of that of the three rows of four points BCXX\
CA YY'^ ABZZ\ w^th that of the several pencils they determine

at all vertices, in the latter case; it appears from the same

that—

In the tetrastigm determined hy any four points on a circle^

and in the tetragram determined hy thefour corresponding tangents

to the circle^ or conversely—
a. The three pairs of opposite connectors of the former divide

harmonically the three angles of the triangle determined hy the

axes of the three chords of intersection of the latter,

a. The three pairs of opposite intersections of the latter divide

harmonically the three sides of the triangle determined hy the

vertices of the three angles of connection o-f the former.

Cor. 3°. Again, the concurrence of the four triads of lines

PA, PB, PC] QA, QB, QC] RA, RB, RC; SA, SB, SO in-

volving, by (243, a'), the coUinearity of the four triads of points

U, V\ JV'-, F, W\ U'] W, U\ V- U, V, W in the former

case ; and the coUinearity of the four triads of points Y, Z, X'
;

Z, X, Y' ; X, r, Z' ; Z', 7', Z' involving, by (243, a), the

concurrence of the four triads of lines AX, BY', CZ' ; BY,
CZ', AX' ; CZ, AX', BY'-, AX, BY, CZ in the latter case;

it appears from the same that

—

In the tetrastigm determined hy any four points on a circle,

and in the tetragram determined hy thefour corresponding tangents

to the circle, or conversely—
a. The three pairs of opposite connectors of the former in-

tersect with the axes of the three chords of intersection of the

latter at six points lying three and three on four liyies.

a! , The three pairs of opposite intersections of the latter

connect with the vertices of the three angles of connection of the

former hy six lines passing three and three through four points.

Cor. 4°. Again, as the four points P, Q, R, S on the circle,
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taken In different orders, determine the three different inscribed

quadrilaterals whose pairs of opposite vertices connect by the

three pairs of lines QR and PS^ i^P and QS^ PQ and RS\ and

as the four tangents at them to the circle, taken in different

orders, determine the three corresponding exscribed quadri-

laterals whose pairs of opposite sides intersect at the three

pairs of points X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' ; it appears also

from the same that

—

In each pair of corresponding quadrilaterals determined hy any

four points on a circle taken in any order and hy the four cor-

responding tangents to the circle taken in the same order—
a. The two pairs of intersections of opposite sides are collinear

and harmonic.

a. The two pairs of connectors of opposite vertices are con-

current and harmonic.

CoR. 5°. Again, the three pairs of points B and (7, C and -4,

A and B being the three pairs of centres of perspective of the

three pairs of opposite segments QR and PS^ RP and QS^

PQ and RS^ in the former case ; and the three pairs of lines

YY' and ZZ', ZZ' and XX', XX' and YY' being the three

pairs of axes of perspective of the three pairs of opposite angles

QXR and PX' S, RYP and QTS, PZQ and RZ 8^ in the latter

case ; it appears also from the same that

—

a. The two centres of perspective of any two chords inscribed

to a circle are conjugate points with respect to the circle, and

connect harmonically with the intersection of the ojxes of the chords

hy a pair of conjugate lines with respect to the circle.

a. The two axes of perspective of any two angles exscrihed to

a circle are conjugate lines with respect to the circle, and intersect

harmonically with the connector of the vertices of the angles at

a pair of conjugate points with respect to the circle.

From these latter properties it may be easily shewn con-

versely that—

-

h. When the directions of any two chords inscribed to a circle

divide harmonically the angle determined hy any two conjugate

lines with respect to the circle, the two centres ofperspective of the

chords are the two poles of the lines.

h'. When the vertices of any two angles exscrihed to a circle

divide harmonically the segment determined hy any two conjugate
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points with respect to the circle^ the two axes of perspective of the

angles are the two polars of the points.

For, in the former case, if QR and PS be the two chords

;

AB and AG the two conjugate lines; B the pole of either of

them AG with respect to the circle ; BQ and BR its connectors

with the extremities of either chord QR'^ and P'S' the con-

nector of the two second intersections of BR and BQ with the

circle; then since, by the above (a), the two lines QR and P'
S'

pass through the point A and divide harmonically the angle BA (7,

and since, by hypothesis, the two lines QR and PS do the same,

therefore the two lines PS and P' S' coincide ; and therefore &c.

And, in the latter case, if QXR and PX'S be the two angles

;

5 and G the two conjugate points; AG the polar of either of

them B with respect to the circle ; Y and Y' its intersections

with the sides of either angle QXR ; and X" the intersection of

the two second tangents from Y and Y' to the circle ; then since,

by the above (a), the two points X and X" lie on the line BG
and divide harmonically the segment BGy and since, by hypo-

thesis, the two points X and X' do the same, therefore the two

points X' and X" coincide ; and therefore &c.

It is evident, from these latter properties, that for every tri-

angle self-reciprocal loith respect to a circlcy an infinite number

of tetrastigms could he inscribed to the circle whose pairs of

opposite points would connect through the vertices of the triangle^

and an infinite number of tetragrams could be exscribed to the

circle whose pairs of opposite lines would intersect on the sides

of the triangle. For, by those properties, every pair of lines

dividing harmonically any angle of the triangle would determine

four points on the circle fulfilling the former condition, and

every pair of points dividing harmonically any side of the

triangle would determine four tangents to the circle fulfilling

the latter condition ; and therefore &c.

Cor. 6°. Again, the three pairs of points X and X\ Y and

y, Z and Z\ and the three pairs of lines QR and PS^ RP and

QSj PQ and RS being pole and polar to each other with

respect to the circle; therefore, from the harmonicism of the

three rows of four points BGXX\ GAYY\ ABZZ\ and of the

three pencils of four rays A,BGUU\ B.GAVV\ G,ABWW\
it appears from the same, as in Cors. 2° and 4°, that

—
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a. For every two chords inscribed to a circle^ the two poles

of their directions are coUinear with^ and harmonic conjugates

with respect to^ their two centres of perspective.

a. For every two angles exscribed to a circle^ the two polars

of their vertices are concurrent with^ and harmonic conjugates with

.respect to, their two axes of perspective.

Cor. 7°. Again, since, by the second part of Art. 257, the"

three lines BCj CA^ AB determine the three pairs of points on

the circle, and the three points A^ B^ C determine the three

pairs of tangents to the circle, which divide harmonically the

three pairs of arcs QR and P/S, HP and QS, PQ and RS] it

appears also, from the same, that

—

a. The two centres of perspective of any two chords inscribed

to a circle are collinear with the two points on the circle which

divide harmonically the two arcs intercepted by the chords.

a. The two axes of perspective of any two angles exscribed to

a circle are concurrent with the two tangents to the circle which

divide harmonically the two arcs intercepted by the angles.

Of these latter properties the first (a) supplies an obvious

and very rapid method of determining by linear constructions

only, without the aid of a circle, the two points on a given

circle which divide two given arcs of it harmonically. See

Arts. 230 and 257, Cor. 4°.

Cor. 8°. Again, every three of the four points P, §, i?, S
on the circle, in the former case, determining an inscribed tri-

angle whose three sides pass through the three points ^, P, C,

every two of which are conjugates to each other and to the

third with respect to the circle ; and every three of the four

tangents at the four points P, §, P, S to the circle, in the latter

case, detei-mining an exscribed triangle whose three vertices lie

on the three lines PO, CA^ ABj every two of which are con-

jugates to each other and to the third with respect to the circle

;

it appears also, from the same, that

—

a. In every triangle inscribed to a circle^ every two of the

three sides intersect with every line conjugate to the third at a pair

of conjugate points with respect to the circle.

a\ In every triangle exscribed to a circle^ every two of the

three vertices connect with every point conjugate to the third by a

pair of conjugate lines with respect to the circle.
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From these latter properties it may be easily shewn that

coDversely

—

h. When
J
of a triangle inscribed to a circle^ two of the three

sides pass through a pair of conjugate points with respect to the

circle^ the third passes through the pole of their line of connection,

V , When^ of a triangle exscribed to a circle^ two of the three

vertices lie on a pair of conjugate lines with respect to the circle^

the third lies on the polar of their point of intersection.

For, in the former case, if PQR be the inscribed triangle

whose two sides PR and PQ pass through the two conjugate

points B and G with respect to the circle ; A the pole of the

line BC'^ and V and W the two points at which the two lines

AG and AB^ which, by (175, 5°), are the polars of the two

points B and (7, intersect with the aforesaid sides PR and PQ
of the triangle; then, the two rows of four points PRBV and

PQGWj having the common point P, being harmonic (259, a),

therefore, by (222, 5°), the three lines BW, OF, and QR are

concurrent ; and therefore &c. And, in the latter case, if XYZ
be the exscribed triangle whose two vertices Y and Z lie on

the two conjugate lines A G and AB with respect to the circle

;

BG the polar of the point A ; and BY and GZ the two lines

by which the two points B and G, which, by (175, 5°), are the

polars of the two hues A G and AB, connect with the aforesaid

vertices Y and Z of the triangle ; then, the two pencils of four

rays Y. ZXBG and Z. YXBG, having the common ray YZ, being

harmonic (259, a'), therefore, by (222, 6°), the three points

J5, (7, and X are collinear ; and therefore &c.

Cor. 9°. If, while the two triangles PQR and XYZ deter-

mined by any three of the four points on the circle, in the

former case, and by the corresponding three of the four tangents

to the circle, in the latter case, with the circle to which they

are respectively inscribed and exscribed, are supposed to remain

fixed ; the triangle ABG, connected with them as above, be con-

ceived to vary, in consequence of the simultaneous variation of

the fourth point 8 and of the corresponding tangent X' Y'Z\ on

which, in that case, it of course depends; then since, by the

above, the triangle ABG in every position is self-reciprocal with

respect to the circle ; it appears, consequently, that

—

For every two triangles determined by any three points on a
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Circle and hy the three corresponding tangents to the circle^ or

conversely^ an infinite number of t7'iangles could he constructed, at

once inscribed to the former and exscribed to the latter, and all

self-reciprocal with respect to the circle.

It is evident, from this latter, that the solutions of the two

reciprocal problems, "for a given circle to determine a self-

reciprocal triangle either inscribed to any triangle Inscribed to

itself or exscribed to any triangle exscribed to itself," are both

indeterminate.

CoR. 10°. If, on the other hand, while the triangle ABC,
with the circle to which it is self-reciprocal, are supposed to

remain fixed ; the two triangles PQR and XYZ, connected with

them as above, be conceived to vary simultaneously, in con-

sequence of the simultaneous variation of the point >S' and of

the tangent X'Y'Z', on which, in that case, they of course

depend ; then since, by the above, the two triangles PQR and

XYZ respectively inscribed and exscribed to the circle are re-

spectively exscribed and inscribed to the triangle ABC] it

appears, consequently, that

—

For every triangle self-reciprocal icith respect to a circle, an

infinite number of triangles could be constructed at once inscribed

to the circle and exscribed to the triangle ; and, also, an infinite

number of corresponding triangles at once exscribed to the circle

and inscribed to the triangle.

It is evident, from this latter, that the solutions of the two

reciprocal problems, " for a given circle to determine either an

inscribed triangle exscribed to, or an exscribed triangle in-

scribed to, any self-reciprocal triangle with respect to itself,"

are both indeterminate.

Cor. 11°. Of the three triangles PQR, XYZ, and ABC,
thus constituting in every position a cycle in which each triangle

is inscribed to one and exscribed to the other of the remaining

two ; the two first being in perspective, with the third by

virtue of their relations of connexion with it, and with each

other by virtue of the general property 1° of Art. 180; it

appears consequently that

—

In every cycle of three triangles determined by any arbitrary

triangle, any exscribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle, and
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the corresponding inscribed triangle exscribed to its polar circle^

every two of the three are in perspective (140).

It will be shewn, in another chapter, that for every cycle of

three triangles, however originating, in which, as above, each

triangle is inscribed to one and exscribed to the other of the

remaining two, when any two of the three are in perspective

every two of the three are in perspective.

Cor. 12°. The centre of perspective 8 of the two triangles

PQR and ABC being a point on the circle, and the axis of

perspective X'Y'Z' of the two XYZ and ABC being a tan-

gent to the circle ; it appears consequently also that

—

a. The centre of perspective of any triangle^ with any ex-

scribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle^ is a point on the

circle.

a. The axis of perspective of any triangle^ with any in-

scribed triangle exscribed to its polar circle^ is a tangent to the

circle.

It Is evident that when, for the same original triangle, the

two derived triangles in those properties correspond, the point

on and tangent to the polar circle correspond also.

Cor. 13°. If be the point of concurrence of the three lines

of connection PX, Q F, RZ of the three pairs of corresponding

vertices P and X, Q and Y, R and Z^ and I the line of col-

linearity of the three points of Intersection P', Q\ R' of the

three pairs of corresponding sides QR and YZ^ RP and ZX^
PQ and XF, of the two triangles PQR and XYZ^ then, from

the harmonlcism of the three pencils of four rays P.QRXX\
Q.RPYY', R.PQZZ' (236, a), and consequently (221) of the

two rows of four points determined by any two of them on

the two non-corresponding sides of the triangle ABC through

whose intersection their two vertices connect, which two rows

have that intersection for a common point; therefore, by (222, 5°),

the point 0, that is, the centre of perspective of the two tri-

angles PQR and XYZ^ is collinear with the three points

U^ F, IF, that is, with the axis of perspective of the two tri-

angles PQR and ABC-, and, from the harmonlcism of the

three rows of four points YZPP\ ZXQQ\ XYRR (236, a'),

and consequently (221) of the two pencils of four rays deter-
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mined by any two of them at the two non-corresponding vertices

of the triangle ABC on whose connector their two axes

intersect, which two pencils have that connector for a common
ray ; therefore, by (222, 6°), the line /, that is, the axis of per-

spective of the two triangles FQR and XYZ^ is concurrent

with the three lines AX^ BYj CZ^ that is, with the centre of

perspective of the two triangles XYZ and ABC', hence it

appears that

—

In every cycle of three triangles determined hy any arhitrary

triangle, any exscrihed triangle inscribed to its polar circle, and

the corresponding inscribed triangle exscribed to its polar circle,

a. The centre of perspective of the second and third lies on the

axis ofperspective of the first and second,

a The axis of perspective of the second and third passes

through the centre ofperspective of the first and third.

The centre of perspective S of the two triangles PQR and

ABC lying also, evidently, on the axis of perspective X'Y'Z'

of the two triangles XYZ and ABC] these properties for the

whole three triangles may consequently be stated more sym-

metrically as follows;

—

In every cycle of three triangles determined by any arbitrary

triangle, any exscribed triangle inscribed to its polar circle, and

the corresponding inscribed triangle exscribed to its polar circle ;

the centre of perspective of each with that to which it is inscribed

lies on its axis ofperspective with that to which it is exscribed.

It will be seen, in another chapter, that this latter property

is true generally of every cycle of three triangles, each inscribed

to one and exscribed to the other of the remaining two and

in perspective with either and consequently with both.

CoE. 14°. Since, from the harmonicism of the three rows of

four points QBAU, RPBV, PQCW, the line of collinearity

of the three points U, V, W is the polar of the point of con-

currence of the three lines AP, BQ, CR with respect to the

three sides of the triangle PQR (250, Cor. 2°) ; and since, from

the harmonicism of the three pencils of four rays X, YZAX',
Y.ZXBY, Z.XYCZ, the point of concurrence of the three

lines AX, BY, CZ is the pole of the line of collinearity of the

three points X', Y', Z' with respect to the three vertices of the

triangle XYZ (250, Cor. 2°) ; hence, conceiving the point 8 and
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the line X'Y'Z' to vary while the two triangles PQR and XYZ
remain fixed, it follows from the two reciprocal properties a and

a of the preceding corollary (12°), that

—

a. If a variable point describe a fixed circle^ its polar with

respect to the three sides of any inscribed triangle turns round a

fixed pointy the centre of perspective of the inscribed with the cor-

responding exscribed triangle.

a!. If a variable line envelope a fixed circle^ its pole with re-

spect to the three vertices of any exscribed triangle moves upon a

fixed line^ the axis of perspective of the exscribed with the corre-

sponding inscribed triangle.

In the particular case when both triangles are equilateral,

their centre and axis of perspective, in all cases evidently pole

and polar to each other with respect to the circle, being then

the centre of the circle and the line at infinity (142), it follows

from the converses of the preceding properties a and a', that

—

b. If a variable line turn round a fixed pointy its pole with

respect to the three vertices of any equilateral triangle concentric

with the point describes the circle circumscribed to the triangle.

V . If a variable point describe the line at infinity^ its polar

with respect to the thre^ sides of any equilateral triangle envelopes

the circle inscribed to the triangle.

The polar of a point at infinity, with respect to any system

of lines, being the diameter, corresponding to its direction, of

the polygram determined by the lines (248, c) ; this latter pro-

perty b' is therefore identical with that stated in the concluding

paragraph of Art. 126, viz., that in every equdlateral triangle

the several diameters of the figure envelope its inscribed circle.

Cor. 15°. Again, since from the harmonicism of the three

rows of four points BCUU', CAVV\ ABWW, the line

of collinearity of the three points Z7, F, W is the polar of

the point of concurrence of the three lines AU\ BV\ CW
with respect to the three sides of the triangle ABC] and since,

from the harmonicism of the three rows of four points

BGXX', CAYY\ ABZZ\ the point of concurrence of the

three lines AX^ BY^ CZ is the pole of the line of collinearity

of the three points X\ Y\ Z' with respect to the three

vertices of the triangle ABC, hence, from the same, again,

it appears also, that

—
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a. The pole^ with respect to the three vertices of any triangle^

of its axis of perspective with any exscribed triangle inscribed to

its polar circle^ is a point on the circle,

a!. The 'polar^ with respect to the three sides of any triangle^

of its centre of perspective vnth any inscribed triangle exscribed

to its polar circle^ is a tangent to the circle.

It is evident, as in Cor. 12°, that when, for the same original

triangle, the two derived triangles in those properties corre-

spond, the point on and tangent to the polar circle corre-

spond also.

262. From the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, combined with the general property (180, 1°) that every

two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with respect to a

circle are in perspective, the two following reciprocal properties

of a triangle with respect to an arbitrary circle can be readily

inferred, viz.

—

a. The three angles^ subtended at the vertices of a triangle by

the three pairs of intersections of its opposite sides with an arbitrary

circle^ determine three second pairs of intersections with the circle

whose connectors intersect collinearly with the corresponding sides

of the triangle,

a. The three segments^ intercepted on the sides of a triangle

by the three pairs of tangents from its opposite vertices to an

arbitrary circle^ determine three second pairs of tangents to the

circle whose intersections connect concurrently with the corre-

sponding vertices of the triangle.
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For, in the case of «, if A^ B^ G be the three vertices of the

triangle ; X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' the three pairs of

intersections of its opposite sides with the circle ; TJ and TJ\

Fand F', ]Fand W the three second pairs of intersections of

the three angles XAX\ YBY\ ZCZ with the circle; and

P, §, R the three intersections of the three pairs of lines TJJJ^

and XX\ VV and YT, WW and ZZ
',

then since, by the

general property [a) of the preceding article, the three points

P, Q, R lie on the polars of the three points A^ B^ C with

respect to the circle ; therefore, by the general property (180, 1°),

they lie on the axis of perspective of the triangle ABC and

its polar triangle AB'C with respect to the circle ; and there-

fore &c. And, in the case of a\ if A^ P, 0, as before, be the

three vertices of the triangle ; XX\ YY'^ ZZ' the three seg-

ments intercepted on its opposite sides by the three pairs of

tangents from them to the circle ; and P, Q^ R the three inter-

sections of the three second pairs of tangents XU and X'U\
YV and Y' F', ZW and Z'W from the three pairs of points

X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' to the circle ; then since, by the

general property [a) of the preceding article, the three lines

PA^ QBj RC pass through the poles of the three lines P(7, CA^

AB with respect to the circle ; therefore, by the general property
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(180, 1°), they pass through the centre of perspective of the

triangle ABC and its polar triangle A'B'C with respect to the

circle ; and therefore &c.

Cor. In the particular cases when the circle either passes

through the three vertices or touches the three sides of the

triangle ; since then, in either case, the three lines UU', VV\
WW\ in a, are the polars of the three vertices, and the three

points P, Q^ Bj in a', are the poles of the three sides, of the

triangle ABC^ with respect to the circle ; the above properties

give consequently, in those cases, the two reciprocal properties,

established originally on other principles in Examples 3° and 4°,

Art. 137, and inferred subsequently, as particular cases, firstly,

from the two reciprocal theorems of Pascal and Brianchon

(148, a and h) respecting any hexagon inscribed and exscribed

to a circle, and afterwards, from the general property of

(180, 1°) respecting any two triangles reciprocal polars to each

other with respect to a circle.

263. By virtue of the same general property (180, 1°) re-

specting the perspective of every two triangles reciprocal polars

to each other with respect to ti circle, the two reciprocal pro-

perties, b and b\ Cor. 5", of the same article (261), supply the

following very elegant reciprocal solutions of the two reciprocal

problems

—

a. To construct a triangle at once exscribed to a given triangle

and inscribed to a given circle.

a. To construct a triangle at once inscribed to a given triangle

and exscribed to a given circle.

In a, if ABC be the given triangle ; A'B'C its polar triangle

with respect to the given circle ; and i), Ej F the three points

of intersection of the three concurrent connectors AA'^ BB',

CC with the three corresponding sides B'C'^ C'A'^ A'B' of the

latter triangle ; then, of the six intersections of the three lines

EF^ FD^ DE with the circle, one set of three for different lines

determine one XYZ^ and the other set of three the other

X'Y'Z'^ of the two triangles required.

For, the three pairs of lines B'C and AD^ C'A' and BE^

A'B' and CF being conjugate pairs with respect to the circle

(174), and the three angles they determine being cut har-

:
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monlcally by the corresponding angles of the triangle JDFF
determined by their three vertices (242, a) ; therefore, by pro-

perty hj Cor. 5° of Art. 261, the three pairs of lines YZ and

rZ', ZX and Z'X', XY and XY' pass through the three

points Aj Bj C respectively ; and therefore &c.

In «', if ABC (fig., page 98) be the given triangle ; A'B'C
its polar triangle with respect to the given circle ; Z, if, N the

three collinear intersections of BG and B'C\ CA and C'A\

AB and A'B'] and P, Q, B the three vertices of the triangle

determined by the three connectors of X, J/, N with the corre-

sponding vertices A\ B\ C of the polar triangle ; then, of the

six tangents from the three points P, Q, E to the circle, one set

of three for different points determine one XYZ^ and the other

set of three the other X' Y'Z\ of the two triangles required.

For, the three pairs of points A! and Z, B' and Ji, C and N
being conjugate pairs with respect to the circle (174), and the

three segments they determine being cut harmonically by the

corresponding sides of the triangle PQR determined by their

three axes (242, a); therefore, by property. &', Cor. 5° of

Art. 261, the three pairs of points X and X', Y and Y\ Z
and Z lie on the three lines PC, GA^ AB respectively; and

therefore &c.

Cor. In the particular case when the given triangle is

self-reciprocal with respect to the given circle (170), the two tri-

angles ABG and AB' G' then coincide, and the two preceding

vol: II. H
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constructions are consequently indeterminate ; hence, as shewn

already in Cor. 10°, Art. 261, the solutions of the two reciprocal

problems to construct a triangle either exscrihed to a given tri-

angle and inscribed to its j)olar circle or inscribed to a given

triangle and exscribed to its polar circle are both indeterminate.

264. For every triangle self-reciprocal with respect to a

circle (170), the following metric relation results readily from the
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general property a of Art. 259, combined with the property of

every right-angled triangle given in 4°, Cor. 2°, Art. 83, viz.

—

For any tnriangle self-reciprocal with respect to a circle^ if

A
J
B^ C he the three vertices^ AR^ BS, 02^ the three tangentsfrom

them to the circle^ and P any arbitrary point on the latter^ then

always—

AR\ {BPCy -f B8\ (
CFAy + Cr\ [AFBY = •

the quantities vjithin the parentheses signifying the areas of the

three triangles they respectively represent.

For, if G be the vertex of the triangle internal to the circle,

Q the second intersection of the

line GP with the circle, D its in-

tersection with the side AB of the

triangle opposite to G^ and DTI
the tangent from D to the circle

;

then since, from the harmonicism

of the system of four points GDPQ
(259, a),

GP^___ GP.GQ _ _ GT^
DP'" DRDQ~ DW

(Euc. III. 35, 36), therefore, at once,

multiplying by the square of AB^

GP\AB\DU' + DP\AB\ GT' = 0,

from which, assuming for a moment that

BI)\AE' + AD\ BS' = AB\DU%
it follows of course, at once, that

CP\BD\AB' + GP\AD\B8' + DP\AB\ GT' = 0,

which is manifestly equivalent to the above, the three parallelo-

grams GP.BD^ GP,AD^ DP.AB (see figure) being the doubles

of the three triangles BPG^ GPA, APB respectively; and

therefore &c.

To prove the relation assumed in the above; if F and P
(see figure) be the two points inverse at once to the circle and

to the line AB (149), which, by (156) and (177), lie both on the

circle on AB as diameter; then since, by (157), AE=AE=AFj
BS=BE=BFj DU=DE=DF^ and since by the relation 4°,

h2

•^r
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Cor. 2°, Art. 83, the two angles AEB and AFB being both

right (Euc. ill. 31),

BD\AE' + AD\BE' = AB\DE\
and BD\AF' + AD\BE' = AB\DF\
therefore BD\AE' + AD\BS' = AB\DU'',

and therefore &c.

265. The two following reciprocal properties, again of every

tetrastigm inscribed and of every tetragram exscribed to a

circle, result readily from those of Cor. 10°, Art. 62, and of 4°,

Cor. 2°, Art. 179, combined with those of Cors. 3" and 6°,

Art. 235, viz.—

a. The four segments intercepted on any arbitrary line^ by

any circle and by the three angles of connection of any inscribed

tetra^tigm^ have a common segment of harmonic section^ real or

imaginary.

a. The four angles subtended at any arbitrary pointy by

any circle and by the three chords of intersection of any exscribed

tetragram^ have a common angle of harmonic section^ real or

imaginary.

To prove a. If L and L\ M and M\ N and N' be the three

pairs of opposite connectors of the tetrastigm ; X and X', Y and

F', Z and Z' their three pairs of intersections with the line

;

and P and Q the two intersections of the latter with the circle

;

then since, by the property. Cor. 10°, Art. 62,

PL .PL = Pilf.PM' = PN,PN\
QL, QL = QM, QM'^ QN, QN'

;

and, since evidently, by pairs of similar triangles,

PL_PX PMPY PNPZ
QL ~ QX' QM~ QY' QN~ QZ'

PL _ PX PW _ PT PN^ _ PZ^

QL ~ QX' ' QM'~ QT' QN' ~ QZ' '

therefore, at once, by division,

PX.PX _ PY.PY' _ PZ.PZ'
QX.QX ~ QY.Qr ~ QZ. QZ' '

and therefore &c. ; the three segments XX ^ YY'^ ZZ' having

consequently, by (235, Cor. 3°), a common segment of harmonic

section, real or imaginary, with the segment PQ.
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To prove a. If P and P', Q and Q\ E and B' be the three

pairs of opposite intersections of the tetragram ; U and U\
V and V\ W and W their three pairs of connectors with the

point ; and L and M the two tangents from the latter to the

circle ; then since, by the property 4°, Cor. 2°, Art. 179,

PL,FL QL.Q'L RL,EL
PM,FM QM.Q'M RALB'M'

and since, evidently, by (61),

PL smLU QL sinZF

PM siniff/' QM sinil/F'

PL sinZTT

PM' smMW
P'L smLU' Q'L sinXF'

PM ~ smMZf' ' Q'M ~ smMV
EL sinXTF'

' B'M~^mMW''
therefore, at once, by substitution,

sluLU.smLU' miLV.smLV sinLlF.sinXTT'

smMU.sinMU' ~
sin ifF. sin ifF' sinlfPF.siniilF'

'

and therefore &c. ; the three angles UU'j VV\ WW having

consequently, by (235, Cor, 6°), a common angle of harmonic

section, real or imaginary, with the angle LM.
The above reciprocal properties evidently verify, for the

particular cases of tetrastigms inscribed and of tetragrams ex-

scribed to circles, the general properties established for all

tetrastigms and tetragrams in Cor. 3°, Art. 245.

Cor. 1°. The extremities of the common segment of har-

monic section, in the former case, being conjugate points, by

(245, Cor. 1°, b')j with respect to the tetrastigm, and, by

(259, a), with respect to the circle ; and the sides of the common
angle of harmonic section, in the latter case, being conjugate

lines, by (245, Cor. 1°, 5), with respect to the tetragram, and,

by (259, a'), with respect to the circle ; hence, from the above,

it appears that

—

a. Every two conjugate points with respect to any tetrastigm

inscribed to a circle are conjugate points with respect to the circle.

a. Every two conjugate lines with respect to any tetragram ex-

scribed to a circle are conjugate lines with respect to the circle.

Cor. 2°. Since, for every two points conjugates at once with

respect to a circle and to any inscribed tetrastigm, the foui* polars

of either, with respect to the circle and to the three angles of
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connection of the tetrastigm, pass through the other (174, and

245, Cor. 5°,/') ; and since, for every two lines conjugates at

once with respect to a circle and to any exscribed tetragrara,

the four poles of either, with respect to the circle and to the

three chords of intersection of the tetragrara, lie on the other

(174, and 245, Cor. 5°, /) ; hence also, from the above, it

appears that

—

o. The four polars of any pointy with respect to any circle

and to the three angles of connection of any inscribed tetra^tigm^

are concurrent.

a. The four poles of any linCj with respect to any circle

and to the three chords of intersection of any exscribed tetragram^

are oollinear.

Cor. 3°. The centre of any circle and the line at infinity

being pole and polar to each other with respect to the circle

;

it appears, from the latter properties, for the particular cases

when the point in a is the centre of the circle and when the

line in a is the line at infinity, that

—

a. The three ^olars of the centre of a circle^ with respect to

the three angles of connection of any inscribed tetrastigm^ are con-

current with the line at infinity,

a. The three poles of the line at infinity^ with I'espect to the

three chords of intersection of any tetragram exscribed to a circle^

(ire collinear with the centre of the circle.

The pole of any segment with respect to the line at infinity

being the middle point of the segment (216, 3°) ; the latter

property a may be stated, otherwise thus, as follows—

In every tetrastigm determined by four tangents to a circle^

the three middle points of the three chords of intersection of the

figure are collinear with the centre of the circle.

This property the reader may very easily verify, a priori^

for himself.

Cor. 4°. Again, every point at infinity and the diameter of

any circle perpendicular to its direction being pole and polar

to each other with respect to the circle ; it appears also, from

the same properties, for the particular cases where the point in

a is at infinity and where the line in a! passes through the centre

of the circle, that

—
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a. The three 'polars of any point at infinity^ with respect to

the three angles of connection of any tetrastigm inscribed to a

circle^ are concurrent with the diameter of the circle perpendicular

to the direction of the point,

a\ The three poles of any diameter of a circle^ with respect

to the three chords of intersection of any tetragram exscrihed to

the circle^ are collinear with the point at infinity in the direction

perpendicular to the diameter.

Cor. 5°. Again, every point on a circle and the tangent at

it to the circle being pole and polar to each other with respect

to the circle ; it appears also, from the same properties, for the

particular cases when the point in a is on the circle and when
the line in a touches the circle, that

—

a. The tJiree polars of any point on a circle^ with respect to

the three angles of connection of any inscribed tetrastigm^ are con-

current with the tangent at the point,

a'. The three poles of any tangent to a circle^ with respect to

the three chm^ds of intersection of any exscrihed tetragram^ are

collinear with the point of contact of the tangent.

Cor. 6*. In the particular cases, of the original properties

of the present article, when the arbitrary line in a is the line

at infinity and when the arbitrary point in a is the centre of

the circle; since, by (260, 1°, a'), every two points harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two circular points at infinity

subtend right angles at all points not at infinity, and since,

by (216, 3°), the sides of all right angles are the bisectors of

all angles they cut harmonically ; it appears, consequently, from

them, for those particular cases, that

—

a. In every tetrastigm inscribed to a circle^ the three segments

intercepted by the three angles of connection on the line at infinity

subtend at everypoint three angles having a common pair ofbisectors,

d. In every tetragram exscribed to a circle^ the three angles

subtended by the three chords of intersection at the centre of the

circle have a common pair of bisectors.

These properties, like those of Cor. 3°, the reader may easily

verify, a priori^ for himself.

266. The two following reciprocal properties, analogous to

those of Art. 246, are evident from those of Art. 259, viz.

—
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a. If on a variable line X, turning round a fixed point 0, and

intersecting a fixed circle A^ at two variable points X^ and X,^,

a variable point P be taken so as to satwfy the relation

OX^^OX~^'
the point P moves on a fixed line I ; the 'polar^ viz.^ of the poii

with respect to the circle,

a!. If through a variable point P, moving on a fixed line 7,

and subtending a fixed circle A^ by two variable tangents

and U^^ a variable line be drawn so as to satisfy the relation

smLU, sinLU„
J 2 = •^ c,;^ TTT ^ 7

sin/£/i sin/C/^

the line L turns round a fixed point ; the pole^ viz,^ of the line

I with respect to the circle.

For, in the case of a, the two points and P, being har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two X^ and X^ (214), are

conjugate points with respect to the circle (259), and therefore

&c. (175, 1°); and, in the case of a\ the two lines / and X,

being harmonic conjugates with respect to the two U^ and U^

(214), are conjugate lines with respect to the circle (259), and

therefore &c. (175, 1°).

267. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article,

respecting a single circle, are evidently particular cases of the two

following, respecting a system of any number of circles; which

are analogous to those of Art. 248 respecting a system of any

number of lines, and with the establishment of which we shall

conclude the present long Chapter.

a. If on a variable line X, turning round a fixed point 0,

and intersecting any system offixed circles A^^ P^, C^^ &c, at a

system ofpairs of variable points X^ and X^, Y^ and I^^, Z^ and Z^^

(&C.J a variable point P be taken so as to satisfy the relation

(PX^ PX\ , /PF PY\
,

(PZ^ PZ\
,

. ^

a, Z>, c, &c. being any system of finite multiples^ positive or

negative ; the point P moves on a fixed line 7, termed the polar

of the point with respect to the system of circles A^, P„, C^, &c,

for the system of multiples a, 5, c, &c.
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If through a variable point P, moving on a fixed line 7,

and subtending any system of fixed circles A^^ P^, (7„, &c. by a

system ofpairs of variable tangents U^ and Z^, V^ and F^, W^ and

W^j cfcc.j a variable line L be drawn so as to satisfy the relation

a.(^ + ^^^A + J.('^ + t^)
\sin/£/ smlU^ J V sm/Fj smlV^J

/sinXTF smZTFx p

Vsin/|y^ smlW^J '

a, 5, c, (fee. ^e?^/?^' any system of finite multiples^ positive or

negative ; the line L turns round a fixed point 0, termed the pole

of the line I with respect to the system of circles A^^ B^^ G^j (Ssc.

for the system of multiples a, &, c, cj&c.

To prove a. If X, Y, Z^ &c. be the several points of inter-

section of the variable line Z with the several polars A^ B^ (7,

&c. of the fixed point with respect to the several fixed circles

A^^ B^j (7^, &c. ; then since, from the harmonicism of the several

systems of four points OXX^X^, OYY^Y^, OZZ^Z^, &c., what-

ever be the position of P on their common axis, by (220, «),

OX^'^ 0X~ OX'

OY^'^ OY~'OY'
PZ, _^PZ^_^ PZ
OZj 0Z~^' OZ'

^''''

which, multiplied horizontally by a, J, c, &c., and added verti-

cally, give the equality

/PX PX\) ^ ^/ PX\

from which it follows that when either equivalent = 0, so is

the other also ; but when the latter equivalent = 0, then, by

(248, a), the point P lies on the polar of the point with respect

to the system of lines -4, P, (7, (&c. for the system of multiples

a, Z>, c, c&c./ and therefore &c.

To prove a. If Z7, F, IF, &c. be the several lines of con-

nection of the variable point P with the several poles -4, P, (7,

&c. of the fixed line / with respect to the several fixed circles
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A^j B^j C^j, &c. ; then since, from the harmonicism of the several

systems of four lines lUU^U^^, IWJ^, IWW^W^, &c., what-

ever be the direction of L through their common vertex, b]

(220, a),

sinZZJ, ^\nLU^ __ %\nLU
BinlU^ BiuiU^ ' sin/(7'

sinZF^ Bini^F2_ sinZ/F

sin/F,
"^ smTF, ~ ~^nV '

sinZTF sinXTF ^ sinXTF p

smllV^ ^ sinlW^ sini ^V
'

which, multiplied horizontally by a, &, c, &c., and added verti-

cally, give the equality

sinZZ7\
f /sinZZZ sinZZJN) ^^/ i

sinlUj '

from which it follows that when either equivalent = 0, so is

the other also ; but when the latter equivalent = 0, then, by

(248, a)y the line L passes through the pole of the line I with

respect to the system of points A^ B^ (7, cfcc. for the system of

multiples a, J, c, &c.; and therefore &c.

The above very general properties are not reciprocals in the

same sense as those of Art. 248, to which they are analogous

;

each, to an arbitrary circle, reciprocating, not into the other,

but into the corresponding property of the figures of more

general forms into which circles reciprocate for all positions of

the centre of reciprocation not coinciding with their own (172).

Cor. It being evident from the above demonstrations,

that—
«. The polar of any pointy with respect to any system of

circles^ for any system of multiples^ is the same as if the several

circles were all removed^ and replaced by the several polars of

the point with respect to themselves.

a. The pole of any line^ with respect to any system of circles^

for any system of multiples^ is the same as if the several circles

were all removed^ and replaced hy the several poles of the line

with respect to themselves.

All questions concerning the polars of points or the poles

of lines, with respect to systems of circles, for systems of
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multiples, may therefore, in all cases, be regarded as reduced

to the corresponding questions in which the several circles are

replaced by lines in the former case and by points in the

latter case, the main points connected with which have been

already very fully discussed in Arts. 246 to 251 at the close

of the preceding Chapter.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THEORY OF ANHARMONIC SECTION.

268. When a line, or angle, AB^ is cut at two points, or by

two lines, C and Z>, each ratio of ratios of the two pairs of seg-

ments, or of the sines of the two pairs of segments, into which it

divided, is termed an anharmonic ratio of the section of the line,

or angle, by the two points, or lines.

Thus, if AC'.BG, or sin^C: sin^C, =w, and AD : BD,
or amAD : smBDj =n, the two ratios m : n and n : m are

what are termed anharmonic ratios of the section of the line, or

angle, AB^ by the two points, or lines, C and D
;
for any line or

angle^ ABj every two points or lines of section^ C and D, determine

therefore two different anharmonic ratios^ reciprocals of each other.

The name " anharmonic" was given to this simple function

of the section of a line or angle by Chasles, who was the first

to perceive its utility and to apply it extensively in geometry

;

because that in the particular case when m and n are equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign, the section of the line or angle

becomes what from ancient times had been familiarly known

as " harmonic," and which from its special importance has been

treated of separately in Chapter xiii.

269. The two anharmonic ratios of the section of a line

or angle AB by any two points or lines of section C and D,

like every other pair of magnitudes reciprocals to each other,

have of course always the same sign, positive if C and D be

both external or both internal, and negative if one be external

and the other internal to AB'^ but the positions, absolute or

relative, of G and Z), being quite arbitrary, either may have any

absolute magnitude from to oo , and the other the reciprocal

of the same from oo to 0.
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When either anharmonic ratio = 0, the other = co
;
and,

conversely, when either = qo
, the other = ; in both those

extreme cases it is evident that one or other of the two points or

lines of section, C and i>, coincides with one or other of the

two extremities of the line or angle, A and B.

When either anharmonic ratio =±1, the other also =±1;
these are the only two cases in which the two anharmonic ratios

of the section of a line or angle are equal, + 1 and — 1 being

the only two numbers which are equal to their reciprocals ; in

the latter case the section of the line or angle is, as already

noticed, harmonic; and in the former case it is evident that either

the two points or lines of section, G and Z), or the two extre-

mities of the line or angle, A and B^ coincide with each other.

For the three particular values of either anharmonic ratio of

the section of a line or angle AB hy two points or lines C and D^

0, Qc
, a7id -\- 1, some two of the four points or lines A^ B^ (7, i),

therefore^ coincide. For every other value of either, however,

they are all four distinct from each other.

270. When for one of the two points or lines of section,

D suppose, the two simple ratios for the single section each

= 1, that is, when D is the point or line of external bisection of

the segment or angle AB ; then, whatever be the position of the

other point or line of section (7, the two anharmonic ratiosfor the

douhh section hy C and D combined^ become in that case the two

simple ratios for the single section hy C alone. This particular

case is deserving of special attention, not only on account of

its comparative simplicity, but because, as we shall presently

see, every other case of anharmonic section of a line or angle^

whatever he the positions of the two points or lines of section^

may he reduced to it.

271. When two segments, or angles, or a segment and an

angle, AB and A'B\ are cut in equal anharmonic ratios by two

pairs of sectors, G and i>, G' and i)', they are said to be cut

equianharmonically / and so, also, is the same segment, or angle,

AB^ when cut in equal anharmonic ratios by two different pairs

of sectors, G and i>, G ' and U. A more general definition of

the relation of equianharmonicism will be given further on.
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Two pairs of lines, L and J/, L' and M\ arc said sometimes

to intersect, and sometimes to divide, two segments, AB and

A'B\ equianliarmonically, when their pairs of intersections with

their axes divide them equianharmonically ; and, two pairs of

points, Pand §, P' and Q\ are said sometimes to subtend, and

sometimes to divide, two angles, AB and A'B\ equianharmoni-

cally, when their pairs of connectors with their vertices divide

them equianharmonically. These modes of expression are

frequently employed for shortness in the applications of the

theory of anharmonic section.

272. When a segment or angle AB is cut equianharmonically

hy the two pairs of sectors G and D, G' and Z>', it is also cut

equianharmonically hy the two pairs G and G\ D and D'; and

conversely.

For since, by hypothesis,

AG AB^AC^AB^ smAG
^
miAB ^ smAG

' smAD'
^

BG'BD" BG' • BD' '
^^' miBG ' smBB ""

&mBG' * smBB' '

Therefore, at once, by alternation,

JLO ^O; _ AD ^ sin^O sm^ _ smAB s'mAD'

BG ' BG' BD • BD' '

^^' smBG ' sinPO'
"^

sinPi> ' sinPZ)'

'

and therefore &c.

In exactly the same manner it may be shown, in accordance

with the mode of expression noticed at the close of the pre-

ceding article, that when a segment AB is divided equianhar^

monically hy the two pairs of lines L and M^ L' and M\ it is also

divided equianharmonically hy the two pairs L and 11 ^ M andM';

and that when an angle AB is subtended equianharmonically hy

the two pairs of points P and Q^ P' and Q'^ it is also subtended

equianharmonically by the two pairs P and P', Q and Q, For

since, in the two cases, respectively,

AL AM_AL AJT AP AQ_AP AQ
BL'BM'^ BL'' BiW ' BP' BQ" BF' BQ'

therefore, at once, by alternation, in the two, respectively,

AL AIJ^_AM AW AP AP' _AQ AQ\
BL • BL' ~ BM' BM' '

' BP' BF ~ BQ ' BQ'

'

and therefore &c.
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The following is an obvious corollary from the above

:

When a segment or angle AB is cut harmonically hy the

two segments or angles XY and X' Y\ it is cut equianharmoni-

cally hy the two XX' and YY', And also every two lines L and

M and their two jpohs P and Q with respect to any segment AB^

or any two points P and Q and their two polars L andM with

respect to any angle AB, divide the segment or angle equi-

anharmonically.

273. The two anharmonic ratios of the section of any segment

or angle AB hy any two points or lines G and D are the same

in magnitude and sign as those of the section of the segment or

angle CD hy the two points or lines A and B.

For, by simple alternation,

ACAD_GACB ^ ^mAC ^ smAD ^ sin GA ^ smCB
BG'BB~DA'DB' ^^^' sinBG ' sinBD ~ smDA ' sinDB

'

and

AD ^_0B GA smAD ^ s'mAG _ sinGB ^ sinGA

BD' BG~ DB' DA' ^^' s'mBD * sin^C ~ sini>^ * sini>^ '

and therefore &c.

Of this general property of anharmonic section, from which

it appears that every two segments having a common axisj or

angles having a common vertex^ AB and GD^ cut each other equi-

anharmonically^ the property of harmonic section proved in

Art. 218 is obviously a particular case.

In the same manner exactly it may be shown, in accordance

with the mode of expression noticed at the close of Art. 271,

that the two anharmonic ratios of the section of any segment or

angle AB hy any two lines or points G and D are the same in

magnitude and sign as those of the angle or segment GD hy the

two points or lines A and B,

For, since in either case, by simple alternation,

AG AD _GA GB ^ ^ ^^9E.9A
BG ' BD" da'' DB' ' BD ' BG DB' DA'

therefore &c. This important property of anharmonic section,

from which it appears that every segment and angle^ AB and

GDj however circumstanced as to magnitude or position^ divide
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each other equianharmonically^ will be presently considered

under another form.

The sign common to the two reciprocal eqiiianharmonic

ratios determined by the mutual section of two segments or

angles, or of a segment and angle, AB and CD^ depends of

course on the relative positions of their respective extremities,

A and B^ C and Z>; being obviously negative when those of

one alternate with those of the other in the order of their

occurrence, and positive when they do not.

274. As four points on a common axis or rays through a

common vertex -4, j5, (7, i> determine, whatever be their order

and disposition, six different segments or angles corresponding

to each other two and two in three sets of opposite pairs BC
and AD^ GA and BD^ AB and CD ; and as, by the preceding,

the two segments or angles constituting each pair of opposites

cut each other in the same two anharmonic ratios, reciprocals of

each other ; it follows, therefore, that four points on a commo7i

axis or rays through a common vertex determine in general siso

different anharmonic ratios^ in pairs reciprocals of each other.

These three pairs of reciprocal ratios corresponding to the

three pairs of opposite segments or angles BC and AD^ CA
and BD^ AB and CD, are respectively as follows :

For four points on a common axis,

BA BD . CA CB BA.CD CA.BD
GA' GD BA' BD' ^""^ GA.BB ^^"^ BAXW" ^

''

GB GD AB AD GB.AD AB.GD
AB''AD

^"""^ 0^*- aZ>'
'''''

AB.GD ^"""^ GB.AD' '"^ '

AG AD , BG BD AG.BD BG.AD
BG'''BD

^"""^
AG'' AD'

''''

BG.AD ^"""^ AG.BD' •"^'^^'

For four rays through a common vertex,

sin^^ sin -Si) , smGA s'mGD

siSCZ • sm Oi> m^BA ' smBD '

sinBA . sin GD , sin GA . sinBD
and

sin GA . sinBD sinBA . sin GD

sin GB
^
sin CD , sin^^ ^ sin^i>

sin^^ * sinAD sin GB ' sin CD
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smCB.smAD , smAB.&mCB , ,.

^^'
smAB.s'mCD smCB.smAB' ^ ^'

sinA G smAD , sinBG jiinBB
^^BG ' sinBB '^^^AG'^^AB '

sinAG.smBD , sin^Csin^D , ,.

'''*'

sinB G. sinAB ^"""^
sinAG. sinBB' ^^*

which may, for convenience, be represented in either case by the

abridged notation P and ^, Q and --^, B and ^ respectively

;

Jr Q li

and which, as is evident from mere inspection of their values,

are connected in either case by the relations

P.«.i? = -la„d^.^.| = -l.

275. In the case of points on a common axis, if any one of

the four, B suppose, be at infinity, the six simple ratios BB : GB
and GB : BB, GB : AB and AB : GB, AB : BB and BB : AB,
into which that point enters, are all = 1 ; and the six anharmonic

ratios for the entire four A, B, (7, B become consequently the six

simple ratios for the remaining three A, B, G] which, in the

order above given in the general case, viz., for BG cut at A,

for GA cut at B, and for AB cut at (7, are respectively as

follows,

BA . GA GB ^ AB AG , BG
OZ^^^^' ZB^^^Ofi' BG^'^'^AG'^

and which are evidently connected by the same relations as in

the general case.

To this comparatively simple case it will appear in the sequel

that every other case of anharmonic ratio, whether of points

or rays, whatever be the order or disposition of either, may
be reduced.

276. Whatever be the order and disposition of four points

or rays constituting a row or pencil. A, J5, (7, B, it is evident

that of the three pairs of reciprocal anharmonic ratios they deter-

mine two are always positive and the third always negative;

the negative corresponding to the pair of opposite segments or

angles they determine whose extremities alternate with each

VOL. II. I
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other in the order of their succession, and the two positive

the two pairs whose extremities do not so alternate. Hence, as

seen above, for three of them P, Q^ E, and for their three
j

reciprocals, the product of any three of them of different pairs is

always negative.

When three points or rays of an anharraonic system, any

one of its six anharmonic ratios, and the order in which the

four constituents enter in the formation of the ratio are given,

the fourth point or ray is of course implicitly given also; its

determination depending only on the section of a given segment

or angle into two parts whose lengths or sines shall have a

given magnitude and sign,

277, 2'he six anha/rmonic ratios P and -p , Q and -^ , R and -^

determirted hy the same row of four points or pencil offour rays

Af B^ (7, D are connected two and two hy the three relaiions

^+i=^' ^+i=^' «+?=^'

whatever he the order and disposition of the constituents of either.

For, since for every system of four points -d, B^ (7, 2) on a

common axis, whatever be their order and disposition (82),

BC.AD+ CA.BJD + AB.Cn^^O (a);

and, since for every system of four rays A^ B^ (7, D through a com-

mon vertex, whatever be their order and disposition (82, Cor. 3°),

sin5(7.sin^i)4-sin(7^.sinj5i> + sin^^.sin(7i> = 0,..(a');

therefore, dividing each successively by each of its three com-

ponents, the three relations above given result at once in each case.

In the particular case of points on a common axis, when

one of the four D is at infinity, since then P=BA : CA^

Q = CB : ABj E = AC: BG^ the above relations are evident

to mere inspection; and to this comparatively simple case, as

already stated, all others may be reduced.

From the above relations, combined with those already given,

it appears that the six anharmonic ratios of the same row or

pencil of four points or rays, though in general all different,

are never independent of each other, but that, on the contrary,

whatever be the order and disposition of the constituent points
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or rays, they are always so connected with each other that any

one of the entire six determines the remaining Jive ; so that if any

one of thera be given or known, all the others may be regarded

as implicitly given or known with it.

P— 1
Thus, supposing P known^ then^ from the above, Q =—p—

and R = ^j and the three P, Q^ R thUs known, so of course

are their three reciprocals, which are the remaining three ratios.

As an example, let P= — 1, that is, let the row or pencil form

an harmonic system (213); then Q=2 and R=^, flence,

when four points or rays form an harmonic row or pencil,

and when therefore one pair of their reciprocal anharmonic

ratios =—1, the other two pairs are 2 and |^, and ^ and 2

respectively; the same results obtained in a different manner

in Art. 219.

278. When two rows offour jpoints or pencils offour rdys^

or a row offour points and a pencil offour rays^ -^j ^7 G^ D
and A\ B\ 0', -D', are such that a single anharmonic ratio is the

same for hoth systems^ the entire six anharmonic ratios are the

same for hoth systems.

1 i i
For, denoting by P and -p, Q and -r, R and -= the six

for the system u4, P, <7, Z>, and by P and p-, ,
Q' and -rr,

,

R' and^ the six for the system A'^ P', C'-, D' ; since, by

the preceding article,

V— p 7
V — p, J 1 -P^ ~

1 - P' '

when P=P\ then Q—Q and R = E^ and therefore &c. the

reciprocals of equal magnitudes being of course equal.

Two rows of four points or pencils of four rays, or a row of

four points and a pencil of four rays, thus related to each other

that the six anharmonic ratios are the same for both systems,

are said to he equianharmonic (271) ; and the pairs of constituents,

A and A^ B' and P', C and 0', D and P', which enter similarly

into the several pairs of equal ratios, are said to be corresponding

or homologous pairs.

I2
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In every case of equianharmonicism between two systems of

four constituents, A, B, C, D and A\ B\ C\ B\ which cor-

respond two and two in pairs, A and A^ B and B\ C and C\
i> and D\ when three pairs of corresponding constituents and

one constituent of the fourth pair are given, the second

constituent of the fourth pair is of course implicitly given

also. Various constructions for determining it will be given

further on.

Cor. 1°. Since for every two equianharmonic systems of

four constituents A^ J5, 0, D and A\ B\ C, i>', by the above,

P=F', g= Q\ R = R\ therefore for the same, by (277),

i?+l=i, P+i = i, Q^^. = h

relations often of much use in establishing the circumstance of

equianharmonicism between two systems of four constituents

when the simpler relations P=P\ Q= Q'^ E = E' are not as

readily applicable.

Cor. 2°. Since two or more magnitudes ofany kind when equal

to the same magnitude are equal to each other, it follows evi-

dently, from the nature of equianharmonicism, as above explained,

that when two or more systems offour constituents A\ B\ G\ D'

;

A",B", G'\D" ; A"',B"'j C''\D"' ; &c, are equianharmonic

with the same system A, B^ 0, Z>, they are equianharmonic with

each other.

279. Dr. Salmon has employed the following very con-

venient notation for expressing the equianharmonicism of two

or more systems of four constituents A^ B^ CjB'j A\ B\ (7', B'
;

A'\ B", G'\ B" ; &c. viz.

:

{ABGB] = [A'FG'U] = [A"B'G"B"] = &c.,

' where the symbol [ABGB] is regarded as the general represen-

tative of the entire six anharmonic ratios for the system A^

B, G,B; [A'B'G'U] as that of the entire six for the system

A',B\ G\ i>'; [A'B"G"B'\ as that of the entire six for the

system A'\ B"^ 0", B" ; &c. and where the letters representing

corresjponding constituents are invariably written in the same
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order in all ; so that the corresjponding groups of ratios, which

alone are equal in the several systems, may be evident to in-

spection, without the trouble of seeking for, or the danger of

mistaking them. We shall employ the same notation generally

in the comparison of equlanharmonic systems.

And in the same manner as the notation {ABGD] Is to be

regarded as the general symbolical representative of the entire

six anharmonic ratios of the system of four constituents A^ B^

(7, i>, the precaution respecting similarity of order being in-

variably observed in all cases of comparison with other systems,

so the expression '' anharmonic ratio of four points or rays"

when used, as It constantly Is, in the singular number. Is to be

regarded as the general nominal representative of the entire

six for the system ; the same precaution respecting similarity of

order being Invariably attended to in all cases of comparison

between two or more systems.

As the symbol [ABCD] is employed to denote, in the sense

above explained, the anharmonic latlo of the system of four

points Aj Bj Cj D when colllnear, or of the system of four lines

-4, jB, (7, J) when concurrent; so, for shortness, the symbol

[O.ABCD] Is employed to represent, in the same sense, the

anharmonic ratio of the pencil of four lines by which the system

of four points A^ B, (7, i), whether colllnear or not, connects

with the vertex 0, or of the row of four points at which the

system of four lines A^ B^ (7, -D, whether concurrent or not,

intersects with the axis 0.

280. Any order of the four constituents of an anharmonic

system of points or rays^ A^ B^ (7, D suppose^ may he altered

in three different ivays^ viz. into Bj A, i>, (7, or (7, i>, A, Bj

or Dj (7, Bj -4, without affecting ^ either in magnitude or sign,

any of the six anharmonic ratios of the system corresponding

to that order.

To prove this, or, which is the same thing, to shew that

always
{ABCD} = {BADC] = {CDAB} = [DCBA],

it will only be necessary (278} to establish its truth for any

one of the six ratios for the first order, compared with the three

that correspond to it in the other three.
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Taking then arbitrarily any one for the first, ^ ' p^

- , /. . .1 sin^^.sinOZ)
suppose, tor the case ot points, or its analogue . ^, .

—;—

^

for the case of rays, and placing beside it its three correspondents

in the other three ; we have, for the whole four, the system

BA.GB AB.DG DG.AB CD.BA
CA.BB' BB.AC AC.DB' BD,CA'

in the case of points, or the analogous system

miBA. mi CD ^mAB.^mDG ^mDG.miAB fCmGD.miBA
smGA.smBD^ smDB.sinAG^ smAG.smBB^ BmBD.mnGA

in the case of rays ; which on mere inspection are seen, in either

case, to be equal both in magnitude and sign.

In comparing together the preceding,^ or any other four

equivalent orders ; it appears that, to go from any order to an

equivalent order, anT/ two of the four constituents may he {nter-

changed provided the remaining two he interchanged also.

Hence the following simple rule for the formation from any

given order of its three equivalents, viz. every interchange of two

constituents is to he accompanied hy the interchange of the other

two / this is Chasles^ rule,^ the reason of which is evident from

the obvious signification of the double interchange as regards

the three pairs of opposite segments or angles determined by the

four points or rays of the system.

CoR. Since, from the above, for any row of four points or

pencil of four rays -4, B^ (7, i>,

[ABGD] = [BADG] =^[GDAB}:=^{DGBA] .... (a)

;

and since again, for any other row of four points or pencil of

four rays A\ B\^ C", D'\

{AWG'D'\ = {BA!Da\ = {G'nAB] = {I)'G'WA],,, (a!)
;

it follows therefore that the equality of any one of the four

equivalents of group a to any one of the four of group a',

whether the two compared correspond to each other or not, is

sufficient to establish the equianharmonicism of the two systems,

if so related to each other. This is an important consideration

of which frequent use is made in the applications of the theory

of anharmonic section.
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281. There is one^ and hut one^ case in which one pair of

constituents of an anharmonic row or j>encilj when all four dis-

tinctfrom each other^ may he interchanged^ without requiring the

simultaneous interchange of the other pair in order to preserve

the anharmonic equivalence of the changed to the original order ;

viz. when the system is harmonic^ and when the interchanged

constituents are conjugates.

For, if a system A^ B^ Cj D he such that

{ABCD}=::{ABI)C},

then, according as it consists of points or rays,

AG AD _ AD AG hIuAG sinAD sinAD smAG .

BG • BD" BD'BG' ^^' sinBG ' sin BB ~ slnBD ' muBG '

and therefore, as the case may be,

AG AD sinAG smAD
BG' BD' ^^ siuDG'^nBD' ~~

'

but, for the positive sign the two points or rays G and D
coincide (269), and, for the negative sign they are harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two A and B (213); and there-

fore &c.

Of all criteria of the mutual harmonic section of two

segments or angles AB and GD (218), the above relation

{ABGD} = [ABDG] is probably the most universally applicable,

especially in the higher departments of geometry. Several

examples of its application will be given in the sequel ; and it

will appear that, in some of the cases of harmonic section

established in the two preceding chapters, it might, under a

different order of treatment, have replaced with advantage the

criteria employed,

282. When two systems of any common numher of consti-

tuents , hoth of points
J
or both of rays ^ or one ofpoints and one

of rays, A, B, (7, Z>, F, F, G, &c. and A\ B\ C", D', E\ F\ G\
<Ssc, which correspond in pairs, A and A', B' and B\ G and G\
D and D\ E and E\ F and F\ G and G\ (&c» are such that

any three pairs of corresponding constituents , A and A', B and B\
G and C, form equianharmonic systems with every other pair,

D and D\ E and E\ F and F, G arid G', &c, then also 1%

every two of the former and every two of the latter ; 2°, every one
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of the former and every three of the latter / 3", every four of

the latter^ form equianharmonic systems.

To prove 1", or to shew that, when [ABCD]^[A'B' CD']
and {ABCE] = [A'B'CE'}, then [BCDE] = {B'C'D'E'] and

[CADE] = {C'A'D'E'} and {ABDE} = {A'B'JD'E'}.

Since, by hypothesis, {ABCI)] = {A'B'C'J)']^ therefore

BA BD ^mBA sinBD
or

B'A' B'U m\B'A' BinB'jy
or —

GA • CD ^* sinO^ • smCn C'A' * CD' "* sinO'^' * sin CD' '

and since, by hypothesis, {ABCE] = {A'B'CE']j therefore

BA BE srnBA 9,mBE

CA ' W:^^ ibCZ • sinO^ CA' CE
therefore, at once, by division of ratios.

B'A' B'E' BmB'A' smB'E'
7 or

sin 0'^'* sin C"^"

BD BE slnBD smBE
or

B'D' B'E' smB'D' smB'E'
r, orCD ' CE sin CD * sinCE CD' ' CE' sinCD' * sin CE' '

and therefore {BCDE} = {B'CD'E'} ; and similarly

[CADE] = {CA'D'E'] and [ABDE] = {A'B'D'E']
;

and therefore &c.

To prove 2", or to shew that,

when [ABCD] = {A'B'CD'] and [ABCE] = {A'B'C'E']

and {^-5(7i^} = [A'B' CF'],

then {^i)^F} = {A'D'E'F'] and {^i>^i^ = [B'D'E'F]

and { (7i>ZF} = {
C'D'E'F].

Since, by hypothesis,

[ABCD] = [A'B'CD'] and {^^C^} = [A'B'C'E']

and {^jgOZ^ = [A'B' CF],
therefore by 1**,

[ABDE] = [A'B'D'E'] and {^^i)i^} = [A'B'D'F],

and therefore, by the same,

[ADEF] = {^'i>'J5;'i^'}

;

and similarly

[BDEF] = [B'D'E'F'] and {Ci?^i^} = { C"i)'J5ri^'}

;

and therefore &c.
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To prove 3°, or to shew that,

when [ABCD] = {A'B'G'D'] and [ABCE] = [A'B'G'E']

and [ABCF] = [A'B'C'F] and [ABCG] = [AB'G'G'},

then [DEFa} = {nEF'G'],

Since, by hypothesis,

{ABCD} = {A'B'G'D'} and {ABGE} = {^'^'C'^'}

and {ABGF} = {A'B'G'E'} and {ABGG} = {^'^'C'6^'},

therefore, by 2°,

(^i>^i^} = {^'i>'j^'i^') and {ADEG] = {^'i)'J5;'6^'},

and therefore, by 1°,

{DEFG] = {D'EE'G'}',

and therefore &c.

Two systems of any common number of constituents, A^ B^

(7, D, E, E, G, &c. and A', B', G', D', E', E', G\ &c., thus

corresponding in pairs, A and -4', B and j5', G and C", &c.,

and thus related to each other that every four pairs of cor-

responding constituents form equianharmonic systems, have been

termed by Chasles homographic^ and will be treated of at length

under that denomination in another chapter. They occur very

frequently in the applications of the theory of anharmonic

section, and the relation between them may, when necessary,

be represented by the obvious extension of Dr. Salmon's nota-

tion for simple equianharmonicism between two systems of four

(279), viz.

:

{ABGDEEG, &c.} = {A'B'G'D'E'E'G', &c.}

;

the same precaution respecting order among the representa-

tives of corresponding constituents, so essential in the simpler,

being, of course, not less indispensable in the more general case.

See Art. 279.

Cor. V. If, while three pairs of corresponding constituents,

A and A'j B and B, G and (7', of two equianharmonic systems,

both of points, or both of rays, or one of points and one of rays.

Ay By (7, D and A'^ B'^ (7', D', are supposed to remain fixed,

the fourth pair, D and i>', be conceived to vary, preserving

always, however, the equianharmonicism of the two systems;

then, every two positions of the variable pair may be con-
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ceived to take the places of D and D\ E and E'^ every three

positions those of D and i>', E and E\ F and F\ and every

four positions those of D and D\ E and E\ F and F'^ G and G\
in the preceding ; hence, from the above, it appears that

—

When a variable pair of constituents^ points^ or rays^ o?* a

'point and ray^ D and ly^ form in every position equianharmonic

systems with three fixed pairs^ A and A\ B and B\ C and G\
then—

\°. Every two positions of D form^ with BGj with CA^ and

with ABj systems equianharmonic with those formed hy the two

correspondingpositions ofB\ with B*G\ with G'A\ and with A'B'.

2°. Every three positions ofD form^ with A, with B, and with

Gj systems equianharmonic with those formed by the three corre^

sponding positions ofD\ with A', tvith B\ and with G',

3°. Every four positions of D form a system equianharmonic

with thefour corresponding positions ofD\

COR. 2**. Since, during the variation of D and D\ in the

above, the relation [ABGD] = [A'B' G'U] is constantly pre-

served with A and A\ B and J5', G and C, therefore throughout

the entire variation

AD AG smAD siuAG _A'iy AG' mnA'D' ^nATG'

BD 'BG ^^ siuBD ' sinBG ~ B'B' ' B' G' ^^ smB'D' ' amB' G' '

and therefore, by alternation,

AD smAD A'D smA'D' AG smAG A'G ' ^mA'G'

BD ^^ sinBD ' B'D ^^ sinB'D ~ BG ^^ sinBG ' B' G' ^^
sin^' G'

= a constant ratio, A^ B, G and A\ B\ G' being fixed ; hence

it appears that

—

When tivo fixed segments or angles^ or a fixed segment and a

fixed angle^ AB and A'B\ are cut by two variable sectors^ D and

D\ so that, throughout their variation. -:=— or -.—j^jr : ^^^tf:, or
.

' ,„, '
^

^ BD smBD BD
-.—jjrpr: tn any constant ratio, then—

1°. Every two positions of D form vnth A and B a system

equianharmonic with thatformed by the two corresponding positions

ofD' with A' and B'.

2°, Every three positions of D form with A and with B
systems equianharmonic with those formed by the three corre-

sponding positions ofD with A and with B'.
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3°. Every four positions ofD form a system equianharmonic

with the four corresponding positions of D'.

Cor. 3°. In the particular case, of these latter properties,

when the two segments or angles AB and A'B' coincide, so

as to form but a single segment or angle AB^ the constant

. AD A'U fCmAD smA'D' , i ,.
ratio -^Yi ' -fr-n' 0^ • pn • • w,,' becomes then (smceBD BD smBI) smB U ^

A = A' and B— B') the anharmonic ratio of the section of the

segment or angle AB by the two points or lines of section

D and D' (268) ; hence it appears that

—

If a fixed segment or angle AB he cut in any constant an-

harmonic ratio by a variable pair of sectors D and D' ; then—
1°. Every two positions of D and the two corresponding posi-

tions ofjyform equianharmonic systems with A and B.

2°. Every three positions of D and the three corresponding

positions ofDform equianharmonic systems with A and with B,

3". Every four positions of D and the four corresponding

positions of I)' form equianharmonic systems.

Cor. 4**. In the particular case, of these latter properties,

when the constant anharmonic ratio of the section = - 1, that

is, when the section of the fixed segment or angle AB by the

variable pair of sectors D and U is constantly harmonic (213)

;

since then, and then only, [ABDU] = [ABUD] in every position

of D and U (281), that is, since then, and then only, the two

points or lines of section are interchangeable in every position

without violating the constant anharmonic ratio of their section

of the fixed segment or angle AB'^ hence it appears that

—

When a fixed segment or angle AB is cut harmonically hy

a variable pair of conjugates D and D\ then—
1°. Every two positions of D and the two corresponding

positions of D' determine four constituents^ every two of which

and their two conjugates form equianharmonic systems with A
and B,

2^*. Every three positions of D and the three corresponding

positions of D' determine six constituents^ every three of which

and their three conjugates form equianharmonic systems with A
and with B.

3". Every four positions of D and the four corresponding
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positions of D' determine eight constituents^ every four of which

and theirfour conjugates form equianharmonic systems.

Cor. 5°. When, in these latter properties, the two conju-

gates D and D' coincide, in one of their positions, with the two

D' and D, in another of their positions ; the properties them-

selves become evidently modified as follows

—

1°. Every position of D and the corresponding position of D'

determine two constitue^its^ which taken in both orders form equi-

anharmonic systems with A and B.

2°. Every two positions of D and the two corresponding

positions of D' determine four constituents^ every three of which

and their three conjugates form equianharmonic systems with A
and with B.

3°. Every three positions of D and the three corresponding

positions of D' determine six constituents^ every four of which

and theirfour conjugatesform equianharmonic systems.

N.B. To the principles established in this article the im-

portant modern theories, of nomographic Division, of Double

Points and Kays in nomographic Division, and of Involution,

may all be referred ; as will appear in the sequel in the chapters

in which they are severally discussed.

283. When two triads of points on a common axis or rays

through a common vertex^ A^ Bj C and A\ B\ C\ which corre-

spond in pairSy A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ are such that any

two systems determined hy four of the six constituents and their

four correspondents are equianharmonic^ then every two systems

determined hy four of them and their four correspondents are

equianharmonic.

For, in either case, the relation

[BCAA] = [B'G'A'A], (r),

gives at once, by (272) and (280), the two equivalent relations

{B'GAA'] = {BG'A'A] and {BG'AA'] = [B'GA'A]',..\\')',

the first of which, combined with the original, gives, by virtue

of the general property 1° of the preceding article, the relation

[GABB'] ^{G'A'B'B}, (2°),
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^and with it, by (272) and (280), the two equivalent relations

{G'ABB'] = {GA'B'B] and {CA'BB']=^[C'AB'B}',,..[2')',

and the second of which, combined with the original, gives, by
virtue of the same general property, the relation

{ABCC] = [A'B'G'C], (S''),

and with it, by (272) and (280), the two equivalent relations

{A'BOG'} = {AB' G' G] and [AB' GG'] = {A'BG' (7} ; . . . (3')

;

and, each of the six cases of anharmonic equivalence (I''), (2°),

(S'') and (1'), (2'), (3') thus involving the remaining five, there-

fore &c.

Cor. 1°. That, for every two triads related as ahove to each

other ^ the three segments or angles^ AA\ BB\ GG\ determined

hy the three pairs of corresponding constituents^ A and A\ B and

B\ G and G\ have a common segment or angle MN of harmonic

section^ real or imaginary^ (see 3°, Cor. 5°, of the preceding

article), may be easily shewn as follows: \iMN be the common
segment or angle of harmonic section, real or imaginary, of

any two of them, AA' and BB' suppose, then since, by 2°,

Cor. 5°, of the preceding article,

{MBAA'}=^[MB'A'B], or, [MABB']=^[MA'B'B],

{NBAA'] = {NB'A'B}, or, {NABB'}==[NA'B'B}',

and since, by relations (1°) and (1'), or (2°) and (2'), of the above,

{
GBAA'] = { G'B'A'A], or,

{
GABB'] =

{
G'A'B'B],

{ G'BAA'] = { GB'A'A], or,
{
G'ABB'] =

{
GA'B'B]

;

therefore, at once, in either case, by virtue of the general

property (3°) of the preceding article,

{MNGG']=^{MNG'G],

and therefore &c. ; MNi\m^ cutting GG' also harmonically (281).

Cor. 2°. That every three lines through a point determine

with the three perpendiculars to them through the point a system

of six rays related as above to each other^ is evident from the

circumstance that every two pencils determined by four of the
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six eonstituent rays and their four perpendiculars are similar,

and therefore equianharmonic (278). And the general property

of Cor. 1° is obviously verified for this particular case by that

established on other principles in Art. 260, viz., that all right

angles^ having a common vertex^ have a common imaginary angle

of harmonic section^ viz.^ that subtended at their common vertex

by the two cyclic points at infinity.

N.B. The property of the present article has been made

by Chasles the basis of the modern theory of Involution, and,

as such, has been discussed by him at considerable length in

his Chapter on that subject,

284. When two equianharmonic systems of points on a

common axis or rays through a common vertex, A^ B^ C^ D and

A\ B\ G\ D\ are such that any two of their corresponding con-

stituents may be interchanged without violating their relation of

equianharmonicism^ then every two of their corresponding con-

stituents may be interchanged without violating their relaiion of

equianharmonicism.

For, in either case, the two relations

[ABCD] = {A'B'C'n} and [A'BGD] = {AB' CD']

give, by virtue of the general property 1° of Art. 282, the three

[AA' CD] = {A'A CD'], {AADB] = {A'AD'B'],

{AA'BC] = {A'AB'C'},

and with them consequently, by (272) and (280), the equi^

valent three

{AA'GD'] = {A'A CD], {AA'DB'] = [A'AD'B],

{AA'BC]=^{A'AB'C],

of which, the first terms of the second, third, and first, com-

bined respectively with the second terms of the third, first, and

second, give, by virtue of the same general property 1° of

Art. 282, the three

{AB' CD] = {A'BCD'], [ABCD] = [A'B' CD],

{ABGD'] = {A'B'CD},

in each of which, since again, for the same reason, the original
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pair of constituents A and A' may be interchanged, thus giving

the three

{A'B' CD] = {ABC'D'], [ABCD] = [AB'GD%
{A'BCB'] = {AB'G'D}, •

and so exhausting the entire number of different combinations

of four and their four correspondents that could be formed from

the four pairs of corresponding constituents A and A'^ B and B'j

C and 0', I) and D' ; therefore &c.

CoR. 1°. Thsit^for every system of eight collinear or concurrent

constituents^ corresponding in pairs^ which arc thus related to each

other that every two systems determined hy four of them and their

four correspondents are equianharmonic^ the four segments or

angles^ AA\ BB\ CG\ DD\ determined hy the four pairs of
corresponding constituents^ A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ D and
D\ have a common segment or angle MN of harmonic section^ real

or imaginary^ (see 3°, Cor. 4°, Art. 282), may be shewn in

precisely the same manner as for the particular case established

in the corollary of the preceding article. IfMN be the common
segment or angle of harmonic section, real or imaginary, of any

two of them, AA' and BB\ then since, by 2°, Cor. 5°, Art. 282,

{MBAA'] = {MB'AB], or, [MABB'}==[MA'B'B],

{NBAA'] = [NB'A'B}, or, {NABB'] =^ {NA'B'B]

)

and since, as shewn above,

{
CBAA'] =

{
G'B'A'B}, or,

{
GABB'} =

{
G'A'B'B},

{ G'BAA'} = { GB'A'B], or,
{
G'ABB'] =

{
GA'B'B}

;

with relations exactly similar in which G and G' are replaced

by I) and B'j therefore at once, in either case, by virtue of the

general property 3° of Art. 282,

{MNGG'} = {MNG'G}, and, [MNDD']:=^{MND'D],

and therefore &c. ; MN thus cutting GG' and DD' also har-

monically (281).

CoR. 2°. That every four lines through a point determine

with the four perpendiculars to thera through the point a system

of eight rays related as above to each other^ is evident (as in

Cor. 2° of the preceding article) from the consideration that

every two pencils determined by four of the eight constituent
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rays and their four perpendiculars are similar, and therefore

equianharmonic (278). And (as in that same corollary) the

general property of Cor. 1° is obviously verified for their parti-

cular case by that established on other principles in Art. 260,

respecting the harmonic section of every right angle by the

two imaginary lines connecting its vertex with the two cyclic

points at infinity.

COK. 3°. That, as above stated, the property of the preceding

is a particular case of that of the present article^ appears at once

by supposing the fourth pair of corresponding constituents,

D and D\ in the above, to coincide, successively, with the first,

second, and third pairs, A and A\ B and B\ C and C ; its un-

accented taking the places of their accented constituents, and

conversely; as the three groups of relations 1° and 1', 2° and 2',

3° and 3' of the preceding would then result evidently from

those of the present article, therefore &c.

N.B. The property of this article is also of considerable

importance in the Theory of Involution, under which head it

will again be referred to in a subsequent chapter.

285. Every pencil of four rays determines a row of four

points equianharmonic with itself on every axis / and^ conversely^

every row offour points determines a pencil offour rays equian-

harmonic with itself at every vertex.

Let, in either case, be the vertex of the pencil, and A^ B^

C, B the four points of the row ; then since, by (65),

BA
CA

BO smBOA BD BO smBOD
CO ' HmCOA '

^^^' CD~ GO' smCOl) '

therefore, at once, by division of ratios.

BA BD
GA ' GD

and similarly i-p:-jn =
GB GD
AB'AD
AG AD
BG' BDand finally

and therefore &c. (268)

miBOA smBOD
smGOA' smGOD ^j

sin GOB ^ sin GOD
smAOB' sinAOD ^^'

sinAOC smAOD .

slnBOG' sluBOD ^ ^'
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As for the corresponding property of harmonic section,

proved in Art. 221, which is manifestly a particular case of

the above, there is one case, and one only, in which the above

demonstration fails, viz., when the vertex of the pencil is

at an infinite distance; but in that case, as noticed before in

the article referred to, the four rays of the pencil being

parallel (16), the property is evident without any demon-

stration (Euc. VI. 10).

Of all properties of anharmonic section, the above, which

shews that all anharmonic ratios whether of rows of points or

pencils of rays are 'preserved unchanged in perspective (130), is

much the most important; as an abstract proposition, lik« its

particular case already referred to, it was known to the Ancients,

but it was only in modern and comparatively recent times that

its importance was perceived; it is to it indeed mainly that

the theory of anharmonic section owes its utility and power

as an instrument of investigation and proof in modern geo-

metry. See Art. 221.

Cor. 1°. When one of the four points of the row, D suppose,

is at infinity, that is, when the axis of the row is parallel to the

corresponding ray OD of the pencil, or conversely (16) ; since

then the three ratios BD : OD, CD : AD^ AD : BD and their

three reciprocals are all = 1 , and since, therefore, the six an-

harmonic ratios of the row are the three simple ratios BA : CA^
CB : ABj AC: BG and their three reciprocals (275); hence,

from the above

—

The six anharmonic ratios of any pencil of four rays are

equal to the six simple ratios of the three segments^ taken in pairs^

intercepted hy any three of them on any axis parallel to the fourth.

Cor. 2°. As every row of four points determines six seg-

ments, and every pencil of four rays determines six angles,

corresponding two and two in opposite pairs (274), the general

property itself, as in fact it was proved above, may be stated

otherwise thus, as follows—

Every two angles having a common vertex and the two seg-

ments they intercept on any axis^ and conversely^ every two

segments having a common axis and the two angles they subtend

at any vertex^ cut each other equianharmonically,

VOL. II. K
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Cor. 3°. When, in Cor. 2°, the common axis of the segments

is parallel to a side of one of the angles, it follows evidently,

from Cor. 1°, that

—

For every two angles having a common vertex^ every chord

of either parallel to a side of the other is cut hy the second side of

the latter in the two anharmonic ratios of their mutual section,

N.B. Of this latter property that of Art. 224 is evidently

a particular case.

286. Among the immediate consequences from the general

property of the preceding article may be noticed the following

:

1°. The same pencil offour rays determines equianharmonic

rows offour points on all axes ; and, the same row offour points

determines equianharmonic pencils offour rays at all vertices.

For, the several rows, in the former case, are all equian-

harmonic with the pencil, and therefore with each other; and

the several pencils, in the latter case, are all equianharmonic

with the row, and therefore with each other.

2". Every two rows offour points or pencils offour rays in

perspective with each other are equianharmonic.

For, the two rows, in the former case, subtend the centre

of perspective by the same pencil of four rays ; and, the two

pencils, in the latter case, intersect the axis of perspective at

the same row of four points ; and therefore &c.

3°. Every two rows offour points or pencils offour rays in

perspective with the same row or pencil are equianharmonic.

For, they are both equianharmonic with the row or pencil with

which they are both in perspective, and therefore with each other,

4°. Every two rows of three points in perspective with each

other form equianharmonic Systems with the intersection of their

axes ; and^ every two pencils of three rays in perspective with

each other form equianharmonic systems with the connector of

their vertices.

For, the two rows, in the former case, combined each with

the intersection of their axes, subtend the centre of perspective

by the same pencil of four rays ; and, the two pencils, in the

latter case, combined each with the connector of their vertices,

intersect the axis of perspective at the same row of four points

;

and therefore &c.
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5*. A fixed pencil offour rays determines on a variable line^

moving ax^cording to any law^ a variable row of four jpoints

having a constant anharmonic ratio ; and^ a fixed row offour

points determines at a variable pointy moving according to an^

law, a variable, pencil of four rays having a constant anhar^

monic ratio.

For, the variable row, in the former case, is equianharmonic

in every position with the fixed determining pencil; and, the

variable pencil, in the latter case, is equianharmonic in every

position with the fixed determining row ; and therefore &c.

6°. A fixed pencil of three rays determines, on a variable

line turning round a fixed point, a variable row of three points

forming with the fixed point a system having a constant anhar^

monic ratio / and, a fixed row of three points determines, at a

variable point moving on a fixed line, a variable pencil of three

lines forming with the fixed line a system having a constant an*

harmonic ratio.

For, the variable row, in the former case, combined with

the fixed point, is equianharmonic in every position with the

fixed pencil, combined with the line common to its vertex and

the fixed point ; and, the variable pencil, in the latter case^

combined with the fixed line, is equianharmonic in every

position with the fixed row, combined with the point common
to its axis and the fixed line ; and therefore &c.

N.B. Of the above inferences, 4° is evidently a particular

case of 2°, and 6° is evidently a particular case of 5°.

287. The same general property supplies obvious solutions

of the two following reciprocal problems, to which, as will

appear in the sequel, several others in the theory of anharmonic

section may be reduced, viz.—

a. Through a given point to draw the line whose intersections

with three given lines, which are not concurrent, shall determine,

with the given point, a system offour points having, in a given

assigned order, a given anharmonic ratio,

a'. On a given line to find the point whose connectors with

three given points, which are not collinear, shall determine, with

the given line, a system offour rays having, in a given assigned

order, a given anharmonic ratio,

K2
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For, if, in the former case, (fig. a) be the given point

;

X^ YyZ the three intersections of the required with the three

given lines; and -4, B^ G the three vertices of the triangle

determined by the latter ; then since, by the general property

of Art. 285, the three pencils of four rays A,XYZO^ B.XYZO,
C.XYZO^ which have each three rays given, are all equian-

harmonic with the row of four points XYZO'^ and since, by

hypothesis, the anharmonic ratio of the latter is given ; therefore

the anharmonic ratios of the former, and with them their fourth

rays AX^ BY^ CZ are given ; and therefore &c. And, if, in

the latter case, (fig. a') be the given line ; X^Y^Z the three

connectors of the required with the three given points; and

A^ B, C the three sides of the triangle determined by the

latter; then since, by the general property of Art. 285, the

three rows of four points A.XYZO, B,XYZO, G.XYZO,
which have each three points given, are all equianharmonic

,

with the pencil of four rays XYZO ; and since, by hypothesis, J^^

the anharmonic ratio of the latter is given ; therefore the an- ^i
harmonic ratios of the former, and with them their fourth points ^^
AX^ BYj GZ^ are given ; and therefore &c. ^M

These two reciprocal solutions may be briefly summed up

in one as follows: Since, in both cases alike, by the general

property of Art. 285, the three systems A.XYZO, B.XYZO^
G,XYZO^ which have each three constituents given, are equi-

anharmonic with the system XYZO^ whose anharmonic ratio

is, by hypothesis, given ; therefore their fourth constituents AX^
BYj GZ are implicitly given; and therefore &c.

N.B. The preceding problems are manifestly indeterminate

or impossible, the former when the three given lines are con-

current, and the latter when the three given points are coUinear

;

for, by 6° of the preceding article, the anharmonic ratio of the
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^H its axis in the former case, or the position of its vertex in the

^H latter case ; and therefore &c. (59).

^H 288. The two following reciprocal inferences from the same

^B general property are, evidently, the converses of the two em-

^H bodied, in a single statement, in 2°, Art. 286, viz.

—

^B «• When two equianharmonic rows of points on different axes

Aj Bj Cy D and A\ B\ C, D' are such that three of their pairs

of corresponding points A and A\ B and B\ G and C connect

by lines AA\ BB\ CO' passing through a common point 0, th^

fourth pair B and D' connect also by a line BD' passing through

the same point 0.

a. When two equianharmonic pencils ofrays through different

vertices A, B, (7, B and A\ B', G\ B' are such that three of
their pairs of corresponding rays A and A\ B and B\ C and 0'

intersect at points AA\ BB\ GC lying on a common line 0, the

fourth pair B and B' intersect also at a point BB' lying on the

same line 0.

For, in the former case (figs, a and /3), the two rows of

points A^ Bj (7, B and A', B\ G\ B' being, by hypothesis,

equianharmonic, so therefore (285) are the two pencils of rays

OA, OB, OG, OB, and 0A\ OB', 0G\ OB'; but three pairs

of corresponding rays of those two equianharmonic pencils

OA and OA', OB and 0B\ OG and OC' coincide; therefore

the fourth pair OB and OB' coincide also; and therefore &c.

And, in the latter case (figs, a' and /3'), the two pencils of rays

A, B, G, B and A', B', G', B' being, by hypothesis, eqitian-
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harmonic, so therefore (285) are the two rows of points OA, OB,
00, OD, and OA', OB', OC, OD'

-,
but three pairs of corre-

sponding points of those two equianharmonic rows OA and OA',

OjBand OB', OC and OC coincide; therefore the fourth pair

OD and OD' coincide also ; and therefore &c.

The above reciprocal properties may be briefly summed up
in one as follows

—

When, of two equianharmonic rows offour points or pencils

offour rays A, B, G, D and A', B', C, D, three pairs of corre-

sponding constituents A and A', B and B', G and G' are in

perspective (130), the fourth pair D and D' are in perspective

with them.

And so also may the reciprocal demonstrations above given

of them, as follows

—

Since, in both cases, by hypothesis, [ABGD] = {A'B'G'D]
;

therefore, in both cases, by (285), [O.ABGD] = {0, A'B'G'D],

being the centre (or axis) of perspective of A and A', B and

B', G and G' ; but, in both cases, by hypothesis, OA = OA',

OB=OB', 00=00'; therefore, in both cases, OD^OD';
^nd therefore &c.

289. The two following, again, are very important particular

cases of those of the preceding article; and are, also, evidently,

the converses of the two combined, in a single statement, in

4", Art. 286, viz.—

a. When two equianharmonic rows of points on different axes

B, G, D, E and B', G', D, E' are such that a pair of their cor-

responding points E and E' coincide at the intersection of the

axes, the remaining th7'ee pairs B and B', G and G', D and D

I

1
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connect hy three lines BB\ CC\ DD' passing through a common
point 0.

a. When two equianharmonic pencils ofrays through different

vertices B^ (7, D^ E and B\ C\ D\ E' are such that a pair of

their corresponding rays E and E' coincide along the connector

of the vertices^ the remaining three pairs B and B'^ G and G\
D and D' intersect at three pohits BB\ CC\ DD' lying on a

common line 0.

For, if, in the former case, (figs, a and /3 of the preceding,

article), be the intersection of any two of them BB' and CC
;

then, the two rows of points i?, (7, i>, E and B\ G\ D\ E' being,,

by hypothesis, equianharmonic, so therefore (285) are the two.

pencils of rays OB, OG, OD, OE and 0B\ 0G\ 0D\ OE'
-,

but three pairs of their corresponding rays OB and 0B\ OG
and C", OE and OE' coincide ; therefore the fourth pair OD
and OD' coincide also ; and therefore &c. And if, in the latter

case, (figs, a and ^' of the preceding article), be the connector

of any two of them BB' and GG' ; then, the two pencils of rays

B, Gj Dj E and B', C", i)', E' being, by hypothesis, equian-

harmonic, so therefore (285) are the two rows of points OB, 00,
OD, OE and OB', OG', OD', OE'

-,
but three pairs of their

corresponding points 0^ and OB', 0(7 and OG', OE and OE'

coincide ; therefore the fourth pair OD and OD' coincide also

;

and therefore &c.

Like those of the preceding article, of which they are imr

portant particular cases, the above reciprocal properties may be

briefly summed up in one, as follows

—

When, of two equianharmonic rows offour points or pencils

offour rays B, G, D, E and B', G', D', E', one pair of corre-

sponding constituents E and E' coincide, the remaining three pairs

B and B', G and G', D and D' are in perspective.

And so, like those of the same, may the reciprocal demon-

strations above given of them, as follows

—

Since, in both cases, by hypothesis, [BGDE] = {B'G'D'E']
;

therefore, in both cases, by (285), {0 .BGDE} = [O.B'G'D'E'],

being the point (or line) common to the two lines (or points)

BB' and GG' ; but, in both cases, by hypothesis, OB = OB',

OG=OG', OE=OE'; therefore, in both cases, OD^OD'-,
and therefore &c.
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290. The two following, again, are useful inferences from the

important reciprocal properties of the preceding article, viz.

—

a. Every two equianJiarmonic rows of points on different axes

Aj Bj C^ D and A\ B\ C\ U determine two pencils of rays in

perspective at any two vertices and 0' lying on the line of

connection AA! of any of their four pairs of corresponding points

A and A'.

a. Every two equianJiarmonic pencils ofrays through different

vertices A, B, C, D and A\ B\ 0', D' determine two rows of

points in perspective on any two axes and 0' passing through

the point of intersection AA' of any of their four pairs of cor-

responding rays A and A'.

For, in the former case, the two rows of points A^ B^ (7, D
and A'\ B\ G\ D' (fig. a) being, by hypothesis, equianharmonic,

so therefore (285) are the two pencils of rays OA^ OB^ OC, OD
and 0'A\ 0'B\ O'C, O'D'] but, for the two vertices and 0',

the pair of corresponding rays OA and 0A\ by hypothesis,

coincide ; therefore (289, a) the three remaining pairs OB and

0'B\ 00 and O'G', OB and 0'B\ intersect at three pomts

Qj Bj Sj lying on a common line /; and therefore &c. And,

in the latter case, the two pencils of rays A^ B^ G^ D and

A\ B\ C\ D' (fig. a') being, by hypothesis, equianharmonic, so

therefore (285) are the two rows of points OA^ OB^ OCj OD
and 0'A\ O'B', O'C, O'B'-, but, for the two axes and 0', the

pair of corresponding points OA and O'A'j by hypothesis,

coincide ; therefore (289, a) the three remaining pairs OB and

0'B\ OC and 0'C\ OD and O'D' connect by three lines Q, B, 8
passing through a common point I; and therefore &c.
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As, in the two preceding articles, these two reciprocal de-

monstrations may be briefly summed up in one as follows

—

Since, in both cases, {ABC1)} = {A'B'G'J)'}', therefore, in

both, {0,ABCI)} = {0',A'B'C'I)'}', but, in both cases, OA and

O'A' coincide; therefore, in both, the two systems OB^ OCj OB
and O'B'j 0'C\ O'D' are in perspective; and therefore &c.

N.B. In the above reciprocal properties, the two points (or

lines) and 0' might, of course, coincide respectively with the

two A' and A ; the properties themselves as above stated, and

their demonstrations as above given, would remain unchanged
;

but the axis (or centre) of perspective / of the two pencils (or

rows) O.ABCD and O'.A'B'G'U would then have certain im-

portant relations with respect to the two determining rows (or

pencils) -4, B^ (7, D and A'^ B\ 0', D\ which will be considered

at length in another chapter.

291. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

supply ready solutions, by linear constructions only, without

the aid of the circle, of the two following reciprocal problems,

viz.

—

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\
B and B\ G and G' of two equianharmonic systems of points

Aj B^ Gy D and A\ B\ G\ D' on different axes^ and the fourth

point D of either system ; to ditermine the fourth point D' of the

other system,

OL, Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\
B and B\ G and G' of two equianharmonic systems of rays

A
J
By Gy D and A'j B\ G\ B' through different vertices^ and the

fourth ray D of either system ; to determine the fourth ray D' of

the other system.

For, in the former case, from any two points and 0', taken

arbitrarily on the line of connection AA' of any one of the

three given pairs of corresponding points A and A' (fig. a of

preceding Art.), drawing the two pairs of lines OB and O'B'^

OG and O'G' intersecting at the two points Q and JS; and

from the point of intersection S of the two lines QR and OD
drawing the line SO' ; the latter line, by property [a) of the

preceding article, intersects with the axis L' of the system

A'y B'j G'y D' at the required point B', And, in the latter case,
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on any two lines and 0\ drawn arbitrarily through the point

of intersection AA' of any one of the three given pairs of corre-

sponding rays A and A' (fig. a! of preceding Art.), taking the

two pairs of points OB and 0'B\ C and 0'C connecting by

the two lines Q and B; and on the line of connection >S^ of

the two points QB and OB taking the point SO' ; the latter

point, by property (a) of the preceding article, connects with

the vertex L' of the system A', B\ C\ D' by the required ray U.
These two reciprocal constructions may be briefly summed up

in one as follows : The two given points or rays A and A' give

the line or point AA' ; on or through which are taken or drawn

arbitrarily the two points or lines and 0'
; which, with the two

given pairs of points or lines B and B'^ G and C, give the two

pairs of lines or points OB and O'B', 00 and O'C', which

give the two points or lines Q and B ; which give the line or

point QB; which, with the line or point OBj gives the point

or line S, which, with the point or line 0', gives the line SO' 'y

which, with the axis or vertex L' of the system A'^ B', 0', i>',

gives the required fourth point or ray i>'.

N.B. As noticed at the close of the preceding article, the

two assumed points or lines and 0', in the two preceding re-

ciprocal constructions, might be taken to coincide with the

given two A' and A respectively ; but no simplification worth

mentioning would be obtained by so taking them.

In the particular case when the three given pairs of corre-

sponding constituents A and A\ B and B'^ G and G' are in per-

spective (130), either constituent of the remaining pair D and

D' is given immediately with the other, being, by (288), in

perspective with it to the same centre or axis.

292. Every row of four points is equianJiarmonic with the

pencil offour rays determined hy their four polars with respect

to any circle ; and^ conversely^ every 'pencil offour rays is equi-

anharmonic with the row offour points determined hy their four

poles with respect to any circle (166, Cor. 1°).

For, in either case, the pencil determined by the four rays

being similar to that subtended by the four points at the centre

of the circle (171, 2°); and the latter pencil, by virtue of the

general property of Art. 285, being equianharmonic with the
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row determined by the four points ; therefore &c. The property

of harmonic section established in Art. 223 is evidently a par-

ticular case of this.

In the applications of the theory of anharmonic section,

the above property, from which it appears that all anharmonic

ratios^ whether of rows ofpoints or pencils of rays^ are 'preserved

unchanged in reciprocation (172), ranks next in importance to

that of Art. 285, from which, as above demonstrated, like its

particular case already referred to, it is indeed an inference.

By virtue of it all anharmonic properties of geometrical figures

are in fact double., every anharmonic property of any figure being

accompanied hy a corresponding anharmonic property of its re-

ciprocal figure to any circle (172), the establishment of either of

which involves that of the other without the necessity ofanyfurther

demonstration (173). As, in the applications of the theory of

harmonic section given in Chapters XIV. and XV., the principal

anharmonic properties of figures consisting only of points and

lines, and also of figures involving circles so far as their re-

ciprocals are properties involving no higher figures (173), will

be given in the next and following chapters, arranged for the

most part in reciprocal pairs, placed in immediate connection

with each other, and marked by corresponding letters, accented

and unaccented, so as to keep the circumstance of this duality,

which forms such a remarkable feature in modern geometry,

continually present before the reader, and furnish him at the

same time with numerous additional examples by which to

exercise and perfect himself in the reciprocating process de-

scribed in Art. 172, and already exemplified at some length in the

chapters referred to. The five articles immediately preceding

the present furnish obvious examples of this mode of arrange-

ment; and, until the closing chapter, where it would be in-

admissible for the reason mentioned in Art. 173, the same will

be adhered to as systematically as possible throughout the

remainder of the work.
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CHAPTER XVII.

ANHARMONIC PROPERTIES OF THE POINT AND LINE.

293. In the applications of the theory of anharmonic section

to the geometry of the Point and Line, the two following

properties, reciprocals of each other, present themselves so

frequently that we shall commence this chapter on the subject

with their statement and proof.

If A^ B^ G he any three points lying on a line [or lines

passing through a point) 0, and A\ B\ C any three others

lying on another line [or passing through another point) 0' ; the

three intersections [or connectors) A\ B'\ C" of the three pairs

of connectors [or intersections)BC and B'G^ GA' and G'A^ AB^
and A'B lie cm a third line [or pass through a third point) 0" /

which determines with and 0' a triangle 00'0" ^ whose

opposite vertices [or sides) i, /', I" are connected with the three

collinear [or concurrent) triads A^ B, 0; A\ B\ G' ; A'\ B'\ G"

by the three groups of equianharmonic relations

{BGrr} = [B'GT'I] = {5"C"7/}^

[GArr] = {G'ATI} = {G"A"II'} (1),

{ABI'T'} = {A'BTI} = {A"B"ir} J

and
J
as a consequencefrom them^ also hy the two

{ABGT } = {A'B' G'F] = {A"B" G"I ])

{ABGr} = {A'B'G'I } = {A"B"G"I'}] ^
^'

For, if 0" be the line of connection (fig. a) (or the point of

intersection (fig. a')) of some two, A" and B" suppose, of the

three points (or lines) A'\ B", C"; and /, /', 1" the three

opposite vertices (or sides) of the triangle determined by the

three lines (or points) O, 0', 0"
] then, since the two triads

of points (or lines) j5, (7,
/' and 0', B'j 1 are in perspective,

therefore, by (286, 4")

{BGI'I"] = [G'B'IF] = {B'GTI] (280)

;
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and, since the two triads of points (or lines) (7, A^ I' and A\
G\ /are in perspective, therefore, by the same,

{CArr] = [A'C'ir] =^[G'A'ri} (280)

;

therefore, by the general property (1°), Art. (282),

{ABri"] = {ABTI] = [B'A'IF] (280)

;

and therefore, by (289), the two triads of points (or lines) -4,

B^ T and B\ A'^ I are in perspective ; which proves the first

parts of both properties, in which, as is evident from the figures

and mode of establishment, any two of the three collinear (or

concurrent) triads A, B^ C] A\ B', C"; A'\ B'\ G" may be

regarded as the original pair, and the third as that derived

from them by the construction involved in the corresponding

statement, whichever it be.

To prove the second parts of both properties ; since, In either

case, as shown above for the two original triads A^ B^ C and

A\ B\ G\

[BGrr] = [B' GTI], [ GAIT] =
{
G'ATI},

{ABIT] = [A'BTI]
;

therefore, by cyclic interchauge between each and the derived

triad A'\ B'\ 0",

{BGIT] = [B'GTI] = {B"G"II'],

{GAFI"] = {CATI] = {G"A"II'],

{ABIT] = {A'BTI] = {A"B''ir]
;

which are the relations (1) as above stated ; and, as from them

the relations (2) follow immediately in virtue of the general

property (2°), Art. (282), therefore &c.
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In the particular case when any two of the three triads,

A, Bj G and A\ B\ C suppose, are in perspective ; it is evident,

from (240), that the line of collinearity (or point of concurrence)

0" of the third A'\ B'\ C" is the polar of their centre (or the

pole of their axis) of perspective, with respect to the angle (or

segment) 00' determined by their two lines of coUinearity (or

points of concurrence) and 0' (217). In that case the three

lines (or points) 0, 0', 0" being concurrent (or coUinear), and

the three points (or lines) /, /', I" consequently coincident,

therefore, by relations (2) above,

{ABCI} = {A'B'C'I} = {A"B"C"I},

and therefore, by (289), the three triads A, B^ (7; A\ J5', C";

A'\ B'\ C" are two and two in perspective. Hence

—

When
J of three colUnear [or concurrent) triads Aj Bj C

;

A\ B'j C ; A"y B"j C" connected cyclically as ahove^ any two

are in perspective^ then every two are in perspective ; and the axis

[or vertex) of each is the polar of the centre {or the pole of the

axis) of perspective of the other twOj with 7'espect to the angle

[or segment) determined hy their axes {or vertices).

294. Among the numerous inferences from the two reci-

procal properties of the preceding article, the following, in

pairs reciprocals of each other, are deserving of attention.

r. The three pairs of points (or lines) A and A\ B and B\
C and C may be regarded as determining three segments (or

angles) AA\ BB\ CC\ which, taken in pairs, have a common
centre (or axis) of perspective /", and of which, taken in pairs,

the three points (or lines) A'\ B'\ C" are the remaining three

centres (Or axes) of perspective ; and similarly for the three

pairs A' and A'\ B' andjB", C and 0", and for the three

A" 2k,ndi A^ B" and Bj (7" and (7; hence, generally, from the

first parts of the two reciprocal properties in question

—

a. When
J of three segments taken in pairs ^ three of the six

centres ofperspective coincide^ the remaining three are coUinear,

a. When
J of three angles taken in pairs ^ three of the six

axes ofperspective coincide^ the remaining three are concurrent,

2°. The two triads of points (or lines) A^ B, C and A'^ B' C
may be regarded as the two sets of three alternate vertices

(or sides) of a hexagon AB'CA'BC\ of which A and A\
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B and B\ C and C are the three pairs of opposite vertices

(or sides), and A'\ B'\ G" the three intersections (or connectors)

of the three pairs of opposite sides (or vertices) BC and B' G^

GA' and G'A, AB' and A'B] and similarly for the two triads

A\ B\ G' and A'\ B'\ G'\ and for the two A'\ B", G" and

Aj Bj (7; hence, generally, from the same again

—

a. When
J of a hexagon ^ both triads of alternate vertices are

collinearj the three intersections of opposite sides are collinear,

of, When^ of a hexagon^ hoth triads of alternate sides are

concurrent^ the three connectors of opposite vertices are concurrent.

3°. The three triads of points (or lines) A^ B^G] A'^ B\ G'j

A'\ B"j G" may be regarded as determining six different cycles

of three triangles, each inscribed to one and exscribed to the

other of the remaining two, viz.

—

BA'G, B'A"G\ B"AG" and BA"G, B'AG\ B"A'G",

GBA, G'B"A\ G:'BA" and GB'A, G'BA', G"BA'\

ACB, A'G"B\ A"GB" and AG"B, A'GB\ A"G'B'\

for each of which the three points (or lines) /, /', /" are the

points of intersection (or lines of connection) of the three pairs

of corresponding sides (or vertices) 0' and 0", 0" and 0,

and 0' respectively ; and similarly for the remaining pairs

of corresponding sides (or vertices) ; hence, generally, from

relations (1 ) and (2) of the preceding article, respectively

—

In every cycle of three triangles each inscribed to one and

exscribed to the other of the remaining two,

a. The sides and opposite vertices of each divide equianhar-

monically the corresponding sides of that to which it is inscribed,

a'. The vertices and opposite sides of each divide equianhar-

monically the corresponding angles of that to which it is exscribed,

b. The pairs of corresponding sides of every two intersect

equianharmonically the corresponding sides of the third,

y , The pairs of corresponding vertices of every two subtend

equianharmonically the corresponding angles of the third,

4°, When, for the system of three triangles constituting any

one of the six cjdeSj BA' G^ BA" G', B'AG" suppose, in the

preceding, the equianharmonic section in properties {a) and {a)

is harmonic ; since then, by the two reciprocal properties (a)

and {a!) of Art. (243), the three triangles constituting the
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cycle are two and two in perspective, and conversely; and

since always, by the first parts of the two reciprocal properties

of the preceding article, the three triads of points of intersection

(or lines of connexion) of

BA and 5'^", CA and C'A", B'B" Piud C'C'\

B'A" arndB^A, G'A" and C"A, B"B and 6'"C,

B"A and BA\ C"A and GA', BB' and CC\

are coUinear (or concurrent) ; hence generally, as noticed m
Cors. (11°) and (13°), Art. (261)—

In a cycle of three triangles each inscribed to one and exscribed

to the other of the remaining two.

a. When any two of the three, are in perspective^ every two of

the three are in perspective.

h. For each triangle^ its centre of perspective with that to

which it is inscribed lies on its axis of perspective with that

to which it is exscribed^ and reciprocally^ its axis of perspective

with that to which it is exscribed parses through its centre of per-

spective with that to which it is inscribed.

5°. In the two triads of points (or lines) A^ B^ C and

A\ B\ C'j if, while the three constituents A^ J5, C of either

and any two A' and B' of the other are supposed to remain

fixed, the third constituent (7' of the latter be conceived to vary,

causing of course the simultaneous variation of the two consti-

tuents A" and B" of the third triad A'\ B'\ C" ; since then, in

every position of the variable triangle A"G'B'\ the three vertices

(or sides) lie on the three fixed lines (or pass through the three

fixed points) B' (7, A'B\ GA\ while the three sides (or vertices)

pass through the three fixed points (or lie on the three fixed

lines) -<4, C, B ; hence again, generally, from the first parts of

the reciprocal properties of the preceding article

—

a. When^ of a variable triangle whose three vertices move on

fixed lines^ two of tJie sides turn round the corresponding vertices

ofany fixed triangle exscribed to that determined by the lineSj the

third turns round its third vertex.

a'. When
J of a variable triangle whose three sides turn round

fixed points^ two of the vertices move on the corresponding sides of

any fixed triangle inscribed to that determined by the points, the

third moves on its third side.
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6°. When the two fixed triangles, in the two reciprocal

properties a and a of the preceding (5°), are in perspective

;

since then, by property a of (4°), the variable triangle, in every

position, is in perspective with both j and since also, by property

h of the same, its centre of perspective with that to which it

is exscribed lies, in every position, on the axis of perspective

of the two, while its axis of perspective with that to which

it is inscribed passes, in every position, through the centre of

perspective of the two ; hence, generally, from those properties

combined, it appears that

—

In a cycle of three triangles^ each inscribed to one and ex-

scribed to the other of the remaining two and in perspective with

both ; if while two of the three are supposed to remain fixed^

the third be conceived to vary^ then—
a. The centre of perspective^ of the variable with the fixed

triangle to which it is exscribed^ moves on the axis ofperspective

of the two fixed triangles*

a. The axis of perspective^ of the variable with the fixed

triangle to which it is inscribed^ turns round the centre ofper-

spective of the two fixed triangles.

7°. Since, in every cycle of three triangles each inscribed to

one and exscribed to the other of the remaining two ; by virtue of

the two reciprocal properties a and a! of (3°), or of either of them

combined with the general property of Art. 285, the opposite

vertices and sides of each divide in the same anharmonic ratios,

the corresponding sides of that to which it is inscribed, and

the corresponding angles of that to which it is exscribed ; which

three sets of equal anharmonic ratios are of course fixed when

two of the three triangles of the cycle are fixed, however the

third may vary; hence, generally, from those properties com-

bined with those of (5°), it appears that

—

In any cycle of three triangles^ each inscribed to one and

exscribed to the other of the remaining two; if while two of the

three are supposed to remain fixed^ the third be conceived to vary^

then of the latter with respect to the two former—
a. The opposite vertices and sides divide in the same constant

anharmonic ratios^ the corresponding sides of that to which it is

inscribed^ and the corresponding angles of that to which it is

exscribed.

VOL. TI. L
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b. The opposite sides and angles are divided in the same

constant anharmonic ratios^ the former hy the corresponding

vertices and sides of that to which it is exscribed^ and the latter

by the corresponding sides and vertices of that to which it is

inscribed,

8°. Since again, by virtue of the same two reciprocal pro-

perties, or of either of them combined with that of Art. 285,

the opposite vertices and sides of every two triangles, either

inscribed to a third and exscribed to a fourth exscribed to the

third, or exscribed to a third and inscribed to a fourth inscribed

to the third, divide, in equal anharmonic ratios, the correspond-

ing sides of that to which they are inscribed, and the correspond-

ing angles of that to which they are exscribed ; while their sides

and angles are divided in the same equal anharmonic ratios,

the former by the corresponding vertices and sides of that to

which they are exscribed, and the latter by the corresponding

sides and vertices of that to which they are inscribed ; hence,

again, from the same, conversely, as may also be easily shewn

directly, it appears that

—

a. When^ of two triangles inscribed to a third^ the opposite

vertices and sides divide in any equal anharmonic ratios the cor^

responding sides of the third ; the intersections of their pairs of

corresponding sides determine a fourth triangle^ inscribed to each

of themselves and exscribed to the third^ whose opposite sides

and vertices divide iii the sa,me equal anharmonic ratios their

pairs of corresponding sides and the corresponding angles of the

third.

a. When of two triangles exscribed to a third^ the opposite

sides and vertices divide in any equal anharmonic ratios the cor-

responding angles of the third ; the connectors of their pairs of

corresponding vertices determine a fourth triangle^ exscribed to

each of themselves and inscribed to the third^ whose opposite

vertices and sides divide in the same equal anharmonic ratios

their pairs of corresponding angles and the corresponding sides of

the third,

9°. In the particular case when, in the two reciprocal pro-

perties a and a of the preceding (8"), the three sets of equal

anharmonic ratios are all harmonic ; since then, by (243), the

several pairs of corresponding triangles are in perspective, and
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conversely ; hence from those properties combined with those

of the latter article, it appears that—
a. When two tria7igles are each inscrihed to a third and in

perspective with it ; the intersections of theirpairs of corresponding

sides determine a fourth triangle^ inscribed to each of themselves^

exscrihed to the third^ and in perspective with all three.

a. When two triangles are each exscrihed to a third and in

perspective with it; the connectors of their pairs of corresponding

vertices determine a fourth triangle^ exscrihed to each of themselves^

inscrihed to the third^ and in perspective with all three,

10°. Since, when two triangles are each inscribed or exscrihed

to a third, the sides of the third are the connectors of their

pairs of corresponding vertices in the former case, and the

vertices of the third the intersections of their pairs of corres-

ponding sides in the latter case ; it appears, consequently, from

the two separate parts of either of the two reciprocal, and also

converse, properties of the preceding (9°), that

—

a. Of two triangles whose vertices and sides correspond in

pairs ; when the connectors of their pairs of corresponding vertices

determine a common exscrihed triangle in perspective with both,

the intersections of their pairs of corresponding sides determine a

common inscrihed triangle in perspective with both / and con-

versely.'^

* The above is evidently a particular case of the following :

Of two triangles whose vertices and sides correspond in pairs ; when the

connectors of their pairs of corresponding vertices determine a common

exscrihed triangle in perspective with either, the intersections of their pairs of

corresponding sides determine a common inscrihed triangle in perspective

with the other : and conversely.

Which may be proved readily, from the general relations a and b' of

Art. 134, as follows

:

If X, y, Z be the three vertices of one of the original triangles ; X',

Y'i Z' those of the other ; A, B, C those of the common exscrihed triangle

determined by the three connectors ; and A', JB', C those of the common
inscribed triangle determined by the three intersections ; since then always,

in virtue of relation a of the article in question,

ex ' AY ' BZ ~ ZA ' X'B' ' Y'C " ^^'

and

(2),

L2

BX CY' AZ' XA' ZB XC
CX' AT' BZ' ' ZA'

'
' XB'

' YC
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h. Of the two derived thus each in perspective toith both the

original triangles ; that exscribed to the original two is inscribed

to the other of themselves^ that inscribed to the original two is

exscribed to the other of themselves, and they are also in perspec-

tive with each other,

295. The two following properties, reciprocals of each other,

form, as explained in Art. 140, the basis of the theory of per-

spective in modern geometry ; and establish, at the same time,

the equianharmonic relations connecting the several pairs of

corresponding points and lines of every two figures in perspec-

tive with their centre and axjs of perspective (141).

If A, B, G be any three points on three concurrent lines (cw

lines through three collinear points) ; A\ B\ C any three other

points on the same lines [or lines through the same points) ; and

X, F, Z the three intersections {or connectors) of the three pairs of

connectors {or intersections) EG and B' G\ GA and G'A'j AB
and A'B' ; the three points [or lines) X, Y, Z are collinear

{or concurrent) ; and their line of collinearity {or point of con-

currence) I intersects with the three lines {or connects with the

three points) AA', BB\ GG' at three points [or by three lines)

Uj F, W whicJi, with their point of concurrence {or line of col-

linearity) (?, determine the group of equianharmonic relations

{AA'OU} = [BB'OV] - [GG'OW],

For, if / be the line of connection (fig. a) (or the point of

intersection (fig. a')) of any two, X and Y suppose, of the three

points (or lines) X, Y", Z) and Z7, F, IF its three points of in-

tersection (or lines of connection) with the three lines (or points)

AA\ BB\ GG' ; then, since the two triads of points (or lines)

B, B\ Fand C, G\ IF are in perspective, therefore, by (286,4°),

{BB'OV] = [GG'OW]', and, since the two triads of points (or

lines) (7, (7', W and A, A', U are in perspective, therefore, by

the same,
{
GG' TF } = [AA' U] ; from which, since imme-

consequently, when either equivalent of either relation = - 1, the other also

= -1; that is, in virtue of relation b' of the same, when XYZ a.ndi ABC
are in perspective, then X'Y'Z' and A'B'C are in perspective, and con-

versely, by (1) ; and when X'Y'Z' and ABC dire in perspective, then XYZ
and A'BC are in perspective, and conversely, by (2) ; and therefore &c.
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diately, {AA'OU}=^{BB'OV}, therefore, by (289), the two triads

of points (or lines) A, A\ U and B, B\ V are in perspective
;

and therefore &c., the second parts of both properties having

been established in the demonstrations of the first.

Cor. 1°. If X'j Y'j Z' be the three intersections (or con-

nectors) of the three pairs of connectors (or Intersections) BC
and B'G^ CA' and G'A^ AB' and A'B; It may, of course, be

shewn. In precisely the same manner, that the three triads of

points (or lines) F', Z\ X; Z', X', F; X', Y\ Z are also

colllnear (or concurrent) ; their three lines of colllnearlty (or

points of concurrence) determining, with that of the triad X,
Yj Zj a tetragram (or tetrastigm), of which the three pairs of

corresponding points (or lines) X and X', Y and Y\ Z and Z'

are the three pairs of opposite intersections (or connectors)

;

and each line (or point) determining, by Its Intersections (or

connectors) with the original three, a group of equlanharmonic

relations similar to the above, and differing only in the Inter-

change of the constituents of the corresponding reversed pair of

the three A and A\ B and B\ and C in the equivalent which

contains them.

Cor. 2°. In the particular case when the three equlanhar-

monic systems of points (or rays) A^ A\ 0, Z7; i?, B\ Oj F;

Cj C\ 0, W are harmonic, that is, when the three segments

(or angles) AA\ BB'j CC are cut harmonically by the three

0Z7, OF, OW; since then (281),

[AA'OU]^{A'AOU], [BB'OV}=^[B'BOV],

[CG'OW] = [C'COW],
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therefore the three points (or lines) U^ F, TFare the same for the

three lines of coUinearity (or points of concurrence) of the three

triads r, Z\ X; Z\ A", F; X', Y\ Z' as for that of the triad

X, F, Z; and therefore the whole six points (or lines) X and X\
Y and F', Z and Z' lie on the same line (or pass through the

same point) /; which, in that case, is consequently, the common

polar of the point (or the common pole of the line) with

respect at once to the six angles (or segments) determined by

the six pairs of opposite connectors (or intersections) BG and

B'C'^BG'andiB'C', CAsindCA', CA'&ndC'A-, ABandA'B\
AB' and A'B (217) ; a property which is also evident from the

two reciprocal properties 5° and 6° of Art. 222.

The three pairs of points (or tangents) A and A\ B and

B'j C and C determined by any circle on any three con-

current lines (or at any three collinear points) OU, OF, OW
furnish an obvious and important example of the particular

case in question. For, the three pairs of points (or lines)

Xand A', Fand F', Zand Z' lying on the polar (or passing

through the pole) / of the point of concurrence (or line of col-

linearity) with respect to the circle (261); and the three

A and A\ B and B'j G and G' being consequently pairs of

harmonic conjugates with respect to the three and Z7, and

V, and W respectively (259) ; therefore &c.

Cor. 3°. In the same case it is evident also, from the general

property of Art. 285, that, of the six points (or lines) A and A',

B and B\ G and C", every two conjugates connect (or intersect)

with the remaining four equianharmonically ; for since, by the

general property in question,

[A,BB'GG'] = [ZZ'YY' ] = [A'.BB'GG'] (1°),

{B. GG'AA'] = {XX'ZZ' ]^{B', GG'AA'} (2°),

[G.AA'BB'} = [YY'XX'} = {G',AA'BB'] (3^),

therefore &c. That, in the same case, the same property is

true of every two of the six points (or lines) A and A\ B and B'^

G and C", whether conjugates or not, might be shewn without

difficulty ; but a more general property, which will include it as

a particular case, will form the subject of a subsequent article of

the present chapter.
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Cor. 4°. That the triad of points (or rays) Z7, F, W de-

termines with the triad X, Y, Z in the general case, and

therefore also with each of the three triads Y\Z\X\ Z\X\ Y\

X\ Y\ Z in the particular case considered in the two preceding

corollaries, a system of six constituents corresponding two and

two in opposite pairs, every four of which are equianharmonic

with their four opposites (283), may be easily shewn as follows:

The three pencils of four rays (or rows of four points)

O.VVWX, OMVWY, O.UVWZ,

(see figures) being in perspective with the three

A.UZYX, B.ZVXY, C.YXWZ,

on the three lines (or at the three points) BCj CA, AB respec-

tively, or with the three

A'.UZYX, B'.ZVXY, C.YXWZ,

on the three lines (or at the three points) B' C\ CA\ A'B' re-

spectively; therefore, from either set of perspectives, by the

general property of Art. 285,

{UVWX] = [UZYX]^[XYZU](2^0) (1),

{
UVWY] = [ZVXY ] = {XYZV ] (280) (2),

{UVWZ] =:{YXWZ} = [XYZW] (280) (3),

and therefore &c. (283). That the two triads X, Y, Z and

X\ y, Z' when collinear (or concurrent), Cors. 2° and 3°, are

connected by the same relation, might be shewn, without diffi-

culty, either from the above or independently ; but another more

general property, under which it will come as a particular case,

will form the subject of another subsequent article of the pre-

sent chapter.

Cor. 5°. IfE and £", F and F\ G and G' be the three pairs

of intersections (or connectors), with the three pairs of con-

nectors (or intersections) BC and B' C\ CA and C'A\ ^^ and

A'B' respectively, of any line passing through (or point lying

on) ; and K its intersection (or connector) with /; It may be

easily shown, from the general property of Art. 285, that the

three quartets of points or lines E, jE", Oy K] F, F'j 0, K]
G^ G\ 0, K are equianharmonic with each other and with the
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three A, A\ 0, Z7; B, B\ 0, F; (7, C", 0, W. For since in

either case, by the property in question,

{EE'OK} = {BB'OV ]=^{CC'OW} (1),

{FF'OK} = [CC'OW] = {AA'OU] (2),

{GG'OK}=::{AA'OU} = [BB'OV} (3),

therefore &c. Three similar triads of equianharmonic quartets,

result, of course, on the successive interchanges (as in Cor. 1°)

of A and A\ B and J5', C and C in the constructions deter-

mining E and E'^ F and F\ G and G' as above given ; all of

which, in common with the original triad, are evidently alike

harmonic in the particular case considered in Cor. 2°. The

three pairs of points (or tangents) A and A[^ B and B\ G and

G\ determined by any circle on any three concurrent lines (or

at any three collinear points) OU^ OF, OW^ furnish, as observed

at the close of that corollary, an important example of a case in

which they are all thus harmonic.

Cor. 6°. In the same case it follows immediately, from the

general property (2°) of Art. 282, that the two triads of points

(or lines) E^ F^ G and E\ F\ G' of the preceding corollary (5°)

determine equianharmonic systems, both with the point (or line)

0, and with the point (or line) K. For since, by the property

in question, the two equianharmonic relations of the preceding

corollary, viz.

:

{EE'OK] = {FF'OK]=^{GG'OK} (1),

give immediately the two

[EFGO] = {E'F'G'O} and [EFGK] = {E'F'G'K] ... (2),

therefore &c. When, as for the three pairs of points (or

tangents) A and A\ B and B\ G and G' determined by any

circle on any three concurrent lines (or at any three collinear

points) 0Z7, OF, OTF, the three equianharmonic systems in (1)

are all harmonic ; it follows also, from (3°, Cor. 5°) of the same

article (282), that the same two triads E^ F^ G and E\ F\ G'

determine in three opposite pairs E and E\ F and F'^ G and G'

a system of six collinear (or concurrent) constituents, every four

of which are equianharmonic with their four opposites (283).
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296. Among the various inferences from the two reciprocal

properties of the preceding article, the following, in pairs re-

ciprocals of each other, are deserving of attention.

1°. The three pairs of points (or lines) A and A'^ B and B\
G and (7', may be regarded as determining three segments (or

angles) AA'^ BB\ CO'] whose axes (or vertices) are concurrent

(or coUinear), and of which, taken in pairs, the three points

(or lines) X, Y", Z are three of the six centres (or axes) of per-

spective, every two of which become changed into their opposites

by the interchange of extremities of one of the two determining

segments (or angles), those of the other remaining unchanged

;

hence, generally, from the two properties in question, as shewn

in part on other principles in Art. 146, it appears that

—

a. When the axes of three segments are concurrent^ the six

centres of perspective of the three pairs they determine lie^ three

and ihree^ on four lines ; each of which, with the point of con-

currence of the axes, divides the three segmerits equianhar-

monically.

a. When the vertices of three angles are collinear, the six

axes ofperspective of the three pairs they determine pass, three

and three, through four points ; each of which, with the line of

collinearity of the vertices, divides the three angles equianhar-

monically.

2°. The two triads of points (or lines) A, B, C and A', B', G'

may be regarded as determining two triangles ABG and A'B'C';

the connectors (or intersections) AA', BB', CO' of whose pairs

of corresponding vertices (or sides) A and A', B and B', C and

G' are concurrent (or collinear) ; and so may also the three

pairs of triads B, G, A' and B', G', A', G, A, B' and G', A',B;

A, B, G' and A', B', G resulting from them by the three

diiferent interchanges of corresponding constituents. Hence

again from the same, and from the obvious inference from them

contained in Cor. 5° of the preceding article, it appears generally,

as shewn in part on other principles in Art. 140, that

—

For two triangles whose vertices and sides correspond in pairs—

a. When the connectors of the three pairs of corresponding

vertices are concurrent, the intersections of the three pairs of

corresponding sides are collinear ; and, reciprocally, when the

intersections of the three pairs of corresponding sides are collinear,
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the connectors of the three pairs of corresponding vertices are con-

current.*

h. When thus related to each other^ the line of collinearity,

and the point of concurrence divide equianharmonically^ at once-

the three segments determined hij the three pairs of corresponding

vertices^ and the three angles determined by the three pairs of

corresponding sides.

c. In the same case, more generally^ the same point and line

divide equianharmonically , at once all segments determined hy

their pairs of corresponding sides on lines passing through the

former, and all angles determined hy their pairs of corresponding

vertices at points lying on the latter.

When two triangles, related as above to each other, are

either both inscribed or both exscribed to the same circle ; they

furnish, see Cor. 2° of the preceding article, an important

example of the particular case in which the several equi-

anharmonic sections in the two latter properties h and c are

all harmonic. Hence, since, by 3°, Cor. 5°, Art. 282, every

three pairs of points or lines, harmonic conjugates with respect

to the same pair, determine a system of six collinear or con-

current constituents every four of which are equianharmonic

with their four conjugates, it follows from the above (c), that

—

When two triangles either hath inscribed or both exscribed to

the same circle are in perspective.

a. Every line passing through their centre of perspective in-

tersects with their three pairs of corresponding sides at six points^

* This important property, which, as stated in Art. 140, is the basis of

the theory of perspective in the geometry of plane figures, may be

established, even more readily than either by the above or by the method

employed in that article, as follows

:

If ^^e and A'B'C (fig. a, Art. 295) be the two triangles; then in the

quadrilateral CC'XY determined by any two pairs of their corresponding

sides BC and B'C, CA and C'A\ to which that determined by the two

pairs of opposite vertices A and A', B and B' is inscribed, the relation

AC.BX.B'C'.A'Y=A'C'.B'X.BC.AY,

by virtue of the general relation a of Art. 134, being at once the criterion,

that the two lines AA' and BB' should intersect at the same point O on

the diagonal CC\ and that the two AB and A'B' should intersect at the

same point Z on the diagonal XY^ therefore &c.
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m opposite pairs, every four of which are equianharmonic with

their four opposites,

OL. Every point lying on their axis of perspective connects

with their three pairs of corresponding vertices hy six lines, in

opposite pairs, every four of which are equianharmonic with their

four opposites.

3°. If, in the preceding (2°), while the point (or line) 0, one

of the two triangles ABC, and two X and Y of the three points

(or lines) X, Y, Z, are supposed to remain fixed, the other tri-

angle A'B'C be conceived to vary consistently with the

restriction of the fixity of X and Y; then, in every position of

the variable triangle, since, by the first parts of the same pro-

perties, the third point (or line) Z is also fixed, being the point

of intersection (or line of connection) of the two fixed lines (or

points) AB and XY, and since, by the two reciprocal properties

Cor. 4° of the same article, the three points (or lines) X, Y, Z
determine with the three U, V, W a. system of six coUinear (or

concurrent) constituents, corresponding two and two in opposite

pairs U and X, V and Y, W and Z, every four of which are

equianharmonic with their four opposites ; hence, generally,

—

a. When, of a variable triangle whose three vertices move on

three fixed concurrent lines, two of the sides turned round two

fixed points, the third turns round a third fixed point collinear

with the other two.

a. When, of a variable triangle whose three sides turn round

three fixed collinear points, two of the vertices move on two fixed

lines, the third moves on a third fixed line concurrent with the

other two,

h. The three fixed points, and the three intersections of their

line of collinearity with the three fixed lines, in the former case,

determine, in three opposite pairs, a row of six points every four

of which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites,

V . The three fixed lines, and the three connectors of their point

of concurrence with the three fixed points, in the latter case, deter^

mine, in three opposite pairs, a pencil of six rays every four of
which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites,

4°. Any two pairs of corresponding vertices (or sides) A
and A', B and B' of the two triangles ABC and A'B'C, in
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the same (2°), may be regarded as the four points of a tetra-

stigm (or the four lines of a tetragram) ; and the two pairs of

opposite sides (or vertices) BC nud B'C\ CA and C'A' as the

four lines of an exscribed tetragram (or the four points of an

inscribed tetrastigm) ; hence, again, from the first parts of the

same properties, it appears (see note to 2°, «, of the presei

article) that

—

a. For a tetrastigm inscribed to a tetragram^ when the inter-

section of a pair of opposite connectors of tlie former is coUinear

with a pair of opposite intersections of the latter^ the intersections

of the remaining two pairs of opposite connectors of the former

are collinear each with one of the two remaining pairs of opposite

intersections of the latter.

a. For a tetragram exscribed to a tetrastigm^ when the connector

of a pair of opposite intersections of theformer is concurrent with

a pair of opposite connectors of the latter^ the connectors of the

remaining two pairs of opposite intersections of the former are

concurrent each with one of the two remaining pairs of opposite

connectors of the latter.

297. As, from property a of inference 2° of the preceding

article, it was shewn without difficulty in Art. 141 that the same

property is true generally of every two figures in perspective

with each other; so, from properties b and c of the same, it

follows immediately, that, generally

—

For every two figures in perspective with each otherj the centre

and axis of perspective divide equianharmonically^ at once all

segments determined by pairs of corresponding points^ and all

angles determined by pairs of corresponding lines.

And the same appears at once, a priori^ from the considera-

tion that the property being, by virtue of the general property

of Art. 285, evidently true for every two is therefore true for all

such segments or angles.

This constant anharmonic ratio of section is termed, with

respect to the figures, their anharmonic ratio of perspective ; and

from the circumstance of its constancy in all cases of perspective,

it follows that, for figures whose centre or axis of perspective

is at infinity, all segments determined by pairs of corresponding

points are cut in the same ratio by the one not at infinity (270).
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A property already, it will be remembered, established on other

principles in Arts. 142 and 143.

In the particular case, when, for two figures in perspective,

the anharmonic ratio of perspective = — 1 ; all segments deter-

mined by pairs of corresponding points, and all angles determined

by pairs of corresponding lines, are cut harmonically, by the

centre and axis of perspective ; the figures themselves are said

to be in harmonic perspective; and when either their centre

or axis of perspective is at infinity, all segments determined

by pairs of corresponding points are bisected internally by the

one not at infinity.

Every two figures inscribed^ or exscrihed^ to the same circle

furnish^ when in perspective^ an obvious and important example

of two figures whose anharmonic ratio cf perspective =—1. For,

their centre and axis of perspective being then (167) pole and

polar to each other with respect to the circle to which they

are both inscribed or exscribed, and consequently (259) dividing

harmonically at once all segments determined by their pairs of

corresponding points, and all angles determined by their pairs

of corresponding lines, therefore &c. When, in their case,

either the centre or axis of perspective is at infinity, the

internal bisection of all segments determined by their pairs of

corresponding points by the one not at infinity is evident from

3° and 5°, Art. 165.

Cor. As two circles, however circumstanced as to magnitude

and position, are always doubly in perspective with respect to

each centre of perspective (207) ; the line at infinity and their

radical axis being the axes of their two perspectives for both

(206) ; it appears consequently, from the above, that

—

For two circles^ however circumstanced as to magnitude and

position—
a. The line at infinity and each centre of perspective divide

in the same constant anharmonic ratio^ at once all segments deter-

mined by pairs of homologous points^ and all angles determined

by pairs of horaologous lines^ with respect to that centre of per^

spective.

b. The radical axis and each centre of perspective divide

in the same constant anharmonic ratio^ at once all segments
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determined by pairs of antihomologoua points^ and all angles

determined hy pairs of antihomologous lines^ with respect to that

centre of perspective.

Since, for any two circles, the line at infinity and the radical

axis bisect externally and internally the two segments, real or

imaginary, intercepted between the two pairs of at once homo-

logous and antihomologous points determined by the two common
tangents through each centre of perspective (182) ; while th(

centre of perspective itself divides them in the positive or

negative ratio of the similitude of the circles according as it

is external or internal (198) ; it follows, consequently (268),

that the two constant anharmonic ratios of perspective, both

in a and h separately for the two centres of perspective, and

also in a and h combined for each centre of perspective, are

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign ; the absolute value

common to the whole four being the constant ratio of simili-

tude of the circles.

298. Since, for every two figures reciprocal polars to each

other with respect to a circle (170), there correspond: 1°. To
every point or line of either, a line or point of the other (170).

2°. To every connector of two points or intersection of two lines

of either, the intersection of the two corresponding lines or the

connector of the two corresponding points of the other (167).

3°. To every collinear system of points or concurrent system of

lines of either, the concurrent system of corresponding lines or

the collinear system of corresponding points of the other (166,

Cor. 1°). 4°. To every anharmonic row of four points or pencil

of four rays of either, the equianharmonic pencil of four corre-

sponding rays or row of four corresponding points of the other

(292). Hence, from the general property of the preceding

article combined with those of Art. 141, the following important

properties of figures in perspective, as regards reciprocation to

an arbitrary circle (172)

—

a. Every two figures in perspective with each other reciprocate

to any circle into two figures in perspective with each other.

h. The centre of perspective of either pair offigures and the

axis of perspective of the other pair are pole and polar to each

other with respect to the circle.
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c. The anharmonic ratios of perspective of the two pairsj

original and reciprocal^ are equal.

These properties are evident from the considerations, re-

spectively: a. That, as in the original figures all pairs of

corresponding points connect concurrently and all pairs of cor-

responding lines intersect collinearly, so In the reciprocal figures

all pairs of corresponding lines Intersect collinearly and all pairs

of corresponding points connect concurrently ; h. That the point

of concurrence and the line of collinearity for the original

figures are the pole and polar respectively of the line of col-

linearity and the point of concurrence for the reciprocal figures

;

and, c. That all anharmonic ratios whether of rows or pencils

are preserved unchanged in reciprocation to any arbitrary circle.

Cor. Since, with respect to any circle, the polar of its centre

is the line at infinity, and the pole of any line passing through

its centre is the point at infinity in the direction perpendicular

to the line (165, 3°, 5°) ; it follows, consequently, from the above,

for the particular cases when the centre of the reciprocating

circle is (1°) at the centre, and (2°) on the axis, of perspective

of the original figures, that

—

1°. Every two figures in perspective with each other reciprocate^

to any circle whose centre is at their centre of perspective^ into

two similar and similarly [or oppositely) placed, figures^ whose

ratio of sinfiilitude is equal to their anharmonic ratio ofperspective

(see Art. 142).

2°. Every two figures in perspective with each other reciprocate^

to any circle whose centre is on their axis of perspective^ into

two figures consisting ofpairs of points connecting hy parallel

lines all cut hy the same hne in their anharmonic ratio of per-

spective (see Art. 143).

In the particular case when the anharmonic ratio of perspec-

tive of the original figures = — 1 ; the lines connecting the several

pairs of corresponding points of the two reciprocal figures are

all bisected internally, by their centre of perspective in the case

of 1°, and by their axis of perspective in the case of 2°.

As all anharmonic ratios whether of rows or pencils are

preserved unchanged In reciprocation (293) ; it follows, conse-

quently, from these latter properties 1° and 2°, that all anharmonic
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properties of pairs of figures in either of the two particular

cases of perspective in which the axis or the centre of per-

spective is at infinity are true generally of all pairs of figures]

in perspective with each other.

299. The two following properties, reciprocals of each other,

are in the theory of anharmonic what those of Art. 236 are in

that of harmonic section.

a. In every tetrastic/m^ the three pairs of opposite connectors

intersect with every line at thre^i pairs of opposite points^ every

four of which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites,

a. In every tetragram^ the three pairs of opposite intersections

connect with every paint by three fairs of opposite rays^ everyfour

of which are equianharmonic with their four opposites.

For, if -4, B^ (7, D be the four points constituting the tetra-

stigm (fig. a), or the four lines constituting the tetragram (fig. a');

BC and AD, CA and BD^ AB and CD the three pairs of

opposite connectors (or intersections) of the figure ; X and X',

Y and F', Z and Z' their three pairs of opposite intersections

(or connectors) with any arbitrary line (or point) 0; and

Z7, F, W the three points of intersection (or chords of connection)

of the figure ; then

—

1°. The two rows of four points (or pencils of four rays)

y, Z^ X, X' and Z'^ F', X, X being in perspective, at the

points (or on the lines) A and i), with the row (or pencil)

0, j5, X, Z7; and the two F', Z, X', X and Z, F, X', X being

so, at the points (or on the lines) B and (7, with the row (or

pencil) />, A^ X', ^7; therefore, by (286, 3°),

{
YZXX] = {Z YXX'] = {TZXX] (280),|

and
{
YZXX] = [ZYXX] =

{
YZXX] (280), I

ia).
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2°. The two rows of four points (or pencils of four rays)

Z^ X, Z, Y' and -Z', Z\ F, Y' being in perspective, at the

points (or on the lines) B and D, with the row (or pencil)

A, C, r, F; and the two Z', X, F, Y and X', Z, Y\ Y being

so, at the points (or on the lines) G and A^ with the row (or

pencil) jD, B^ Y\ F; therefore, by the same,

[ZXYY] = {XZYY] = {ZX' Y' Y] (280),|

and [ZXY' Y] = {XZY' Y] = [ZX YT] (280), J

*

'

* ^
^

'

3°. The two rows of four points (or pencils of four rays)

X, T", Z^ Z and Y\ X\ Z^ Z being in perspective, at the points

(or on the lines) G and D, with the row (or pencil) B^ A^ Z^ W\
and the two X\ Y, Z\ Z and Y\ X, Z^ Z being so, at the

points (or on the lines) A and B^ with the row (or pencil)

i>, (7, Z\ W'j therefore, by the same,

[XYZZ] = { Y'X'ZZ] = [X Y'Z'Z] (280),]

and {XYZZ]=[YXZZ}= {XY'ZZ} (280),]"

and therefore &c. (283).

COK. 1°. In the particular case when the line (or point)

passes through (or lies on) any two of the three points of

intersection (or lines of connection) 17, F, W of the figure;

since then, X=X'= Uif it pass through (or lie on) Uj Y= Y'=V
if it pass through (or lie on) F; Z= Z'=W \i it pass through

(or lie on) TF; therefore, from 1^, 2°, 3°, respectively, of the

above

—

1°. If it pass through (or lie on) F and TF, then

{FTFZX'} = {FTFZ'X} (1°).

2°. If it pass through (or lie on) W and Z7, then

(TFZ7FF} = {TFZ7FF} (2°).

3°. If it pass through (or lie on) U and F, then

{UVZZ]=^{UVZZ] (3°),

and therefore (281), as established before on other principles

in (236)—

a. In every tetrastigm, the three pairs of opposite connectors

divide harmonically, each the segment determined hy the inter-

sections of the remaining two (107).

VOL. II. M
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a , In every tetragram^ the three pairs of opposite intersections

divide harmonically^ each the angle determined hy the connectors

of the remaining two (107).

Cor. 2". In the particular cases when the line (or point)

is at infinity; the six intersections, in the former case, being

the six points at infinity in the directions of the six connectors

of the tetrasti^ra, and the six connectors, in the latter case, being

the six parallels in the direction of through the six inter-

sections of the tetragram ; while, in every case, every four of the

former are equianharraonic with the pencil they determine at

any point, and every four of the latter with the row they

determine on any line. Hence, from the general properties

applied to those cases, it appears that

—

a. The six parallels through any pointy to the six connectors

of any tetrastigm^ determine at the pointy in three opposite pairs^

a pencil of six rays every four of which are equianharmonic with

theirfour opposites,

a. The six perpendiculars to any line^ through the six inter-

sections of any t^tragram^ determine on the line, in three opposite

pairs
J
a row of six points every four of which are equianharmonic

with their four opposites.

N.B. The six parallels, in the former case, and the six

perpendiculars, in the latter case, might evidently be turned

in the same direction of rotation through any common angle,

without affecting in either case the above relations between them.

Cor. 3^ As the three segments (or angles) determined by
three pairs of opposite constituents every four of which are

equianharmonic with their four opposites, have in all cases a

common segment (or angle) of harmonic section, real or

imaginary (283, Cor. 1°); it follows consequently from the

above, as shewn already on other principles in (245, Cor. 3°),

that—

a. The three segments intercepted on any line, hy the three pairs

of opposite connectors of any tetrastigm^ have a common segment

of harmonic section^ real or hnaginary,

a\ The three angles subtended at any pointy hy the three pairs

of opposite intersections of any tetragram ^ have a common angle

of harmonic section^ real or imaginary.
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Cor. 4**. As any three A^ B, C of the four points (or lines)

Aj Bj (7, D constituting the tetrastigm (or tetragram) may be

regarded as the three vertices (or sides) of a triangle ABC,
and the fourth D as the point of concurrence (or line of col-

linearity) of any three concurrent lines through its three vertices

(or coUinear points on its three sides) ; the two reciprocal pro-

perties of the present article, respecting the tetrastigm and

tetragram, may consequently be regarded as anharmonic pro-

perties of the triangle, and stated accordingly as follows

—

a. The three sides of any triangle, and any three concurrent

lines through the three vertices, intersect with every line at six

points, corresponding two and two in opposite pairs, every four

of which are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

a. The three vertices of any triangle, and any three coUinear

points on the three sides, connect with every point hy six lines,

corresponding two and two in opposite pairs, every four of which

are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

Cor. 5°. In the particular cases of the latter properties,

when the fourth point (or line) D is at infinity; then, since,

in the former case, the three lines of connection AD, BD, CD
are parallel, and since, in the latter case, the three points of

intersection AD, BD, CD are the three at infinity in the

directions of the three sides of the triangle ; hence, from those

properties applied to these particular cases, it appears that

—

a. The three intersections with any line of the three sides of

any triangle determine, with the three projections on the line of

the three vertices of the triangle, a system of six points, corre-

sponding two and two in opposite pairs, every four of which are

equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

a'. The three connectors with any point of the three vertices

of any triangle determine, with the three parallels through the

point to the three sides of the triangle, a system of six rays, cor-

responding two and two in opposite pairs, every four of which

are equianharmonic with theirfour opposites.

Cor. 6**. In the particular case when the arbitrary point in

property a of the preceding corollary (5°) is the polar centre

of the triangle (168) ; since, then, each connector and the cor-

responding parallel are perpendiculars to each other, it follows

M2
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consequently, from that property applied to this particular case,

as is h priori evident (283, Cor. 2°), that

—

Every three lines through a point determine^ with the three

perpendiculars to them through the pointy a system of six rays^

corresponding two and two in opposite pairs^ every four of which

are equianharmonic with their four opposites.

Cor. 7°. Since from the original property a of the present

article, combined with that of the preceding corollary (6°), it

follows that

—

when^ of the three angles subtended at a point hy the

three chords of intersection of any tetragram^ two are right^ the

third is right also ; hence, from the familiar property (Euc. ill.

31), that the vertices of all right angles subtending a common

segment lie on the circle of which the segment is a diameter,

it appears, as proved already more generally on other principles

in Art. 189, Cor. \\ that—

The three circles on the three chords of intersection of any

tetragram as diameters pass each through the two points of inter-

section of the other two ; and have, therefore^ all three^ a common

pair of points^ real or imaginary.

300. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

supply obvious solutions, by linear constructions only without

the aid of the circle, of the two following reciprocal problems,

viz.^

Of two triads of collinear points {or concurrent lines) ^ which

correspond two and two in opposite pairs, and every four of

which are equianharmonic with their four opposites ; given either

triad and any two constituents of the other, to determine the third

constituent of the latter.

Thus, in the figures (a) and (a') of that article, given the

triad of points (or rays) X, F, Z, and any two constituents

X' and Y' of the other Z', Y\ Z\ to determine the third con-

stituent Z' of the latter. In the former case, through the three

given points X, Y, Z (fig. a) drawing arbitrarily any three non-

concurrent lines; the three opposite vertices A, B, C of the

triangle they determine, by property a of the preceding article,

connect with their three opposites X\ Y', Z' by three con-

current lines AX, BY', CZ, two of which AX and BY'

being given determine the point of concurrence D, and there-
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fore the third CZ\ which intersects with the line at the

required point Z'. And, in the latter case, on the three given

lines X, Y", Z (fig. a') taking arbitrarily any three non-coUinear

points; the three opposite sides A^ Bj C of the triangle they

determine, by property a of the preceding article, intersect

with their three opposites X', Y\ Z' at three collinear points

AX' J BY' J CZ\ two of which AX' and BY' being given deter-

mine the line of collinearity i), and therefore the third CZ'^

which connects with the point by the required line Z'.

301. Of all anharraonic properties of figures of points and

lines, the two following, reciprocals of each other, lead to the

greatest number of consequences in the theory of conic sec-

tions, viz.

—

a, WheUj of six points^ any four connect equianharmonically

with the remaining two^ then every four connect equianharmoni-

cally with the remaining two,

a'. Whenj of six lines^ any four intersect equianharmonically

with the remaining two^ then every four intersect equianharmoni-

cally with the remaining two.

Let Aj B, (7, Z), JE, F be the six points (fig. a) or the six

lines (fig. a') ; when any four of them (7, Z), ^, F connect (or

intersect) equianharmonically with the remaining two A and Bj

then any other four of them A^ B, E^ F connect (or intersect)

equianharmonically with the remaining two C and D. For,

being the line of connection (or the point of intersection) of the

two points (or lines) E and F which are common to the two
systems of four A^ B, E^ F and C, i>, E^ F for which the

relation is given and to be proved respectively, if X and X',

Y and F', Z and Z' be the three pairs of opposite intersections
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(or connectors) of with the three pairs of opposite connectors

(or intersections) BG and AD^ CA and BD^ AB and CD of

the tetrastigra (or tetragram) determined by the four -4, J?, (7, D
which are not common to the two systems; then since, by

hypothesis, {A,CDEF]^[B.CDEF]^ and since, consequently,

by (285), { YX'EF] = [XY'EF], therefore, by (272), {
YXEF] =

{X' TEF], and consequently, by (285), {
C.ABEF] = [D.ABEF]

;

and therefore &c.

The above demonstration, though apparently establishing

the property only for the six cases in which the quartet

for which the relation is given has but two constituents in

common with that for which it is to be proved, in reality

establishes it for the eight cases in which the two quartets

have three constituents in common as well ; for establishing it,

as shewn above, for every quartet having but two constituents

in common with that for which it is given, it consequently

establishes it at the same time for qvqyj quartet having

but two constituents in common with each of the latter ; and

therefore &c.

Two coUinear triads of points on different axes (or con-

current triads of lines through different vertices) (293) furnish

an obvious, but very particular, example of a system of six

points (or lines) every four of which connect (or intersect)

equianharmonically with the remaining two. Every system

of six points on (or tangents to) the same circle, as will be

shewn at the opening of the next chapter, also comes under

the same head, and possesses, in consequence, every property

of the more general system depending only on the existence

of the aforesaid equianharmonic relations between its constituent

points (or lines).

Cor. 1*. As the three pairs of points (or lines) A and B^

C and i>, E and F (or any other three pairs into which the six

may be resolved) may be regarded as determining three seg-

ments (or angles) AB^ CD^ EF^ the extremities of some, and

therefore of every, two of which connect (or intersect) with

those of the third equianharmonically; the above reciprocal

properties may, consequently, be stated (as indeed they were

proved) in the following equivalent, but less general, forms,

viz.

—
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a. When^ of three segments^ the extremities ofany two connect

eqmanharmonically with those of the third^ then the extremities

of every two connect equianharmonically with those of the third.

a. When, of three angles, the sides of any two intersect equi-

anharmonically with those of the third,, then the sides of every two

intersect equianharmonically with those of the third.

COK. 2°. As, in the tetrastigm (or tetragram) determined by

the four points (or lines) A, B, C, D (or by any other four of

the six), the three pairs of equianharmonlc relations, for the

three pairs of opposite segments (or angles) BG and AD,
CA and BD, AB and CD, with each other, and with the seg-

ment (or angle) EF determined by the remaining two E and

F, viz.

—

[A.CBEF] = [D.CBEF]2.r^di[B.DAEF]=^{G.DAEF}...{V),

{B.A GEF] = [D.A GEF] and
{
G.DBEF] = [A.DBEF] . .

.
(2°),

{G.BAEF]={D.BAEF]2^jidi{A.DGEF} = [B.DGEF]...[^''),

and the three corresponding pairs for the three pairs of segments

(or angles) ZF and XT', FZand TZ', ZX smd Z'X' they

determine on the line (or at the point) EF, viz.

—

{YZEF} = {Y'Z'FE] and [TZEF] = {YZ'FE} .(I'),

{ZXEF} = {Z'X'FE} and [ZXEF] = {ZXFE] (2'),

{XYEF\ = [X'TFE] and {X'YEF] = {XTFE} (3'),

by virtue of (285) and (280), mutually involve each other;

hence, see (299) and (284), it appears generally that

—

a. Every two jyoints, which connect equixmharrnonically with

the four points of any tetrastigm, form, with the six determined

on their line of connection oy the six connectors of the tetrastigm, a
system of eight points, in four opposite pairs, every four of which

are equianharmonic with their four opposites ; and, conversely,

every two points, whichform such a systein with the six determined

on their line of connection hy the six co7inectors of any tetrastigm,

connect equianharmonically with the four points of the tetrastigm.

a!. Every two lines, which intersect equianharmonically with

the four lines of any tetragram, form, with the six determined at

their point of intersection hy the six intersections of the tetragram

a system of eight rays, in four opposite pairs, everyfour of which

are equianharmonic with their four opposites ; and, convemehj
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every two Unes^ lohichform such a system with the six determined

at their point ofintersection hy the six intersections ofany tetragram^

intersect equianharmonically with thefour lines of the tetragram.

Cor. 3°. As an example of the criterion of the above rela-

tion of equianharmonicism for a system of six points or lines

supplied by the second parts of the two reciprocal properties

a and a of the preceding corollary (Cor. 3°) ; suppose the two

triangles ABC and DEF employed in its establishment were

both self-reciprocal with respect to the same circle (1G8) ; since

then evidently, by (167), the several pairs of points (or lines)

X and X', Y and F', Z and Z\ E and F would be pairs of

conjugates with respect to the circle (174), and consequently

pairs of harmonic conjugates with respect to the two points (or

tangents), real or imaginary, determined with the circle by the

line or point EF (259) ; therefore, by (3°, Cor. 4°, Art. 282),

they would satisfy the criterion expressed in the two properties

;

and therefore

—

For every two selfreciprocal triangles with respect to the same

circle^ everyfour of the six vertices connect^ and everyfour of the

six sides intersect^ equianharmonically with the remaining two.

302. Reserving for the next chapter the principal conse-

quences resulting, in the geometry of the circle, from the cir-

cumstance of every six concycllc points or tangents being

connected by the equianharmonic relations of the preceding

article ; we shall conclude the present with the two following

reciprocal properties of such systems in general, and with a few

of the many consequences to which they lead in the geometry

of the point and line.

a. In a hexagon^ when the intersections of the three pairs

of opposite sides are collin^ar^ every four of the six vertices con-

nect equianharmonically with the remaining two ; and^ conversely^

when any four of the six vertices connect equianharmonically

with the remaining two^ the intersections of the three pairs of

opposite sides are collinear,

a!. In a hexagon^ when the connectors of the three pairs of

opposite vertices are concurrent^ every four of the six sides inter-

sect equianharmonically with the remaining two / and^ conversely^

ivhen any four of the six sides intersect equianharmonically with
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the remaining twOj the connectors of the three pairs of opposite

vertices are concurrent.

For, if X and X', Y and Y\ Z and Z' be the three pairs of

opposite vertices (fig. a), or sides (fig. a'), of the hexagon

;

A and A\ B and B'^ C and C the three pairs of corresponding

vertices (or sides) of the two triangles determined by its two

triads of alternate sides (or vertices) ; and U^ F, W the three

points of intersection (or lines of connection) of its three pairs

of opposite sides (or vertices) ; then since, by the general pro-

perty of Art. (285), the three pairs of equlanharmonic relations

{
Y,X' Y'Z'X} = [Z.X' Y'ZX] and

{
Y\XYZX'] = [Z.XYZX']

(1°),

{Z. Y'ZX'Y] = [X.Y'ZX'Y] and {Z,YZXY'}=[X'.YZXY']

(2°),

[X.ZX'Y'Z] = [Y.ZX'Y'Z] and {X'.ZXYZ'] = [Y'.ZXYZ'}

(31,
and the three corresponding pairs

(
WY'BX] = { VG'ZX } and {

WYBX'} =
{
VCZX' } ... (1'),

{UZ'CY ] = {WAX'Y} and {UZC'Y' } = {WAXY'] ... (2'),

{VXAZ } = [TJB'Y'Z ] and {VXA'Z ] = [UBYZ' } ... (3'),

mutually involve each other; and since, by (286, 4°), the latter

are all involved in, while, by (289), any one of them involves,

the coUInearity (or concurrence) of the three points (or lines)

Z7, F, TF; therefore &c.

The hexagons originally considered in the celebrated theo-

rems of Pascal and Brianchon established on other principles in
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Art. 148, coming under the second parts of the above reciprocal

properties a and a respectively ; the names " Pascal hexagon"

and " Brianchon hexagon" are in consequence applied gene-

rally, the former to all hexagons whose pairs of opposite sides

intersect coUinearly, and the latter to all whose pairs of opposite

vertices connect concurrently; the line of collinearity in the

former case, and the point of concurrence in the latter case

being termed respectively the " Pascal line" and " Brianchon

point" of the hexagon. For the same reason the names " Pascal

hexastigm" and " Brianchon hexagram" are applied generally,

the former to all systems of six points, every four of which

connect equianharmonically with the remaining two, and the

latter to all systems of six lines, every four of which intersect

equianharmonically with the remaining two; all hexagons

determined by such systems being, by virtue of the same

properties, Pascal and Brianchon hexagons in the two cases

respectively.

Since for every two triangles in perspective, the three pairs

of corresponding sides intersect collinearly on the axis of per-

spective, and the three pairs of corresponding vertices connect

concurrently through the centre of perspective (140) ; it follows

consequently, from the above, that for every two triangles in

perspective ; thefour hexagons of which their pairs of correspond-

ing are pairs of opposite sides are Pascal hexagons^ of which

their axis ofperspective is the common Pascal line ; and thefour

of which their pairs of corresponding are pairs of opposite vertices

are Brianchon hexagons^ of which their centre ofperspective is the

common Brianchon point.

The same hexagon might be at once a Pascal and a Brianchon

hexagon, and when such would of course in its double capacity

combine the properties of both ; every hexagon at once in-

scribed to one circle and exscribed to another circle furnishes

an example of a hexagon of this nature.

303. From the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, combined with the fundamental two of Art. 1 40 respect-

ing triangles in perspective, the following consequences, in pairs

reciprocals of each other, may be readily inferred, viz.

—

a. The intersections of the six pairs of alternate sides of a
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Pascal hexagon^ taken in consecutive order^ determine a Brian-

cJion hexagon,

a. The connectors of the six pairs of alternate vertices of a

Brianchon hexagon^ taken in consecutive order^ determine a Pascal

hexagon.

For, if (figures of last article) X and X', Y and Y\ Z and Z'

be the three pairs of opposite vertices (or sides) of the original

hexagon, and A and A\ B and B'^ C and C those of the de-

rived hexagon ; then since, by hypothesis, the three pairs of

corresponding sides (or vertices) BC and B'C, (7^ and C'A',

AB and A'B' of the two triangles ABC and A'B'C intersect

coUinearly (or connect concurrently), therefore, by (140), their

three pairs of corresponding vertices (or sides) A and A',

B and B\ C and C connect concurrently (or intersect col-

linearly) ; and therefore &c.

h. When the vertices of three angles are collinear^ the twelve

remaining intersections of their six determining lines may he

divided^ infour different ways^ into two groups of six^ determining

one a Pascal and the other a Brianchon hexagon,

V , When the axes of three segments are concurrent^ the twelve

remaining connectors of their six determining points may he

divided^ infour different ways^ into two groups of six ^ determining

one a Brianchon and the other a Pascal hexagon.

For, the four hexagons, of which the three pairs of lines (or

points) determining the three angles (or segments) are the three

pairs of opposite sides (or vertices), being, by the preceding

article, Pascal (or Brianchon) hexagons ; and, the four hexagons

determined by the intersections (or connectors) of their pairs of

alternate sides (or vertices) being, by the two properties a and a

just proved, Brianchon (or Pascal) hexagons ; therefore &c.

In the figures of the preceding article, the three collinear

points (or concurrent lines) ?7, F, W being the three vertices

(or axes) of the three determining angles (or segments), the four

sets of two complementary groups of six points (or lines)

X,B', C] X\B, C and A, Y',Z', A', Y, Z' (1),

r, C, A', Y', a, A' and B, Z', X; J5', Z, X' (2),

Z, A\ B; Z', A, B' and (7, X, F; 0',X, Y' (3),

X, F, Z; X', Y\Z' and A, B, C; A\ B\ C (4),
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are those determining the four Pascal and Brianchon (or Brian-

chon and Pascal) hexagons in the four cases respectively.

c. Of the sixty hexagons determined hy the same Pascal liexas-

tigm^ the sixty Pascal lines pass three and three through twenty

points.

c. Of the sixty hexagons determined hy the same Brianchon

hexagram^ the sixty Brianchon points lie three and three on twenty

lines.

For, of the four hexagons, of which the two triads of points

(or lines) X, F, Z and X', Y\ Z\ in the figures of the last

article, are the two triads of alternate vertices (or sides), viz.

:

XYYTZZ\ YZZTXX\ ZTXZYY\ XZYX'ZT,
while the Pascal line (or Brianchon point) of the fourth is the

line (or point) WW., those of the three first are the three

lines (or points) AA
.,
BB' CC respectively, which, by the

preceding a and a, or by the general property of triangles in

perspective (140), are concurrent (or coUinear) ; and, the same

being of course true for every other similarly circumstanced

three of the entire sixty, therefore, &c.

The above theorem c (and with it of course its reciprocal c)

is due to M. Steiner, who was the first to direct the attention of

geometers to the complete figure determined by a system of six

points (or lines), every four of which connect (or intersect)

equianharmonically with the remaining two. The subject has

since, from time to time, engaged the attention of different

eminent geometers, including M. Pliicker, Dr. Salmon, Professor

Cayley, and Mr. Kirkman, by whom several other properties of

the same nature have been discovered; of the principal of which,

an abstract will be found in Dr. Salmon's Conic Sections,

Ed. 4, note 1, page 357, and further details in Mr. Kirkman's

published paper, Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal,

Vol. v., p. 185.

d. For each of the fifteen triads of non-conterminous segments

determined hy the same Pascal hexastigm^ the six centres of per-

spective of the three pairs they determine lie three and three on

four lines.

d'. For each of the fifteen triads of non-conterminous angles

determined by the same Pascal hexagram^ the six axes of perspec-
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twe of the three pairs they determine jpass three and three through

four points.

For if XX\ YY\ ZZ' (same figures) be any triad of non-

conterminous segments (or angles) determined by the six points

(or lines) of the hexastigm (or hexagram) ; U^ V^ W the three

intersections (or connectors) of the three pairs of connectors (or

intersections) YZ' and Y'Z, ZX' and ZX, XY' and XT; and

IT, F', W those of the three pairs FZand YZ', ZX and ZX\
XY and X' Y' ; then, in the four hexagons YXZYX'Z',
ZYXZYX, XZYX'ZY, YZXY'ZX, the four triads of

points for lines) V W U', W U\ F; Z7', F', PF; Z7, F, TF,

being the four triads of intersections (or connectors) of pairs of

opposite sides (or vertices), are collinear (or concurrent) ; and

the same being of course true for each of the remaining fourteen

triads of non-conterminous segments (or angles) determined by

the hexastigm (or hexagram), therefore, &c.

304. The two following reciprocal criteria that six points

lying in pairs on the three sides of a triangle should deter-

mine a Pascal hexastigm, and that six lines passing in pairs

through the three vertices of a triangle should determine a

Brianchon hexagram, result immediately from the two of Art.

147 for the perspective of two triangles ; viz.

—

When three pairs of points {or lines) X and X\ Y and Y\
Z and Z\ lying on the three sides [or passing through the three

vertices) BG, CA, AB of a triangle whose three opposite vertices

[or sides) are A,B, (7, determine a Pascal hexastigm {or Brianchon

hexagranii), they satisfy—
a. In theformer case the general relation

BX.BX CY.GY' AZ^Z _
GX,GX ' AYA Y' * BZ.BZ' ~ ^ '

a. In the latter case the reciprocal relation

smBX.smBX' smGY.miGY' smAZ.slnAZ'

_

sin GX.sinGX' ' slnA YsinA Y' ' sin BZ. sin BZ'' ~ "^
'

and, conversely, when of the above two reciprocal relations they

satisfy the one corresponding to their case, they determine a Pascal

hexastigm [or Brianchon hexagram).

For, of those two reciprocal relations, that corresponding to
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the case being, by (147), the criterion that the triangle determined,

by the three lines (or points) XX\ YY\ ZZ\ or the triangle

ABG^ should be in perspective with each of the eight triangles

determined by the eight triads of points (or lines) YZ\ ZX\ XY'
;

YZ\ZX,XY'', YZ.ZX.XY] YZ,Z'X,XY'', Y'Z.ZX,
XT; rZ, ZX\ XY', Y'Z', ZX\ XY-, YZ\ ZX, XT; and,

conversely, being, by the same, fulfilled when it is in perspective

with any one of them; therefore, &c. (302).

Cor. 1°. Since, for the same triangle, by (65) ; every three

pairs of points on the three sides which satisfy relation (a)

connect with the opposite vertices by three pairs of lines satisfy-

ing relation (a) ; while, conversely, every three pairs of lines

through the three vertices which satisfy relation [a) intersect

with the opposite sides at three pairs of points satisfying relation

(a) ; hence, from the above, it appears, generally, that

—

When three pairs of points on the three sides of a triangle

determine a Pascal hexastigm, their three pairs of connectors with

the opposite vertices determine a Brianchon hexagram ; and, con-

versely, when three pairs of lines through the three vertices of a

triangle determine a Brianchon hexagram, their three pairs of

intersections with the opposite sides determine a Pascal hexastigm.

Cor. 2°. Since, for any triangle, by (134) ; every two triads

of points X, Y, Z, and X' , Y, Z' on the three sides BG, GA, AB,
which are both either collinear or concurrently connectant with

the opposite vertices, satisfy relation (a) ; while, reciprocally,

every two triads of lines X, Y, Z and X , Y' , Z' through the

three vertices BG, GA, AB, which are both either concurrent or

coUinearly intersectant with the opposite sides, satisfy relation (a)

;

hence, again, from the above, it appears that

—

When two triads ofpoints on the three sides of a triangle are

hoth either collinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite

vertices they determine a Pascal hexastigm ; and, reciprocally,

when two triads of lines through the three vertices ofa triangle are

hoth either concurrent or coUinearly intersectant with the opposite

sides they determine a Brianchon hexagram.

Cor. 3°. Since again, conversely, for any triangle, by the

same, if, of two triads of points X, Y, Z and X, Y', Z on the

three sides BG, GA, AB which satisfy relation (a), one be either
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coUinear or concurrently connectant with the opposite vertices,

so is the other also ; while, reciprocally, if, of two triads of lines

X, r, ^and X\ T', Z' through the three vertices BC^ CA, AB
which satisfy relation (a'), one be either concurrent or coUinearly

intersectant with the opposite sides, so is the other also ; hence

also, from the above, it appears, conversely, that

—

Of two triads of 'points on the three sides of a triangle which

determine a Pascal hexastigm^ if one he either coUinear or con-

currently connectant with the opposite vertices^ so is the other also ;

and^ reciprocally^ of two triads of lines through the three vertices

of a triangle^ which determine a Brianchon hexagram^ if one he

either concurrent or coUinearly intersectant with the o'pptosite sides^

so is the other also.

N.B.—Of the reciprocal properties of this corollary, those

established, on other considerations, in Examples 9", 10°, 11°, 12°,

Art 137, are evidently particular cases.

Cor. 4°. Since, by the two reciprocal relations (a) and (a) of

Art. 245, every three pairs of points (or lines) X and X', Y and

y, Z and Z\ harmonic conjugates with respect to the three

chords of intersection (or angles of connection) of any tetragram

(or tetrastigm), divide the three sides (or angles) BG^ CA^ AB
of the triangle determined by the axes (or vertices) of the three

chords (or angles) so as to satisfy the above relations [a) and [a]

respectively ; hence, again, from the above, it appears generally

that—

a. Every three pairs of points^ harmonic conjugates with

respect to the three chords of intersection of a tetragram^ determine

a Pascal hexa^tigm.

a. Every three pairs oflines^ harmonic conjugates with resjpect

to the three angles of connection of a tetrastigm^ determine a

Brianchon hexagram,

!N.B.—Of the two reciprocal properties of this corollary, the

two [a) and (&) of the article referred to in their proof (245) are

evidently particular cases.

Cor. 5°. Assuming, as will be shown in the next chapter,

that when five of the six points (or lines) determining a Pascal

hexastigm (or Brianchon hexagram) are points on (or tangents

to) a common circle, the sixth also is a point on (or tangent to)
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the same circle; it follows evidently, from the two reciprocal

properties a and a of the preceding corollary (4°), that

—

a. Every circle^ dividing two of tlie three chords of in-

tersection of a tetragram harmonically^ divides the third also

harmonically,

a. Every circle^ subtending two of the three angles of con-

nection of a tetra^tigm harmonically, subtends the third also

harmonically.

Properties, the first of which, it will be remembered, was

proved before, on other principles, in Art. 228, Cor. 6°.
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CHAPTER XVIIL

ANHARMONIC PROPERTIES OF THE CIRCLE.

305. Among the various anharmonic properties of the circle,

the two following, reciprocals of each other, are those to which

the designation is most commonly applied ; and they obviously

include, as particular cases, the two already given in Art. 252

at the commencement of Chapter XV., viz.

:

a. Every system offour points on a circle determines equi-

anharmomc pencils of rays at every twOj and therefore at all^

points on the circle.

a. Every system offour tangents to a circle determines equi-

anharmonic rows of points on every two, and therefore on all,

tangents to the circle.

For, in the former case, if ^, j5, C^ D be any four points on

a circle ; then since, for every two points E and E on the circle,

the two pencils of four rays E.ABCD and F.ABCD are similar

(25, 1°), therefore &c. And, in the latter case, if A\ B\ 0', D'

be any four tangents to a circle; then since, for every two

tangents E' and F' to the circle, the two rows of four points

VOL. II. N
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E',A'B'G'D' and F',A'B'G'D' determine similar pencils at the

centre of the circle (25, 2°), therefore &c. (285).
,

Since, by virtue of the above reciprocal properties, every six

points A^ B^ (7, Z), E^ F ono. circle form a system of six points,

every four of which connect equianharmonically with the re-l

maining two, and every six tangents A\ B\ C\ D\ E\ -F' to ai

circle form a system of six lines, every four of which intersect]

equianharmonically with the remaining two; all anharmoni<

properties, consequently, which are true, in general, of any

system of six points or lines thus related to each other (301),

are true, in particular, of every system of six points on or

tangents to the same circle. See Arts. 301 to 304.

Again, since, under the process of reciprocation to an arbi-

trary circle (172), all systems of points and tangents of the

original become transformed into systems of tangents and points

of the reciprocal figure (159), and all anharmonic rows and

pencils of the original into equianharmonic pencils and rows of

the reciprocal figure (292) ; it follows, consequently, that the

above reciprocal properties, with all the consequences to which

they lead in the geometry of the circle, are true, more generally,

not only of the circle, but also of every figure into which

the circle can become transformed by reciprocation; either in

the original involving the other in the reciprocal figure, and

conversely. See Art. 173.

306. If, in the preceding, while the four points -4, j5, (7, D
and one of the two E^ jP, or the four tangents A^ B\ G\ D' and

one of the two E\ F\ are supposed to remain fixed, the remain-

ing point, or tangent, be conceived to vary, and, in the course of

its variation, to go round the entire circle ; since then, in every

position of the variable point, or tangent,

[E.ABCD]=^{F,ABGD], or, {E\A'B'G'D'] = [F,A'B'G'D],

the two reciprocal properties of the preceding article may con-

sequently be stated as follows

:

CL Every system offour fixed points on a circle determines^

at a variable fifth point on the circle^ a variable pencil offour

rays having a constant anharmonic ratio.

a'. Every system offour fixed tangents to a circle determines^
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on a variahle fifth tangent to the circle^ a variable row offour

joints having a constant anharmonic ratio.

When the variable point, or tangent, in the course of its

variation, coincides with one of the four fixed points, or tangents

:

the con-esponding raj of the variable pencil, or point of the

variable row, becomes then the tangent at the fixed point (19),

or the point of contact of the fixed tangent (20) ; but the entire

pencil, or row, has still the same constant anharmonic ratio aa

for every other position of the variable point, or tangent. See

Art. 255.

This constant anharmonic ratio is commonly termed that of

the four fixed points on the circle, in the former case, and that

of the four fixed tangents to the circle, in the latter case ; it

being, of course, always implicitly understood to mean, as above

explained, that of the pencil determined by the four at any

fifth point on the circle, in the former case, and that of the row
determined by the four on any fifth tangent to the circle, in the

latter case. See Art. 279.

For the same reasons stated in the concluding paragraph of

the preceding article, the above reciprocal properties are true

generally, not only of the circle, but also of every figure into

which the circle can become transformed by reciprocation

;

either in the original involving the other in the reciprocal

figure, and conversely.

307. The pencil offour rays determined hy any system of

four points on a circle at any fifth point on the circle^ and the row

of four points determined hy the corresponding system offour

tangents to the circle on any fifth tangent to the circle^ are

equianharmonic.

For, if -4, ^, (7, i> be any four points on a circle, and

A\ B\ G\ D' the four corresponding tangents to the circle ; E
any fifth point on the circle, and E' any fifth tangent to the

circle ; then since, for all positions ofE and E\ by (25,
1° and 2°),

the pencil of four rays E.ABGD is similar to that determined

by the row of four points E',A'B'G'D' at the centre of the

circle, therefore &c. (285).

In the particular case when the fifth tangent E' is that

corresponding to the fifth point E] the four points E'.A'B'G'D'

n2
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are the four poles, with respect to the circle, of the four points

E.ABCD (1G5, 6°) ; and their equianharmonicism follows, as a

particular case, from the general property of Art. 292.

The above anharmonic equivalence is generally represented,

for shortness, by Dr. Salmon's Notation, Art. 279, viz.

—

{ABCD} = [A'B'G'D']',

it being, of course, always understood that the two equivalents

refer, respectively, to the pencil determined by the four points

-4, J?, 0, D at any fifth point on the circle, and to the row

determined by the four corresponding tangents A'B'C'U on

any fifth tangent to the circle.

Again, for the reasons stated in the concluding paragraph

of Art. 305, the above property is true generally, not only of

the circle, but also of every figure into which the circle can

become transformed by reciprocation.

308. The six anharmonic ratios P and -^ , Q and -^ > ^

and -^ of the pencil determined hy any four points Aj B^ C^ D on

a circle at any fifth 'point E on the circle^ or hy the four corres-

ponding tangents A\ B\ G\ D' on any fifth tangent E' to the

circle (307), may he expressed in terms of the six chords connecting

the four points two and two^ exactly as for four points on a

line (274), viz.—
BA BD .CA on BA.CD CA.BD
Ca'' CD ^""^ Ba'' BD '''''' CA.BD ^"^"^ BA.CD ^^^'

CB CD AB AD CB.AD AB.CD
AB'AD ^"""^ CB '' CD '

'''*' AB. CD ^"""^ CB.AD ^^^'

AC AD . BC^ BD AC.BD BC.AD
BC''BD ^"""^

AC'' AD'''''' BC.AD ^"""^ AC.BD ^^^•

For, in the three pairs of reciprocal ratios (1), (2), (3), dividing

each chord involved by the diameter of the circle, and substitu-

ting for the resulting quotient the sine of the angle subtended

by that chord at any point E on the circle (62) ; the three

pairs of corresponding anharmonic ratios of the pencil E.ABCD
determined by the four points A, B, (7, Z> at the point E,

viz.

—
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BinBEA smBED sin CEA sin CEB
slnCEA '

sl^iCEB sinBEA ' S^^EB ^ ^'

sin CEB sin CEB smAEB smAEB , ,,

sinAEB ' smAEB sin CEB ' sin CEB ^ ^'

smAEC smAEB sin BEC sin BEB
BlnBEC' sin BEB s'mAEC' sinAEB ^^'

or their three corresponding equivalents (see (!'), (2'), (3')

(Art. 274), are the immediate result ; and therefore &c.

309. Two different systems of four points on, or tangents

to, the same circle, or two different circles, A^ B^ C, B and

A' J B'j C, B'j which correspond in pairs A to A'^ B to j5',

C to C'j B to B\ are said to be equianharmonic, when the

pencils of four rays, or the rows of four points, they determine

at all points on, or on all tangents to, their circle, or circles, are

equianharmonic. With the same understanding, as to meaning,

as in the particular case considered in Art. 307, all such cases

of anharraonic equivalence may in general be represented, for

shortness, by Dr. Salmon's Notation (279), viz.

—

[ABCB]^[A'B'C'B']',

the several pairs of corresponding constituents being, of course,

invariably written in the same order in the two equivalents, in

every case of its employment.

Two similar systems of four points on the same circle, or on

two different circles, as determining similar pencils of four rays

at all points on their circle, or circles, furnish the most obvious

as well as the simplest example of two equianharmonic systems

of concyclic points; and the two systems of corresponding

tangents to the circle, or circles, furnish the most obvious as

well as the simplest example of two equianharmonic systems of

concyclic tangents, in the sense above defined. Thus, for two

circles, every two systems determined by four points or tangents

of either, and by the four homologous points or tangents of the

other with respect to either centre of similitude of the two (198),

as being evidently similar, are equianharmonic in that sense.

For the same circle, it is evident, from 2°, Art. 286, that every

two systems of four points which determine pencils in perspec-

tive at any two points on the circle, and every two systems
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of four tangents which determine rows in perspective on any two

tangents to the circle, are equianharmonic in the same sense.

310. As, in Art. 290, for two equianharmonic rows of four

points on diflferent axes, or for two equianharmonic pencils of

four rays through different vertices; so, for two concyclic

systems of four points, or tangents, equianharmonic in the sense

of the preceding article, it is evident, from the two reciprocal

properties (a) and {a) of Art. 289, that

—

a. Every two equianharmonic systems offour jpoints on the

same circle determine two pencils of rays in perspective^ either at

any point of the other^ and the latter at the corresponding point

of the former,

a. Every two equianharmonic systems offour tangents to the

same circle determine two rows of points in perspective^ either on

any tangent of the other^ and the latter on the corresponding

tangent of the former.

For, if ^, B^ O, D and A\ B\ G\ D' be the two systems of

points, or tangents ; then, each pair of pencils or rows

A,A'B'G'D' and A',ABCD, B,A'B'G'D' and B',ABGD,

G,A'B'G'D' and G'.ABGD, D,A'B'G'D' and D',ABGD,

being equianharmonic, and having a common ray or point,

therefore &c. (289).

Cor. As, in Art. 291, for two equianharmonic rows of four

points on different axes, or pencils of four rays through different

vertices; so, for two concyclic systems of four points, or tangents,

equianharmonic in the sense in question, the above reciprocal

properties supply ready solutions, by linear constructions only,

without the aid of a second circle, of the two following reciprocal

problems, viz.

—

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

equianharmonic systems of points on the same circle^ and the

fourth point of either system^ to determine the fourth point of

the other system,

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

equianharmonic systems of tangents to the same circle^ and the

fourth tangent of either system^ to determine the fourth tangent of

the other system.
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The two reciprocal constructions given in the article referred

to (291), modified in the manner mentioned in the note at its

close, apply, word for word and letter for letter, to these

problems also.

311. The two following reciprocal cases of anharmonic equi-

valence, between concyclic systems of points and tangents, result

immediately from the fundamental properties of Art. 305, and

lead to several remarkable consequences in the modern geometry

of the circle, viz.

—

IfA^ B^ (7, D he anyfour points on [or tangents to) the same

circle^ and X, !F, Z the three points of intersection [or lines of

connection) of the three pairs of connectors [or intersections) BG
and ABj GA and BB, AB and GB (figs, a and a') ; then

(see Art. 272).

1°. For every pair of concyclic points [or tangents) E and F
which connect through [or intersect on) X,

{ABEF] = {GBEF] and {AGEF} = [BBEF} («);

2°, For every pair G and H which connect through [or in-

tersect on) Yj

[BGGH] = [ABGH] and [BA GH] =:{GBGH]... [b)
;

3". For every pair K and L which connect through [or in-

tersect on) Z^

[GAEL] = {BBKL\ and [GBKL] = [ABKL] .... (c)

;

and^ conversely^ all pairs of concyclic points [or tangents) which

fulfil either^ and therefore the other (272), of any of the three

preceding pairs of equianharmonic relations^ connect through [or

intersect on) the corresponding one of the three points [or lines)

X,Y,Z.
For, by the two converse pairs of reciprocal properties

(286, 4°) and (289), the collinearity (or concurrence) of the three

points (or lines) E^ F^ and X, in the first case, involves, and is

involved in either of, the two equianharmonic relations

{B,AGEF] = [A.BBEF} and [G.ABEF] = {A.GBEF}
;

that of the three G^ H^ and F, in the second case, involves, and

is involved in either of, the two

[G.BAGH] = [B.GBGH] and [A.BGGH] = [B.ABGH]
;
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and that of the three iT, X, and Z^ in the third case, involves,

and is involved in either of, the two

[A.CBKL] =
{
G.ADKL] and {B. GAEL] =

{
C.BDKL]

;

and therefore &c. (305).

Cor. 1°. The three points (or lines) JT, Y", Z in the above,

taken in pairs Y and Z^ Z and X, X and F, being the three

pairs of centres (or axes) of perspective of the three pairs of

inscribed chords (or exscribed angles) BC and AD^ GA and BD^
AB and GD determined by the four concyclic points (or tangents)

A^ Bj Gj Z>; it follows consequently, from the three pairs of

equianharmonic relations (a), (Z>), (c), that

—

a. Every two points on a circle^ which connect through either

centre of j)erspective of any two inscribed chords^ divide equian-

harmonically the two arcs of the circle intercepted hy the chords /

and^ conversely^ every two points on a circle^ which divide equi-

anharmonically any two arcs of the circle^ connect through one

or other of the two centres of perspective of the two inscribed

chords determined by the arcs.

a. Every two tangents to a circle^ which intersect on either

axis of perspective of any two exscribed angles^ divide equian-

harmonically the two arcs of the circle intercepted by the angles

;

and^ conversely^ every two tangents to a circle^ which divide equi-

anharmonically any two arcs of the circle^ intersect on one or

other of the two axes of perspective of the two exscribed angles

determined hy the arcs.

Cor. 2°. In the particular case where the two arcs of the

circle, intercepted between two of the four points (or tangents),
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B and G suppose, and between the remaining two A and i>,

are equal ; since then, evidently, one of the two centres of per-

spective Z (fig. a) of the two inscribed chords they determine is

at an infinite distance, while one of the two axes of perspective

Z (fig. a') of the two exscribed angles they determine passes

through the centre of the circle ; and since, consequently, the

two circular points at infinity (260) connect through the former,

while the two tangents from the centre of the circle intersect on

the latter ; hence, from the first parts of the above, it appears

that—

a. Every two^ and therefore all^ equal arcs of the same circle

are cut equianharmomcally hy the two circular points at infinity.

a. Every two^ and therefore all^ equal arcs of the same circle

are dut equianharmonically hy the two central tangents to the circle.

Cor. 3°. In the particular case when, of the four points

(or tangents) A^ B^ C^ i>, any two, B and G suppose, and also

the remaining two, A and i>, coincide ; and when, consequently

(19 and 20), the point (or line) X is the intersection of the

terminal tangents (or the connector of the terminal points) of

the arc of the circle AB intercepted between the two pairs

of coincident points (or tangents) B= G and A = I)', since

then, for every pair of concyclic points (or tangents) E and F
which connect through (or intersect on) X, by either relation [a)

of the above, [ABEF] = {BAEF] ; and since, by (281), every

pair of concyclic points or tangents E and F which fulfil the

latter relation are harmonic conjugates to each other with

respect to the two A and B] hence also, from the above, as

already established on other principles in Art. 257, it appears

that—

a. Every two points on a circle, which connect through the

intersection of any two tangents to the circle, divide harmonically

the arc of the circle intercepted hy the tangents / and, conversely,

every two ptoints on a circle, which divide any arc of the circle

harmonically, connect through the intersection of the terminal

tangents of the arc.

a. Every two tangents to a circle, which intersect on the con-

nector of any two points on the circle, divide harmonically the

arc of the circle intercepted hy the points; and, conversely,
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every two tangents to a circle^ which divide any arc of the circle

harmonically^ intersect on the connector of the terminal points

of the arc.

Cor. 4°. When, In the general case, the two points (or

tangents) ^ and i^ connect through (or intersect on) not only

X but also F, or the two G and H connect through (or inter-

sect on) not only Y but also Z^ or the two iT and L connect

through (or intersect on) not only Z but also X; since then,

by the first and second of the general relations (a) and (J),

(5) and (c), (c) and (a), respectively, combined

—

[ABEF] :=^[BAEF] and [CDEF] =^{DCEF],

{BCGH}^{CBGH} and [ADGH] = {DAGH],

{CAKL]={AGKL] and [BDKL] ^[DBKL]-,

and since, consequently, by (281), the several systems of four

constituents are all harmonic; hence again, from the above,

as already shewn on other principles in Art. 261, it appears

that—

a. The two points on a circle^ which are collinear with the

two centres of perspective of any two inscribed chords^ divide

harmonically the two arcs of the circle intercepted hy the c}iords ;

and^ conversely^ the two points on a circle^ which divide har-

monically the two arcs of the circle intercepted hy any two in-

scribed chords^ are collinear with the two centres of perspective

of the chords,

a. The two tangents to a circle^ which are concurrent with

the two axes of perspective of any two exscribed angles^ divide

harmx)nically the two arcs of the circle intercepted by the angles

;

and^ conversely^ the two tangents to a circle^ which divide har-

monically the two arcs of the circle intercepted by any two ex-

scribed angles^ are concurrent with the two axes of perspective

of the angles.

Cor. 5". Since, in the same case (see figures), by virtue of

the general property of Art. 285

—

{EFXY]=:^[D,EFAB] = {G.EFBA] = [B,EFCD] = [A.EFDG},

{EFYX] = {aEFAB}=:{l),EFBA} = {A,EFGI)] = {B,EFI)C],

with similar groups of relations for the system G, H, F, Z^ and
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for the system K^ X, Z^ X, (which, it will be observed, prove

directly the harmonic relations of the preceding corollary) ; it

follows consequently, by (306), that

—

[EFXY]= [EFYX], [ GHYZ] = {
GHZY], [KLZX] = [KLXZ]

;

and therefore, by (281), as established already on other con-

siderations in Art. 261, that

—

a. The two centres of perspective of any two chords inscribed

to a circle divide harmonically the segment^ real or imaginary^

intercepted between the two collinear 'points on the circle,

a. The two axes of perspective of any two angles exscribed

to a circle divide harmonically the angle^ real or imaginary^ inter-

cepted between the two concurrent tangents to the circle.

Cor. 6". In the particular case when the four points (or

tangents) A^ B, (7, I> are in pairs, A and B^ and D suppose,

diametrically opposite to each other ; since then, evidently, the

two centres of perspective Z and X (fig. a) of the two inscribed

chords AB and (7i>, and with them of course all collinear

points, are at infinity, while the two axes of perspective Z and

X (fig. a') of the two exscribed angles AB and GD^ and with

them of course all concurrent lines, pass through the centre

of the circle; hence, from Cor. 4", as established already on

other considerations in Art. 260, it appears that

—

a. Every two^ and therefore ally semicircular arcs of the same

circle are cut harmonically by the two circular points at infinity,

a. Every two^ and therefore allj semicircular arcs of the same

circle are cut harmonically by the two central tangents to the circle.

Cor. 7°. The two reciprocal properties of Cor. 1° supply

obvious solutions of the three following pairs of reciprocal

problems, viz.

—

a. To draw a line^ 1°, passing through a given point and
determining two points on a given circle dividing two given arcs

of the circle equianharmonically / 2°. touching one given circle and
determining two points on another given circle dividing two given

arcs of the latter circle equianharmonically; 3°. determining two

points on each of two given circles dividing two given arcs of each

circle equianharmonically,

a. To find a pointy 1°. lying on a given line and determining

two tangents to a given circle dividing two given arcs of the circle
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equianharmonically ; 2°. lying on one given circle and detei'mining

two tangents to another given circle dividing two given arcs of

the latter circle equianharmonically; 3°. determining two tangents

to each of two given circles dividing two given arcs of each circle

equianharmonically.

Since, by the corollary in question (Cor. 1°), every two

points on (or tangents to) a circle, which connect through

either centre of perspective of the two inscribed chords (or

intersect on either axis of perspective of the two exscribed

angles) determined by any two arcs of the circle, divide those

arcs equianharmonically; it follows, consequently, that, of the

above pairs of reciprocal problems, the first of each group

admits of two, and the second and third of each admit of four,

different solutions, the two points (or tangents) corresponding

to any or all of which may, according to circumstances, be as

often imaginary as real.

Cor. 8°. Since (156) every circle, whose chord of inter-

section with either of two orthogonal circles passes through

the centre of the other, is orthogonal to the latter; while,

conversely, every circle orthogonal to one of two orthogonal

circles determines a chord of the other passing through the

centre of the former; it follows consequently, from the first

and second parts of property (a) of the same corollary (Cor. 1°)

respectively, that

—

Every circle orthogonal to either of two orthogonal circles cuts

equianharmonically every two arcs of the other intercepted between

two diameters of the former / and^ conversely^ every circle cutting

any two arcs of another circle equianharmonically is orthogonal

to one or other of the two circles orthogonal to the latter^ and to

each other ^ 176, 1°, whose centres are the two centres of perspective

of the chords of the arcs,

CoR. 9°. Since (187, 2°) a variable circle, whose chords of

intersection, real or imaginary, with two fixed circles pass

through two fixed points, describes the coaxal system orthogonal

to the pair of circles concentric with the points and orthogonal

to the circles ; it follows evidently, from the second part of the

general property of the preceding corollary, that

—

1°. A variable circle
j
passing through a fixed point and
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cutting two fixed arcs of a fixed circle equianJiarmonically
^
passes

also through the inverse of the point with respect to one or other

of the two circles orthogonal to the fixed circle and concentric with

the two centres ofperspective of the chords of its arcs.

2°. A variable circle^ cutting two fixed, arcs of each of two

fixed circles equianharmonically ^ describes one or other of the four

coaxal systems orthogonal to a circle of each pair orthogonal to

one of the fixed circles and concentric with the two centres of per-

spective of the chords of its arcs.

Cor. 10°. Since (156, Cor. 4°) a circle may be described,

1°. passing through two given points and cutting a given circle

orthogonally ;
2°. passing through a given point and cutting two

given circles orthogonally ; 3°. cutting three given circles ortho-

gonally ; the first part of the same general property (that of

Cor. 8°) supplies obviously the two, four, and eight solutions,

respectively, of the three following problems, viz.

—

To describe a circle^ 1°. passing through two given points and

cutting two given a7xs of a given circle equianharmonically

;

2°. passing through a given point and cutting two given arcs of
each of two given circles equianharmonically ; 3°. cutting two given

arcs of each of three given circles equianharmonically.

312. Since every two similar angles, however circumstanced

as to position, absolute or relative, intercept equal arcs on every

circle passing through their two vertices, and since every circle,

whatever be its magnitude or position, passes through the two

circular points at infinity (260) ; it follows consequently, from

relations [a) of Cors. 2° and 6° of the preceding article, that

—

Every two^ and therefore all^ similar angles^ however circum-

stanced as to position^ absolute or relative^ are cut equianhar-

monically j and if right angles harmonically
^ by the lines coniiecting

their vertices with the two circular points at infinity ; the value of

the common anharmonic ratio of their section depending on their

common form ^ and being = — I when thatform, is rectangular.

This remarkable result, which for the particular case of right

angles has, it will be remembered, been already established on

other principles in Art. 260, is of considerable importance in

the higher departments of modern geometry; as bringing at

once under the operation of all processes of geometrical trans-
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formation, such as reciprocation, projection, &c., under which

anharraonic ratios remain unchanged, all properties of geo-

metrical figures involving similar angles; and shewing, in

general, what such properties become by transformation when

the angles themselves, as they generally do, lose by change

of form their character of similarity under the process of

transformation.

313. From the two reciprocal properties of Art. 311 the

two following, also reciprocal, properties respecting coneyclic

triads of points and tangents in perspective may be immediately

inferred, viz.

—

When two systems of three points on [or tangents to) the same

circle A^ B^ C and A\ B\ 0', which corresjpond two and two in

opposite pairs A and A\ B and B\ G and C", are in perspective^

every pair of systems determined hy four of the six constititents

and their four opposites are equianharmonic ; and^ conversely

^

when they are such that any pair of systems determined hy four

of the six constituents and theirfour opposites are equianharmonic^

they are in perspective.

For, if be the point of concurrence (fig. a), or the line

of collinearity (fig. a'), of two of the three lines of connection

(or points of intersection) AA\ BB\ GO' of the three pairs of

opposite constituents A and A\ B and B\ G and (7'; then

since, by the two reciprocal properties of the article in question

(311), the concurrence (or collinearity) with them of the third

involves both, and is involved in either of, the two equianhar-

monic relations,
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r. liBB' and CC be the two, and AA' the third,

{BCAA'] =
{
G'B'AA'] = [B' C'A'A}, (280)| , .

,

2°. If CC and AA' be the two, and BB' the third,

{
CABB'} = {^' C"5^'} =

{
C'A'B'B], (280))

.

and {CA'BB'} = {^0'^^'} = (O'^^'^}, (280)1
****

^

^

'

3°. If AA' and ^^' be the two, and GO' the third,

{ABGC} = {^'^' GG'} = {A'B' G' G], (280)| ,
,

.

and {^^'(7C'1 = {5^'0(7'} =[ABG'G], (280)1
^''^^

therefore &c. (283).

Otherwise thus: Since, when the two triads are in per-

spective, their three pairs of opposite constituents A and -4',

B and B'^ G and G' divide harmonically the arc MN^ real or

imaginary, intercepted between the two tangents to the circle

from the centre of perspective (or the two intersections with

the circle of the axis of perspective) (257), therefore, by
3°, Cor. 5, Art. 282, every four of the six constituents and

their four opposites form equianharmonic systems. And since,

conversely, when any four of the six constituents and their

four opposites form equianharmonic systems, the three pairs of

opposite constituents divide harmonically a common arc MN^
real or imaginary (Cor. 1°, Art. 283), therefore, (by 257), the

two triads are in perspective. This latter demonstration,

though perhaps on the whole simpler, yet, as involving the

contingent elements M and N^ is consequently less general than

the former in which all the elements involved are permanent (21).

In the particular cases when, in the first parts of the above

reciprocal properties, the centre of perspective 0, in the former

case, is the centre of the circle, and the axis of perspective 0,

in the latter case, is the line at infinity; the three pairs of

corresponding constituents A and A'^ B and -B', G and G' being

then diametrically opposite pairs with respect to the circle, the

two properties are evident, a priori^ from the obvious similarity

and consequent equianharmonicism of every two systems deter-

mined by four of them and their four opposites. See Cor. 2°,

Art. 283, from which also, Euc. III. 31, the properties evidently

follow in the same cases.
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Cor. 1°. It follows, indirectly, from both parts of the above

properties combined, that when a system of six points on (or

tangents to) the same circle^ which correspond two and tioo in

opposite pairs A and A'^ B and B\ C and C, is such that any

two systems determined hy four of the six constituents and their

four opposiies are equianharmonic, then every two systems deter-

mined byfour of them and theirfour opposites are equianharmonic.

For, by the second parts of the above properties, the equian-

harmonicism of any one of the six pairs of conjugate groups

of four into which the system may be divided involves the

perspective of the two conjugate triads A, B^ C and A\ B\ C
of which it consists, and consequently, by the first parts of the

same properties, the equianharmonicism of the remaining five.

This property, it will be remembered, was proved directly for

coUinear points and concurrent lines, and with them, implicitly,

for coneyclic points and tangents, in Art. 283, and the above

indirect verification of It for the latter may of course be re-

garded as extending to the former also.

Cor. 2°. The first parts of the above reciprocal properties

supply obvious solutions of the two reciprocal problems, of two

triads of coneyclic points [or tangents) A^ B, C and A'y B\ G\

which correspond two and two in opposite pairs, and every four

of which are equianharmonic with their four opposites y given

any two pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\
and either constituent C of the third pair G and C", to determine

the second constituent C of that pair. For, the two lines of

connection (or points of intersection) AA' and BB' of the two

given pairs A and A\ B and B' determine, by their point of

intersection (or line of connection), the centre (or axis) of

perspective of the two triads, and with it, consequently,

the conjugate G' to the given constituent G of the third pair

G and G',

314. Fi'om the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, respecting concyclic triads of points or tangents in

perspective, it may be readily inferred, for concyclic quartets

of points or tangents in perspective, that, more generally

—

When two systems offour points on {or tangents to) the same

circle A, J5, (7, B and A, B\ G\ D\ which correspond two and
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two in opposite pairs A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ D and D\
are in perspective^ every pair of systems determined hy four of the

eight constituents and their four opposites are equianharmonic ;

and^ conversely^ when two equianharmonic systems offour points

on [or tangents to) the same circle A^ B, (7, I) and A\ B\ G\ D'

are such that a pair of their corresponding constituents may he

interchanged without violating their relation ofequianharmonicism^

they are in perspective.

For, from the general property (1°) Art. 282, see figures of

preceding article.

1°. Any two of the three equianharmonic relations

(
CDAA'] =

{
CD'A'A], {DBAA'] = {D'B'A'A},

{BCAA'} = {B'C'A'A},

involve and are involved in the two

{BCI)A} = {B'G'I)'A'} and {BGI)A']=={B'G'B'A]...{a)',

2°. Any two of the three equianharmonic relations

[DABB'] = [D'A'B'B], [AGBB'] = [A'G'B'B],

{GI)BB'}=^{G'I)'B'B],

involve and are involved in the two

{GDAB} =={G'I)'A'B'] and {GDAB'} = {G'D'A'B} .„{b)',

3°. Any two of the three equianharmonic relations

{ABGG'} = {A'B'G'G}, {BDGG'] = {B'D'G'G},

[DAGG']=^[D'A'G'G],

involve and are involved in the two

[DABG] = [D'A'B'G'} and [DABG'] = [D'AB'G]..\c)',

4°. Any two of the three equianharmonic relations

[BGDU] = [B' G'D'D], [ GADU] =
{
GA'D'D],

{ABDD'] = [A'B'D'D],

involve and are involved in the two

[ABGD] = [A'B'G'D'] and [ABGD'] = [A'B'G'D}.,.[d)
;

and, as three similar quartets of equianharmonic relations

result evidently from the interchange ; firstly, of ^ and B' in T,

of G and G' in 2°, of D and D' in 3°, and of A and A' in 4'

;

Becondly, of G and G' in 1°, of D and U in 2°, of A and A' in

VOL. II.
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3", and of B and B' in 4" ; and thirdly, of D and U in 1", of

A and A' in 2°, of B and B' in 3°, and of G and 0' in 4°

;

therefore &c.

Otherwise thus, as for the properties of the preceding article,

which are included in the above as particular cases. Since

(same figures) when the two quartets are in perspective, their

four pairs of opposite constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C\

D and U divide harmonically the arc MN^ real or imaginary,

intercepted between the two tangents to the circle from the

centre of perspective (or the two intersections with the circle of

the axis of perspective) (257) ; therefore, by 3°, Cor. 4°,

Art. 282, every four of the eight constituents and their four

opposites form equianharmonic systems ; and since, conversely,

when the two quartets are equianharmonic, and preserve their

equianharmonicism on the interchanges of a pair of their cor-

responding constituents, the four pairs of corresponding consti-

tuents divide harmonically a common arc MN^ real or imaginary,

(Cor. r. Art. 284) ; therefore, by (257), the two quartets are in

perspective. This latter demonstration has the same advantages

and disadvantages, compared with the former, as for the properties

of the preceding article.

In the particular cases when, in the first parts of the above

reciprocal properties, the centre of perspective 0, in the former

case, is the centre of the circle, and the axis of perspective 0, in

the latter case, is the line at infinity ; the four pairs of corres-

ponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ G and G\ D and D'

being then diametrically opposite pairs with respect to the

circle, the two properties are evident, a priori^ from the obvious

similarity, and consequent equianharmonicism, of every two

systems determined by four of them and their four opposites.

See Cor. 2°, Art. 284, from which also, Euc. III. 31, the pro-

perties evidently follow in the same cases.

Cor. 1°. It follows, indirectly, from both parts of the above

properties combined, that when two equianharmonic systems of

four points on [or tangents to) the same circle A^ Bj G^ D and

A\ B\ G\ D are such that a pair of their corresponding consti-

tuents may he interchanged without violating their relation of

equianharmonicism^ then every pair of their corresponding con^

sfitusnts may be interchanged without violating their relation of
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*

equianharmonicism. For, by the second parts of the above pro-

perties, the possibility of a single such interchange involves the

perspective of the systems, and consequently, by the first parts

of the same properties, the possibility of every such interchange.

This property also, like that of the corollary of the preceding

article, it will be remembered, was proved directly for coUinear

points and concurrent lines, and therefore implicitly for concyclic

points and tangents, in Art. 284, and the above may be regarded

as an indirect verification of it for the former as well as for the

latter.

Cor. 2°. The first parts of the above reciprocal properties

supply obvious solutions of the two reciprocal problems ; of two

quartets of concyclic points {or tangents) A, B^ G, D and

A\ B\ C\ D\ which correspond two and two in opposite pairs^

and every four of which are equianharmonic with their four

opposites ; given any two pairs of corresponding constituents A
and A' J B and B\ and any two non-corresponding constituents of

the remaining two pairs^ to determine the remaining two con-

stituents of those pairs. For, the two lines of connection (or

points of intersection) AA' and BB' of the two given pairs of

corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B' determine, by

their point of intersection (or line of connection), the centre (or

axis) of perspective of the two quartets, and with it, conse-

quently, the two correspondents to the two given non-corres-

ponding constituents of the remaining two pairs.

315. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

are sometimes enunciated as follows :

When three pairs of points on [or tangents to) the same circle

A and A' J B and B\ G and G' determine two triads in perspec-

tive Aj B, G and A\ B'^ G' ; every fourth pair I) and B' deter-

mines tvith them two quartets A^ B^ (7, B and A\ B'j G\ D'

which if in perspective are equianharmonic^ and which if equian-

harmonic are in perspective.

And the following reciprocal demonstrations, based on the

two reciprocal properties a and a! of Art. 261, are sometimes

given of them. If be the centre (fig. a), or the axis (fig. a'),

of perspective of the two triads A^ Bj G and A\ B\ (7'; 1 its

polar (fig. a), or its pole (fig. a'), with respect to the circle;

02
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H fy/Ii'^W
a[,'' / ' '

1 /S^H^^'
'''tSlzfiil^f/2x J'n^'*,

I ...- ^v, '

r n s ^ i£ B' s

E and -E" any fifth pair of points (or tangents) connecting

through (or intersecting on) 0; P, Q, Ej S the four points of

intersection (or lines of connection) of the four pairs of lines of

connection (or points of intersection) EA and E'A'y EB and E'B\

EC and EC\ ED and E'D ; and P\ Q, R\ B' the four for the

four pairs EA' and WA, EB' and EB, EC and E'C^ ED'

and E'D • then since, by the properties in question, [a and a',

Art. 261), the two triads of points (or lines) P, Q, E and

P', Q'j E' lie on the line (or pass through the point) 7; and

since on the collinearlty (or concurrence) of the two S and ;S"

with them depends, at once, the circumstance of the two points

(or tangents) D and D' connecting through (or intersecting on)

(a and a. Art. 261), and the circumstance of the two pairs

of pencils (or rows) E.ABCD and E.A'B'G'D', E.A'B'C'D'

and E'.ABCDj that is, of the two quartets of points (or tan-

gents) A, Bj 0, D and A', P', C", P', being equianharmonic

(a and a, Art. 288) ; therefore &c.

CoR. 1°. Since, when two systems of any common number of

points on (or tangents to) the same circle A, P, (7, P, &c.

and A'y P', C, P', &c. which correspond in pairs A and A'j
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B and B\ C and C\ D and B\ &c. are in perspective, any

pair, or any number of pairs, of their corresponding constituents

may evidently be interchanged without violating their rela-

tion of perspective ; therefore, in the equianharmonic relation

{ABCB] = {A'B'C'B'}j which connects, as above shewn, every

two quartets A, B, Cj B and A\ B\ C", B' in perspective,

the accented and unaccented constituents may be interchanged

at pleasure without violating the relation of equianharmonicism

;

thus, for the eight different combinations of four and their four

correspondents that could be formed from the four pairs of cor-

responding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C, B and

B' (314), giving rise (see figures), as observed in Arts. 284 and

314, to the eight following different cases of anharmonic equi-

valence, viz.

—

{ABCB ]^{A'B'C'B'}^[PQR8 ]
= [FQ'R'S'},

[A'BOB ] = [AB'G'B] = {F'QRS }
= {PQ'B'S'],

{AB'CB }
= [A'BG'B' } = [PQ'RS ] = [P'QR'8'],

{ABCB ] = [A'B'GU } = {PQR8 ]
= [P'Q'RS'},

[ABCB ]
= [A'B'C'B] = [PQRS' } = [P'Q'R'8],

[A'B'GB] = [ABG'U ]
= {FQ'R8} = {PQR'8'

},

[ABG'B] = [AB'GB' ] = [FQR'8\ = {PQ'R8'
},

[A'BGB ] = [AB' G'B } = [P' QR8' ] = {PQ:R'8
] ;

for none of which, however, is it to be supposed, as is sometimes

erroneously done by beginners, that the anharmonicism is that

of the pencil (or row) determined, at the centre (or on the axis)

of perspective (9, by the four lines of connection (or points of

intersection) AA\ BB\ GG\ BB\ whose concurrence (or col-

linearity) constitutes the common perspective of them all.

Cor. 2°. If, while, of two concyclic quartets of points or

tangents in perspective A^ B^ 0, B and A\ B\ 0', B\ three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ G and G'

are supposed to remain fixed, the fourth pair B and B' be

conceived to vary; and, in the course of their variation, to

coincide successively ; firstly, B with A' and B' with A
;

secondly, B with B' and B' with B^ thirdly, B with G' and i>'

with G\ since then, for every position of B and B\ by the
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above, [ABCD] = {A'B'G'D]^ therefore for the particular posi-

tions in question (see figures)

—

{BCAA'] = [B' G'A'A } =
{
QRPP'] =

{
Q'R'PP] . . . (r),

{GABB'] = [G'A'B'B] = {RPQQ'} = [R'P'Q'Q] ... (2°),

{ABGG'] = {A'B'G'G] = {PQRR'} = [PQ'R'R] ... (3")

and from them, by the interchange, as explained in Cor. 1°, oi

B and B' in (1°), of G and G' in (2°), and of A and A' in (3°),

{B'GAA'} = {5(7'^'^} = (Q'iJPP'} = {CP'P'P} .,.. (!'),

{G'ABB'] = {GA'B'B] = [R'PQQ] = [RFQ'Q] .... (2'),

{J.'PC(7'1 = {AB'G'G] = {P'QRR'}:= [PQ'R'R] .... (3')

;

and, conversely, if, for two concyclic triads of points or tangents

A, P, G and A'^ P', C, any of the six preceding relations (I")

or (1'), (2°) or (2'), (3°) or (3') exist, since then the necessary

perspective of the repeated with each unrepeated pair of corres-

ponding constituents involves, by the above, the perspective of

the triads ; therefore, see Cor. 3°, Art. 284, the two reciprocal

properties respecting concyclic triads in perspective, established

on other considerations in Art. 313, are particular cases of those

respecting concyclic quartets in perspective, established by

their aid in the subsequent article.

316. From the general property of the preceding article,

that every two quartets of points or tangents of the same circle

in perspective are equianharmonic, combined with the circum-

stance of the evident equianharmonicism of every two similar

quartets of points or tangents, either of the same or of different

circles (309) ; it follows immediately that

—

For any two circles^ every two systems determined hy four

^points or tangents ofeither^ and hy the four antihomologous points

or tangents of the other with respect to either centre of perspective

of the two (198), are equianharmonic.

For, the system for either circle being similar to the homo-

logous system for the other with respect to either centre of

perspective of the two, and the latter being in perspective with

the corresponding antihomologous system for the same circle

(198), therefore &c.
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The above property may obviously be stated otherwise (206),

as follows

—

For any two circles^ every two fairs of antihomologous arcs^

with respect to either centre of 'perspective^ divide each other equi-

anharmonically.

Cor. 1°. As every circle, intersecting two others at any

equal or supplemental angles, intercepts on them a pair of

antihomologous arcs with respect to their external or internal

centre of perspective, according as the angles of intersection

are equal or supplemental (211) ; hence, from the above, it

appears that

—

a. Every circle intersecting two others at any equal^ or supple-

mental^ angles divides equianharmonically all pairs of their

antihomologous arcs with respect to their external^ or internal^

centre ofperspective.

h. When two circles each intersect two others at any equal

or supplemental angles^ the pairs of arcs they intercept on them

divide each other equianharmonically.

c. When two circles intersect two others^ one at any angles and

the other at the same or the supplemental angles^ their pairs of

arcs intercepted hy them divide each other equianharraonically.

d. When two circles intersect two others^ both at the same

equal or supplemental angles^ the pairs of arcs they intercept

on them^ and their pairs of arcs intercepted hy them^ both divide

each other equianharjnonicaUy.

Cor. 2°. Since every circle orthogonal to two others in-

tersects the two at once at equal and at supplemental angles,

and since, of the entire system of circles orthogonal to the

same two, one, viz. their common diameter, is a line; it fol-

lows, consequently, from a and d of the preceding (Cor. 1°),

that—

a. Every circle orthogonal to two others divides equianhar-

monically all pairs of their antihomologous arcs with respect to

either of their centres of perspective.

h. Every two circles determine on every circle orthogonal to

them both a system equianharmonic with that they determine

on their common diameter.

c. When two circles are orthogonal to two others^ both pairs
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determine equiariharmonic systems^ each on the circles of the other

and on their own common diameter.

Cor. 3°. If, in property c of Cor. T, one of the two intersect-

ing circles be conceived to vary while the other and the two

intersected circles remain fixed; since then, by virtue of the

general property (193, Cor. 8°), the variable circle intersecting

two fixed circles at two constant angles intersects at a third

constant angle every third fixed circle coaxal with them, it

follows consequently, from that property, that

—

When a variable circle intersects any two fioced circles at any

two constant angles ; a. its arc intercepted hy either is cut in a

constant anharmonic ratio hy the other / h, its arcs intercepted hy

both are cut in constant anharmonic ratios hy all fixed circles

coaxal with hoth,

317. The two following reciprocal properties, respecting any

two coneyclic triads of points and tangents, are in the modern

geometry of the circle what those of Art. (293) are in that of

the point and line, and lead to as many and important conse-

quences in the applications of the theory of anharmonic section.

If A^ B^ C he any three points on [or tangents to) a circle^

A\ B\ C any other three points on [or tangents to) the same

circle^ and X, Y^ Z the three intersections [or connectors) of the

three pairs of connectors [or intersections) EC and B' C^ CA'

and C'Aj AB' and A'B; the three points [or lines) X, Y, Z are

collinear [or concurrent) ; and their line of collinearity [or point

of concurrence) determines with the circle two points [or tangents)

M and N connected with the two original triads A^ B, G and

A\ B\ C hy the three groups of equianharmonic relations

{BCMN] = {B'C'MN}-i

{CAMN] = [C'A'MN]\ (i),

{ABMN]=^[A'B'MN\)

{AA'MN] = {BB'MN}^[CC'MN} (2),

[ABCM] = {A'B'G'M}\

{ABCN] = [A'B'C'N]\
^^^*

For, if M and N be the two points, fig. (a), (or tangents,

fig, (a')), determined with the circle by the line of connection
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(or point of intersection) / of any two, X and Y suppose, of the

three points (or lines) X, F, Z] then since the two triads of

concyclic points (or tangents) B^ (7, M and (7', B\ N are in

perspective, therefore, by the first parts of the two reciprocal

properties of Art. 311,

[BCMN] = [B'C'MN] and [BB'MN] = [CCMN].,. [a]
;

and since the two triads C^ A^ M and A\ C", N are in perspec-

tive, therefore, by the same,

[CAMN] = {C'A'MN] and {CC'MN} = {AA'MN}... {b)
;

therefore, by the general property (1°) Art. 282, or directly as

regards the second equivalents,

{ABMN} = {A'B'MN} and {AA'MN} = {BB'MN}... {c)
;

and therefore, by the second parts of the two reciprocal proper-

ties of Art. 311, the two triads A, B, M and B\ A\ iV'are in

perspective ; which proves the first parts of the above reciprocal

properties, and with them the two groups of equianharmonic

relations (1) and (2), from either of which the group (3) follows

immediately by virtue of the general property 2°, Cor. 3°,

Art. 282.

Cor. 1°. If X\ Y', Z' be the three intersections (or con-

nectors) of the three pairs of connectors (or intersections) BG
and B'G\ CA and G'A\ AB and A'B' -^ it may, of course, be

shewn, in precisely the same manner, that the three triads

of points (or lines) 7', ^', X; ^', X', T; X', Y\ Z are also

collinear (or concurrent) ; their three lines of collinearity (or

points of concurrence) determining, with that of the triad X,

y, Z^ a tetragram (or tetrastigm), of which the three pairs of

corresponding points (or lines) X and X', Y and Y\ Z and Z'
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are the three pairs of opposite intersections (or connectors)

;

and each line (or point) determining two points on (or tangents

to) the circle connected with the original six by three groups

of equlanharmonic relations similar to the above, and differing

only in the interchange of the constituents of the two corres-

ponding reversed pairs of the three A and A\ B and B\
G and C in the several equivalents which contain them.

CoR. 2°. In the particular case when the three equlan-

harmonic systems of points (or tangents) A^ A\ M^ N\ B^ B'j

M, N', G, G\ M, N of group (2) are harmonic, that is, when

the three intercepted arcs^^', BB\ GG' are cut harmonically by

the intercepted arc MN', since then (281) {AA'MN} = {AAMN],
{BB'MN] = [B'BMN], [ GG'MN] = {

G' GMN], therefore the two

points (or tangents) M and N are the same for the three lines of

coUinearity (or points of concurrence) of the three triads F',

Z', X; Z', X\ 7; X', F, Z, as for that of the triad X, Y, Z',

and therefore the whole six points (or lines) X and X', Fand Y\

Z and Z' lie on the same line (or pass through the same point) I.

In this case it is evident, from (257), that the three lines of

connection (or points of intersection) AA\ BB\ GG' of the

three pairs of corresponding points (or tangents) A and A\

B and -B', G and G' are concurrent (or colllnear), and that the

line (or point) / is the polar of their point of concurrence (or

the pole of their line of coUinearity) with respect to the

circle ; a property, the converse of which, for two concyclic triads

of points (or tangents) in perspective, is evident from Art. 261.

Cor. 3°. In the same case it is easily seen that, as the three

pairs of concyclic points (or tangents) A and A\ B and B\
G and G' divide harmonically the arc of the circle MN in-

tercepted between the two points (or tangents) M and iV, so

the three pairs of colllnear points (or concurrent lines) X and X\
Y and Y\ Z and Z' divide harmonically the segment (or angle)

MN intercepted between them. For, since, by the general pro-

perty of Art. 285,

{MNXX']=:[G'.MNBB'} or [B'.MNGG'},

{MNYY']^[A'J1NGG'] or {G\MNAA'],

{MNZZ'}^{B\MNAA'} or {A'.MNBB'};
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and since, by hypothesis, the three coneyclic systems of points

(or tangents) M, JV, A, A' ; if, N, B, B' ; M, iV, 0, C are

harmonic ; therefore the three coUinear (or concurrent) systems

of points (or lines) M, JV, X, X' ; M, N, F, Y' ; M, iV, Z, Z'

are harmonic, and therefore &c. The converse of this property,

for two concyclic triads of points (or tangents) in perspective, is

evident from Cor. 5°, Art. 282.

Cor. 4°. That, in the same case, the three pairs of coUinear

points (or concurrent lines) X and X\ Y and Y\ Z and Z' con-

stitute a system of six constituents, corresponding two and two

in opposite pairs, every four of which are equianharmonic with

their four opposites, follows also immediately from the pre-

ceding Cor. 3°. For, the three intercepted segments (or angles)

XX\ YY\ ZZ having a common segment (or angle) of har-

monic section, real or imaginary, MN^ therefore &c. The

converse of this property also, for two concyclic triads of points

(or tangents) in perspective, is, like the preceding, evident from

Cor. 5°, Art. 282.

318. From the two reciprocal properties of the preceding

article, the following inferences, in pairs reciprocals of each

other, may be shewn in precisely the same manner as the cor-

responding inferences of Art. (294) from those of its preceding

article (293).

1°. The three pairs of concyclic points (or tangents) A and

A!^ B and B\ G and C may be regarded as determining three

chords (or angles) AA\ BB'j GC inscribed (or exscribed) to the

circle to which they belong, of which, taken in pairs, the three

points (or lines) X, F, Z are three of the six centres (or axes)

of perspective ; every two of which evidently become changed

into their two opposites by the interchange of extremities of

one of the two determining chords (or angles), those of the

other remaining unchanged ; hence, generally, from the first

parts, and from the equianharmonic relations (1) of the second

parts, of the two reciprocal properties in question.

a. For every three chords inscribed to the same circle^ taken in

pairs, the six centres of perspective lie three and three on four
lines ; each of which determines two points on the circle which

divide equianharmonically the three arcs intercepted hy the chords.
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CL, For every three angles exscrihed to the same circle^ taken in

pairs
J
the six axes ofperspective pass three and three through four

points ; each of which determines two ta7igents to tJie circle which

divide equianharmonically the three arcs intercepted hy the angles.

In the particular case when the directions of the three

chords (or the vertices of the three angles) AA\ BB\ CC are

concurrent (or collinear) ; the six centres (or axes) of perspective

of the three pairs they determine, being then, by Art. 261, all

collinear with the polar of their point of concurrence (or con-

current with the pole of their line of collinearity) with respect

to the circle, the four lines (or points) of the general case then

coincide ; and the two points or tangents they determine with

the circle, by Art. 257, divide harmonically the three arcs

intercepted by the chords (or angles).

2''. The two coneyclic triads of points (or tangents) A^ B, G
and A'^ B\ C may be regarded as the two triads of alternate

vertices (or sides) of a hexagon AB'GA'BC inscribed (or ex-

scribed) to the circle to which they belong, of which A and A\
B and B\ C and G' are the three pairs of opposite vertices

(or sides), and JT, F, Z the three intersections (or connectors)

of the three pairs of opposite sides (or vertices) BG' and B' (7,

GA' and G'A^ AB' and A'B] hence, generally, from the first

parts, and from the equianharmonic relations (2) and (3) of the

second parts of the same, respectively

—

a. In every hexagon inscribed to a circle^ the three intersec-

tions of opposite sides are collinear ; and their line of collinearity

determines two points on the circle which form equianharmonic

systems^ separately with the two triads of alternate^ and con-

jointly with the three pairs of opposite^ vertices of the hexagon,

a'. In every hexagon exscribed to a circle^ the three connectors

of opposite vertices are concurrent ; and their point of concurrence

determines two tangents to the circle which form equianharmonic

systems^ separately with the two triads of alter^iate^ and conjointly

with the three pairs of opposite^ sides of the hexagon.

By virtue of the fundamental property of triangles in per-

spective (140), the first parts of these latter properties are

evidently identical with the celebrated theorems of Pascal and

Brianchon, established already, on other considerations, in Art.

148, and generalized subsequently, on principles independent
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of the circumstance as to whether the two points (or tangents)

ilf and iVare imaginary or real, in Art. 302.

3°. In the two concycllc triads of points (or tangents) A,
B, C and J', B\ G\ if, while the three constituents A^ B^ G of

either and any two A' and B' of the other are supposed to

remain fixed, the third constituent C of the latter be conceived

to vary, causing of course the simultaneous variation of the two

constituents X and Y of the collinear (or concurrent) triad

Xj Yj Z'j since then, of the variable triangle XYC\ the three

sides (or vertices) turn round the three fixed points (or move
on the three fixed lines) A^ B^ Z^ and the two vertices (or sides)

X and Y move on the two fixed lines (or turn round the two

fixed points) GB' and GA^ while the third vertex (or side) 0'

describes (or envelopes) the circle to which the concyclic points

(or tangents) belong j hence, conversely

—

a, Wherij of a variable triangle whose sides turn roundfixed

points^ two of the vertices move on fixed lines whose intersections

with each other^ and with the corresponding sides of the fixed

triangle dMermined by the points^ form with the opposite vertices of

that triangle a concyclic system of points ; the third vertex de-

scribes the circle determined by the five points,

a, When^ of a variable triangle whose vertices move on fixed

lineSj two of the sides turn round fixed points whose connectors

with each other ^ and with the corresponding vertices of the fixed

triangle determined by the lines^ form with the opposite sides of
that triangle a concyclic system of tangents j the third side en^

velopes the circle determined by the five tangents.

The locus and envelope of these latter properties, as well as

those of 5°, Art. 294, are evidently particular cases of the more

general " locus of the third vertex of a variable triangle whose

remaining vertices move on fixed lines while its three sides

turn round fixed points" and " envelope of the third side of

a variable triangle whose remaining sides turn round fixed

points while its three vertices move on fixed lines ;" which, in

general, by reciprocation of the above to an arbitrary circle,

are easily seen to be the more general figures into which the

circle becomes transformed by reciprocation (173).

4°. In the two concyclic triads of points (or tangents) A^

J?, G and A\ B\ G\ if, while two pairs of corresponding con-
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stituents A and A\ B and B' are supposed to remain fixed, the

third pair be conceived to vary, causing of course the simul-

taneous variation of the two non-corresponding constituents

X and Y of the collinear (or concurrent) triad JT, Y, Z'^ since

then, in every position of the variable tctragram (or tetrastigm)

determined by the four lines (or points) AC and A'C^ BC
and B'G turning round the four fixed points (or moving on the

four fixed tangents) A and A\ B and B\ the pair of opposite

intersections (or connectors) C and G ' lie on (or touch) the circle

to which the concyclic triads belong, while the remaining two

pairs connect through (or intersect on) the two centres (or axes)

of perspective of the two inscribed chords (or exscribed angles)

AB and A'B' ; hence, generally

—

a, When^ of a variable tetragram whose four lines turn round

four fixed concyclic points^ a pair of opposite intersections de-

scribe the circle determined by the points^ the two remaining pairs

connect through the intersections of the two corresponding pairs of

opposite connectors of the points,

h. When
J of a variable tetrastigm whose four points move on

four fixed concyclic tangents^ a pair of opposite connectors envelope

the circle determined by the tangents^ the two remaining pairs

intersect on the connectors ofthe two corresponding pairs of opposite

intersections of the tangents,

319. The two groups of equianharmonic relations («) and («')

of the same article (317) supply obvious and rapid solutions of

the two following pairs of reciprocal problems, than which, as

will appear in the sequel, none, perhaps, are of more importance

in the applications of the theory of anharmonic section, viz.

—

Given two concyclic triads ofpoints {or tangents) Aj B, G and

A\ B\ G' whose constituents correspond in pairs A and A'^

B and B\ G and G '; to determine the two concyclic points {or

tangents) M and N which form equianharmonic systems ; 1°,

separately with the two triads; 2°, conjointly with their three

pairs of corresponding constituents.

For, constructing the hexagon AB'GA'BG' (see figures of

Art. 317) of which the two given triads of points (or tangents)

A^ jB, G and A'^ B\ G' are the two triads of alternate vertices

(or sides), and their three pairs of corresponding constituents
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A and A\ B and B\ G and C the three pairs of opposite

vertices (or sides) ; that is, the hexagon determined by the

two lines of connection (or points of intersection) of each

constituent A^ Bj (7 of either triad with the two non-cor-

responding constituents B* and C\ C and A\ A' and B' of

the other triad; then, by the relations in question, the line of

collinearity (or point of concurrence) of the three intersections

of its opposite sides (or the three connectors of its opposite

vertices) X, Y, Z determines with the circle the two points (or

tangents) M and iV, real or imaginary, which (see 2°, of the

preceding article) solve at once the two problems.

In the particular case when the three lines of connection (or

points of intersection) AA\ BB\ CC of the three pairs of

corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C are

concurrent (or collinear), that is, when the two given triads of

points (or tangents) are in perspective ; then, as already noticed

in Cor. 2°, of Art. 317, the polar of their point of concurrence

(or the pole of their line of collinearity) with respect to the circle

is the line (or point) which determines with the latter the two

points (or tangents) M and N^ real or imaginary, which solve

at once the two problems.

320. The two following reciprocal properties, respecting the

two triangles determined by any two concyclic triads of points

or tangents in perspective, follow also from the same, or from

the reciprocal theorems of Pascal and Brianchon, Arts. (148)

and (302), with which, as shewn in the preceding 318, 2°, their

first parts are virtually identical, viz.

—

a. When two triangles inscribed to the same circle are in per-

spective^ the three lines of connection of the vertices of either with

any point on the circle intersect with the corresjponding sides of the

other at three j^oints collinear with each other and with the

centre ofperspective.

a\ When two triangles exscrihed to the same circle are in per-

spective^ the three points of intersection of the sides of either with

any tangent to the circle connect with the corresponding vertices of

the other hy three lines concurrent with each other and with the

axis ofperspective.

For, if A^ Bj C and A, B\ C be the two triads of vertices
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(or sides) of the two triangles, their centre (or axis) of

perspective, D any arbitrary point on (or tangent to) the circle,

and X, F, Z the three points of intersection (or lines of connec-

tion) of the three lines (or points) I)A\ DB\ DC with the three

BC.) GAj AB respectively ; then since, in the three Pascal

(or Brianchon) hexagons whose vertices (or sides) in consecutive

order are respectively DB'BACC, DC CBAA', DA'A CBB', the

three triads of points (or lines) YOZ, ZOX, XOY are those

determining their three Pascal lines (or Brianchon points) re-

spectively, therefore &c.

—

N.B. In the particular case when, in the first of the above

pair of reciprocal properties (a), the centre of perspective of

the two triangles ABC and A'B'C is the centre of the circle;

the three lines DA\ DB', DC being then perpendiculars to the

three DA^ DBj DC (Euc. iii. 31), the property consequently

becomes that established on other principles in Ex. 6°, Art. 137.

If D' be the point (or tangent) corresponding to D in the

same perspective with the two inscribed (or exscribed) triangles

ABC and A'B'C; and X', T, Z' the three points of intersec-

tion (or lines of connection) of the three lines (or points) D'A^

D'B, DC with the three B'C , CA', A'B' respectively; it is

easy to shew, in the same manner precisely as above, that the

three points [or lines) X'j F', Z\ which hy the above are collinear

[or concurrent) with each other and with the point [or line) 0, are

also collinear [or concurrent) with the three X, Y^ Z^ with which

they consequently (313) determine^ in three oj)posite pairs X and X\
Y and Y'^ Z and Z'^ a system of six constituents^ every four of

which are equianharmonic with their four opposites. For, in the

three Pascal (or Brianchon) hexagons whose vertices (or sides)

in consecutive order are respectively B'DD'CAA'^ CDD'ABB',
A'DD'BCCj the three triads of points (or lines) YOZ', ZOX',
XOY' being those determining their three Pascal lines (or

Brianchon points) respectively, therefore &c.

In the same case, it is easy to shew also that the tico triads

of collinear points [or concurrent lines) X, Y, Z and X', Y' , Z'

determine equianharmonic systems with the centre [or axis) of

perspective 0. For, since, by (285), {XYZO} = {D.A'B'C'D'}

and {X'Y'Z'0} = {D'.ABCD}, and since, by (314), {A'B' CD'}
= {ABCD}, therefore {XYZO} = {X'Y'Z'O} ; and therefore &c.
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This property is evidently a particular case of that established

on other principles for any two triangles in perspective in

Art. 295, Cor. 6°.

By reciprocation to an arbitrary circle, the above, as well as

all the other pairs of reciprocal properties established in this

chapter, with all the consequences to which they lead in the

geometry of the circle, are seen at once to be true, not only of

circles, but generally of all figures into which circles become

transformed by reciprocation ; all such, as noticed in the opening

article (305), possessing alike the two fundamental anharmonic

properties a and a of that article, from which, as has been seen,

all the others established in the chapter have been successively

inferred.

VOL, II,
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CHAPTER XIX.

THEORY OF HOMOGRAPHIC DIVISION.

321. Two rows of points or pencils of rays, or a row
points and a pencil of rays, A^ B, (7, i>, J^, F, &c. and A\ B\
C", D\ E\ F\ &c. whose constituents correspond in pairs A
and ^', B and B\ G and 0', D and D\ E and ^', F and i^,

&c. are said to be homographic (282) when every four con-

stituents of one and the four corresponding constituents of the

other are equianharraonic (278). Every two similar rows of

points or pencils of rays (268) ; every row of points and pencil

of rays determined by it, or pencil of rays and row of points

determined by it (285) ; every row of points and pencil of rays

reciprocal to each other with respect to any circle (292) ; are

evidently thus related to each other.

In accordance with the above definition of homography be-

tween two rows of points or pencils of rays, or a row of points

and a pencil of rays, whose constituents correspond in pairs

;

two variable points or lines, or a variable point and line, dividing

two fixed segments or angles, or a fixed segment and angle, so

that every four positions of one and the four corresponding

positions of the other are equlanharmonic, are said to divide

homogra^phically the two segments or angles, or the segment

and angle ; the two systems of constituents determined by their

several pairs of corresponding positions being, as above defined,

homographlc. Hence the meaning and origin of the name

homographic division as applied, by Chasles, to this the process by

which homographic systems are most frequently generated in fl

modern geometry.

322. Two systems of points on or tangents to, or a system

of points on and a system of tangents to, the same circle, or two

I
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different circles, .4, B, G, D, E, F, &c. and A\ B', C\ D\ E\
F\ &c. whose constituents correspond in pairs A and A\ B and

B\ C and (7', D and i>', E and E\ F and F\ &c. are also said

to be homographic under the same circumstances as rows of

points and pencils of rays ; viz., when every four constituents of

one and the four corresponding constituents of the other are

equianharmonic (309). Every two similar systems of points on

or tangents to the same circle or two different circles (305)

;

every system of points on and the corresponding system of

tangents to the same circle (307) ; every two systems of points

on or tangents to the same circle in perspective with each other

to any centre or axis (315) ; are evidently thus related to each

other.

It will appear in the sequel that homographic systems of

points on, or of tangents to, the same circle possess not unfre-

quently comparative facilities of management in the general

case when the radius of the circle is finite, which are altogether

lost in the two extreme cases when it is either evanescent or

infinite; and when, consequently, the two systems of points

are collinear in the one case, and the two systems of tangents

concurrent in the other.

323. As two or more magnitudes of any kind when equal to

a common magnitude are equal to each other ; it is evident,

from the conditions of homography as stated in the two preced-

ing articles (see Cor. 2°, Art. 278), that when two or more systems

of any species are homographic with a common system^ they are

homographic with each other / and their several pairs or groups

of constituents which correspond to the same constituent of the

eommon system correspond to each other. All rows of points or

pencils of rays in perspective with the same row or pencil (285)

;

all rows or points or pencils of rays reciprocals to the same pencil

or row with respect to different circles (292) ; all pencils of rays

determined by the same system of points on a circle at different

points on the circle, and all rows of points determined by the

same system of tangents to a circle on different tangents to the

circle (305) ; all systems of points determined by the same pencil

of rays on different circles passing through its vertex, and all

systems of tangents determined by the same row of points

p2
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to different circles touching its axis (309) ; are thus homographi

with each other.

And as, again, two or more magnitudes of any kind when

equal, not all as above to a common magnitude, but each instead

to a diflferent one of as many equal magnitudes, are also equal

to each other; it follows consequently, as evidently, from the

same conditions, that when two or more systems of any species

are homograpMc each with a different one of as many homographic

systems^ they are homograpMc with each other ; and their several

pairs or groups of constituents which correspond to corresponding

pairs or groups of the homograpMc systems correspond to each

other. All rows of points or pencils of rays determined by

homographic pencils of rays or rows of points (285) ; all rows

of points or pencils of rays in perspective with homographic

rows or pencils (285) ; all rows of points or pencils of rays

reciprocals to homographic pencils of rays or rows of points

with respect to circles (292) ; all systems of points determined

by homographic pencils of rays on circles passing through

their vertices, or systems of tangents determined by homo-

graphic rows of points to circles touching their axes (305) ; all

systems of points on or tangents to common circles in per-

spective with homographic systems of points on or tangents

to the same circles (315) ; are thus homographic with each

other.

324. The relation of homography between two or more

systems of any species, whose constituents correspond in pairs

or groups A^ A\ A'\ &c. ; B, B\ B'\ &c. ; (7, 0', C'\ &c.

;

D, D\ D'\ &c.; E, E, K\ &c.; F, F\ F'\ &c.; &c., may be

always symbolically represented, as observed in Art. 282, by the

obvious extension of Dr. Salmon's very convenient notation for

the equianharmonicism of any groups of their corresponding

quartets, viz.

—

{ABGDEF^ii}^ = {AB'CD'EF &c.} = {A'E'C"D"E'F' &c.}

= &c. The essential precaution, respecting uniformity of order

among the corresponding constituents in the several groups,

being of course invariably attended to in every case of its

employment (see 279.)
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325. The followmg are some fundamental examples of cases

of homographic division, grouped in reciprocal pairs, in all of

which the relation of homography between the generated systems

appears from the nature of the law connecting the several pairs,

or groups, of corresponding constituents, which is given in each.

Ex. a. Two variable points on a fixed line or circle, either separated by

a constant interval, or having a fixed middle point, determine two homo-

graphic systems ofpoints on the line or circle.

Ex. a'. Two variable tangents to a fixed point or circle, either inclined at

a constant angle, or having a fixed middle tangent, determine two homo-

graphic systems of tangents to the point or circle.

For, in each of the eight cases alike, the two generated systems are

evidently similar, and therefore homographic by the simplest criterion of

the relation (321).

Ex. b. A variable line, intersecting a fixed circle at any constant angle,

determines two homographic systems ofpoints on every concentric circle.

Ex. b'. A variable point, subtending a fixed circle at any constant angle,

determines two homographic systems of tangents to every concentric circle.

Here again, in both cases alike, the two generated systems are evidently

similar, and therefore, as in the preceding examples, homographic by the

simplest criterian of the relation (321).

Ex. c. A variable line, enveloping afixed circle, determines homographic

systems (^points on allfixed tangents to the circle.

Ex. c'. A variable point, describing afixed circle, determines homographic

systems of rays at allfixed points on the circle.

For, all the pencils in the latter case being similar (25, V), and all the

rows in the former case determining similar pencils at the centre of the

circle (25, 2°) ; therefore &c. (285).

Ex. d. A variable line, turning round a fixed point, determines homo-

graphic systems of points, on all fixed lines, and on all fixed circles passing

through the point.

Ex. d'. A variable point, moving on afixed line, determines homographic

systems of tangents, to all fixed points, and to all fixed circles touching the

line.

For, all the generated systems being, in each case, homographic with

the determining pencil or row (285 and 306) ; therefore &c. (323).

Ex. e. Two variable lines, turning round a fixed point, and either in-

clified at a constant angle or having a fixed middle line, determine homo-

graphic systems ofpoints, on all fixed lines, and on all fixed circles passing

through the point.

Ex. e'. Two variable points, moving on a fixed line, and either separated

by a constant interval or having a fixed middle point, determine homographic

systems of tangents, to all fixed points, and to all fixed circles touching the

line.
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For, in both cases of each, as in the preceding examples, all the

generated systems being homographic with their determining pencils or

rows (285 and 306); and the latter, by examples a and a', being homo-

graphic with each other ; therefore &c. (323).

Ex. f. A variable line, turning round a fixed point, determines two

homographic systems ofpoints on angfixed circle.

Ex./'. A variable point, moving on a fixed line, determines two homo-

graphic systems of tangents to anyfixed circle.

For, in both cases alike, every two quartets of corresponding constituents

of the two generated systems are equianharmonic (315, a and a'); and

therefore &c. (321).

Ex. g. A variable line, turning round either centre of perspective of two

fixed circles (207), determines four homographic systems of points on the

two circles.

Ex. g". A variable point, moving on either axis of perspective of two

fixed circles (207), determines four homographic systems of tangents to the

two circles.

For, in both cases, each system for either circle being homologous or

antihomologous (198 and 204), and therefore homographic (316), with one

of the two for the other circle ; and the two for the same circle being

homographic, by the preceding examples/ and/'; therefore &c. (323).

Ex. h. Two variable points on afixed line or circle, dividing harmoni-

cally a fixed segment of the line or arc of the circle, determine two

homographic systems of points on the line or circle,

Ex. /*'. Two variable tangents to a fixed point or circle, dividing

harmonically afixed angle at the point or arc of the circle, determine two

homographic systems of tangents to the point or circle.

For, in the latter cases of both, the two systems, being in perspective

(257), are consequently, as in examples / and /', homographic by (315, a

and a') ; and they evidently involve the former (309) ; which however follow

at once directly from (3°, Cor. 4°, Art. 282).

Ex. i. Two variable points on a fixed line or circle, dividing equian-

harmonically twofixed segments of the line or arcs of the circle, determine

two homographic systems ofpoints on the line or circle.

Ex. i'. Two variable tangents to afixed point or circle, dividing equi-

anharmonically twofixed angles at the point or arcs of the circle, determine

two homographic systems of tangents to the point or circle.

For, in the latter cases of both again, the two systems, being in perspec-

tive (313), are consequently, as in the preceding examples, homographic by

(315, a and a'); and they also evidently involve the former (309); which

however are reduced at once to those of the preceding examples by (283,

Cor. 1°), from which it appears that any two sectors C and C, which cut

AB' and BA' equianharmonically, are harmonic conjugates with respect to

the two M and N which cut AA' and BB' harmonically ; and therefore 8zc.

Ex.j. Two variable lines, dividing a fixed angle harmonically, or two

fixed angles having a common vertex equianharmonically, determine homo-
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graphic systems ofpoints^ on allfixed lines, and on allfixed circles passing

thi'ough the vertex of the angle or angles.

Ex./. Two variable points, dividing a fixed segment harmonically, or

two fixed segments having a common axis equianharmonically, determine

homographic systems of tangents, to allfixed points, and to allfixed circles

touching the axis of the segment or segments.

For, in both cases of each, as in examples e and e\ all the generated

systems are homographic with their determining pencils or rows (285 and

306); and the latter, by examples h and A", or i and »', are homographic

with each other; and therefore he. (323).

Ex. k. When, ofa variable polygon of any order inscribed to afixed

circle, all the sides hut one turn roundfixed points, or envelope fixed circles

concentric vrith the original ; the several vertices determine so many homo-

graphic systems ofpoints on the circle.

Ex. k'. When, of a variable polygon of any order exscribed to a, fixed

circle, all the vertices but one move onfixed lines, or describe fixed circles

concentric with the original; the several sides determine so many homo-

graphic systems of tangents to the circle.

These follow immediately as corollaries from examples/ and /', or b

and b'; the two extremities of every restricted (and therefore (323) of the

single unrestricted) side, in the former case, and the two sides of every

restricted (and therefore (323) of the single unrestricted) angle, in the latter

case, determining homographic systems ; and therefore &c.

Ex. I. When, ofa variable polygon of any order all whose vertices move

onfixed lines, all the sides but one turn round fixed points, or envelope

fixed circles touching the pairs of lines on lohich their extremities move

;

the several vertices determine so many homographic systems ofpoints on the

seve7^al lines.

Ex. I. When, ofa variable polygon of any order all whose sides turn

roundfixed points, all the angles but one move on fixed lines, or describe

fixed circles passing through the pairs of points round which their ex-

tremities turn ; the several sides determine so many homographic systems

of rays at the several points.

These follow immediately as corollaries from examples d and d\ or e and

c'; by virtue of which the demonstrations just given for the two preceding ex-

amples k and k', without modification of any kind, apply word for word to

them also. The first parts of both are evidently included in those of the

two following, under which they come respectively as particular cases; viz.

—

Ex. m. When, of a variable polygon of any order all whose vertices

move onfixed lines, all the sides but one subtend at fixed points angles, of
constant magnitudes, or having fixed middle lines, or dividing harmoni-

callyfixed angles, or dividing equianharmonically pairs affixed angles, at

the points : the several vertices determine so many homographic systems of
points on the several lines.

Ex. m'. When, of a variable polygon of any order all whose sides turn

round fixed points, all the angles but one intercept on fixed lines segments^
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of constant magnitudeSy or havingfixed middle pmntSy or dividing liarmoni-

callyfixed segments, or dividing equianharmonically pairs affixed segments,

on the lines ; the several sides determine so many homographic systems of
rays at the several points.

These follow immediately as corollaries from examples e and e', or

j and f; by virtue of which the same demonstrations again, without

modification of any kind, apply to them also. That all four cases of

both properties are included in a single reciprocal pair, under which

they come alike as particular cases, will appear further on in the present

phapter.

Ex. n. Whenj of a figure of any nature, variable in magnitude and
position but invariable inform, three pointsfixed relatively to it move on

fixed lines; aU pointsfixed relatively to it move on fixed lines, and deter-

mine homogj'aphic systems ofpoints on the several lines.

Ex. n'. When, of afigure of any nature, variable in magnitude and

position but invariable inform, three linesfi^ed relatively to it turn round

fixedpoints; all lines fixed relatively to it turn round fixed points, and

determine homographic systems of rays at the several points.

The first parts of these properties have been already established in

Art. 66 ; from which as it appears also, from the invariability of one point

fixed relatively to the figure in either case, that the several points determine

similar rows on their several lines in the former case, and that (as is other-

wise evident from their necessarily revolving simultaneously through equal

angles) the several lines determine similar pencils at their several points in

the latter case ; therefore &c.

Ex. o. If the three vertices of a variable triangle of constant species

move onfixed lines, their mean centres, for all triads of constant multiples

(86), move on fixed lines, and determine homographic systems of points on

the several lines.

Ex. <?'. If the three sides ofa variable triangle of constant species turn

roundfixed points, their central axes,for all triads of constant multiples

(120), turn round fixed points, and determine homographic systems of

rays at the several points.

These properties are evidently particular cases of the preceding ex-

amples; the mean centres of the three vertices, and the central axes of the

three sides, of a triangle of given species, being evidently fixed relatively to

the figure for all systems of fixed multiples ; and therefore &c. They have

been given merely with prospective reference to the more general properties

into which they become transformed by a process to be explained in another

chapter.

326. The several examples of the preceding article have

been given, as stated at its commencement, grouped in pairs,

one concerning systems of points and the other concerning

systems of lines, and each reciprocating to an arbitrary circle
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either Into the other or into some more general property involving

the other. Those of the present article again, though all con-

cerning systems of points only, and those determined by variable

circles, are also given grouped in pairs connected by a different

and not less interesting law, which will form the subject of

another chapter.

Ex. a. A variable circle, passing through two fixed points, determines

two homographic systems ofpoints on anyfixed line {or circle.)

For, in the former case, the pencil determined by either system at either

point is similar to that determined by the other system at the other point

(Euc. III. 21, 22); and therefore &c. by Art. 323. And, in the latter case

the two systems are in perspective at a centre on the line containing the

points (52); and therefore &c. by Ex./of the preceding article.

Ex. b. A variable circle, coaxal with two fixed points, determines two

homx)graphic systems ofpoints on anyfixed line {or circle).

For, in the former case, the pencils determined by the two systems at

either point are similar (192, Cor. 4°) ; and therefore &c. by Art. 323. And,

in the latter case, as in the preceding example, the two systems are in per-

spective at a centre on the axis of reflexion of the points (187, 2°); and

therefore &c., by Ex. / of the preceding article. This example and

the preceding combined express evidently a common property of a

variable circle of any coaxal system (184).

Ex. c. A variable circle, passing through twofixed points, determines two

homographic systems ofpoints on any twofixed lines {or circles) passing each

through one or both through either of the points.

For, in either case of the former, the two systems are evidently similar

to that determined by the centre of the variable circle on the fixed line it

describes ; and therefore &c. (323). And, in either case of the latter, the

pencils determined by the two systems at the fixed point or points through

which their containing circles pass, are evidently orthogonal, and therefore

similar, to those determined at the centers of those circles by the centre of

the variable circle ; and both systems being consequently, as in the former

case, homographic with the row determined by the centre of the common
generating circle, therefore &c. (323).

Ex. d. Two variable circles, passing through two fixed points, and either

intersecting at a constant angle or making equal {or supplemental) angles

with a fixed circle passing through the points, determine two homographic

systems ofpoints on anyfixed line [or circle) passing through either point.

For, in either case of the former, the two systems being evidently

similar to those determined by the respective centers of their generating

circles on the common axis they describe; and the latter being homo-

graphic, by Ex. e of the preceding article ; therefore &c. (323). And,

in either case of the latter, the pencils determined by the two systems

at the fixed point through which their containing circle passes, being
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evidently orthogonal, and therefore similar, to those determined at the

centre of that circle by the respective centres of their generating circles;

and the two rows determined by the latter on the common axis they describe

being, as in the former case, homographic ; therefore &c. (323).

Ex. e. A variable circle, passing through ajixed point, and intersecting a

jixed line {or circle) at right angles, determines two homographic systems of
points on the line {or circle).

For, in either case, the variable circle passing also in every position

through a second fixed point, the inverse of the original with respect to

the fixed line or circle (156), the property, in either case, is consequently

evident from Ex. a. of the present article.

Ex./. A variable circle, passing through a Jixed point, and intersecting a

Jixed line [or circle) at any constant angle, determines two homographic

systems ofpoints o» the line {or circle).

For, in the former case, the two variable lines, determined by the two

variable points of intersection with the fixed point, intersect at the constant

angle of intersection (22, 2°) ; and therefore &c. by Ex. e. of the preceding

article. And, in either case, the two variable circles, determined by the

two variable points of intersection with the original fixed point and with

any second arbitrarily assumed on the fixed line or circle, intersect at the

constant angle of intersection ; and therefore &c., by Ex. d. of the present

article. It is assumed in the latter proof that, of thefour circles which pass

each through a different triad of the same four points, the angle of intersec-

tion of any two is equal or supplemental to that of the remaining two ; a

property the reader may very easily prove for himself.

Ex. g. A variable circle, intersecting two fixed lines {or circles) at right

angles, determines four homographic systems of points on the two lines

{or circles).

For, in the former case, the centre of the variable circle being evidently

fixed at the intersection of the lines, the four generated systems are conse-

quently similar and equal ; and therefore &c. And, in the latter case, its

centre describing the radical axis of the circles (182, Cor. 5°), its four radii

to its four points of intersection with them, determine, by Ex. g' of the

preceding article, four homographic systems of tangents to them ; and

therefore &c. (322).

Ex. h. A variable circle, intersecting two fixed lines {or circles) at any

two constant angles, determines four homographic systems of points on the

two lines {or circles).

For, in the former case, the four systems are obviously similar to that

determined by the centre of the generating circle on the line on which it

evidently moves ; and therefore &c. (321). And, in either case, if Z7and V
be the two variable points of intersection with one line or circle, X and Y
those with the other, and P any fixed point arbitrarily assumed on either;

then, the two angles of intersection, and therefore their difference and their

sum, being constant, the two variable circles ?7PXand VPY pass through

a second fixed point Q, and the two UPY and VPX through a second
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fixed point i2, both on the other; therefore, by Ex. c of the present article,

the two systems determined by the two variable points U and V are homo-

graphic, respectively, with the two determined by the two X and Y in

consequence of the two fixed points F and Q, and with the two determined

by the two JTand X in consequence of the two P and H; and therefore &e.

It is assumed in the latter proof that a variable circle, passing through two

fixed points on two fixed lines or circles, intersects the latter at angles whose

difference or sum is constant, and that when the lines or circles, with the

sum or difference of the angles are given, the point on either determines

that on the other. Of these, however, the former can present no difiieulty

to the reader, and the latter is but an obvious inference from it.

Ex. i. A variable circle, intersecting twofixed lines {or circles) at constant

angles, determines 2n homographic systems of points on any n lines passing

through the point {or circles passing through the two points) of intersection 0/

the two.

For, a variable circle, intersecting two rays of a pencil, or circles of a

coaxal system, at constant angles, intersects, evidently in the former case,

and by (193, Cor. 8°) in the latter case, all rays of the pencil, or circles of

the system, at constant angles ; and therefore &c. by the preceding Ex. h.

In the particular cases when the original two, or any two, of the anglea

of intersection are right angles ; then, evidently in the former case, and by

(193, Cor. 5°) in the latter case, all the angles of intersection are right

angles; and the property is consequently evident from the comparatively

simple case of Ex. g.

Ex.y. A variable circle, passing through a fixed point, and intersecting

two fixed lines {or circles) at equal or supplemental angles, determinesfour

homographic systems of points on the two lines [or circles).

For, the variable circle passing, evidently in the former case, and by

(211, Cor. 6°, a) in the latter case, through a second fixed point, the re-

flexion of the original (50) with respect to the corresponding bisector,

external or internal, of the angle determined by the lines, or the anti-

homologue of the original (203) with respect to the corresponding centre of

perspective, external or internal, of the circles, determines consequent!)', by

Ex. a. of the present article, two homographic systems on each line or circle

separately ; and the systems on different lines or circles being in pairs,

evidently similar and equal in the former case, and, by (203), antihomo-

logous with respect to the corresponding centre of perspective in the latter

case; therefore &c., by (321), and Ex. g. of the preceding article.

Ex. k. A variable circle, intersecting threefixed lines {or circles) at equal

or at any invariable combination of equal and supplemental angles, determines

six homographic systems ofpoints on the three lines {or circles).

For, the variable circle determining, evidently in the former case, and by

(211, Cor. 6°, b) in the latter case, a system concentric with the correspond-

ing circle of the four that touch the three lines, or coaxal with the cor-

responding pair of conjugates of the eight that touch the four circles,

determines consequently, evidently in the former case, and by Ex. h. of the
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present article in the latter case, six similar and equal systems on the three

lines, or two homographic systems on each circle separately ; and as also, in

the latter case by (211), it determines on each pair of circles two systems

of antihomologous points with respect to their external or internal centre

of perspective according as its angles of intersection with them are equal or

supplemental, the two systems it determines on each circle are consequently,

by Ex. g of the preceding article, homographic each with one of the two it

determines on each of the remaining two j and therelbre &c.

327. When a variable pair of corresponding constituents of
any common or different species^ D and D\ are connected in every

position with three fixed pairs, A and A\ B and B\ C and C\
hy the constant relation {ABCD] — {A'B' CD']) they determine

two homographic systems, of which A and A\ Band B\ C and C
are three pairs of corresponding constituents.

For, as shewn in Art. 282, Cor. 1°, every four positions of I)

and the four corresponding positions of B' are equianharmonic

;

and when, in the course of their variation, D coincides with any

of the three A, B, (7, then B' coincides with the corresponding

one of the three A\ B\ C"; and therefore &c. (321).

It follows immediately from the above that, as regards two

homographic systems of any common or different species, any three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', Band B', G and C
may be entirely arbitrary ; but that once given, or taken, or known

in any manner, they determine completely the systems, and with

them, of course, all particulars directly or indirectly connected

with them. For, the relation [ABCB] = {A'B'G'B'], necessary

to the homography of the systems (321), determines, when
A and A', B and B', G and G' are known, the constituent D' or

D of either system corresponding to any given or assumed fourth

constituent D or D' of the other ; and, by the above, the two

systems determined by the simultaneous variation of D and U,
in accordance with that relation, are homographic, and have

A and A', B and B', G and G' for three of their pairs of cor-

responding constituents.

Since, conversely, for any two homographic systems of any

common or different species, if A and A', B and B', G and G'

be any three pairs of corresponding constituents, then for every

other pair D and D', by (321), [ABGD] = [AB' G'D']', the

criterion of homography furnished by the above is consequently
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perfectly general, and applicable to every case, without excep-

tion, of the generation of two homographic systems of any

common or different species by the simultaneous variation of a

pair of connected constituents D and D\

328. When a variable pair of corresponding constitttents of

any two coUinear or concurrent systems^ or of a collinear and

a concurrent system^ G and C", are connected in every position

with two fixed pairs^ A and A\ B and B'^ by the constant

relation

(
AG diiAG \ fA'_G' smA'G' \

\BG '''*

smBGJ'KB'G'
'''*

sin^'07

in any constant ratio^ positive or negative; they determine two

homographic systems^ of which A and A\ B and B' are two pairs

of corresponding constituents.

For, as shewn in Art. 282, Cor. 2°, if any one position

G and G' of the variable pair be regarded as fixed ; then, since

for every other position I> and I>\ by division of ratios,

fAG AD\
f
sinAG sinJLDx _ /A'G' A'D' \

\BG ' BD) ^^ WnBG' miBD) ~ \B'G' * B'D'J

(
^mA'G' ^mA'D'\

^^
VmB'G'\\nB'DT

therefore, as in the preceding article, {ABGD] — [A'B'G'D']*^

and therefore &c.

Conversely, For any two homographic systems^ both collinear

or concurrent^ or one collinear and one concurrent ; ifA and A'^

B and B' be any two pairs of corresponding constituents^ then
^
for

every other pair G and G\ the ratio

/AG sin£0\ /A'G' smA'G'\

\BG ^ ^mBGJ'KB'G' ^'^ smB'G'J

is constant^ both in magnitude and sign.

For, since for every other two pairs G and C, JD and i>', by

the homography of the systems, {ABGB} = {A'B'G'B'}, and

since, consequently,

(
AG AJD\ (smAG sinAI)\ _ (A'G' A^\
\BG * BD) ^^ [sinBG ' sinBBJ " \B'G' * B'D'J

(?mA'G' sin^'i>'\
^^

VinB'G' ' sm B'D'J '
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therefore at once, by alternation,

(
AG

or
8mAC\
bg)'sin

A'C B'mA'C

B'C
or

or
)K;

or

%mB'C

miA'D'

)

^(AD
~ \BD "* ^mBD) ' \B'D' ^^ sin5

and therefore &c.

It follows evidently, from this latter property, that

criterion of homography furnished by the above is, as regards

collinear and concurrent systems, as general as that of the pre-

ceding article ; and applies, equally with it, to every case,

without exception, of the generation of two homographic systems

of either species by the simultaneous variation of a pair of con-

nected constituents G and G',

Cor. From the first part of the above general property, it

follows, immediately, that

—

When two variable lines or points^ or a variable line and

pointy I and /', are connected in every position with two fixed

pairs ofpoints or lines ^ or with a fixedpair of points and a fixed

pair of lines^ A and B^ A' and B\ by the constant relation

(AI A'I'\ . . , (AIBI\
\BI ' Bl'J

^^ '^^ equivalent \-^j., : -^,j

in any constant ratio
^
positive or negative ; they divide the two

segments or angles^ or the segment and angle^ AB and A'B'j

homographically ; and the two pairs of corresponding constituents

in the two ratios^ A and A\ B and B\ are two pairs of corre-

sponding constituents in the two divisions.

For, if G and (7' be the two points of intersection or lines of

connection, or the point of intersection and line of connection,

of /and /' with -4^ and A'B' ) then, since, according to the

case, evidently,

(
AG _ iinAG\

or ^and A'G' sin^'O'
or 0- 5T'\BG "' smBGj~ BI """

\B'G' "' sin^'C"

therefore &c. These properties are useful in the modern theories

ofhomographic and of correlative transformation, as will appear in

the sequel in the chapters in which they are respectively discussed.

329. Two variable sectors, G and G\ dividing a fixed segment

or angle, AB, in any constant anharmonic ratio, positive or
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negative^ determine two homograpMc systems of points or rays

;

of which the two extremities^ A and B^ of the fixed segment or

angle constitute each a pair of corresponding constituents coin-

ciding with each other.

For, as in the more general property of the preceding article

(under the first part of which, as observed in Art. 282, Cor. 3°,

this manifestly comes as a particular case), if any one position G
andC of the variable pair be regarded as fixed; then since for every

other position D and D\ by hypothesis, [ABGC] = {ABDD}^
therefore, by (272), [ABCD] ={ABG'D'], and therefore, by

(327), D and D' determine two homographic systems, of which

A (= A') and B (= B') constitute each a pair of corresponding

constituents coinciding with each other ; as it is evident a priori

they ought, two variable magnitudes of any kind having a

constant ratio to each other (268), whatever be its magnitude or

sign, provided only it be finite, necessarily vanishing, becoming

infinite, and changing sign together.

Conversely, For any two homographic rows ofpoints or pencils

of rays having a common axis or vertex^ if A —A and B= B' he

two pairs of corresponding constituents which coincide with each

other ; then^for every other pair G and G' of their corres'ponding

constituents^ the anharmonic ratio of section of the intercepted

segment or angle AB is constant both in magnitude and sign.

For, since, for every other two pairs G and G'j I) and I)\ by

the homography of the systems and the hypothesis that A' and B'

coincide with A and B respectively, [ABGD] = {ABG'I)']', there-

fore, at once, by (272), [ABGG'} = {ABBB'} ; and therefore &c.

It will be shewn in the next chapter that, for every two

homographic rows of points or pencils of rays having a common
axis or vertex, there exist always two pairs of corresponding

points or rays, real or imaginary, which thus coincide with each

other, and which have been termed in consequence, by Chasles,

the double points or rays of the systems. Their properties and uses

are among the most interesting and important in the whole

theory of homographic division, and will form the entire

subject of the chapter.

330. Two variable points B and B' on two fixed lines^ the-

ratio of whose distances from two fixed points A and A' on the
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lines IS constant both in magnitude and sign, determine two Jiomo^

graphic systems^ of which A and A'^ and the two points at infinity

on the lines
J
are two pairs of corresponding constituents.

For, the systems being similar are tlierefore homographic;

and, whatever be the magnitude and sign of the ratio, provided

only it be finite, the two variable distances AB and A'B' vanish

and become infinite together ; and therefore &c.

Conversely, when two homographic rows of points are such

that the two points at infinity on their axes, co and oo ', are corrc"

sponding constituents of the systems^ they are similar.

For, if A and A\ B and B'^ G and C be any other three

pairs of their corresponding constituents, then since, by hypo-

thesis, {^i5(7oo } = {A'B'C<J^ '}, therefore (275)

BG:CA:AB=B'C':G'A' lA'B';

and therefore &c.

The criterion of similitude between two homographic rows of

points on any axes, supplied by the second part of the above,

viz. the correspondence of the point at infinity of one to the point

at infinity of the other^ is in all cases very readily applicable

;

depending, as there shewn, on the circumstance of similitude

only, and being independent, as shewn in the first part, of the

magnitude and sign of the ratio of similitude, provided only it

be finite.

Cor. In the particular case when the two points A and A'

coincide at the intersection I of the lines ; the species of the

variable triangle BIB' being then evidently constant, it follows

consequently from the first part of the above, (as is otherwise

evident) that a variable line^ determining with two fixed lines a

triangle of constant species^ divides the lines homographically

;

the common point and the point at infinity corresponding in each

division to the common point and the point at infinity in the other,

331. Two variable points G and G' on two fioced lineSy the

rectangle under whose distances form two fixed points A and B*

on the lines is constant both in magnitude and sign^ determine two

homographic systems ; of which A and B' correspond to the points

at infinity on the lines.

For, if any one position G and G' of the variable pair be
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regarded as fixed, then since, for every other position D and D\
by hypothesis, AC.B'C = AD.B'D\ and since consequently

GA : J)A = D'B' : G'B\ therefore, by (275),

{
CBAcc } = {U G'B'cjo '} = { G'B'ao 'B'] (280),

and therefore, by (327), D and U determine two homographic

systems, of which A and co
'
^ cc and B' are two pairs of corre-

sponding constituents ; as it is evident a priori they ought, one

side of a variable rectangle of any constant area, whatever be

its magnitude or sign, provided only it be finite, necessarily

vanishing as the other becomes infinite, and conversely.

Conversely, for any two homographic rows of points on any

axes^ ifA and B' he their points corresponding to those at infinity

on the axes^ then^ for every -pair G and G' of their corresponding

constituents
J
the rectangle AG.B'G' is constant both in magnitude

and sign.

For, since, for every two' pairs G and 0', I) and D\ by the

homography of the systems and the hypothesis as to A and B'j

{ GDA<x) } =
{
G'B'ao 'B'] = {U G'B'cf,

'] (280),

therefore, by (275), GA : DA = D'B' : G'B' ; from which, since

of course immediately AG.B'G' = AD.B'D'^ therefore &c.

In the exceptional case of two similar rows, the two points

A and B' being then at infinity (330), the constant rectangle

AG.B'G' becomes accordingly infinite, and the second part of

the above consequently useless ; in every other case however it

is finite, and the property itself is one of the most useful in the

entire theory of homographic division.

Cor. In the particular case when the two points A and B'

coincide at the intersection / of the lines ; the area of the

variable triangle GIG' being then evidently constant, it follows

consequently from the first part of the above that a variable

line
J
deternmiing with two fixed lines a triangle of constant area^

divides the lines homographically ; the common point correspond-

ing in each division to the 'point at infinity in the other.

332. The general property of the preceding article, applied

to the particular case of homographic division considered in the

first part of Art. 329, gives Immediately the general property of

a fixed segment AB cut in any constant anliarmonlc ratio by a

VOL. II. Q
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variable pair of sectors, corresponding to that given in Art. 225

for the particular case of harmonic section ; viz.

—

For a fixed segment AB^ cut in any constant anharmomc ratio

hy a variable jpair of sectors C and C ; if F and Q he its two

points of section in the ratio and its reciprocal^ the rectangle

PC.QC is constant both in magnitude and sign^ and equal to the

rectangle PA.QAj or to the rectangle PB.QB,
For, the two variable sectors determining two homographic

systems, of which each extremity of the fixed segment con-

stitutes a pair of corresponding constituents coinciding with each

other (329) ; and of which the two points corresponding to that

at infinity on the common axis (regarded as belonging first to

one and then to the other system) divide the segment, one in

the constant ratio and the other in its reciprocal (275) ; therefore

&c. by the general property of the preceding article (331).

In the particular case when the constant anharmonic ratio

of the section = — 1, that is, when the section is constantly har-

monic (268) ; the two points P and Q coincide at the middle

point of the segment (216, 3°), and the property, as observed

above, becomes that established on other principles in Art. 225.

333. To the same particular, but important, case of homo-

graphic division considered in the first part of Art. 329, several

others are reducible. The following are a few examples, grouped

in reciprocal pairs, of cases coming under this head

:

Ex. a. A variable point moving on afixed line, and its polar with respect

to the sides of any fixed angle, determine homographic systems for all pairs

of constant multiples (247, a).

Ex. a'. A variable line turning round a fixed point, and its pole with re-

spect to the extremities of anyfixed segment, determine homographic systems

for all pairs of constant multiples (247, a').

For, by (247, Cor. 4°), whatever be the values of the two multiples, the

variable point and line divide, in every position, the fixed angle in the

former case, and the fixed segment in the latter case, in two constant

anharmonic ratios, equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the two

reciprocal ratios of the multiples (268) ; and therefore &c. (323).

Ex. i. A variable point describing afixed circle, and its polar with respect

to the sides of any fixed angle whose vertex lies on the circle, determine

homographic systems for all pairs of constant multiples.

Ex. b'. A variable line enveloping a fixed circle, and its pole with respect
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to the extremities of any fixed segment whose axis touches the circle, deter-

mine homogrnphic systemsfor all pairs of constant multiples.

These follow precisely as in the two preceding examples ; the variable

point and line dividing, in every position, the fixed angle in the former

case, and the fixed segment in the latter case, in two constant anharmonic

ratios, equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the two reciprocal ratios

of the multiples ; and therefore &c. (323).

Ex. c. If a variable point move on a fixed line, its polar, with respect to

the sides of anyfixed triangle, divides the sides homographically for all triads

of constant multiples (248, a).

Ex. c'. If a variable line turn round afixedpoint, its pole with respect to

the vertices of any fixed triangle, divides the angles homographically for all

triads of constant multiples (248, a').

For, whatever be the values of the three multiples ; the variable point,

in the former case, and the intersection of its polar with any side of the

triangle, divide the opposite angle (250, a) ; and the variable line, in the

latter case, and the connector of its pole with any vertex of the triangle,

divide the opposite side (250, a') ; in two constant anharmonic ratios, equal

in magnitude and opposite in sign to the two reciprocal ratios of the cor-

responding pair of multiples (268); therefore, in both cases, the three

divisions, being homographic with that determined by the variable point or

line, are homographic with each other (323); and therefore &c. The

same evidently follows also from examples a and a', by virtue of the general

property 250, Cor. V.

Ex. d. If a variable point describe a fixed circle, its polar, with respect

to the sides of any fixed triangle inscribed to the circle, divides the sides

homographicallyfor all triads ofconstant multiples,

Ex. d'. If a variable line envelope a fixed circle, its pole, with respect to

the vertices of any fixed triangle exscribed to the circle, divides the angles

homographicallyfor all triads of constant multiples.

These follow precisely as in the two preceding examples; the three

divisions being, for the reason just given in their case, homographic with

that determined by the variable point or line, and therefore with each other.

It will be proved further on (as shewn in (261, Cor. 14°, a and a') for the

particular case when the three multiples are all equal in magnitude and

sign) that, for all triads of finite multiples, the polar in the former case

turns round a fixed point, and the pole in the latter case moves on a fixed

line ; and that, consequently, the three divisions, in both cases, are not only

homographic but in perspective to a common centre or axis.

Ex. e, A variable line, intersecting with any four fixed lines at four

points having any constant anharmonic ratio, determines four homographic

systems ofpoints on thefour lines.

Ex. e'. A variable point, connecting with any four fixed points byfour

rays having any constant anharmonic ratio, determines four homographic

systems of rays at thefour points.

For, the two intersections (or connectors) of the variable line (or point),

Q2
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with any two of the four fixed lines (or points), connect (or intersect) with

the vertex (or axis) of the fixed angle (or segment) determined by the

remaining two, by two variable lines (or at two variable points) which

dividing, by hypothesis, that angle (or segment) in a constant anharmonic

ratio (28.3), determine consequently two homographic systems of rays (or

points) ; and therefore &c. (323). The general properties of homographic

rows and pencils, converse to these reciprocal examples, will be given

further on.

Ex./. A variable li7ie, intersecting with any three Jixed lines at three

points the ratios of whose three intercepted segments are constant, detei'mines

three homographic systems ofpoints on the three lines.

^x.f. A variable point, connecting with any three fixed points by three

lines the ratios of whose three intercepts on any fixed line are constatit, de-

termines three homographic systems of rays at the three points.

These are obviously particular cases of the two preceding examples;

the variable line, in the former case, intersecting with the three fixed lines,

and with the line at infinity, at a system of four points having a constant

anharmonic ratio (275) ; and the variable point, in the latter case, connect-

ing with the three fixed points, and with the point at infinity in the direction

of the fixed line, by a system of four rays having a constant anharmonic

ratio (285, Cor. P); and therefore &c. The first of these examples is

obviously a particular case also of that established on other principles

in Ex. n, Art. 325.

Ex. g. A variable line, detennining in every position an equianharmonic

hexagram with anyfivefixed lines (301), determinesfive homographic systems

ofpoints on thefive lines.

Ex. g'. A variable point determining in every position an equianharmonic

hexastigm with any five fixed }ioints (301), determines five homographic

systems of rays at thefive points.

For, the variable line (or point), determining in every position with

every four of the fixed lines (or points) a system of four points (or rays)

equianharmonic with that determined with them by the fifth (301), deter-

mines with them, consequently, a system of four points (or rays) having a

constant anharmonic ratio ; and therefore &c. by examples e and e'. The

general properties of homographic rows and pencils, converse to these

reciprocal examples, will also be given further on,

Ex. h. When, of a variable polygon of any order all whose vertices move

onfixed lines, all the »ides but one subtend, at fixed points, angles dividing

fixed angles at the points in constant anharmonic ratios ; the several vertices

determine so many homographic systeins ofpoints on the several lines.

Ex. h'. When, of a variable polygon of any order all whose sides turn

round fixed points, all the angles but one intercept, on fixed lines, segments

dividing fixed segments on the lines in constant anharmonic ratios ; the

several sides determine so many homograjthic systems of rays at the several

points.
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These follow as immediate corollaries from the same, precisely as their

particular cases in examples m and m' of Art. 325 from the properties on

•which they depend ; the two extremities of every restricted (and therefore

(323) of the single unrestricted) side, in the former case, and the two sides

of every restricted (and therefore (323) of the single unrestricted) angle, in

the latter case, determining, by the above, horaographic systems; and

therefore &c. These latter properties evidently include as particular cases

all those of the examples referred to ; and, as any or all of the fixed angles

or segments may be imaginary as well as real, they are consequently

themselves the most general of their class, and include a variety of other

particular cases besides.

334. From the two pairs of reciprocal properties (288, a

and «') and (315, a and a'), the following reciprocal criteria

of the relation of perspective between two homographic systems

evidently result immediately, viz.

—

a. Wkerij of two homographic rows ofpoints on different axeSj

or systems of points on the same circle^ any two triads of cor-

responding cojistituents are in persj>ective^ the systems themselves

are in perspective.

a!. When
J of two homographicpencils of rays through different

vertices
J
or systems of tangents to the same circle, any two triads

of corresponding constituents are in perspective, the systems them-

selves are in perspective.

For, in each of the four cases, all fourth pairs of correspond-

ing constituents of the two systems, forming, by hypothesis,

equianharmonic quartets with the two triads in perspective, are

consequently, by the properties refen-ed to, in perspective with

them ; and therefore &c.

From the nature of the relation of perspective between two

systems of points or lines (130), it is of course evident, con-

versely, that when two homographic rows of points on different

axes or systems of points on the same circle are in perspective,

every line through their centre of perspective determines with

the axes or circle a pair of corresponding points of the systems

;

and, that when two homographic pencils of rays through

different vertices or systems of tangents to the same circle are

in perspective, every point on their axis of perspective deter-

mines with the vertices or circle a pair of corresponding lines

of the systems.
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335. Tlie two following reciprocal criteria of the relation

of perspective between two homographic rows of points on

diflferent axes, or pencils of rays through different vertices, are

generally much more readily applicable than those of the pre-

ceding article ; of which however their second parts are but

particular cases ; viz.

—

a. When two homographic rows of points on different axes

are in perspective^ the intersection of the axes constitutes a pair

of corresponding constituents coinciding with each other ; and^

conversely^ when^ of two homograpihic rows of points on different

axes^ a pair of corresponding constituents coincide at the intersec-

tion of the axes^ the systems are in perspective.

a'. When two homographic pencils of rays through different

vertices are in perspective^ the connector of the vertices constitutes

a pair of corresponding constituents coinciding with each other ;

and^ conversely^ when^ of two homographic pencils of rays through

different vertices^ a pair of corresponding constituents coincide along

the connector of the vertices^ the systems are iri perspective.

For, as regards the first parts of both ; as every line through

the centre of perspective, in the former case, intersects with the

axes at a pair of corresponding points of the rows, the particular

line through the intersection of the axes does so like the rest

;

and, as every point on the axis of perspective, in the latter case,

connects with the vertices by a pair of corresponding rays of the

pencils, the particular point on the connector of the vertices does

so like the rest : and therefore &c. And, as regards the second

parts of both ; as, in either case, the coincident pair determines,

with any other two pairs of corresponding constituents of the

systems, two triads of corresponding constituents in perspective

;

therefore, as in the preceding article, or by the two reciprocal pro-

perties (289, a and a'), the systems themselves are in perspective.

Cor. 1°. From the above reciprocal properties it is evident,

that—

a. When two homographic rows of points on different axes

ar^ in perspective^ either axis may he turned round its point

of intersection with the other^ without its row^ supposed to he

carried with hut not to move along it^ ceasing^ in any position^ to

he in perspective with the other.
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a'. When two homographic pencils of rays through different

vertices are in perspective^ either vertex may he moved along its

line of connection with the other^ without its pencil^ supposed to he

carried with hut not to turn round it^ ceasing^ in any position^ to

he in perspective with the other.

For, the two systems being, by hypothesis, originally in per-

spective, their single common point or ray, by the first parts

of the above, constitutes a pair of corresponding constituents

coinciding with each other; and this coincidence not being

affected by the supposed movement in either case, therefore, by

the second parts of the same, they continue in perspective not-

withstanding its taking place.

Cor. 2°. From the same again it is also evident that

—

a. Any two homographic rows of points^ given in every par-

ticular^ except position^ may he placed^ relatively to each other^ in

an infinite number of ways^ so as to he in perspective with each

other,

d. Any two homographic pencils of rays^ given in everypar-

ticular^ except position^ may he placed^ relatively to each other ^ in

an infinite numher of ways^ so as to he in perspective with each

other.

For, by bringing any pair of corresponding constituents to

coincide in either case, the systems, whatever be the angle be-

tween their axes in the former case, or the interval between

their vertices in the latter case, will, by the second parts of the

above, be in perspective with each other ; and therefore &c.

336. The two reciprocal properties of the preceding article

supply, as there observed, very obvious, and in general very

readily applicable, criteria for determining whether two homo-

graphic rows ofpoints on different axes or pencils of rays through

different vertices^ the law connecting whose several pairs of corre-

sponding constituents is given ^ are in perspective or not. For,

the point or ray corresponding, in either system, to the inter-

section of the axes or the connector of the vertices, regarded as

belonging to the other system, being determined by the given

law of connection ; the systems, by virtue of the criteria, are or

are not in perspective according as the correspondent so deter-

mined does or does not coincide with the original point or ray.
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The following are a few examples, grouped in reciprocal pairs,

of the application of these criteria

:

Ex. a. Two vertices ofa variable triangle A and B move on two fixed

lines L and M, the two opposite sides E and F turn round twofixedpointg

P and Q, and the third side G turns round a thirdfixed point R ; required

the condition that the third vertex C should move on a thirdfixed line N.

Ex. a!. Two sides of a variable triangle E and F turn round two fixed

points P and Q, the two opposite vertices A and B move on twofixed lines

L and M, and the third vertex C moves on a third fixed line N ; required

the condition that the third side G should turn round a thirdfixed point R.

In the former case, the two rows determined by A and B on L and M
being in all cases homographic (325, Ex. d), in order that the two homo-

graphic pencils (323) they determine at Q and P respectively should be in

perspective, a pair of their corresponding positions should be coUinear with

those points, which could be the case only when the latter are collinear

either with R or with the intersection of L and M. And, in the latter

case, the two pencils determined by E and i^ at P and Q being in all cases

homographic (325, Ex. d'), in order that the two homographic rows (323)

they determine on M and L respectively should be in perspective, a pair

of their corresponding positions should be concurrent with those lines

;

which could be the case only when the latter are concurrent either with N
or with the connector of P and Q. See the pairs of reciprocal properties

(296, 3°) and (294, 5°) where, on other principles, the perspectives were

shewn to exist in those cases respectively.

Ex. b. Two vertices of a variable triangle A and B move on two fixed

lines L and M, the two opposite sides E and F turn round twofixed points

P and Q, and the third side G envelopes a fixed circle touching L and M;
required the condition that the third vertex C should move on a thirdfixed

line N.
Ex. b'. Two sides of a variable triangle E and F turn round two fixed

points P and Q, the two opposite vertices A and B move on two fixed lines

L and M, and the third vertex C describes a fixed circle passing through

P and Q : required the condition that the third side G should turn round

a thirdfixedpoint R.

In the former case, as in Ex. a, the two rows determined by A and B
on L and M being in all cases homographic (325, Ex. c), in order that the

two homographic pencils (323) they determine at Q and P respectively

should be in perspective, a pair of their corresponding positions should be

collinear with those points, which could be the case only when the latter

connect by a tangent to the circle. And, in the latter case, as in Ex. a',

the two pencils determined by E and i^ at P and Q being in all cases homo-

graphic (325, Ex. c'), in order that the two homographic rows (323) they

determine on M and L respectively should be in perspective, a pair of their

corresponding positions should be concurrent with those lines; which could

be the case only when the latter intersect at a point on the circle. That
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the perspectives exist in those cases, the reader can find no difficulty in

shewing independently.

Ex. c. If a variable point P move on a fixed line I, required the con'

dition that its polar L, with respect to the three sides of a fixed triangle,

for any triad of constant multiples, should turn round afixed point.

Ex. c. If a variable line L turn round a fixed point O, required the

condition that its pole P, with respect to the three vertices ofafixed triangle,

for any triad of constant multiples, should move on a fixed line.

In the former case, if A, B, C be the three vertices of the triangle, and

X, Y, Z the three intersections of L with its opposite sides U, F, G
respectively; then, the anharmonic ratios of the three pencils A . BCPX,
B . CAPY, C.ABPZ being in all oases constant (250, a), and the three

rows determined by X, Y, Z on E, F, G respectively being, consequently,

in all cases homographic with that determined by P on J (329), and

therefore with each other (323); in order that they should be in perspective,

a pair of corresponding positions should coincide, of l^and Zat A, or of

Zand Xat B, or of X and Fat C; consequently, of BY ^x\(i CZ with

BA and CA, or of CZ and AX with CB and AB, or ofAX and BY with

^Cand BC; and consequently (329) of BP and CP with ^^ and CA,

or of CP and AP with CB and AB, or of ^P and BP with ^ Cand PC;
which could be the case only when a position of P coincides with, and

when consequently 1 passes through, one of the three points A, B, C.

And, in the latter case, if F, F, 6^ be the three sides of the triangle, and

U, V, IF the three connectors ofP with its opposite vertices A, B, Crespec-

tively ; then, the anharmonic ratios of the three rows F.FGLU, F.GFLV,
G. FFL W being in all cases constant (250, a'), and the three pencils de-

termined by U, V, W at A, B, C respectively being, consequently, in all

cases homographic with that determined by i at O (329), and therefore

with each other (323) ; in order that they should be in perspective, a pair

of corresponding positions should coincide, of V and TF along F, or of

Wand ?7 along F, or of U and F along G; consequently, of P'Fand GW
with FF and GF, or of GW and FUwhh. GF and FF, or of FU and FV
with FG and FG; and consequently (329), of FL and GL with FF and

GF, or of GL and FL with GF and FF, or of FL and FL with EG
and FG', which could be the case only when a position of L coincides with,

and when consequently O lies on, one of the three lines E, F, G. That, in

the former case, when I passes through any vertex A of the triangle, then

L turns round a fixed point X on the opposite side BC, and that, in the

latter case, when O lies on any side E of the triangle, then P moves on a

fixed line XT through the opposite vertex FG, is evident from the constancy

of the anharmonic ratio, of the pencil A.BCPX in the former case

(250, a), and of the row F.FGLU in the latter case (250, a').

Ex. d. Ifa variable point P describe a fixed circle, its polar L, with

respect to the three sides of any fixed inscribed triangle, for any triad of
constant midtiples, turns round afixedpoint O ; the pole, viz., loith respect to

the three vertices of the triangle, of its axis of perspective I with the cor-

responding exscribed triangle, for the reciprocal triad of multiples.
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Ex. d. If a variable line L envelope a fixed circley its pole P, toith

respect to the three vertices ofanyfixed exscribed triangle
yfor any triad of

constant multiples^ moves on afixed line 7; the polar, viz., with respect to the

three sides of the triangle, of its centre of perspective O with tlie c<wtc-

sponding inscribed triangle, for the reciprocal triad of multiples.

For, in the former case (employing the reasoning and notation of Ex. c)

the three rows determined by X, Y, Z on JE, F, G respectively, are homo-

graphic with the system determined by P on the circle, and therefore with

each other ; and they are always in perspective, because that, as P in the

course of its revolution passes successively through every point on the circle,

Y and Z coincide with it and with each other as it passes through A,

Z and X with it and with each other as it passes through B, X and Y with

it and with each other as it passes through C; and therefore &c. And, in

the latter case (employing the reasoning and notation of Ex. c') the three

pencils determined by U, V, W at A, B, C respectively, are homographic

with the system determined by L to the circle, and therefore with each

other; and they are always in perspective, because that, as L in the course

of its revolution passes successively through every tangent to the circle,

V and W coincide with it and with each other as it passes through E,

W and U with it and with each other as it passes through F, U and V
with it and with each other as it passes through G; and therefore &c.

That the common centre of perspective O in the former case, and the

common axis of perspective I in the latter case, are the particular point

and line stated in the above enunciations respectively ; is evident from the

general relations of Art. 251, by taking the three particular positions of L
corresponding to the three passages of P through A, B, and C in the

former case, and the three of P corresponding to the three of i through

E, F, and G in the latter case. And from the properties themselves, thus

or in any other manner obtained, inferences exactly analogous to those of

Cor. 14°, Art. 261, for the particular cases there established on other prin-

ciples, may of course be drawn in precisely the same manner.

337. From the same criteria of perspective between homo-

graphic rows and pencils, combined with the reciprocal pro-

perties of Arts. 293 and 317 respecting arbitrary pairs of

corresponding triads, the four following general properties of

homographic systems, in pairs reciprocals of each other, may
be readily inferred ; viz.

—

«. For any two homographic rows of points on different

axes
J
or systems of points on the same circle ; all pairs of cor-

responding connectors of pairs of non-corresponding constituents

[such as AB' and A'B, AC and A'C, EG' and B'G, (Sec.)

intersect on the same fixed line ; termed the directive axis of

the systems.
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Ci. For any two homograpMc pencils of rays through different

vertices^ or systems of tangemts to the same circle ; all pairs of cor-

responding intersections of pairs of non-corresponding constituents

{such asAB' and A'Bj AC and A'Cj BC and B'C, (&c.) connect

through the same fixed point ; termed the directive centre of the

systems.

For, firstly, since, for each separate pair of corresponding

constituents A and A'^ the two homographic pencils (or rows)

A.A'B'G'UE'F' &c. and A'.ABCDEF &c., they determine

with the opposite systems, being, by the criteria of Art. 334, in

perspective; therefore, for each separate pair A and A\ the

several points of intersection (or lines of connection) of AB' and

A'B^ AG' and A'C^ AD' and A'D^ &c., are coUInear (or con-

current). And, secondly, since for every three pairs A and A'^

B and B'^ G and C, the three points of intersection (or lines of

connexion) oiBG' andB'G, of GA' and G'A, and oiAB' and A'B,

being, by the general properties of Arts. 293 and 317, coUinear

(or concurrent) ; therefore, for every three A and A'^ B and B'^

G and 0', the three axes (or centres) of perspective of the three

pairs of homographic pencils (or rows) A.A'B' G'D'E'F' &c. and

A'.ABGBFF &c., B.A'B' G'D'F'F' &c. and B'ABGBFF &c.,

G,A'B' G'D'E'F' &c. and G'.ABGDEF &c., coincide. And, as

their coincidence for any two arbitrary pairs involves evidently

their coincidence for all pairs, therefore &c.

Givenj in any of the four cases, three pairs of cm'responding

constituents A and A'j B and B', G and G' of the two systems,

to determine the line {or point) 0. The three given pairs of

corresponding constituents A and A', B and B', G and G' give

at once the three pairs of corresponding connectors (or intersec-

tions) of pairs of non-corresponding constituents BG' and B'G,

GA' and G'A, AB' and A'B] any two of whose three collinear

points of intersection (or concurrent lines of connexion) deter-

mine, by the above, the required line (or point) 0.

By aid of the line (or point) 0, thus determined from three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', Band B', G and G'

of the systems, any number of other pairs D and D', E and E',

F and F' may be obtained at pleasure. For, in the former case,

two variable lines turning round A and A', or B and B', or

C7and (7', and intersecting in every position on 0, determine
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successively all other pairs D and D\ E and E\ F and F\ &c.

and, in the latter case, two variable points, moving on A and A\ or

B and B\ or G and C", and connecting in every position through

0, determine successively all other pairs D and D\ E and E\
i^and F^ &c.

;
(see Arts. 291, Note, and 310, Cor.). Hence the

name directive as applied, in cither case, to ; the line or point so

designated being the axis or centre that directs the moment of

the two variable lines or points which, giving in every position

a pair of corresponding constituents, thus by their variation

generate the systems.

IfM and N be the two points (or lines) of the systems which

lie on (or pass through) O, and / the point (or ray) common
to the axes (or vertices) in the case of the two rows (or pencils)

;

then since, in their case, by relations (2) Art. 293,

{ABCM] = [A'B'C'P^ and [AB'G'N] = [ABCl]
;

and since, in the case of the two concyclic systems of points

(or tangents), by relations (3) Art. 317,

[ABCM] = [A'B' CM] and [ABCN] = [A'B'C'N])

the two points or lines M and N are, therefore, In the former

case, the two constituents of the two systems corresponding to

the point (or ray) 1 common to their axes (or vertices) ; and, in

the latter case, the two double points (or lines), as they are

termed, of the systems, that is, the two points on (or tangents to)

their common circle at each of which a pair of their correspond-

ing constituents coincide (see Art. 329).

When, in any of the four cases, the two systems are in per-

spective; their directive axis (or centre) is then evidently

(240 and 261) the polar of the centre (or the pole of the axis) of

perspective, with respect to the angle (or segment) determined

by the two axes (or vertices) in the case of the two rows (or

pencils), or with respect to the common circle in the case of the

two concyclic systems of points (or tangents). In the former case,

therefore, the two points (or rays) M and N coincide, as they

ought (334), with the point (or ray) / common to the two axes

(or vertices).

338. Again, from the same criteria of perspective, combined

with the particular case of homographic division considered in
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Art. 329, and with the reciprocal properties of Arts. 240 and

261 respecting poles and polars to angles or segments and to

circles, the four following general properties of homographic

systems, in pairs reciprocals of each other, may as readily be

inferred ; viz.

—

a. A variable line^ determining two JiomograpJiic rows ofpoints

on different axes^ or systems ofpoints on a common circle—
1°. Intersects with any four p>ositions of itself at a quartet of

jpoints equianJiarmonic with the two corresponding quartets of the

generated systems,

2°. Determines on all positions of itself rows of points homo-

graj>hic with each other and ivith the original systems.

a. A variahle pointy determining two homographic 'pencils of

rays at different vertices^ or systems oftangents to a common circle—
1°. Connects with any four positions of itself hy a quartet of

rays equianharmonic with the two corresponding quartets of the

generated systems.

2°. Determines at all positions of itself pencils of rays homo-

graphic with each other and with the original systems.

For, In the former case, if A and A'^ B and B\ G and C\
D and D be the four pairs of corresponding constituents deter-

mined on the axes (fig. a) or circle (fig. /3) by any four positions

AA', BB\ CC\ DD' of the variable line ; E and E' the fifth

pair corresponding to any fifth positions EE' ; A'\ B'\ C", D"

the four Intersections of the four positions with the fifth ; / the

intersection of the axes (fig. a) or of the tangents at E and E'

to the circle (fig. /3) ; and P, $, R^ 8 the four intersections of

the four pairs of connectors EA' and EA^ EB' and E'B^
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EC ^ndE'Cj ED' andE'D, which, by the preceding article,

are collinear, and lie on the directive axis of the systems

;

then, since, by Arts. 240 and 261, the four lines IF, IQ, IE, 18
are the four polars of the four points A", B'\ 0", D" with

respect to the axes (fig. a) or circle (fig. yS) ; and since, con-

sequently, in either case, the four pairs of lines lA' and 7P,

IB" and IQ, 10" and IB, ID" and IS are pairs of harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two IE and IE' ; therefore, in

either case, by Art. 329, [I,A'B" G"D"]=^ [I.PQES]', and

therefore, in either, by Art. 285,

{A"B"C"D"] = [BQES] = [ABCD] = [A'B'C'D'}
;

which being true for the intersections of every four with all

fifth positions of the variable line, therefore &c. And, in the

latter case, if A and A\ B and B\ C and C, D and D' be the

four pairs of corresponding constituents determined at the vertices

(fig. a') or to the circle (fig. ^) by any four positions AA',

BB\ CC, DD' of the variable point ; E and E' the fifth pair

corresponding to any fifth position EE' ; A", B", C", D" the

four connectors (not drawn in the figures) of the four positions

with the fifth ; / the connector of the vertices (fig. a') or of the

points of contact of E and E' with the circle (fig. /8') ; and

P, Qj R, S the four connectors of the four pairs of intersections

EA' and EA, EB' and E'B, EC and E' G, ED and ED,
which, by the preceding article, are concurrent, and pass through
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the directive centre of the systems ; then, since, by Arts. 240

and 261, the four points /P, IQ^ IR^ 18 are the four poles of the

four lines A'\ B", (7", D" with respect to the vertices (fig. a')

or circle (fig. 0')
; and since, consequently, in either case, the four

pairs of points lA" and 7P, IB" and /(J, IC" and IB, ID" and IS
are pairs of harmonic conjugates with respect to the two IE
and IE' ; therefore, in either case, by Art. 329,

{LA"B"C"I)"} = [I.PQBS]
;

and therefore, in either, by Art. 285,

{A'B"G"D"} = {PQR8} = [ABGD] = [A'B'G'U]
;

which being true for the connectors of every four with all fifth

positions of the variable point, therefore &c.

The above reciprocal demonstrations (which it may be ob-

served would be simplified for the concyclic systems in both cases

by the general property of Art. 292) may be briefly summed up

in one as follows. Since, in all four cases alike, by Arts. 240

and 261, Z/l" and IP, IB" smd IQ, IC" Rud IB, ID" smd IS
are pairs of harmonic conjugates with respect to IE and IE'

;

therefore, in all four alike, by Art. 329,

{I.A"B"C'D"] = [LPQBS]
;

and therefore, in all alike, by Art. 285,

{A"B"C"D"] = [PQBS] = [ABGD] = [A'B'G'D'}
;

which, for all alike, establishes at once the two properties in

question.

Cor. 1°. It follows of course immediately, from the first

parts of the above reciprocal properties, that ichen a variable

line, which does not turn round a fixed point, determines homo-

graphic rows on any two fixed lines, it coincides, once in the course

of its entire variation, with each of the lines ; and, reciprocally,

that when a variable point, which does not move on a fixed line,

determines homographic pencils at any two fixed points, it coin-

cides, once in the course of its entire variation, with each of the

points. Which are also evident, h priori, from the consideration

that, when the variable line (or point) passes, in the course of its

variation, through the intersection of the fixed lines (or over the

connector of the fixed points), if the corresponding constituents of

the two homographic systems do not then coincide, as they do
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not when the systems are not In perspective (334), it must itself

necessarily coincide with one or other fixed line (or point).

Cor. 2°. It follows also immediately, from the same, that a

variable Une^ determining homographic rows of points on any two

fixed lines^ intersects with every four fixed positions of itself at a

variable quartet ofpoints having a constant anharmonic ratio^ and

determines with everyfive positions ofitselfan equianharmonic hexa-

gram (301)/ and, reciprocally, that a variable pointy determining

homographic pencils of rays at any two fixed points^ connects with

everyfour fixed positions of itself by a variable quartet of rays

having a constant anharmonic ratio^ and determines with every five

positions of itselfan equianharmonic hexastigm (301). These are

the general properties of homographic rows and pencils, whose

converses were given in examples e and e', g and g of Art. 333.

339. As every two homographic pencils of rays through

any vertices determine on every axis two homographic rows of

points whose constituents at infinity correspond to those of the

determining pencils to whose directions the axis is parallel (16) ;

it follows, from the criterion of similitude between homographic

rows given in Art. 330, that

—

When two homographic pencils of rays through any vertices

have a pair of corresponding constituents whose directions are

parallel ; they determine on every axis parallel to those directions

two similar rows ; whose ratio of similitude^ evidently constant both

in magnitude and sign when the two constituents coincide^ varies

when they do not with every position of the axis ; changes sign^

passing through 0, as it passes in either direction through the vertex

of the pencil of antecedents ; again changes sign^ passing through

cc
, as it passes in either direction through the vertex of the pencil

of consequents ; and passes without change of sign through every

intermediate absolute magnitude^ in continuous increase from to

t» during its passage in either direction from the former to the

latter^ and in continuous decreasefrom re to during its passage

in either direction from the latter to theformer.

Given the parallel pair of corresponding constituents, I and /',

and any other two pairs, A and A\ ^and B\ of the two pencils,

the particular axis L parallel to / and /' for which the ratio

of similitude shall have any given value, positive or negative,
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may be readily determined as follows : Denoting by and O
the vertices of the two pencils, by X and X\ Y and Y' the four

intersections of L with A and A\ B and B' respectively, and by

^its intersection with the line 00'
\ then, the ratios of 0-^and

O'Z to XY and X' Y' respectively being evidently given with

the direction of L^ when the ratio of XY to X Y\ which is that

of the similitude of the systems. Is also given, that of OZ : O'Z^

and with it of course the position of Z^ is consequently given

;

and therefore &c. The particular cases when the given ratio

has, as of course it may have, the particular values + 1 (and

when consequently the several segments intercepted on L by the

several pairs of corresponding rays A and A\ B and B'^ Oand (7',

D and D\ &c. of the two pencils, have a common magnitude or

middle point) differ in no respect from the general case when it

has any value positive or negative.

Since, for every two homographic pencils of rays through

any vertices, there exist, as will be shewn in the next chapter,

two pairs of corresponding constituents, real or imaginary,

whose directions are parallel ; it follows consequently, from the

above, that

—

For every two homograpMc pencils ofrays through any vertices
j

there exist two directions^ real or imaginary^ on all lines parallel

to either of which tJiey determine similar rows of points ; and^

of the two systems of parallels determined hy those directions^

two particular lines on each of which their several pairs of

corresponding rays intercept equal segments^ and two others

on each of which the several intercepted segments have a common

middle point.

In the particular case when the two pencils are in perspec-

tive, it is evident, from Art. 334, or independently, that the two

directions in question are parallel, one to the connector of their

vertices and the other to their axis of perspective ; on the former

of which lines the several pairs of corresponding rays intercept

evidently a common segment, and on the latter of which the

several segments they intercept are of course all evanescent.

340. As, from the general property of Art. 330, it was

shewn, at the close of the preceding article, that

—

a. For every two homographic pencils of rays through different

VOL. II. R
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vertices^ there exist two lines^ real or imaginary^ on each of which

the several pairs of corresponding rays intercept equal segments ;

and also two others^ real or imaginary^ for eaxih of which the

several intercepted segments have a coramon middle 'point.

So, from the general property of Art. 331, it may be shewn

that, reciprocally

—

d. For every two horaographic roios ofpoints on different axeSj

there exist two points^ always realj at each of which the several

pairs ofcorresponding points subtend equal angles ; and also two

others^ sometimes imaginary^ for each of which the several sub-

tended angles have a common middle ray.

For, if/ (figs, a and fi) be the intersection of the axes; Pand
Q the points of their rows whose correspondents are at infinity

;

A and A' a variable pair of corresponding points of the systems

;

and E and F the two fixed points, real or imaginary, for which

the two rectangles PE. QE and PF. QF are equal to the constant

rectangle PA.QA' (331), and for which the two pairs of angles

IPE and IQE^ IPF and IQF^ measured in opposite directions

of rotation (fig. a) and in the same direction of rotation (fig. /3),

are equal ; then, since, from the evident similarity in either

case of the two pairs of triangles APE and EQA\ APE and

FQA' in every position of A and A\ the two pairs of angles

PAE and QEA\ PAF and QFA' (or the two pairs PEA
and QA'E^ PEA and QA'F) are always equal ; therefore, as

A and A' vary, the two pairs of lines EA and EA\ FA and FA'
revolve always through equal angles, in the same direction

of rotation (fig. a), and in opposite directions of rotation
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(fig. ^), round the two fixed points E and i^; and there-

fore &c.*

Of the two (evidently similar and equal) triangles PEQ and

PFQ^ whose two vertices E andF are the two points involved in

the above properties, and which combined form evidently a paral-

lelogram in the former case (fig. a) ; the common base P^, the

rectangle under the sides, and the difference (fig. a) or sum
(fig. ^) of the base angles, being known, the triangles are conse-

quently completely determined ; and, while evidently always real

in the former case, are imaginary in the latter when the rect-

angle PE, QE or PF. QF is greater than for any point on the

known circle PIQ^ which in that case evidently passes always

through E and F, In the particular case when the two rows are

in perspective, like the analogous case in the preceding article,

it is evident, from Art. 334, or independently, that, of the two

points E and F in the former property, one coincides with the

intersection of the axes and the other with the centre of perspec-

tive ; the constant angle for the former being evidently the

fixed angle between the axes, and for the latter being of course

evanescent.

Cor. 1°. The three pairs of lines EA and FA, EA' and FA\
EI and. FIj in (fig. a), being evidently equally inclined to the

bisectors of the three corresponding angles of the triangle

AIA' ; and the three rectangles under the three pairs of perpen-

diculars from E and F upon the three sides of that triangle

being consequently equal in magnitude and sign ; hence, from

the above, it appears that

—

a. When a variable line intersects with two fixed lines homo-

grajfyhically , the rectangle under its distances from the two fixed

points, at which the several 'pairs of corresponding intersections

suhtend constant angles, is constant both in magnitude and sign.

And from the analogous property of the preceding article,

respecting homographic pencils of rays, it may be shewn that

reciprocally

—

a. When a variable point connects with two fixed points

homographically , the rectangle under its distances from the two

• The above demonstration was communicated to the author by

Mr. Casey.

r2
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fixed lines^ on which the several pairs of corresponding connectors

intercept constant segments^ is consta?it both in magnitude and

sign.

For, if cand 0' be the two fixed points ; P any position

the variable point ; OE and

0'E\ Oi^and O'i^'the two

pairs of corresponding rays,

of the two homographic

pencils, whose directions are

parallel ; L and M the two

parallels to them, intersect-

ing at /, on each of which

the several pairs of corre-

sponding rays intercept con-

stant segments, andonwhich

consequently PO and PO'

intercept segments AA' and

BB' which are equal to EE' and FF' respectively; then,

PX and PY being parallels through P to L and Ji, since, by

pairs of similar triangles,

AX :PX=OF:BF and AX : PX= OF : B'F,

and since AX-A'X^OF-0'F\ and BF = B'F, therefore

AX= OF and AX= O'F
-,
from which, since AP= OB and

A'P: O'B'j therefore

PX.PY= OE.OF= O'E. O'F, or, PL.PM= OL. 0M= O'L. O'M;

and therefore &c.

CoR. 2°. Since, by (338, a and a\ 2°), a variable line (or

point), intersecting (or connecting) homographically with two

fixed lines (or points), intersects (or connects) homographically

with all positions of itself; it follows, consequently, from the

two reciprocal properties a and a of the preceding. Cor. 1°, that

—

a. A variable line, the rectangle under whose distances from
two fixed points is constant in magnitude and sign, intersects

homographically with all positions of itself

a. A variable point, the rectangle under whose distances from
two fixed lines is constant in magnitude and sign, connects homo-

graphically with all positions of itself
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Cor. 3°. IfX and Y be the feet of the perpendiculars from

E and F on AA' in (fig. a), Z the intersection with AA' of

the position BB' which intersects it at right angles, and the

middle point of EF] then since (49)

OX^ = 0Y' = EX. FF-h [\EF)\

and since (Euc. i. 48, and ii. 5, 6),

OZ' = 2EX.FY+ [hEFf
;

it follows again, consequently, from a Cor. 1°, that

—

When a variable line intersects Jiomographically with two fixed

lines—
a. In every position^ the feet of the two perpendiculars on itj

from the two fixed points for which their rectangle is constant^ lie

on a fixed circle ; whose centre bisects the interval between the

points
J
and the square of whose radius — the constant rectangle +

the square of the semi-interval,

b. Every two of its positions which intersect at right angles

intersect on dnother fixed circle ; concentric with the former^ the

square of whose radius = twice the same constant rectangle + the

square of the same semi-interval.

N.B. The several properties of homographic divisions con-

tained in this and the two preceding articles are of very familiar

occurrence in the Theory of Conic Sections, where alone indeed

the subject has scope for the full and adequate developemect

due to its importance.
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CHAPTER XX.

ON THE DOUBLE POINTS AND LINES OF HOMOGRAPHIC
SYSTEMS.

341. When the axes of two homographic rows of points

or the vertices of two homographic pencils of rays coincide,

there exist always two pairs of corresponding constituents, real

or imaginary, whose positions coincide, and which accordingly

have been termed by Chasles the double points or rofys of the

systems (329).

Assuming for the present the existence of such points or

rays, the following properties are evident from their mere

definition.

1°. No inore than two douhle points or rays could exist unless

the systems altogether coincided. For, since, for every four pairs

of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C\
D and i)', the systems being homographic, [ABCD] = [A'B'G'D']^

if ^ = A\ and B= B\ and G = (7', then necessarily D = D' ] and,

as for the same reason E=E\ F=F', G= G\ H=H\ &c.,

therefore &c.

2°. Every three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\
B and B\ G and G' are connected with tJie two douhle points

or rays M{=M') and N{=N') taken separately by the relations

[ABGM] = {A'B'G'M} and [ABGN] = [A'B'G'N]
; and every

two pairs A and A\ B and B' with both combined by the relation

{MNAB] = [MNA'B']. These relations, which are evident from

the homography of the systems and the hypothesis respecting

Jf and iV, are characteristic of the double points or rays, and

sufficient in all cases to identify and distinguish them.

3°. Each double point or ray being of course equivalent

to a pair of corresponding constituents, and three pairs of cor-
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responding constituents being sufficient to determine any two

homographic systems (327) ; one double point or ray with two

pairs of corresponding constituents, or both double points or

rays with a single pair of corresponding constituents, are there-

fore sufficient to determine two homographic rows or pencils

whose axes or vertices coincide.

4°. For the same reason, three pairs of corresponding con-

stituents, given, taken, or known in any manner, being sufficient

in all cases to determine every thing connected with the two

homographic systems to which they belong (327), are therefore

sufficient to determine the two double points or rays of two

homographic rows or pencils whose axes or vertices coincide.

(See Art. 348).

5°. As two homographic rows of points on any axis de-

termine two homographic pencils of rays at any vertex, and

conversely, the two double points of one correspond always to

the two double rays of the other, and conversely.

342. Every two corresponding constituents of two homographic

rows or pencils^ whose axes or ver'tices coincide^ divide in the same

constant anharmonic ratio the segment or angle determined hy the

two double points or rays of the systems.

For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding constituents

A and A\ B and B\ by 2° of the preceding article,

[MNAB] = [MNA'B'],
therefore, by (272),

{MNAA'\ = {MNBB']
;

and, since, for the same reason,

[MNBB'} = {MNCC}, [MNCC] = [MNDU],

&c. ; therefore &c.

The particular case when the constant anharmonic ratio of

section = — 1 , that is, when the several pairs of corresponding

constituents A and A\ B and ^', C and C\ D and D\ &c.

divide harmonically the segment or angle MN^ will be con-

sidered in connexion with the Theory of Involution in the next

Chapter.

343. Every two constituents of the two systems^ corresponding

to the same point on the common axis or ray through the common
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vertex^ divide in the square of the above constant anharmonic ratio

the segment or angle determined by the two double points or rays

of the systems.

For, every point on the common axis or ray through the

common vertex belonging of course indifferently to both systems,

if P be the correspondent of any point or ray / regarded as

belonging to one system, and Q the correspondent of the same

point or ray /regarded as belonging to the other system, then

since, by the preceding article,

[MP MI\ /sinMP sin ifA
\NP''m) '' lsiK^^sin:^j =

^"^^* (^'^

and
/MI MQ\ /sin J// ^mMQ\ ^ .,

\WrNQ) '" K^^r^NQ)^ """""' ^'^'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

(MP MQ\ /sinifP ^mMQ\ . .^.

and therefore &c. (268).

The particular case where this constant anharmonic ratio of

section = 1, that is, when the two constituents of the two systems

corresponding to the same point on their common axis or ray

through their common vertex always coincide, will also be con-

sidered in reference to the Theory of Involution in the next

Chapter.

Cor. 1°. When, in the above, the point or line / is either

point or line of bisection, external or internal, of the segment or

angle MN, then

—

The segment or angle PQ has the same points or lines of

bisection as the segment or angle MN.
For, since, in that case, [MI '. NI) or (sin J//: siniVJ) =±1,

therefore, in the same case, by (1) and (2) above,

{MPi NP).{MQ : NQ) or {&mMP: smNP).[slnMQ: &mNQ)=+l
;

and therefore &c.

Cor. 2°. The point of external bisection of every segment of

a line being the point at infinity on the line, it follows iname-

diately, from the preceding Cor. 1°, that

—

In the case of two homographic rows of points on a common
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axis^ the segment MN intercepted between the two double points is

concentric with the segment PQ intercepted between the two con-

stituents of the systems corresponding to the point at infinity on

the axis.

A consequence which, by virtue of the general property of

Art. 331, may also be proved otherwise as follows: Since, for

every two pairs of corresponding constituents A and A'^ B and B'

of the systems, by the property in question, PA.QA' =FB.QB\
^vhen A = A' = 3I, and B=B' = N, then FM.QM=FN.QN',
and therefore &c. (Euc. ii. 5, 6).

Cor. 3°. If, in the above, the point or line / be conceived to

vary, causing of course the simultaneous variation of the two

P and Qj then

—

The two points or rays P and Q determine two homographic

rows or pencils having the same double points or rays M and N
with the original systems.

This follows immediately from relation (3) by virtue of the

general property of Art. 329 ; and the same is evident also from

the consideration that the systems determined by P and Q are

both homographic with that determined by /, with which, com-

bined separately, they constitute in fact the original systems.

N.B. From the general, or any derived, property of either

this or the preceding article, it is evident that every two homo-

graphic rows of points or pencils of rays, whose axes or vertices

coincide, are symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of each

point or line of bisection, external and internal, of the segment

or angle MN determined by the two double points or rays

ilf and A^of the systems ; which two points or lines of bisection,

always real, are therefore the two points or lines of symmetry

of the systems.

344. Of two homographic rows ofpoints on a common axis ;

when one double point is at infinity^ the rows are similar^ and

have the other double point for their centre of similitude ; and^

when both double points are at infinity^ the rows are similar^

similarly placed^ and equal.

For, since, by (342), whatever be the positions of the two double

points, [MNAA] = {MNBB'} = [MNCC] = {MNDD'} = &c.
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= a constant ; when one of them N is at infinity, then, for the

other M, by (275),

MA : MA'=^MB : MB' = MG : MC = MD ; MD' = &c,

= a constant ; and when the other of them M is also at infinil

then, by (15), the constant = + 1 ; and therefore &c. (41).

In the particular case when the constant = — 1, then

MA = - MA\ MB = - MB', MC=- MG\ MD = - MD\ &c.

and the systems, as in the preceding case, are similar and equal,

but are oppositely, in place of similarity, placed on the axis (33).

In this case, also, the several segments AA\BB\ CC\ DD\ &c.,

intercepted between the several pairs of corresponding con-

stituents of the rows, are evidently concentric, being all bisected

internally by the double point ilf not at infinity.

The converse of the above, viz., that, when two liomograpMc

rows ofjpoints on a common axis are siimlarj then, whatever he the

magnitude and sign of their ratio of similitude, provided only it he

finite, one double point is their centre of similitude and the other

the point at infinity on their axis, is evident from the constancy

of the ratio MA : MA', from which it follows at once that the

two variable distances MA and MA' become necessarily evanes-

cent and infinite together.

In the solitary and exceptional case of entire coincidence

between two similar, similarly placed, and equal rows of points

on a common axis, every point on the axis is of course indif-

ferently a double point. (See 341, 1°).

345. From the general property of the preceding article, the

two following results may be immediately inferred, viz.

—

1°. Any two homographic rows of points on a common axis,

whose double points are real, may he regarded as the perspective,

to any arbitrary centre, of two similar rows on a common axis

depending in direction on the position of the centre.

2°. Any two homographic rows of points on a common axis,

whose double points coincide, may he regarded as the perspective,

to any arbitrary centre, of the two similar, similarly placed, and

equal rows on a common axis depending in direction on the position

of the centre.

For, as the two homographic rows of points on the common
axis determine in all cases two homographic pencils of rays at
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every vertex, whose double rays correspond to the double points

on the axis (341, 5°) ; any axis parallel to the direction of either

double ray if they be distinct, or to the common direction of the

two if they coincide, would intersect the pencils in two homo-

graphic rows of points, having one double point at infinity

in the former case, and both double points at infinity in the

latter case; and therefore &c. (344).

346. The two following general properties of two homo-

graphic rows or pencils, whose double points or rays are

imaginary, have been given by Chasles, viz.

—

1°. Any two homograpMc rows ofjoints on a common axis^

whose double points are imaginary^ may he regarded as generated

hy the revolution of a variable angle of constant magnitude round

one or other of two fixed vertices^ reflexions of each other with

respect to the axis.

2°. Any two homographic pencils of rays through a common
vertex^ whose double rays are imaginary^ may he regarded as

the perspective to any arbitrary axis of a pencil generated hy

the revolution of a variable angle of constant magnitude round

a fixed vertex.

To prove the first of these properties (which evidently in-

volves the second), it is only necessary to shew that, under the

circumstances of the case, a real point E (and with it, of course,

its reflexion F with respect to the axis) can always be found, at

which some three of the segments AA\ BB\ CC intercepted

between pairs of corresponding points shall subtend equal angles

;

for, if three of them subtend equal angles at any point, it follows

necessarily, from the homography of the rows, that they must

all subtend equal angles at the same point. And that two

such points, reflexions of each other with respect to the axis,

exist always in this case, is evident from Art. 161 ; for, the three

circles, loci of points at which the three pairs of segments

BB' and (70', CC and AA\AA and BB' subtend equal angles,

are then (see the article in question) all real, and intersect at

two real points E and F^ which (the centres of the three circles

being all on the axis) are of course reflexions of each other

with respect to the axis.

The second property follows at once, as above observed, from
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the first; for, as the two homographic pencils, whose double

rays are by hypothesis imaginary, intersect with every axis in

two homographic rows whose double points are imaginary;

and, as there always exist, by the above 1°, two real points E
and F^ with respect to each of which the latter may be regarded

as generated by the revolution of a variable angle of constant

magnitude revolving round it as a fixed vertex ; therefore &c.

347. The entire preceding theory applies of course, in its

main features, as well to two homographic systems of points on

a common circle or of tangents to a common circle (322), as to

two systems of points on a common axis or of rays through

a common vertex; and every two such systems have accord-

ingly, for every as well as for either limiting magnitude of the

common circle, two pairs of corresponding constituents, real

or imaginary, whose positions coincide, and which are therefore

termed the double jpoints or tangents of the systems.

That every two corresponding constituents A and A' of the

systems divide in the same constant anharmonic ratio the arc of

the common circle intercepted between the two double points or

tangents if and N] that every two constituents Pand Q of the

systems corresponding to the same point or tangent / divide

in the square of the same constant anharmonic ratio the same

intercepted arc ; that, as / varies, P and Q determine two homo-

graphic systems having the same double points or tangents with

the original systems ; that when I is equidistant from or equi-

inclined to M and iV then is it also equidistant from or equi-

inclined to P and $; and that the systems themselves are

always symmetrically disposed on opposite sides of each of the

two points or tangents equidistant from or equi-inclined to M
and N^ which two points or tangents are therefore the two points

or lines of symmetry of the systems ; appear all in precisely the

same manner as for the two extreme states of the circle in

Arts. 342 and 343.

As every two homographic systems of points on a common
circle determine two homographic pencils of rays at any point

on the circle, and conversely ; and as every two homographic

systems of tangents to a common circle determine two homo-

graphic rows of points on any tangent to the circle, and con-
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versely ; it is evident that the double points of one correspond

always to the double rays of the other, and conversely, in the

former case; and that the double tangents of one correspond

always to the double points of the other, and conversely, in the

latter case.

348. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents^ A and

A' J B and JB'j CandG'^ of two homographic systems^ of points

on a common axis^ or of rays through a common vertex^ or of
points on a common circle^ or of tangents to a common circle

;

to construct the two double points or lineSj M and iV", of the

systems.

1°. In the case of points on a common circle. Drawing any

two of the three pairs of corresponding connectors of pairs of

non-corresponding constituents, BC and B' G^ GA' and G'A^

AB' and A'B., (see fig. a. Art. 317) ; the line of connection XY
of their two points of intersection X and Y (which by 337, a, is

the directive axis of the systems) will pass through the intersec-

tion if of the third pair (317), and will determine on the circle

two points M and JV, real or imaginary, which satisfy (317)

the equianharmonic relations of 2°, Art. 341, and which are

consequently the two double points of the systems.

2°. In the case of tangents to a common circle. Taking any

two of the three pairs of corresponding intersections of pairs of

non-corresponding constituents, BG' and B' G^ GA' and GA^
AB' and A'B^ (see fig. a', Art. 317) ; the point of intersection

XY of their two lines of connection X and Y (which, by 337, a',

is the directive centre of the systems) will lie on the connector Z
of the third pair (317), and will determine to the circle two

tangents M and iV, real or imaginary, which satisfy (317) the

equianharmonic relations of 2°, Art. 341, and which are con-

sequently the two double lines of the systems.

3°. In the case of rays through a common vertex. Describing

arbitrarily any circle passing through the common vertex, and

taking on it its three pairs of second intersections with the three

pairs of rays; the two double points, found by 1°, of the two

homographic systems determined by the latter on the circle

will connect with the common vertex by the required double

rays (347).
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4°. In the case of points on a common axis. Describing

arbitrarily any circle touching the common axis, and drawing to

it its three pairs of second tangents through the three pairs of

points; the two double lines, found by 2°, of the two homo-

graphic systems determined by the latter to the circle will in-

tersect with the common axis at the required double points (347).

These several constructions are all perfectly general, and

applicable with equal facility to every variety of disposition of the

three given pairs of corresponding constituents. Various direct

constructions may also be given for the extreme cases of coUincar

and concurrent systems (4° and 3°) without reducing them, as

above, to the general cases of concyclic systems (2° and 1°) ; but

the above, though indirect, are on the whole the simplest of

which they are susceptible.

349. The following construction for determining directly the

two double points, in the case of collinear systems on a common
axis, has been given by Chasles.

Assuming arbitrarily any point not on the common axis,

and describing through it any two of the three pairs of corre-

sponding circles passing through pairs of non-corresponding

constituents, BOG' and B'OC, COA and C OA, A OB' and

A'OBj which intersect again respectively at three second points

P, Qj B] the circle passing through 0, and through the second

intersections F and Q of the two described pairs, will pass

through the second intersection B of the third pair, and will

intersect with the common axis at the two double points M
and N of the systems.

For, since the three circles BOC, B'OC^ and J/6^iV" pass

through the two common points and P, therefore, by similar

pencils at and P, {MNBB'} = [MNCC] ; and since the

three COA'^ C'OA, and MON pass through the two common
points and §, therefore, by similar pencils at and

Q, {MNCC} = {MNAA'}', consequently at once {MNAA'}
= {MNBB'} ; and therefore, by similar pencils at and P,

the three circles AOB', A' OB^ and MONipass through the two

common points and P; and since, as just shewn,

{MNAA'] = {MNBB'} = {MNCC},
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therefore (342) M and N are the two double points of the

systems.

N.B. It will appear in the sequel that this construction Is

the transformation, by inversion from any point on the circle, of

that given in 1° of the preceding article for concyclic systems on

a common circle.

350. The following again, derived from the general property

of Art. 332, is another construction for the direct determination

of the two double points in the same case of colllnear systems

on a common axis.

Taking the two points P and Q corresponding in the two

systems to the point at infinity on the common axis, and dividing

their intercepted interval FQ at the two points M and N for

which the two rectangles PM.QM and PN.QN are each equal

in magnitude and sign to the common value of the three equal

rectangles PA.QA\ PB.QB\ PC.QC (332) ; the two points of

section M and N are evidently the required double points. See

also Cor. 2°, Art. 343.

In any case of the construction of the double points or lines

of two homographic systems by means of three pairs of corre-

sponding constituents ; If the two constituents A and A' of any

pair happened to coincide, the point or line A (= A') would itself

be one of the required double points or lines, and the general

construction for the other would be much simplified ; and If,

moreover, the two B and B' of either remaining pair happened

also to coincide, the point or line B (= B') would Itself be the

other, and all construction would be dispensed with. In this

last case, the third pair C and C would furnish the value of the

constant anharmonic ratio {ABCC'] distinctive of the particular

pair of homographic systems determined by the three pairs of

corresponding constituents (342).

351. The general constructions 1° and 2° of Art. 348, for the

double points and lines in the cases of concyclic systems of

points and tangents, lead each to a remarkable result when

applied to the particular case of similar and similarly ranged

systems separated from each other by an interval of any finite

magnitude.
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For, in that case, the several arcs AA\ BB\ CG\ DD\ &c.,

intercepted between the several pairs of corresponding con-

stituents A and A\ B and B\ C and C, D and />', &c., being

all equal and cyclically co-directional, the three points (or lines)

X, F, Z, and with them of course the two M and N^ deter-

mined by the construction in question (1° or 2°, Art. 348),

consequently (see Art. 312) lie on the line at infinity (or pass

through the centre of the circle) ; which in that case is ac-

cordingly the directive axis (or centre) of the systems (337,

a or a). Hence the remarkable results, that

—

a. Every two similar and similarly ranged systems of points

on a common circle have the same two {imaginary) double points^

whatever he their interval of separation from each other ; viz.

the fixed two lying on the line a,t infinity (260, 2°, h).

a. Every two similar and similarly ranged systems of tangents

to a common circle have the same two [imaginary) double lineSj

tohatever he their interval of separation from each other ; viz,

tlie fixed two passing through the centre of the circle (260, 2°, h').

In the special case when the interval of separation between

the systems is nothing, that is, when the systems altogether

coincide; since then A = A\ B= B\ C=C\ D = D\ &c., the

three points (or lines) X, Y, Z^ and with them of course the two

M and iV, determined by the same constructions, become, as

they ought, indeterminate ; every point on (or tangent to) the

common circle being then of course indifferently a double point

(or line) of the systems.

352. As the two homographic systems of rays, generated

by the sides of a variable angle of any invariable form re-

volving round a fixed vertex, determine two similar and similarly

ranged systems of points on any circle passing through the

fixed vertex, the double points of which correspond to the

double rays of the determining pencils ; hence, from property

a of the preceding article, the remarkable result, that

—

Every two homographic pencils of rays^ determined by the sides

of a variable angle of invariable form revolving round a fixed

vertex^ have the same {imaginn.ry) double rays^ whatever be the

form of the angle ; the connectors^ viz. of the fixed vertex with

the twofixed circular points at hfinity.
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A result from which it follows at once, by Art. 342, as

shewn already on other principles in Art. 312, that the sides

of a variable angle of invariable form revolving round a fixed

vertex divide in a constant anharmonic ratio the angle sub-

tended at the fixed vertex by the two fixed circular points at

infinity ; the value of the anharmonic ratio of section depending

of course on the particular figure of the angle. A property

which, established independently as in the article referred to or

otherwise, involves evidently the above conversely, by virtue

of Art. 329.

353. There is probably in the entire range of modern

geometry no problem to some case or other of which a greater

number and variety of others, admitting of two solutions, are

reducible than that of the construction of the double points or

lines of two homographic systems by means of three pairs of

corresponding constituents ; some connected directly with the

subject of homographic division, but far the greater number

having no apparent connexion with it. Of the former class, the

following are a few, the applications of which are extremely

numerous and varied.

Ex. 1°. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\
B and JS', C and C of two homographic systems of points on a common

line or circle, or of tangents to a common point or circle ; to determine the

pair Hand M'for which AM = ± A'M'.

Taking the three points or lines A", B", C" connected with the given

point or line A by the relations AA" = 0, AB" = + A'B\ AC" = ± A'C;
and constructing the second double point or line M= M" of the two homo-

graphic systems determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents

A and A", B and B", Cand C" ',
the point or line Jf is that which in the

system A, B, C, &c. is connected with its correspondent M' in the system

A', B', C, &c. by the required relation AM = ± A'M'.

For, since, by construction, A"B" = ±A'B' and A"C" = ± A'C, the

two homographic systems A", B", C", &c. and A\ B', C, &c. are similar,

and their ratio of similitude = ± 1 ; therefore A"M" or AM = ± A'M' ; and

therefore &c.

N.B. In the case of points on a common axis, the more general problem

"Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', B and B',

C and C, to determine the pair M and M' for which the ratio AM : A'M'
shall have any given magnitude and sign," may evidently be solved in

precisely the same manner.

VOL. II. S
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Ex. 2°. Given three jjairs of correspondinc/ constituents A and A',

B and B\ C and C of two hotnographic systems of points on a common line

or circle, or of tangents to a common point or circle ; to determine the

two pairs M and 31', N and N' whose intercepted segments or angles MM',
NN' shall have a given magnitude and sign.

Taking the three points or lines A", B", C" connected with the given

three A, B, C by the common relation AA" = BB" = CC" = the given

segment or angle; constructing then the two double points or lines

M' = M" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems determined by the

three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A", B' and B", C and C";

and taking finally the two points or lines 31 and N connected with the two
31' and N' by the common relation 3I3I' = NN' = the given segment or

angle ; the two pairs of constituents M and M', N and iV', are those

required.

For, since, by construction, AA" = BB" = CC" = MM" = NN" = the

given segment or angle, therefore {ABCMN] = {A"B"C"M"N"}', and

since again, by construction, M' = M" and N' = N" are the two double

points or lines of the two homographic systems A', B', C, &c. and A",

B", C", 8ic., therefore {A'B'C'M'N'} = {A"B"C"M"N"}', consequently

therefore {ABC3IN} = {A'B'C'M'N'}-, or, the two pairs of constituents

M and 31', N and N', which by construction intercept the required seg-

ment or angle, are pairs of corresponding constituents of the two homo-
graphic systems A, B, C, &c. and A', B', C, &c. ; and therefore &c.

N.B. The constructions in the present and preceding examples are both

based on the obvious consideration that when two homographic systems of

points, rays, or tangents have a common axis, vertex, or circle, a movement
of either along the common axis, or round the common vertex or circle, the

other remaining fixed, would alter (increase or diminish as the case might

be) the distances between the several pairs of corresponding constituents by

the amount of the movement ; so that those correspondents which coincided

before would be separated after by that amount, and conversely.

Ex. 3°. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', B
and B', C and C of two hotnographic systems of points on a common line or

circle, or of tangents to a common point or circle : to determine the two pairs

31 and 31', N and N' whose intercepted segments or angles 3131', NN' shall

have a given middle point or line O.

Taking the three points or lines A", B", C" connected with the given

three A, B, C by the common relation OA" = - OA, OB" = - OB,
OC" = - OC; constructing then the two double points or lines 31' = 31"

and N' = N" of the two homographic systems determined by the three

pairs of corresponding constituents A' and -4", B' and B", C and C"; and

taking finally the two points or lines M and N connected with the two

M' and N' by the common relation OM = - OM', ON = - ON' \ the two

pairs of constituents Jf and 31', iVand N' are those required.

For, since, by construction, AA", BB", CC'\ M31", NN" are all
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bisected by O, therefore {ABCMN} = {A"B"C"M"N"]', and since again,

by construction, 31' = M" and N' = N" are the two double points or lines

of the two homographic systems A', B', C\ &c. and A", B", CC"j
&c., therefore {A'B'C'M'N'\ = {A"B"C"M"N"}', consequently therefore

{ABCMN} = {A'B'C'M'N'}', or, the two pairs of constituents iJf and M\
iVand N', which by construction have the required middle point or line O,

are pairs of corresponding constituents of the two homographic systems

A, B, C, &c. and A', B', C, &c. ; and therefore &c.

N.B, The problems of the present and preceding examples are mani-

festly equivalent to the following, viz. :
" Given three pairs of corresponding

constituents A and A', B and B', Cand C of two homographic systems of

points on a common line or circle, or of tangents to a common point or

circle; to determine the two pairs Ji" and M', JVandiV', for which the

sum or difference PM± PM', PN ± PN', P being a given point or

tangent, shall have a given magnitude and sign."

Ex. 4°. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', B and

B', CandC' of two homographic systems of points on a common line or

circle, or of tangents to a common point or circle ; to determine the two pairs

M and M', Nand N' tohich shall form with two given points or tangents

P and Q a system having a given anharmonic ratio.

Taking the three points or lines A", B'\ C" connected with the given

three A, B, C by the common relation {PQAA") = [PQBB"} = {PQCC"}
= the given anharmonic ratio ; constructing then the two double points or

lines M' = M" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems determined

by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A", B' and B",

C and C"; and taking finally the two points or lines M and iV connected

with the two M' and iV^' by the common relation {PQMM'] = {PQNN'}
= the given anharmonic ratio; the two pairs of constituents MaudM',
iVand N' are those required.

For, since, by construction, {PQAA"HPQBB"}={PQCC"}={PQMM"}
= {PQNN"} = the given anharmonic ratio, therefore (329) {ABCMN}
= {A"B"C"M"N"}; and, since again, by construction, M' = M" and

N' = N" are the two double points or lines of the two homographic

systems A', B', C, &c. and A", B", C", &c. therefore {A'B'C'M'N'}
= {A"B"C"M"N"} ; consequently therefore {ABCMN} = {A'B'C'M'N'}

;

or, the two pairs of constituents ilf and iHf', iVandiV', which by con-

struction form with P and Q the given anharmonic ratio, are pairs of cor-

responding constituents of the two homographic systems A, B, C, &c. and

A', B'y C', &c. ; and therefore &c.

Ex. 5°. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\
B and B', C and C of one pair of homographic systems of points on a

common line or circle, or of tangents to a commoji point or circle ; and also

three pairs P and P ", Q and Q", R and B," of another pair ofhomographic

systems ofpoints on the same line or circle, or of tangents to the same point

S2
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or circle: to dttermitie the two pairs M and M' or M", N and N' or N'
common to both pairs of systems.

Taking the three points or lines A'\ B", C" connected with the given

three A, B, C by the relations {PQRA} = {P"Q"R"A"l {PQllB}
=^{P"Q"R"B"\, {PQEC} = {P"Q"Ji"C"}', constructing then the two double

points or lines M' = 31" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems

determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A"f
B' and B", C" and C"; and taking finally the two points or lines

and N connected with the two 31' = 31" and N' = N" by the relatioi

{ABC3I} = {A'B'C'3f'l = {A"B"C"3I"} and {ABCN\ = {A'B'C'N'
= {A"B"C"N"}; the two pairs of constituents Jf and 31' or 31", N and
N' or N" are those required.

For, since, by virtue of the preceding relations, {ABC3IN}
= {A'B'C'3rN'}, and also (327) {PQR3IN} = {P"Q"Ii"3f"N"}', and
since by construction 31' = 31" and N' = N"; therefore M and 3£' or

M"t N and N' ov N" are pairs of corresponding constituents of both

pairs of homographic systems ; and therefore &c.

N.B. This latter problem evidently comprehends the three preceding as

particular cases; and with them a variety of others of the same nature

corresponding to the variety of other ways in which homographic systems

may be generated. See the various articles of the preceding chapter in

which the principal of them are given.

Ex. 6°. Given three pairs of corresponding co7istituents A and A',

B and B', C and C of two ho7nographic systems of points on a common
circle^ or of tangents to a common circle; to determine the two pairs

MandM',NandN'.
a. JVhose lines of connexion, in the former case, shall pass through a

given point P.

a'. Whose points of intersection, in the latter case, shall lie on a given

line L.

In the former case. Taking the three second intersections A",B", C" with

the circle of the three lines PA, PB, PC-, constructing then the two double

points 31' = 31" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems determined

by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A", B' and B",

C and C" ',
and taking finally the two second intersections 3/ and A" with

the circle of the two lines P3I' and PN' ; the two pairs of points 3/and 31',

N and N' are those required.

In the latter case. Drawing the three second tangents A", B ', C" to

the circle through the three points LA, LB, LC; constructing then the two

double tangents 31' = 31" and N' = N" of the two homographic systems

determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents A' and A",

B' and B", C and C" ; and drawing finally the two second tangents

31 and N to the circle through the two points L3r and LN' ',
the two

pairs of tangents 31 and 31', iVand N' are those required.
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For, in both cases, since, by construction, [A'B'C'M'N'}

= {A"B"C"M"N'% and since, by (315, a and a'), {A"B"C"M"N"}
= {ABCMN}; therefore {ABCMN] = {A'B'C'M'N'}; and therefore &c.

Ex. 7°. Given three pairs of corresponding constituetits A and A'y

B and B', C and C of two homographic systems of points on any two axes,

or of rays through any two vertices ; to determine the two pairs M and 31',

N and N'.

a. Whose lities of connexion, in the former case, shall pass through a

given point, or touch a given circle tangent to the two axes,

«'. Whose points of intersection, in the latter case, shall lie on a given

line, or on a given circle passing through the two vertices.

Here, evidently, the three given pairs of corresponding constituents

determine ; in the former case, the corresponding three of two homo-

graphic systems of rays through the given point, or of tangents to the

given circle, whose double lines intersect with the given axes at the

required pairs of constituents ; and, in the latter case, the corresponding

three of two homographic systems of points on the given line, or circle,

whose double points connect with the given vertices by the required pairs

of constituents.

N.B. In the case of the latter property a ; the two rays, constituting

each required pair of corresponding constituents, being parallel when the

given line is at infinity (16), and intersecting at a given angle for every

given circle passing through the two vertices (Euc. iii. 21,22); the two

solutions, real or imaginary, (see Art. 339) of the problem " Given three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', B and B', Cand C of two

homographic systems of rays through different vertices, to determine the

two pairs Jfand-Sf', iVandiV' whose directions are parallel, or, more
generally, intersect at any given angle," are consequently given by it for

every form of the angle.

Ex. 8. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A', B
and B', C and C of two homographic systems of points on any two axes, or

of rays through any two vertices ; to determine the two pairs M andM
',

NandN'.
a. Whose lines of connection with a given point P, in the former case,

shall, 1°, coincide ; 2°, contain a given angle ; 3°, mahe equal angles with a

given line through the point ; 4°, divide in a given anhartnonic ratio a given

angle at the point.

a'. Whose points of intersection with a given line L, in the latter case,

shall, 1°, coincide ; 2°, intercept a given segment; 3°, make equal segments

with a given point on the line ; 4°, divide in a given anharmonic ratio a

given segment of the line.

Here, in the former case ; the required pairs of connectors P3I and
PM', PN and PN ' are evidently, with respect to the two homographic

pencils of rays determined at P by the three given pairs of connectors

PA and PA', PB and PB', PC and PC'j in 1°, the double rays; in 2°,
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the pairs containing the given angle ; in 3'^, the pairs equally inclined to the

given line ; in 4°, the pairs dividing in the given anharmonic ratio the given

angle. And, in the latter case; the required pairs of intersections LM

^

and LM', LN and LN' are evidently, with respect to the two homographic

rows of points determined on L by the three given pairs of intersections

LA and LA', LB and LB', ZCand XC; in 1°, the double points; in 2°,

the pairs intercepting the given segment ; in 3°, the pairs equidistant from

the given point; in 4°, the pairs dividing in the given anharmonic ratio the

given segment. In both cases, consequently, while the solution of problem

1° is reduced at once to the corresponding case of Art. 348, those of problems

2°, 3°, 4° are reduced to those of examples 2°, 3°, 4° of the present article.

N.B. The above reciprocal solutions would all manifestly remain

unchanged, if the point P were replaced by a circle touching the two axes, in

the former case, and the line i by a circle containing the two vertices, in

the latter case.

Ex. 9°. Given two triads of corresponding constituents A, A', A" and

B, B', B" of three homographic systems ofpoints on a common line or circle,

or of tangents to a common point or circle ; to determine the three systems

which shall have a pair of trijile points or lines M = M' = M" and

N= N' = N"; with the positions of the two triple points or lines 31 and N.

Constructing the two double points or lines M and N of the two homo-

graphic systems determined by the three pairs of corresponding constituents

A and B, A' and B', A" and B"; the two points or lines J/and N are

those required ; and the position of either, as supplying a third triad of

corresponding constituents in addition to the given two, determines, of

course, the required systems (327).

For, since, by (342), {MNAB} ^ {MNA'B'} ={MNA"B"}', therefore

&c.

Cor. 1°. The following property of two conjugate triads of homographic

systems of points on a common line or circle, or of tangents to a common
point or circle, follows immediately from the above.

If the three systems determined hy the three triads of corresponding

cotistituents A, A', A" ; B, B', B" ; C, C, C" have a pair of triple points

or lines M and N ; the three determined hy the three triads A, B, C

;

A', B', C : A", B", C" have also a pair of triple points or lines: and the

triple points or lines are the samefor both triads.

For, as the relations

[MNABC] = {MNA'B'C} = {MNA"B"C"] (1),

involve reciprocally, by (272), the relations

{MNAA'A"} = [MNBB'B"} = [MNCC'C"} (2),

and conversely ; therefore &c.

Cor. 2°. The comparison of both groups of relations (1) and (2) of the
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preceding (Cor. 1°) gives immediately (282) the three following groups of

relations among the nine constituent points or lines themselves, viz.

—

{A'A"BC} = {A"AB'C'}='{AA'£"C"} , (1),

{B'B'CA} = {B"BC'A'} = {BB'C'A"} (2),

{C'C'AB] = {C'CA'B'} = {CC'A"B"\ (3),

which are therefore the conditions, necessary and sufficient, that either

(and therefore the other) of the two triads of homographic systems, deter-

mined by the two conjugate triads of corresponding constituents, should

have a pair of triple points or lines.

Ex. 10°, a. Given two triads of corresponding constituents A, A', A"
and B, B', B" of three homographic rows of points on any three axes,

and one of the three lines L which intellect with the three axes at a triad of

corresponding points P, B', B " ; to determine the other two M and N which

intersect with them also at triads of corresiJonding points Q, Q', Q" and

It, B, , R",

Ex. 10°. a'. Given two triads of corresponding constituents Ay A', A"

and B, B', B" of three homographic pencils of rays through any three

vertices, and one of the three points P will connect with the three vertices

hy a triad of corresponding rays L, 11, L" ; to determine the other two

Q and JR which connect with them also by triads of corresponding rays

M,M',M" andNy N', N"

;

In the former case. Taking the two triads of points X, X', X" and

Y, Y', Y" at which the sides of the two triangles AAA" and BB'B"
intersect with the given line L ; and constructing the two double points

B! and F of the two homographic rows determined on L by the three pairs

of corresponding constituents X and Y, X' and Y', X" and Y" ; the

required lines 31 and N pass through E and F respectively, and may
therefore be determined by the first case of Ex. 7°, a.

For, if E and F be the two points at which M and N intersect with L
;

then since, by the first case of (338, a),

{EFXY} = {Q'R'A'B' } = {Q'R"A"B"} .., (1),

[EFX'Y' } = {Q'R"A"B"} = {QRAB } (2),

{EFX"Y'} = {QRAB } = {Q'R'A'B' } (3);

therefore at once [EFXY^ = {EFX'Y'} = {EFX"Y"}', and therefore

&c. (342).

In the latter case. Taking the two triads of lines X, X', X" and

Y, Y', Y" by which the vertices of the two triangles xi, A', A" and

B, B', B" connect with the given point P; and constructing the two double

rays E and F of the two homographic pencils determined at P by the three

pairs of corresponding constituents Xand F, X' and Y', X" and Z" ; the

required points Q and R lie on E and F respectively, and may therefore be

determined by the first case of Ex. V, a'.
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For, ifE and F be the two lines by which Q and R connect with P ^

then since, by the first case of (338, o'j,

{EFX Y } = {M'N'A'B' } = {M"N"A"B"} (!'),

{EFX'Y' } = {M"N"A"B"] = {MNA B } (2'),

{EFX"Y"} = {MNA B } = {M'N'A'B' } (3')

;

therefore at once {EFXY} = {EFX'Y'} = {EFX" Y"}-, and therefori

&c. (342).

Cor. 1°. If Cj C, C" be any third triad of corresponding constituents

of the three systems, in either case ; and Z, Z', Z" the three points or lines

at "which the three sides or by which the three vertices of the triangle

C, C, C" intersect with the line L or connect with the point F ; then

since, in either case, for the same reason as above,

{EFXYZ} = {EFX' Y'Z') = {EFX" Y"Z"},

and similarly for all triads ; therefore the three rows or pencils X, Y, Z,

&c. ; X', Y', Z', &c. ; X"j Y"y Z", &c. are homographic, and have E
and F for triple points or rays. Hence the following general properties of

the three lines i, M, N in the former case, and of the three points P, Q, R
in the latter case.

a. The sides of the system of triangles formed by the several triads of
corresponding points determine on each line, in the former case, three

homographic rows having a pair of triple points ; and the triple points on

each line are its intersections with the other two.

a'. The vertices of the systems of trianglesformed by the several triads

of corresponding rays determine at each point, in the latter case, three

homographic pencils having a pair of triple rays ; and the triple rays at

each point are its connectors with the other two.

N.B. That, in both cases, the three triads of systems are homographic

with each other and with the systems of the original triad, follows also im-

mediately from the first parts of (338, 6 and b') ; and that for each triad the

points or lines in question are triple, is evident also from the obvious

consideration, that, of a triangle, when the three vertices are collinear, the

three sides intersect with every line at a triad of coincident points, and,

when the three sides are concurrent, the three vertices connect with every

point by a ti'iad of coincident lines.

Cor. 2°. From the reciprocal properties of the preceding corollary it

follows immediately, by virtue of (341, 1°), that

—

For three homographic rows of points on different axes, or pencils of
rays through different vertices, no more than three triads of corresponding

constituents could be collinear in theformer case, or concurrent in the latter

case, unless all triads of corresponding constituents were collinear in the

former case, or concurrent in the latter case.
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For, if four collinear or concurrent triads existed, then, of the four lines

of collinearity or points of concurrence, every three, by the properties in

question, would intersect or connect with the fourth at three triple points

or by three triple rays of the three homographic rows or pencils determined

on or at it by the sides or vertices of the system of triangles formed by the

several other triads; which three homographic rows or pencils should

therefore (341, 1°) entirely coincide; and therefore &c.

N.B. Between the three lines i, M, iVand the three axes of the rows

in the former case, or between the three points P, Q, R, and the three

vertices of the pencils in the latter case, no relation of connexion necessarily

exists; both triads in either case may be given or taken arbitrarily; and

give rise in all cases to two conjugate triads of homographic rows or pencils,

determined; in the former case, by the three triads of corresponding

constituents P, P', P" ; Q, Q', Q" ; R, R', R" on the three axes, and by
the three P, Q, P; P', Q', P'; P", Q", R" on the three lines; and, in the

latter case, by the three triads of corresponding constituents Z, L', L"
;

M, M', M"; N, N', N" at the three vertices, and by the three L, My N;
Z', M', N'

',
L", M", N" at the three points; between which there exist

several interesting relations of connexion, though the two triads of lines

or points which determine them are entirely arbitrary.

When, of six lines or points given or taken arbitrarily, any (and therefore

every) four intersect or connect equianharmonically with the remaining two

(301, a and a) ; then (338), of the three homographic rows or pencils

determined by any three of them on or at the remaining three, all triads of

corresponding constituents are collinear or concurrent; and, conversely,

when, of three homographic rows or pencils given or taken arbitrarily, any
four (and therefore all) triads of corresponding constituents are collinear or

concurrent (Cor. 2° above) ; then (338), of the three axes and any three lines

of collinearity, or of the three vertices and any three points of concurrence,

every four of the six intersect or connect equianharmonically with the

remaining two.

Ex. 11°. a. Given two triads of corresponding constituents A, A', A!'

and B, B', B" of three homographic systems, one A, B, C, Sfc. of points
on an axis, and two A', B', C, S^c. and A", B", C", Sfc. of points on a
circle ; and one of three lines L which determine a collinear triad P, P ', P" ;

to construct the other two M and N which determine collinear triads

Q, Q', Q" and R, R', R".

'EiX. 11°. a'. Given two triads of corresponding constituents A, A', A"
and B, B', B" of three homographic systems, one A, B, C, Sfc. of rays

through a vertex, and two A', B', C\ ^c.and A", B", C", ^c. of tangents

to a circle ; and one of the three points P which determine a concurrent

tiiad L, L', L" ; to construct the othei' two R and S which determine con-

current triads M, M\M" and N, N', N".

Here, since in the former case, by the second case of ''338, a\ the several
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lines of connexion A'A", B'B'\ C'C'\ &c. of the several pairs of corre-

sponding points on the circle determine on any two of themselves Jl'Il" and

K'K" two collinear systems A^, B^, C^, &c., and A^,, B,„ C„, &c., homo-

graphic with the two concyclic systems A,' B', C, &c., and A", B'\ C", &c.

and therefore with the collinear system A, B, C, &c. ; and, since in the

latter case, by the second case of (338, a'), the several points of intersection

A'A", B'B"j C'C'f &'c. of the several pairs of corresponding tangents to

the circle determine at any two of themselves II'JI" and K'K" two concur-

rent systems A^, B, C, &c., and A^^, B^, C , &c., homographic with the two

concyclic systems A', B', C, &c., and A", B", C", &c., and therefore with

the concurrent system A, B, C, &c. ; the two reciprocal problems of the

present are consequently reducible at once to those of the preceding

example; and the various inferences there drawn are accordingly applicable

here also.

354. In all the examples of the preceding article, the two

homographic systems, whose double points or lines were the

object of enquiry, direct or indirect, were supposed to have

been given by means of three pairs of corresponding con-

stituents A and A\ B and B\ G and (7'; which, in all cases,

as shewn in Art. 327, implicitly determine the systems, and

all particulars connected with them. In the applications of

the theory, however, it is the law connecting the several pairs

of corresponding constituents, whatever it be, and not the

actual triad of constituents themselves, which is generally

given; and, should the law of connexion not be such as to

furnish the required double points or lines directly by a simpler

construction, a certain preliminary process is consequently

necessary before the particular construction corresponding to

the case, as already described, can be applied.

This preliminary process is however uniformly the same in

all cases, and consists simply in taking arbitrarily any three

constituents A^ B, C of either system, and constructing their

three correspondents A\ B\ C of the other, in accordance

with the given law of connexion, whatever it be. The three

pairs of corresponding constituents A and A\ B and B'^ C and

C necessary and sufficient to determine the two homographic

systems, whose double points or. lines give the two solutions

of the proposed problem, are thus obtained ; and the subsequent

process is that already described and exemplified at some length

in the preceding article.
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355. If, in the performance of the preliminary process de-

scribed in the preceding article, two of the three coincidences

A = A\ B=B\ C=G' should happen to result, the required

double points or lines, and therefore the two solutions of the

proposed problem, would of course be obtained without the

necessity of any further construction. In the performance of

the preliminary process, therefore, each arbitrary assumption of

a point or line A of either system, from which to construct

the corresponding point or line A' of the other system by

application of the given law of connection between them, may
be regarded as an attempt to solve the proposed problem by

the method of trial; which would be successful if A' = A'j but

which of course results generally in a failure^ of which AA' re-

presents the amount of error both in magnitude and sign.

And it is by a simple and uniform process, based on the data

resulting from three such attempts and their failures, that,

as in the method of false position in Arithmetic, the true

solutions of the proposed problem are by this method eventually

obtained.

356. With a few examples of problems solved by the

above method of trial, and coming under the second class

(353) of those reducible to the determination of the double

points or lines of two homographic systems, we shall conclude

the present chapter.

Ex. 1°. To divide a given segment or angle EF in a given anharmonic

ratio, hy a segment or angle MM', or NN', of given magnitude, or having

a given point or line of Msection.

Assuming arbitrarily any three points on the axis of the segment or rays

through the vertex of the angle A, B, C; and constructing the three

A', B', C for which {EFAA'] = {EFBB'} = {EFCC} = the given anhar-

monic ratio, and also the three A", B", C" for which the three segments or

angles AA', BB', CC have the given magnitude or bisector; if, having

proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A' = A", B' = B", C = C"
happen to result, the problem is solved ; if not, the two systems of points or

rays A', B', C, &c. and A", B", C", &c., being both homographic with the

system A, B, C, &c. (329), and therefore with each other (323), the two

double points or rays M' = M" and N' = N" of the two former, with their

two correspondents M and N in the latter, give the two segments or angles

MM' and NN' which satisfy its two conditions.
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N.B. Of the above problems (which evidently include as particular

cases those of 1° and 2% Cor. ^°, Art. 227) the first may obviously be stated

otherwise as follows :
" To place two segments or angles of given magnitude

80 as to cut each other in a given anharmonic ratio."

Ex. 2°. To divide two f/iven segments or angles EF and GH, having a
common axis or vertex, in two given anharmonic ratios, by a common
segment or angle MM', or NN'.

Assuming arbitrarily any three points on the axis or rays through the

vertex A, S, C; and constructing the three A', B\ C for which {UFA A'}

= {EFBB') = {EFCC} = the given anharmonic ratio for EF, and also the

three A", B", C" for which {GHAA"} = {GHBB"\ - {GHCC"\ = the given

anharmonic ratio for GH; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three

coincidences A' = A", B' = B", C = C" happen to result, the problem is

solved; if not, the two systems of points or rays A', B', C, &c. and

A", B", C", 8zc. being homographic with the system A, B, C, &c. (329),

and therefore with each other (323), the two double points arrays 31' = M"
and N' = N" of the two former, with their two correspondents 31 and iV^in

the latter, give the two segments or angles M3I' and NN' which satisfy

its two conditions.

N.B. To the first of the above problems (which evidently include those

of Art. 230 as particular cases) the following, by virtue of the general

property of Art. 332, may obviously be reduced :
" Given four points

P, Q, R, S on A common axis, to determine the two J/ and 31', orN and N',

on the axis, for which the two rectangles PM . QM' and P3I. SM', or

PN . QN' and BN . SN', shall be given in magnitude and sign."

Ex. 3°. Given two points on or tangents to a circle E and F, to divide

their intercepted arc EF in a given anharmonic ratio by two others

M and M', or N and N'

;

a. Connecting, in theformer case, through a given point P.

a'. Intersecting, in the latter case, on a given line L.

Assuming arbitrarily any three points on or tangents to the circle

A, B, C; and constructing the three A', B', C for which {EFAA'}
= {EFBB'] ^ {EFCC} = the given anharmonic ratio, and also the three

A", B", C" which connect with A, B, C in the former case through the

given point P, or intersect with ^, B, Cin the latter case on the given

line L ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A' = A",

B' = B"y C = C" happen to result, the problem is solved; if not, the

two systems of points or tangents A', B', C, &c. and A", B", C", &c.

being both homographic with the system A, B, C, &c. (329 and 315),

and therefore with each other (323), the two double points or tangents

M' = M" and N' = N" of the two former, with their two correspondents

Jkf and iVin the latter, give the two pairs of points or tangents 31 and 31',

JVand N' which fulfil both required conditions.
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N.B. To the above problems (which evidently include those of Cor. 4°,

Art. 257, as particular cases) the following, by virtue of the general pro-

perty of Art. 257, may obviously be reduced ; viz. " To divide two given

arcs of two given circles, one harmonically, and the other in any given

anharmonic ratio, by four collinear points on, or by four concurrent tangents

to, the circles."

Ex. 4°. a. On two given lines L and L' to find two points M and M',
or N andN ', whose lines of connection ivith each of two given points P
and P' shall f

1°, contain a given angle ; 2°, malie equal angles with a
given line through the point ; 3^, divide in a given anharmonic ratio a given

angle at the point.

Ex. 4°. a'. Through two given points P and P' to draw two lines

M andM ', or N and N', whose points of intersection with each of two

given lines L and II shall; P, intercept a given segment ; 2°, make equal

segments with a given point on the line ; 3°, divide in a given anharmonic

ratio a given segment of the line.

In the former case; taking arbitrarily, on either line X, any three

points A, B, C; and constructing, on the other L', the three A', JB', C for

which the three angles APA', BPB', CPC fulfil the required condition

for the point P, and also the three A'', B", C" for which the three AP'A",
BP'B", CP'C" fulfil that for the point P'. And, in the latter case;

drawing arbitrarily, through either point P, any three rays A, B, C\ and

constructing, through the other P', the three A' ^ B', C for which the three

segments ALA\ BLB\ CLC fulfil the required condition for the line Z,

and also the three A'\ B", C" for which the three AL'A", BL'B", CL'C"
fulfil that for the line 1! . If, in either case, having proceeded so far, two

of the three coincidences A - A", B' = B", C = C" happen to result ; the

problem is solved ; if not, the two systems of points or rays A', B ', C", &c.

and A",B", C", &c. being homographic with the system A, B, C, &c.

(see Ex. 8° of preceding Art.), and therefore with each other (323), the two

double points or rays M' = 31" and N' = N" of the two former, with their

two correspondents 3/ and A^ in the latter, are the two pairs of points or

rays iHf and M', A'' and N' which fulfil the required conditions.

Ex. 5^. a. Through a given point P to draw a line intersecting with

four given lines ij, ij, ij, L^ at a system offour points M^, M^, Afg, M^,

or A^j, A^o, A^3, A^4j having a given anharmonic ratio.

Ex. 5°. a. On a given line L tofind a point connecting withfour given

points Pi, Pg, Pg, P4 by a system of four rays Afj, Afg, M^, M^, or

N^, ATg, A^3, ATj, having a given anharmonic ratio.

In the former case. Taking arbitrarily any three points A-^, B^, C^ on

any one of the four given lines X, ; and drawing through them the three

lines intersecting with the remaining three L^, L^, L^ at the three triads of

points A^, A^, Ai', B.^, B^, B^', Q, C3, C^ determining with A^^, B^, C^ the

given anharmonic ratio (287, a) ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the

three lines so drawn happen to pass through the given point P, the problem
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is solved ; if not, the four systems of points ^,, ^p Cj, &c. ; A^, B^, C^, &c.

;

^3, i?3, C3, &c. ; A^, B^, C^, &c., on the four given lines L^, ig, L^, i^,

being homographic (333, Ex. e), the two double rays of the two homo-

graphic pencils determined by any two of them at P are the two lines

that solve it.

In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarily any three rays Ay, B^, C^ through

any one of the four given points P^ ; and taking on them the three points

connecting with the remaining three P2, P3, P4 by the three triads of rays

-4„ ^3, A^\ Pg, P3, P^; Cg, C3, C^ determining with A^, P,, C, the given

anharmonic ratio (287, a') ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three

points so taken happen to lie on the given line L, the problem is solved; if

not, the four systems of rays Ay, Pj, C,, &c. ; A^, B.,, Cg, &c. ; A^, P3, C,,

&c. ; A^, B^f C!,, &c., through the four given points P^, P.^, P^, P^, being

homographic (333, Ex. e'), the two double points of the two homographic

rows determined by any two of them on L are the two points that solve it.

Cor. 1°. Regarding the four lines in a, or the four points, in a', as

grouped in two pairs determining two angles in the former case, or two

segments in the latter case ; the above reciprocal problems may be stated

otherwise as follows :

a. Through a given jwint to draw a line the segments intercepted on

which hy two given angles shall divide each other in a given anharmonic ratio.

a. On a given line to Jind a -point the angles subtended at which hy

two given segments shall divide each other in a given anharmonic ratio.

Cor. 2°. If any one of the four lines, in a, or of the four points, in a', be

at infinity ; the problems for the remaining three (See Cor. 3°, Art. 285)

become modified as follows :

a. Through a given point to draw a line intersecting with three given

lines at three points the ratios of whose three intercepted segments shall

he given.

a. On a given line to Jind a point connecting with three given points

hy three lines the ratios of the three segments intercepted hy which on a seco7id

given line shall he given.

N.B. Of these latter problems the first (a) is obviously a very particular

case of that proposed, with others, for solution, on other principles, in 3°,

Cor. 1°, Art. 56.

Ex. 6°. a. To draw a line intersecting with six given lines X^ L^, P3, L^,

Z5, L^ {orJive if any two coincide) so thatfour points of intersection Mi, 31^,

Jfa, M^, or Ny, iVg, A^3, iV^, shall have one given anharmonic ratio, andfour

more M^, M^, M^, M^, or N^, N^, N^, N^, another given anharmonic ratio.

Ex. 6°. a'. ToJind a point connecting with six given points Pi, Pz, Pg,

Pi, P^,P^ {orJive if any two coincide) so thatfour rays of connexion Mi, Mr,,

M^, 31^, or Ny, N^, N^, N^, shall have one given anhannonic ratio, andfour

more M^, M^, 31^, M^, or iV,, If^, iV;, iVj, another given anharmonic ratio.
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In the former case. Taking arbitrarily any three points A^, B^, Ci on

Xi ; and drawing through them the three lines intersecting with ig' ^3> -^i

at the three triads of points A^, A^, A^ ; B^, B^, B^', C^, C^ C4 determining

with Ai, By, Cj the first given anharmonic ratio, and also the three inter-

secting with Xg, ij, Xq at the three triads of points A'^, A^, A^\ B'.^, B^, B^;

C'2, C^, Cg determining with A^, B^, C, the second given anharmonic ratio

(287, a) ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A^^A'^,

Bo = B^', Cg = C^' happen to result, the problem is solved ; if not, the two

systems of points A^, B^, C^, &c. and A^', B^, C^', &c. on L^ being both

homographic with the systems A-^, By, C^, &c. on X^ (333, Ex. e), and

therefore with each other (323), the two double points M^= M^ and

iVg = ^t of the two former connect with their two correspondents M^ and N-^

in the latter by the two lines which solve it.

In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarily any three rays A^, B^, C^

through Pj ; and taking on them the three points connecting with Pg* ^31

JP^ by the three triads of rays A^, A^, A^ ; B^, B.^, B^ ; C^, C.^, C^ determin-

ing with A^, P], Cj the first given anharmonic ratio, and also the three

connecting with Pg, P^, Pg by the three triads of rays A^', A^, A^ ; B^', P^,

Pg; Co, Cg, Cg determining with A^, Pj, C^ the second given anharmonic

ratio (287, a') ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences,

A^-- A^, P2 = P2', Cg = Cj' happen to result, the problem is solved ; if not,

the two systems of rays A^, B^, C3, &c. and A.^, P./, Gj', &c. through Pg

being both homographic with the system A-^, P^, C^, &c. through P^

(333, Ex. e'), and therefore with each other (323), the two double rays

iHfg = M^ and N.^ = N^ of the two former intersect with their two correspon-

dents M-^ and N^ in the latter at the two points which solve it.

Cor. 1°. Regarding the six lines, in a, or the six points, in a', as grouped

in three pairs determining three angles in the former case or three segments

in the latter case ; the above reciprocal problems, like those of the preceding

example, may be stated otherwise as follows :

a. To draw a line the segments intercepted on which hy three given

angles shall divide each other two and two in given anharmonic ratios.

tt'. Tojind aj^oint the angles subtended at which hy three given segments

shall divide each other two and two in given anharmonic ratios.

Cor. 2°. If any two of the four lines, in a, or of the four points, in a',

which do not enter into both anharmonic ratios, coincide at infinity ; the

problems for the remaining four (see Cor. 3°, Art. 285) become modified

as follows :

—

a. To draw a line two of whose intersections withfour given lines shall

divide in given ratios its segment intercepted by the remaining two,

a'. Tofind a point two of whose connectors with four given points shall

divide in given ratios the segment intercepted on a given line by the remaining

two.

N.B. Of these latter problems, the first («), it will be remembered, was

already proposed for solution, on other principles, at the close of Art. 66.
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Ex. 7°. a. To a given circle to inscribe a j^olygon of ani/ order, whose

several sides shall pass through given poitits, or any or all of them touch

instead given circles concentric with the original.

Ex.. 7^. a'. To a given circle to exscrihe a polygon of any order, whose

several vertices shall lie on given lines, or any or all of them lie instead

on given circles concentric with the original.

In the former case. Taking arbitrarily any three points A^, B^, d on

the given circle ; and constructing successively the several triads of inscribed

chords A,A^, B^B^, qC,; A.,A^, B.,B.„ C^C^; A^A,, B.B^, C.C,-, &c.

;

A,^A,^^u B„B,^^^, C'„C„^i passing through (or touching) the several given

points (or concentric circles) corresponding respectively to the several

successive sides of the polygon ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the

three coincidences A,,^^ = Au B,,^^ = B^, C^.i = Cj happen to result, the

problem is solved; if not, the several systems of points A^, J?i, C,, &c.

;

A^, Boj C;, &c. ; ^3, jBg, ^3, &c., &c.; A,,^^, B„^^, C„,i, &c., being all homo-

graphic (315), the two double points 3/j = M„^^ and N^ = N,^^^ of the first

and last give the first vertices of the two polygons that solve it.

In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarily any three tangents A^^, B^, C, to

the given circle ; and constructing successively the several triads of exscribed

angles A^A,^, B^B^, aC^; AU;,, B,B„ C^Cr,; A^i, ^z^^v C3C4; &c.;

A„A^^^, B,^B,^^^, C,^C,^^^ having their vertices on the several given lines (or

concentric circles) corresponding respectively to the several successive

vertices of the polygon; if , having proceeded so far, two of the three

coincidences A,,^^ = Ai, B„^i = B^, C„^^ = Ci happen to result, the problem is

solved ; if not, the several systems of tangents A^, B^, C^, &c. ; An, B^, Co,

&c. ; ^3, ^3, C3, &c., &c. ; A,^i, B„^^, C„^„ &c. being all homographic

(315), the two double lines Jfj = M^^^ and iV, = iV^^ of the first and last

give the first sides of the two polygons that solve it.

N.B. Of the above reciprocal problems, those of Art. 263, solved there

on other principles, are evidently particular cases.

Ex. 8°. a. To a given circle to inscribe a polygon of any order, whose

several sides shall divide in given anharmonic ratios given arcs of the circle.

Ex. 8°. a'. To a given circle to exscribe a polygon of any order, whose

several angles shall divide in given anharmonic ratios given arcs of the circle.

In the former case. Taking arbitrarily any three points Ai, B^, C^ on

the given circle; and constructing successively the several triads of in-

scribed chords ^1^0, B,B., C,C,', A,A,, B^B^, QC3; A,A„ B,B^, C,C,;

&c. A„A„^i, B„B,^^^, C„C„^^ dividing in the several given anharmonic ratios

the several given arcs of the circle corresponding respectively to the several

successive sides of the polygon ; if, having proceeded so far, two of the

three coincidences A,,^^ = Ay, B^^^ = B^, C„^i = C^ happen to result, the

problem is solved; if not, the several systems of points Ai, Bi, C^, &c.

;

A^, B„ a, &c. ; ^3, i?3, C3, &c. ; A„^„ ^„,,, C,.,i, &c. being all homographic

(329), the two double points 3fi = 3I„

give the first vertices of the two polygons that solve it.
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In the latter case. Drawing arbitrarily any three tangents Ai, Bi, O^

to the given circle; and constructing successively the several triads of

exscribed angles A^A^, B,B.,, C^C.,; A^A^, B^B^, C.,C.y, A^A^, B^B^, C^C^

&c. ; A„A,^^, B^B^^j C'„C^i dividing in the several given anharmonic

ratios the several given arcs of the circle corresponding respectively to the

several successive angles of the polygon ; if, having proceeded so far, two

of the three coincidences A^^ - A^, B^^ = B^, C„^^ - Cj happen to result,

the problem is solved ; if not, the several systems of tangents A^, B^^ C^, &c.

;

A^, Br,, C;, &c. ; ^3, J?3, Cy &c. ; A^^, B^^, Cn^^, &c. being all homo-

graphic (329), the two double lines M^ = M^^^ and iVj = N^i of the first and

last give the first sides of the two polygons that solve it.

N.B. That the above reciprocal problems involve, as particular cases,

those of the preceding example, is evident from Arts. 257 and 311, Cor. 3°.

Ex. 9°. a. To construct a polygon of any order, whose several vertices

shall lie on given lines, and whose several sides shall pass through given

points, or any or all of them touch instead given circles tangent to the pairs

of lines on which the adjacent vertices lie,

Ex. 9°. a\ To construct a polygon of any order, whose several sides

shallpass through given points, and whose several vertices shall lie on given

lines, or any or all of them lie instead on given circles passing thrdu/h the

pairs ofpoints through which the adjacent sidespass.

In the former case. On any one of the given lines Zi taking arbi-

trarily any three points A^, B^, C^ ; and on the several others Z^, L^, i^,

&c. i„, taken in the order of the several successive vertices of the polygon,

and finally on the original L^ itself, constructing successively the several

triads of points ^2» -^25 G^\ A^, B^, Cg; A^, B^, C^j &c...^„, B^, C„; and

Ar^^, Bn^^, C,j^i for which the several triads of connectors A^A^, B^B^^,

C,C,', A,A„ B,B„ C,C,; A,A„ B,B„ C,C,', &c.; A^A^„ B^B^^,

CnCj,^^ pass through (or touch) the several given points (or circles) corre-

sponding respectively to the several successive sides of the polygon; if,

having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A,^^x = A^, B„^i = Bi,

^m\ = ^i happen to result, the problem is solved; if not, the several systems

of points Ai, Bi, C„ «&c.; A2, Bo, C,, &c.; A.^, B^, C3, &c. &c.; A„,^, B^^^,

C,,+i, &c. being all homographic (285 or 315), the two double points

M^ = Jf„^i and iVi = N,^^^ of the first and last give the vertices on Z^ of the

two polygons that solve it.

In the latter case. Through any one of the given points Pi drawing

arbitrarily any three lines A^, B^, C^; and through the several others

B^, P3, P^, &c. P„, taken in the order of the several successive sides of the

polygon, and finally through the original Py itself, constructing successively

the several triads of lines A^, B^, C,; A^, B^, C3; A^, B^, C4, &c.

;

An, B„, C„; and A^^^, B^^^, C„^i for which the several triads of intersections

A,A„ ByB,, C,Cy, A,A„ B,B„ C,C,', A^A^, B,B„ C.C&a A,,A„,r,

^n-^n+v ^n^M+i ^^^ 0° ^he scvcral given lines (or circles) corresponding

respectively to the several successive vertices of the polygon ; if, having

VOL. II. T
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proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A,,^^ = A^, B^^^=B^, C„^^= C^

happen to result, the problem is solved ; if not, the several systems of rays

A,, -Bi, C'„ &c. ; yl„ i?,, C„ &c.; ^3, B,, C,, &c. &c. ; ^,„„ i?„,,, e„,„ &c.

being all homographic (285 or 315), the two double lines Mi = M^^^ and

JV, = iV„^i of the first and last give the sides through Pj of the two polygons

that solve it.

N.B. Of the above reciprocal problems, the first parts may evidently be

stated in the common equivalent form ; viz. " given two polygons of any

common order, to construct a third at once inscribed to one and exscribed

to the other of them."

Ex. 10°. a. To construct a polygon of any order ^ whose several vertices

shall lie on given lines, and whose several sides shall subtend angles at given

points ; 1°, of given magnitudes ; 2°, having given lines of bisection through

the points ; 3°, dividing in given anharmonic ratios given angles at the

points.

Ex. 10°. a\ To construct a polygon ofany order, whose several sides shall

pass through given points, atid whose several angles shall intercept segments

en given lines ; 1°, of given magnitudes ; 2°, having given points of bisection

on the li?ies ; 3°, dividing in given anharmonic ratios given segments of the

lines.

In the former case. On any one of the given lines Xj taking arbitrarily

<iny three points A^, B^, C^-, and on the several others L^, L^, Z^, &c. Z,^

taken in the order of the several successive vertices of the polygon, and

finally on the original L^ itself, constructing successively the several triads

of points A^,B,, C^; A^, B^, C, ; A^, B^, C,, &c.; A^, B^, C„; and ^„^i,

^n+i> ^n+\ for which the several triads of segments A^A^, ^i^v ^,^2»

A,A„ B,B„ C,Cy, A,A„ B^B^, QC,, &c.; A^A^,,, B„B^„ C„C„.i subtend

at the several given points, corresponding respectively to the several suc-

-cessive sides of the polygon, angles fulfilling the required conditions 1° or

2° or 3°; if, having proceeded so far, two of the three coincidences A„^i = Ai,

B^i = By, C,jti = Cj happen to result, the problem is solved ; if not, the several

systems of points A^, B^, C^, &c. ; A^, B^, C^, &c.; A^ B^, C3, &c., &c.;

«4„^j, Bn^i, C^i, &c. being all homographic (329), the two double points

Ml = M^i and N^ = JV„+i of the first and last give the vertices on Z^ of the

two polygons that solve it.

In the latter case. Through any one of the given points P^ drawing

arbitrarily any three lines A^, Bi, C^; and through the several others

Pgi -Pa* -^45 &c. P„ taken in the order of the several successive sides of the

polygon, and finally through the original P^ itself, constructing successively

the several triads of lines A^, B^, d', A^, B^, C^', A^, B^, C^, &c. ; A„, Bn,

C„ ; and A„+i, P„+i, C„+i, for which the several triads of angles A^A^, B^B^,

CyC,', A,A„ B,B^, C,C^; A,A^, B,B„ C^C^, &c. ; A,A„^u B„B,,„' C^Cn^,

intercept on the several given lines, corresponding respectively to the several

Successive angles of the polygon, segments fulfilling the required condi-

tions 1° or 2° or 3° ; if, having proceeded so far> two of the three coincidences-
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A„^i = Aif Bn+^ = B^, (7„+j = C, happen to result, the problem is solved; if

not, the several systems of rays A^, B^, C^, &c.; A2, B^, C2, &c.; A^, B^,

C3, &c. &c. ; An+i, Bn+i, C„+„ &c. being all homographic (329), the two

double lines Mi = Mn+x and N^ = iV„+j of the first and last give the sides

through Pj of the two polygons that solve it.

N.B. The above reciprocal constructions would evidently remain un-

altered, if any line in the former case, or any point in the latter case, were

replaced by a circle, containing in the former case the two points, or

touching in the latter case the two lines, between which it lies in the order

of the several successive vertices or sides of the polygon.

T2
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CHAPTER XXL

ON THE RELATION OF INVOLUTION BETWEEN
HOMOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS.

357. When the axes of two homographic rows of points

or the vertices of two homographic pencils of rays coincide,

every point on the common axis or ray through the common
vertex belongs of course indifferently to both systems, and has

in general two different correspondents, one as belonging to one

system, and the other as belonging to the other system ; it some-

times happens, however, that these two correspondents always

coincide, as appears from the following fundamental theorem

:

When two homographic rows ofpoints on a common axis, or

pencils of rays through a common vertex^ are such that any one

point on the axts^ or ray through the vertex^ has the same cor-

respondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging^ then

every point on the axis^ or ray through the vertex^ possesses the

same property.

Let A, B, a, D, E, F, &c. and A\ B\ C\ D\ E\ F\ &c. be

the two systems ; and let any one point or ray P, denoted by A
or B' according to its system, have in both cases the same cor-

respondent §, denoted by A' or B according to its system

;

then every other point or ray i?, denoted by C or D according

to its system, has in both cases the same correspondent 8^

denoted by C or D according to its system.

For, the two systems being homographic, [ABCD] =
{A'B'G'D']', but, by hypothesis, A^B'^P, B^A'=Q^
C=D'^R, therefore {PQRD] = [QPG'R]=^{PQRC'} (280);

therefore, at once, D— C — 8] and therefore &c.

The same theorem may also be stated in the somewhat

different, but obviously equivalent form, as follows

:

For two homographic rows of points on a common a^is^ or

jpencils of rays through a common vertex^ the interchangeability of
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a single pair of corresponding constituents involves that of every

pair, (See Art. 284).

358. Two homographic rows of points on a common axis,

or pencils of rays through a common vertex, related as above to

each other, that every point on the common axis, or ray through

the common vertex, has the same correspondent to whichever

system it be regarded as belonging, are said to he in involution

with each other. In the same case, their common axis or vertex

is termed the axis or vertex of the involution ; their two double

points or rays (341) are termed the double points or rays of the

involution ; and their several pairs of corresponding constituents,

from their property of interchangeability, are termed conjugate

points or rays of the involution.

Every two conjugate groups of two homographic rows or

pencils in involution are said also to be in involution with each

other, provided they contain at least three points or rays each
;

that number of pairs of corresponding constituents of any two

homographic systems being requisite (327) to determine the

systems. Hence, two triads of corresponding points or rays,

having a common axis or vertex, are said to be in involution,

when the two homographic rows or pencils they determine are

in involution with each other.

359. Two pairs of corresponding constituents are sufficient

to determine two homographic rows of points on a common axis,

or pencils of rays through a common vertex, when in involution

with each other. For, the relation of involution between the two

systems requiring (357) that every pair of corresponding consti-

tuents should be interchangeable, the interchange of the two con-

stituents of either pair, "when two are given or known, would

supply the third pair necessary and sufficient to determine the

systems (327).

From the nature of the relation of Involution between two

homographic rows or pencils (357), it is evident (285) that

every two rows in involution on any axis determine two pencils

in involution at every vertex, and, conversely, that every two

pencils in involution at any vertex determine two rows in invo-

lution on every axis.
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360. The fundamental theorem of Art. 357 applies, of course,

as well to two homographic systems of points on a common

circle, or of tangents to a common circle, as to two rows of points

on a common axis, or pencils of rays through a common vertex

;

and two such systems accordingly, or any two conjugate groups

of two such systems, containing at least three constituents

each, are also said to be in involution with each other under

the same circumstances exactly as if the circle were a line in

the former case or a point in the latter case.

It is evident that systems of points in involution on any

circle determine pencils of rays in involution at every point

on the circle; and, conversely, that pencils of rays in involu-

tion at any vertex determine systems of points in involution

on every cu'cle passing through the vertex. Also, that systems

of tangents in involution to any circle determine rows of points

in involution on every tangent to the circle ; and, conversely,

that rows of points in involution on any axis determine systems

of tangents in involution to every circle touching the axis.

361. The following are a few fundamental examples of two

homographic systems in involution with each other; from

which it will be seen that the relation, when existing between

two systems otherwise known to be homographic, is generally

apparent of itself when the law connecting the several pairs

of corresponding constituents in the generation of the systems

is given or known.

Ex. 1°. A fixed segment or angle is cut harmonically hy a variable

pair of conjugates ; the two homographic rows or pencils determined by the

two points or lines of section (329) are in involution.

For, each point or line of section has in every position the other for its

correspondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging; and

therefore &c. (358).

Ex. 2°. A variable segment or angle has afixed pair of points or lines of

bisection ; the two similar and therefore homographic rows or pencils deter-

mined by its two bounding points or lines are in involution.

For, each bounding point or line has in every position the other for its

correspondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging; and

therefore &c. (358).

Ex. 3°. Two variable points on a fixed line have a constant product of

distances from a fixed point on the line ; the two homographic rows they

determine on the line (331) are in involution.
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For, each variable point has in every position the other for its corres-

pondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging; and therefore

&c. (358).

Ex. 4°. Two variable lines through a fixed point intersect constantly at

right angles ; the two similar and therefore homographic pencils they deter-

mine at the point are in involution.

For, each variable line has in every position the other for its corres-

pondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging ; and therefore

&c. (358).

Ex. 5^^. Two variable points on afixed circle connect constantly through ei

fixed point ; the two homographic systems they determine on the circle (315)

are in involution.

For, each variable point has in every position the other for its corres-

pondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging; and therefore

&c. (358).

Ex. 6°. Two variable tangents to a fixed circle intersect constantly on a

fixed line; the two homographic systems they determine to the circle {315)

are in involution.

For, each variable tangent has in every position the other for its corres-

pondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging ; and therefore

&c. (358).

N.B. To the first of the above examples, which the reader will readily

perceive involves the remaining five, it will appear in the sequel that every

case of involution between two homographic systems, of points on a common
line or circle, or of tangents to a common point or circle, may be reduced.

362. The following additional examples of homographic

systems in involution, all reducible to some or other of the

preceding, and all of the same class with them, the law con-

necting the several pairs of corresponding constituents in their

generation being given in all, are left as exercises to the reader.

Ex. 1°. A variable circle, passing through two fixed points, determines

two systems of points in involution on any fixed line or circle.

Ex. 2°. A variable circle, coaxal with two fixed points, determines two

systems of points in involution on any fixed line or circle.

Ex. 3°. A variable circle, of any coaxal system, determines two systems

of points in involution on any fixed line or circle.

Ex. 4°. A variable circle, passing through a fixed point and intersecting

a fixed line or circle at right angles, determines two systems of points in

involution on the line or circle.

Ex. 5°. A variable circle, intersecting two fixed lines or circles (or a

fixed line and circle) at right angles, determines two systems of points in

involution on each line or circle.

Ex. 6°. A variable circle, passing through a fixed point and intersecting
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two fixed circles at equal (or supplemental) angles, determines two systems

of points in involution on each circle.

Ex. 7°. A variable circle, intersecting three fixed circles at equal (or at

any invariable combination of equal and supplemental) angles, determines

two systems of points in involution on each circle.

Ex. 8°. A variable circle, having a fixed pole and polar, determines two

systems ; a. of points in involution on every line through the pole ; a', of

rays in involution at every point on the polar.

Ex. 9°. Any number of circles, having a common pair of conjugate points

or lines (174), determine two systems; a. in the former case, of points in

involution on the connector of the points ; o', in the latter case, of rays in

involution at the intersection of the lines.

Ex. 10°. Any number of circles, orthogonal to a common circle, deter-

mine two rows of points in involution on every diameter of the circle (156).

Ex. 11°. Any number of circles, intersecting two common circles at

equal (or supplemental) angles, determine two rows of points in involution

on every line passing through the external (or internal) centre of perspective

ofthe circles (211, Cor. 1°.)

Ex. 12°. Any number of circles, intersecting two common circles at

angles whose cosines have any constant ratio, determine two rows of points

in involution on every line dividing the interval between their centres in the

compound ratio of their radii and of the cosines of the angles. (19U, Cor. 1°.)

N.B. In the first eight of the above examples, the relation of homo-

graphy between the two systems has been already established in Art. 326,

and in the remaining four it follows at once from examples 1° and 4° of

the preceding article, by virtue of the properties referred to in their state-

ments ; the additional relation of involution between them appears in all

from the same consideration (358) that, of every pair of constituents deter-

mined by the same circle, each has the other for its correspondent to which-

ever system it be regarded as belonging.

363. Any two homograpMc systems of points on a common

line or circle^ or of tangents to a common point or circle^ ff^o-yi if

not already in involution^ he brought into the particular relative

position constituting that relation^ hy the absolute movement of

either^ or both^ on the common line or circle in the former case,

or round the common point or circle in the latter case.

For, taking arbitrarily any pair of corresponding constituents

A and A' of the two systems, and determining, by Ex. 1",

Art. 353, the pair ^ and B' for which AB= — A'B'', a move-

ment of either or both of the systems which would bring A
to coincide with B' and B to coincide with A' would then, by

the fundamental theorem of Art. 357, place them in involution
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with each other ; and that without altering the relative direc-

tions of succession of the several constituents of one and of

the corresponding constituents of the other.

ISince, by the example in question (Ex. 1°, Art. 353), for

each pair of corresponding constituents A and A' of the original

systems, there exists, not only a pair B and B' for which

AB = — A'B'j but also a pair C and C for which AC = -\- A'C
]

a movement of either or both of the systems which would bring

A to coincide with C and C to coincide with A' would also,

by the same theorem of Art. 357, place them in involution with

each other; but, of course, not without altering the direction

of succession of the several constituents of one of them, that

of the corresponding constituents of the other remaining un-

changed.

Hence, For every two homograjpMc systems of points on a

common line or circle^ or of tangents to a common point or circle^

there exist two different relative positions of involution with each

other y the relative directions of succession of the several consti-

tuents of one and of the corresponding constituents of the other

being opposites in the two positions,

364. For every two homographic systems in involution with

each other^ every three pairs of corresponding constituents deter-

mine a system of six points or lines ^ every four of which are

equianharmonic with theirfour correspondents (see Art. 283).

For, every point on the common line or circle, or tangent

to the common point or circle, having the same correspondent

to whichever system it be regarded as belonging (358), every

two conjugate quartets determined by any three pairs of their

corresponding constituents (283) are consequently conjugate

quartets of the two systems, and as such are of course equi-

anharmonic, the systems being homographic.

Conversely, When^ of two homographic systems cf points on a

common line or circle^ or of tangents to a common point or circle^

any two conjugate quartets determined by any three pairs of their

corresponding constituents are equianharmonic^ the two systems

are in involution with each other.

For, one of the three pairs of corresponding constituents

being necessarily common to the two conjugate quartets (see
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Art. 283), the equianharmonicism of the latter involves conse-

quently the interchangeability of the former, and with it there-

fore, by the fundamental theorem of Art. 357, the involution

of the systems.

CoR. 1°. As three pairs of corresponding constituents, of

points on a common line or circle, or of tangents to a common
point or circle, determine six different pairs of conjugate

quartets (283), it follows, indirectly, from the above con-

verse properties combined, that the anharmomc equivalence of
any one of the six pairs involves the anharmonic equivalence

of each of the remaining five. It was upon this property as

basis (which it will be remembered was proved directly for

collinear and concurrent systems in Art. 283, and otherwise

indirectly for concyclic systems in Art. 313, Cor. 1°) that

M. Chasles originally founded the whole theory of Involution

;

because that by means of it the relation is generally perceived

to exist in cases (many of considerable interest which he was

himself the first to investigate) where but three pairs of con-

jugates are given.

COK. 2°. It is evident also from the same properties that

when any number of pairs of corresponding constituents^ ofpoints

on a common line or circle^ or of tangents to a common point

or circle^ form each an involution with the same two pairs^ they

form involutions three and three with each other ; or, to express

the same thing differently, when a variable pair of corresponding

constituents^ ofpoints on a common line or circle^ or of tangents

to a common point or circle^ form in every position an involution

with two fixed pairs^ they determine two homographic systems in

involution with each other,

'6Q6. The following are a few fundamental examples, grouped

in reciprocal pairs, of cases of three pairs of corresponding con-

stituents satisfying the criterion of the preceding article, and

therefore in involution with each other. They were among
the first originally given by Chasles, and have been shown to

satisfy the criterion in the articles referred to with their state-

ments respectively

:

Ex. a. The three pairs of opposite connectors of every tetrastigm de-

termine on every line a system of six points in involution (299, a).
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Ex. a'. The three pairs of opposite intersections of every tetragram

determine at every point a system of six rays in involution (299, a'),

Ex. h. The six parallels through any point to the three pairs of opposite

connectors of any tetrastigm form a system of six rays in involution (299,

Cor. 2°, a).

Ex. v. The six projections on any line of the three pairs of opposite

intersections of any tetragram form a system of six points in involution

(299, Cor. 2°, a').

Ex. c. The three sides of any triangle, and any three concurrent lines

through the three vertices, determine on every line a system of six points

in involution (299, Cor. 4°, a).

Ex. c'. The three vertices of any triangle, and any three collinear points

on the three sides, determine at every point a system of six rays in involu-

tion (299, Cor. 4°, a').

Ex. d. The three intersections with any line of the three sides of any

triangle determine, with the three projections on the line of the three

vertices of the triangle, a system of six points in involution (299, Cor. 5°, a),

Ex. d'. The three connectors with any point of the three vertices of any

triangle determine, with the three parallels through the point to the three

sides of the triangle, a system of six rays in involution (299, Cor. 5°, a'.).

Ex, e. Every circle, and any two of the three pairs of opposite connectors

of any inscribed tetrastigm, determine on every line a system of six points

in involution (301, Cor. 2°, a.).

Ex. e'. Every circle, and any two of the three pairs of opposite intersec-

tions of any exscribed tetragram, subtend at every point a system of six

rays in involution (301, Cor. 2°, a'.).

Ex./. Every three pairs of points on a circle which connect by con-

current lines form a system of six points in involution (313.).

Ex./'. Every three pairs of tangents to a circle which intersect at

collinear points form a system of six tangents in involution (313.).

Ex. g. Every three pairs of points on a line or circle, harmonic con-

jugates to each other with respect to the same two points on the line or

circle, form a system of six points in involution (282, Cor. 5°, 3°.).

Ex. g. Every three pairs of tangents to a point or circle, harmonic

conjugates to each other with respect to the same two tangents to the point

or circle, form a system of six tangents in involution (282, Cor. 5°, 3°.).

366. To the preceding fundamental cases of Involution be-

tween three pairs of corresponding constituents, several others,

involving like them but three pairs of conjugates, are reducible

;

the following are some examples, grouped In reciprocal pairs,

the reductions of which are left as exercises to the reader.

Ex. a. "When the directions of three segments are concurrent, the six

centres of perspective of their three groups of two determine at every point

a system of six rays in involution (295, Cor, 1°.).
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Ex. a\ When the vertices of three angles are collinear, the six axes of
perspective of their three groups of two determine on every line a system of
six points in involution (295, Cor. 1°.).

Ex. b. When the extremities of three segments form an equianharmonic
hexastigm, the six centres of perspective of their three groups of two deter-

mine at every point a system of six rays in involution (303, </.).

Ex. b'. When the sides of three angles form an equianharmonic hexa-

gram, the six axes of perspective of their three groups of two determine on
every line a system of six points in involution (303, d'.).

Ex. c. When three segments combine the characteristics of examples
a and b, the six centres of perspective of their three groups of two are

collinear and in involution (295, Cor. 4°.).

Ex. c'. When three angles combine the characteristics of examples
a' and b', the six axes of perspective of their three groups of two are con-

current and in involution (295, Cor. 4°.).

Ex. d. The six centres of perspective, of any three chords inscribed to a

circle taken in pairs, determine at every point a system of six rays in invo-

lution (317, Cor. 1°.).

Ex. d'. The six axes of perspective, of any three angles exscribed to a

circle taken in pairs, determine on every line a system of six points in

involution (317, Cor. 1°.).

Ex. e. When the directions of three chords inscribed to a circle are

concurrent, the six centers of perspective of their three groups of two are

collinear and in involution (317, Cor. 4°.).

Ex. e'. When the vertices of three angles exscribed to a circle are

collinear, the six axes of perspective of their three groups of two are con-

current and in involution (317, Cor. 4°.).

Ex./. When two triangles either inscribed or exscribed to the same

circle are in perspective, their three pairs of corresponding sides determine

six points in involution on every line through the centre of perspective (320).

Ex. /'. When two triangles either exscribed or inscribed to the same

circle are in perspective, their three pairs of corresponding vertices deter-

mine six rays in involution at every point on the axis of perspective (320).

Ex. g. When four circles pass through a common point, the six axes of

perspective through the point of their six groups of two form a system of

six rays in involution. (See Ex. a' of preceding Art.)

Ex. g'. When four circles touch a common line, the six centres of per-

spective on the line of their six groups of two form a system of six points

in involution. (See Ex. a of preceding Art.)

Ex. h. Every two circles and their two centres of perspective subtend at

every point a system of six rays in involution.

Ex. h'. Every two circles and their two axes of perspective determine on

every line a system of six points in involution.

N.B. In the reduction of these two last examples to examples e' and e

of the preceding article respectively, it is to be remembered, with respect to

any two circles, that the two centres of perspective are a pair of opposite
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intersections of the tetragram exscribed to both determined by their four

common tangents, and that the two axes of perspective are a pair of opposite

connectors of the tetrastigm inscribed to both determined by their four

common points. (See Art. 207.)

367. When two JiomograpMc rows of points on a common

axis^ or pencils of rays through a common vertex^ are in invo-

lution ; every three pairs of corresponding constituents A and A',

B and B\ C and C ' are connected,

a. In theformer case^ hy the symmetrical relation

BA' C£ AC

_

CA' ' AB ' BC "
'

or, which is the same thing^ hy the equivalent relation

BC . CA',AB' + B' G,CA .A'B=0;

a. In the latter case, by the corresponding relation

smBA ' smCB' sinAC _
sin CA' * siu^^' * sinBC~ '

or^ which is the same thing^ hy the equivalent relation

&mBC.miCA',miAB' + miB'C,^i\iCA,^mA'B=Q)

every constituent heing interchangeable with its conjugate in each

(357). And^ conversely^ when of two homographic rows of points

on a common axis^ or pencils of rays through a common vertex^

any three pairs ofcorresponding constituents A and A'^ B and B'j

C and C «re connected hy relation [a) in the former case^ or by

relation (a) in the latter case ; the two systems are in involution.

For, taking any four of the six points or rays, B, (7, -4', C
suppose, and equating any one of their six anharmonic ratios,

BA'.CC-rCA'.BC or sin.5^'.sin(7(7' -sinC7^'.sin^(7'

suppose, to the corresponding anharmonic ratio

B'A,CC-r CA,B'C or ^mB'A,^mCC-r^mCA,^mB'C

of their four correspondents B'^ 0', -4, C (364), the relation

a or a' immediately results ; from which again, conversely, the

anharmonic equivalence of the two conjugate quartets j5, (7, A'^ C
and J5', C, A^ C (or, from its symmetry, of each of the three

pairs of conjugate quartets jB, (7, A'^ C and jB', 0', A^ C;

C, A, B', A' and 0', A', B, A ; A, B, C, B' and A', B', (7, B)

reciprocally results ; and therefore &c. (364).
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The above relation, a or a as the case may be, (or any of

the three others of similar form resulting from it by the three

interchanges (357) of the three involved pairs of conjugates)

being characteristic of the involution of the three pairs of col-

linear points or concurrent rays A and A\ B and B\ C and G\
is termed accordingly their equation of involution ; and, geome-

trically interpreted, it expresses, in a form at once concise and

symmetrical, the anharmonic equivalence (364) of every two

conjugate quartets of their six constituent points or rays.

368. The following are a few examples of the application

of the preceding relation as a criterion of involution between

three pairs of coUinear points or concurrent rays; in some
of which the equianharmonic relations of Art. 364, previously

established on other principles, may be regarded as thus verified

at the same time

:

Ex. 1°. The three intersections with any line of the three sides of any

triangle determine, with the three projections on the line of the three vertices

of the triangle, a system of six points in involution (Ex. d. Art. 365).

For, if P, Q, R be the three vertices of the triangle \ A, B, C their

three projections on the line ; and A', B', C the three intersections of the

opposite sides with the same ; then, since (Euc. VI. 4.)

BA' ^ BQ CB^ _ CR AC;^ _ AP
CA' CR' AB'~AP' BC" BQ'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

BA' CB' AC ^
CA' ' AB' ' BC ~ '

and therefore &c,, by relation (a).

Ex. 2°. The three connectors with any point of the three vertices of any

triangle determine, with the three parallels through the point to the three

sides of the triangle, a system of six rays in involution (Ex. d', Art. 365.).

For, if ^, B, C be the three vertices of the triangle ; O the point

;

and OA', OB', OC the three parallels through it to the opposite sides;

then, since (63)

sin .gQ^^ ^ 9^ ^^^COS' OA sinAOC ^ OB
8inC0A'~ OB' sinAOB'" OC 6mB0C'~ OA'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

sinJgQ^^ sinCOJB' sin^QC^
sinCOA' ' sin AOB' ' sinBOC "

and therefore &c., by relation (a').
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Ex. 3°. The three sides of any triangle, and any three concurrent lines

through the three vertices, determine on every line a system of six points in

involution (Ex. c, Art. 365).

For, if P, Q, It he the three vertices of the triangle ; A, B, C their

three perspectives on the line from any arbitrary point O; and A', B', C
the three intersections of the opposite sides with the same; then, since

(134, a)

BA' _BQ OQ CB'CR^OR AC _ AP OP
ca'~cb''ob' ab- ~ap'' op' BC ~ BQ'' OQ'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

BA' CB' AC
^

CA' ' AB' ' BC '

and therefore &c., by relation {a).

Ex. 4°. The three vertices of any triangle, and any three collinear

points on the three sides, determine at every point a system of six rays in

involution (Ex. c, Art. 365).

For, if A, B, C be the three vertices of the triangle ; A', B', C the

three collinear points on the opposite sides; and O any arbitrary point;

then, since (65)

&ix\BOA' ^ BA^ BO sinCO^' ^ CB ' C0_ sin AOC _ AC ^
AO

sin COA' ~ CA' ' CO ' sin^O^' ~ AB'' AO' irnlTOCT' " BC ' BO

'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

sin BOA' sinCOB' sin AOC BA' CB' AC
sinCOA' ' sin AOB' '

sin BOC " CA' ' AB' ' BC '

which latter being = 1 (134, a), therefore &c., by relation (a'}.

Ex. 5°. The six perpendiculars to any line through the three vertices,

and through any three collinear points on the three sides, of any triangle

determine on the line a system of six points in involution (Ex. 6', Art. 365).

For, if P, Q, R be the three vertices of the triangle ; A, B, C their

three projections on the line; P', Q', R' the three collinear points on the

opposite sides; and A', B', C' their three projections on the line; then,

since (Euc. VI. 10.)

:?^=?^ 9^-?:SL :^-E^
CA' ~ MP' ' AB' ~ PQ' ' BC ~ QE

'

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

BA_ CB^ AC _ or BQ^ PE
CA' ' AB' ' BC~ MP' ' PQ' QR'

'

which latter being = 1 (134, a), therefore &c., by relation (a).

Ex. 6°. The six jierpendiculars through any point to the three sides,

and to any three concurrent lines through the three vertices, of any triangle

determine at the point a system of six rays in involution (Ex. 6, Art. 365).
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For, if P, Q, R be the three vertices of the triangle ; I the point of

concurrence of the three lines passing through them ; O the point through

which the six perpendiculars pass; OA, OB, OC the three of them to the

three lines IP, IQ, IR-, and 0A\ OR', OC the three of them to the three

opposite sides QR, RP, PQ; then since [6'6)

sin BOA' _ IR sinCOB' IP Bin A OC ^ IQ
8mCOA' ~ IQ' Bin AOB'^IR' BinBOC IP*

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,
i

sin BOA' sin COB' sinAOC
sinCOA' ' sin A OB' ' sinBOC ~ '

and therefore &c., by relation (a').

Ex. 7°. TVhen three circles of a coaxal system touch the three sides of a

triangle at three 2)oints which are either collinear or concurrently connectant

with the opposite vertices ; their three centres form, with those of the three

circles of the system which pass through the three vertices of the triangle, a

system of six points in involution*

For, if P, Q, R be the three vertices of the triangle ; P', Q', R' the

three points of contact on the opposite sides ; A, B, C the centres of the

three circles passing through P, Q, R-, and A', B', C' those of the three

touching at P', Q, R' ; then since (192, Cor. T.)

PQ" _ AR QR^ ^ BC RP2 ^ CA*

PR'* ~ AC* QP" " BA' ' RQ'* ~ CB"

therefore at once, by composition of ratios,

PQ' QR" RP;^_:^ RC^ ££'
PR'' ' QP" ' RQ''" AC ' BA' ' CB'

'

the former of which being = 1 (134, a or b'), therefore &c., by relation (o).

369. The following additional examples of the application

of the same relation, as a criterion of involution between three

pairs of collinear points or concurrent rays, are left as exercises

to the reader.

Ex. 1°. If a segment or angle A A' be cut harmonically by any two

pairs of conjugates B and C, B' and C ; the three pairs of collinear points

or concurrent rays A and A', B and B', Cand C' are in involution.

Ex. 2°. The two pairs of conjugates A and -4", B and B' of any

harmonic system are in involution with the two harmonic conjugates C and

C of every collinear point or concurrent ray with respect to themselves.

Ex. 3°. If A, B, C be any three collinear points or concurrent rays,

A' any fourth collinear point or concurrent ray, and J?', C the two har-

* This property was communicated to the Author by Mr. Casey.
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monic conjugates of A' with respect to C and A, A and B respectively

;

the three pairs A and A', B and B\ C and C are in involution.

Ex. 4°. If ^, B, Che any three colllnear points or concurrent rays, and

A\ B', C" the three harmonic conjugates of any fourth coUinear point or

concurrent ray D with respect to B and C, C and A, A and B respectively ;

the three triads of pairs B and B', C and C", A andD ; Cand C\ A and A\
B and D ; A and ^i', -K and B', C and Z) are each in involution.

Ex. 5°. If ^, ^, C be any three collinear points or concurrent rays,

A', B', C any other three collinear or concurrent with them, and A", B", C"

the three harmonic conjugates of A\ B\ C with respect to B and C, C and A^

A and B respectively ; the three triads A\ B", C"; A", B\ C"; A", B", C'

are each in involution with the triad A, B, C.

370. Every two conjugate points or lines of two liomographic

systems in involution are harmonic conjugates with respect to the

two double points or lines^ real or imaginary^ of the systems,

(See Art. 342).

For, since, for any three pairs o^ conjugates A and .^',

B and B\ G and C in involution, [ABGC] = [A'B'C'G] (364)

;

if A=A' =M and B= B' = N^ which is the characteristic of the

two double points or lines (341), then {MNGG'} = {AING' G]^
whatever be the third pair Oand C; and therefore &c. (281).

This very simple law connecting the several pairs of cor-

responding constituents, in every case of involution between

two homographic systems of any common species, would also

have followed at once negatively from its converse shewn

already (361, Ex. 1°) to result directly from the fundamental

definition of involution (358). And, while confirming the state-

ment in the note at the close of the same article (361), it

evidently comprehends in a form at once simple and complete

every other law connected with the subject.

371. The following are immediate consequences from the

general property of the preceding article.

1°. In every involution ofpoints on^ or tangents to^ a common

circle.

a. The several pairs of conjugate points^ in the former case^

connect through a common point (257).

a. The several pairs of conjugate linesj in the latter case^

intersect on a common line (257).

h. The two double points^ in the former case^ lie on the polar

of the common point with respect to the circle (165, 6°.).

VOL. II. U
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y. The two double Unes^ in the latter case^pass through the

pole of the common line with respect to the circle (165, 6°.).

These properties, which shew in fact that every two homo^

graphic systems of points on or tangents to a common circle in

involution are in perspective^ and that the two double points or

lines lie on the polar of the centre or pass through the pole of the

axis of perspective with respect to the circle^ would also have

followed at once negatively from their converses shewn already

(361, Ex. 5° and 6°) to result immediately from the fundamental

definition of involution (358) ; or, they would have followed

directly from the second part of the general property of Art. 313,

by virtue of the equianharmonic relations of Art. 364.

2°. In every involution ofpoints on a common axis,

a. The several circles passing through the several pairs of

conjugates^ and any common point not on the axis^ pass all through

a second common point not on the axis (226, 2^).

h. The line connecting the two common points through which

they all pass bisects the interval^ real or imaginary^ between the

two double points of the systems (226, 2°.).

c. The rectangle under the distances of the several pairs of

conjugates from the point of bisection is constant^ and equal in

magnitude and sign to the square of the semi-interval between the

double points (225).

From the third of these properties (which, like that from

which it results (370), would also have followed at once nega-

tively from its converse shown already (361, Ex. 3°) to result

from the fundamental definition of involution), it appears that

—

For every two homographic rows of points in involution on a

common axisj there exists a point [always real and evidently con-

jugate to that at infinity on the axis)^ the rectangle under whose

distancesfrom the several pairs of conjugates is constant^ in mag-

nitude and sign, and equal to the square of the semi-interval, real

or imaginary, between their two doublepoints. The point possessing

this property is termed the centre of the involution ; and the involu-

tion itself is said to be positive or negative according as the sign

of the constant rectangle is positive or negative, or, which is

the same thing, according as the two double points of the

systems are real or imaginary.
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Cor. 1\ The above properties 1° and 2° supply obvious and

rapid solutions ; the former of the following problems

—

Given two pairs of conjugate points or tangents of two homo^

ijraphic systems in involution on a common circle ; to determine^

a, the centre or axis ofperspective of the systems ; h. the two double

points or tangents^ real or imaginary^ of the systems ^ c, the

conjuga,te to any third point or tangent of either system; d» the

pair of conjugates having a given middle point or tangent ; e, the

two pairs of conjugates intercepting a chord or angle of given

magnitude ; f the two pairs of conjugates determining with two

given points or tangents a given anharmonic ratio.

Given two pairs of conjugate points or tangents of each of

two different involutions on the same common circle ; to determine

the pair of conjugates comraon to both involutions.

And the latter of the corresponding problems

—

Given two pairs of conjugates of two homographic rows of

points in involution on a common ctxis ; to determine^ a, the

<^,entre of the involution ; h. the two double points^ real or ima-

ginary^ of the systems ; c. the conjugate to any third point <f
-either system / d. the pair of conjugates having a given middle

point; e. the two pairs of conjugates intercepting a segment of

given length; f. the two pairs of conjugates dividing a given

segment in a given anharmonic ratio.

Given two pairs of conjugates of each of two different involw-

tions of points on the same common axis ; to determine the pair of

•conjugates common to both involutions.

The corresponding problems for homographic pencils of rays

in involution through a common vertex are not included

directly in any of the above ; but they are evidently reducible

immediately to those for the two homographic systems of points

determined by the pencils on any circle passing through their

common vertex (306), or on any line not passing through it (285).

Cor. 2°. Since, for two homographic systems of points in

involution on a common circle, there exists always one, and in

general but one, pair of corresponding constituents diametrically

opposite to each other, viz. those determined by the diameter of

the circle which passes through their centre of perspective ; and

since when two then all pairs are diametrically opposite, the

centre of the circle being in that case the centre of perspective

u2
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of the systems. Hence, conceiving an arbitrary circle passing

through the common vertex of any two homographic pencils of

rays in involution, it follows at once (Euc. ill. 31) that

—

For two homographic pencils of rays in involution through a

common vertex,

a. There exists always onCj and in general hut one^ pair

of conjugate rays which intersect at right angles.

h. When tv^o pairs of conjugates intersect at right angles^

then all pairs of conjugates intersect at right angles.

N.B. These latter properties, which admit also of easy direct

demonstration, are often useful in the higher departments of

geometry.

372. The property of the centre (371, 2°, c) in the case of

two homographic rows of points in involution on a common

axis, viz; that the rectangle under its distances from every pair

of conjugates' is constant in magnitude and sign, follows also

immediately from the general property (331) of the two corre-

spondents of the point at infinity of any two homographic rows

of points on a common axis.

For, if P and Q be the two correspondents to the point

at infinity on the common axis regarded as belonging first to

one and then to the other of the two rows ; since then always,

for every pair of corresponding constituents A and A\ by the

property in question, i:he rectangle PA.QA' is constant in

magnitude and sign ; therefore, when the rows are in involution,

and when consequently (358) P— Q= (the point at infinity

like every other point on the common axis having the same

correspondent to whichever system it be regarded as belonging),

the rectangle OA.OA' is constant in magnitude and sign; and

therefore &c.

This very simple property of involution might have been

made the basis of the entire theory; but, as it belongs only

to collinear systems of points on a common axis, that actually

employed (358), being applicable alike to involutions of all

species without exception, has been adopted in preference.

373. The property (363) that any two homographic rows

of points on a common axis, may, if not already in involution,
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be brought in two different ways into the particular relative

position to be so, follows also as an easy consequence from

the same general property (331).

For, if the two correspondents P and Q of the point at infinity

on the common axis, regarded as belonging first to one and then to

the other system, do not already coincide ; they may first be

brought together to a common point by the absolute moment
of one or both of the systems along the common axis, thus

giving one position of involution (361, Ex. 3°) ; and then, when
together, the axis may be turned round the point as centre,

carrying with it one system but not the other, and brought

again to coincide with its original position in the opposite

direction, thus giving another and opposite position of invo-

lution (361, Ex. 3°).

From this way of regarding the question, it appears that

the constant rectangle OA . OA' is the same in magnitude, but

opposite in sign, in the two positions of involution of the two

rows; hence, the value of that rectangle being of course the

constant by which alone any one involution of points on a

common axis differs from any other, all such involutions being

evidently similar in figure and differing only in magnitude,

it appears that

—

In the two positions of involution of the same two homographic

rows of points on a common axis^ the two constants of involution

are always equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.

374. The property of the centre supplies in many cases a

very simple criterion of the relation of involution between three

or more pairs of corresponding points on a common axis ; as, for

instance, in the three following examples :

Ex. 1°. Every line passing through their radical centre intersects with

any three circles at three pairs of points in involution.

For, if A and A', B and B', C and C be the three pairs of intersec-

tions, real or imaginary, and O the radical centre; then, since (183)

OA . OA' = OB . OB' = 00. OC, therefore &c.

Conversely, Every line intersecting with any three circles at three pairs

ofpoints in involution passes through their radical centre.

For, ifA and A', B and B', C and C' be the three pairs of intersections,

and O the centre of their involution ; then, since OA . OA' =, OB . OB
= OC.OC", therefore &c. (183). , ,.
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Ex. 2°. IVTien a number of circles have a commtm radical centre, every

line passing through it intersects with them at as many pairs of points

in involution.

For, if A and A', B and B\ Cand C', D and J)', &c. be the several

pairs of intersections, real or imaginary, and O the common radical centre

;

then since, as before, OA . OA' = OB .
0£' = OC.OC = OD. 01)' = &c.

therefore &c.

Conversely, When a number of circles intersect with a line at as many
pairs of points in involution, they have a common radical centre through

which the line passes.

For, if A and A', B and B', Cand C", 2) and D', &c. be the several

pairs of intersections, and O the centre of their involution ; then, since

OA. OA' = OB. OB' = OC. OC = OD . OB' = &c. therefore &c.

Ex. 3°. When a number of circles have a common radical axis, every

line intersects with them at as many pairs ofpoints in involution.

For, if A and A', B and B', C and C, JD and B' be the several pairs of

intersections, real or imaginary, with the several circles, and O the intersec-

tion with the radical axis; then, since (187, 1°) OA.OA'=OB.OB'
= OC. OC = OD. OD' = &c. therefore &c.

Conversely, When a number of circles intersect with three different lines,

which are not concurrent, at as many pairs of points in involution, they have

a common radical axis.

For, at the centre of each involution they have a common radical centre

;

and as the three lines by hypothesis, are not concurrent, two at least of the

three centres must necessarily be different ; and therefore &c. (187, 1°).

375. For any two homographic systems of points on a

common line or circle, or of tangents to a common point or

circle, from the general properties of Arts. 364 and 370, it

may be shown immediately that

—

1°. Every two corresponding pairs of non^corresponding con-

stituents A and B\ A' and B are in involution with the two

double points or lines M and N^ real or imaginary^ of the systems,

(See Arts. 349 and 371, 2°, a).

For, since, for every four pairs of corresponding constituents

A and A\ B and B\ C and G\ D and D\ by the homography

of the systems, {ABCD]=^{AB' CD']', ifC=0' = if and

X) = i>' ss i^, which is the characteristic of the two double points

or lines (341), then [ABMN] = [AB'MN] = [BA'NM] (280);

and therefore &c. (364).

Or thus, for either case of the circle, to which the others

are of course reducible. The three lines of connection (or points

of intersection) ^J5', A'B, MN being concurrent (or collinear)
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(337); therefore {ABMN] = [B'A'MN] (313); and therefore

&c. (364).

2". If Pj and P^ he the two corresjoondents of any constituent

P, regarded as belonging first to one and then to the other system^

and Pg the harmonic conjugate of P with respect to P^ and P^

;

then^ as P varies—
a. The two systems determined by Pj and P^ are homographic^

and have the same double 'points or lines with the original

systems,

b. The two systems determined by P and Pg are in involution^

and have also the same double points or lines with the original

systems.

c. In every position^ P and P^ are harmonic conjugates

with respect to the two double points or lines of the original

systems.

Of these properties; the first [a] is evident from the con-

sideration that the two systems determined by P^ and P^ are

homographic with that determined by P and therefore with

each other (323), and that when Pin the course of its variation

coincides with either double point or line M or N of the original

systems, its two correspondents P^ and Pg coincide with the

same double point or line, and therefore with each other ; and

the second [b) follows immediately (370) from the third (c),

which may be proved as follows

:

The pair of points or lines P^ and P^, the pair M and N,

and the coincident pair P and P, being in involution, by the

preceding 1°, have therefore a common pair of harmonic con-

jugates (370) ; one of which being, of course, the double point

or line P, its harmonic conjugate Pg with respect to P^ and P^ is

therefore its harmonic conjugate with respect to M and N also

;

and therefore &c.

Or thus, for either case of the circle, to which the others

are of course reducible. The three lines of connexion (or points

of intersection) PiP^, PP, MN being concurrent (or coUinear)

(337) ; and the three lines of connexion (or points of intersection)

PjPg, PP^ P^P^ being also concurrent (or collinear) (257) ;

therefore the three lines of connexion (or points of intersection)

PP^ PJP^^ MNskYG also concurrent (or collinear) ; and therefore

&c. (257).
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376. The general property of Art. 370 supplies obvious and

rapid solutions of the two following pairs of reciprocal pro-

blems, viz.

—

a. Through a given point to draw a line intersecting two

given angles^ or circles^ so that the point shall he a double point

ofthe involution determined by the two pairs of intersections.

a. On a given line to find a point subtending two given

segments^ or circles^ so that the line shall he a double line of the

involution determined by the two pairs of suhtenders.

For, since, by the property of that article (370), the two

double points (or lines) of the involution in question are har-

monic conjugates with respect to the two pairs of intersections

(or subtenders), and therefore conjugate points (or lines) with

respect to the two angles (or segments) (217), or to the two

circles (259, a or a) ; therefore, the two polars of the given

point (or poles of the given line) with respect to the two given

angles (or segments) (217), or to the two given circles (174),

determine, by their point of intersection (or line of connexion),

the second double point (or line) of that involution ; and the

two double points (or lines) being thus known, their line of

connexion (or point of intersection) is of course the required

line (or point).

N.B. When, in the former case, the given point has the

same polar with respect to the two given angles or circles,

and when, in the latter case, the given line has the same pole

with respect to the two given segments or circles, the above

reciprocal constructions become, as they ought, indeterminate

;

every line through the given point in the former case, and every

point on the given line in the latter case, then evidently satisfy-

ing the conditions of the problem.

377. The equianharmonic relations of Art. 364, combined

with the general property of Art. 327, reduce also the solutions

of the two following reciprocal problems to those of the first

parts of the two of Ex. 7°, Art. 353 ; viz.—

«. Through a given point to draw a line intersecting with

five given lines j so that any two assignedpairs of the five inter'

sections shall he in involution with the point andfifth.
a. On a given line to find a point connecting with five given

I
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points^ so that any two assigned pairs of the five connectors shall

he in involution with the line andfifth.

For, denoting by C the given point (or line), by A and A'^

B and B' the two assigned pairs of intersections (or connectors)

for any line drawn through (or point taken on) (7, by C the

conjugate of C in the involution determined by A and A'^

B and B' on (or at) that line (or point), by and 0' the vertices

of the two angles (or axes of the two segments) determined

by the two pairs of the given lines (or points) corresponding

to A and B^ A' and B' respectively, and by I the fifth given line

(or point) on (or through) which C" is to lie (or pass) in the

required involution ; then, whatever be the position of the line

drawn through (or of the point taken on) (7, since [ABGC]
= {BA'GC'] (364), therefore (0.^^0(7'} = {0'.^'^' CO'} (285);

and since the three pairs of corresponding rays (or points)

OA and 0'B\ 0^ and 0A\ 0(7 and O G are fixed, therefore

the pair OC" and 0'G\ which vary with the position of that

line (or point), determine two homographic systems (327) whose

two pairs of corresponding constituents intersecting on (or con-

necting through) I (353, Ex. 7°, a or a) determine the two

positions of G' whose connectors (or intersections) with G give

the two solutions of the problem a (or a),

N.B. When the given line (or point) / coincides with one,

and the given point (or line) G lies on (or passes through) the

other, of the two axes (or centers) of perspective of the two

angles (or segments) determined by the two pairs of given

lines (or points) corresponding to the two pairs of conjugates

A and A\ B and B' of the involution ; the two positions of

(7', given by the above, become, as they ought to be, inde-

terminate ; every line passing through (or point lying on) G
then evidently determining the required involution. (See ex-

amples a and a. Art. 365).

COK. When, in the former problem, the line / is at Infinity

;

then the point (7, being the conjugate of the point at infinity on

its axis, is consequently the centre of the involution determined

on the required line by the two pairs of intersections A and A\
^ and jB' (372) ; hence by the above are given the two solu-

tions, real or imaginary, of the problem, ...
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Through a given point to draw a line intersecting two given

angles^ so that the point shall he the centre of the involution

determined hy the two pairs of intersections.

When the two given angles are two opposite angles of a

parallelogram, and when the given point is on the diagonal

not passing through their vertices, this problem is indeter-

minate for the same reason as in the general case ; the point

being then evidently (Euc. Yi. 16) the centre of the involution

for every line passing through it.

378. From the two reciprocal properties of Art. 337, re-

specting the directive axis of two homographic rows of points

on different axes, and the directive centre of two homographic

pencils of rays through different vertices, the two following

reciprocal properties of involution, with respect to such systems,

may be immediately inferred ; viz.

—

a. Every line intersecting two homographic pencils of rays

through different vertices in two homographic rows of points in

involution passes through their directive centre ; and^ conversely^

every line passing through the directive centre of two homographic

pencils of rays through different vertices intersects them in two

homographic rows ofpoints in involution,

a. Every point subtending two homographic rows of points

on different axes hy two homographic pencils of rays in involution

lies on their directive axis ; and^ conversely^ every point lying

on the directive axis of two homographic rows ofpoints on dif-

ferent axes subtends them hy two homographic pencils of rays in

involution.

For, if a line intersect (or a point connect) with the two

systems of rays (or points) in two homographic rows (or by

two homographic pencils) in involution, the two correspondents

A and B of every two rays (or points) A and B' which intersect

on (or connect through) it, must also intersect on (or connect

through) it (358), and therefore &c. (337) ; and, conversely, if

a line pass through the directive centre (or a point lie on the

directive axis) of the two systems of rays (or points), the two

correspondents A' and B of every two rays (or points) A and J?'

which intersect on (or connect through) it, must also intersect

on (or connect through) it (337), and therefore &c. (358).
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By virtue of the fundamental theorem of Art. 357 the same

results may be arrived at, without the aid of the reciprocal

properties of Art. 337, from the consideration that when the

point on the line at which it intersects with the ray common
to the two pencils (or the line through the point by which it

connects with the point common to the two rows) has the same

correspondent to whichever of the two rows of intersection

(or pencils of connection) it be regarded as belonging (357),

the line (or point) itself passes through the intersection (or lies

on the connector) of the two correspondents of the common ray

(or point) ; and, conversely, when the line (or point) passes

through that intersection (or lies on that connector), its two rows

of intersection (or pencils of connection) with the two systems

of rays (or points) have, in that intersection (or con-

nector) and in its own intersection (or connector) with the ray

(or point) common to the two systems, a pair of interchange-

able correspondents ; and therefore &c. (357).

Cor. 1°. When, in the former case, the ray common to

the two pencils is at infinity ; that is, when the pencils consist

each of parallel lines; their directive centre being then the

conjugate to the point at infinity, and therefore the centre,

of the involution they determine on every line passing

through it (337), it appears consequently, from the above,

that—

When two homograpMc pencils consist each of jjarallel UneSy

their directive centre is the centre of the involution they determine

on every line passing through it.

CoE. 2°. The above reciprocal properties supply, in the

general case, obvious and rapid solutions of the following re-

ciprocal problems ; viz.

—

a. To draw a tangent to a given 'point or circle^ whose two

triads of intersections with two given triads of concurrent lines

through different vertices shall he in involution with any assigned

correspondence ofpairs of constituents,

a. To find a point on a given line or circle^ whose two triads

of connectors with two given triads of collinear points on different

axes shall he in involution with any assigned correspondence of

pairs of constituents.
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379. The two reciprocal properties of Art. 337, supply also

solutions of the two following reciprocal problems ; viz.

—

a. Given three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

homographic pencils of rays through different vertices ; to describe

a circle passing through their two vertices^ and determining with

them two concyclic triads ofpoints in involution.

a. Oiven three pairs of corresponding constituents of two

homographic rows ofj^oints on different axes ; to describe a circle

touching their two axeSj and determining with them two concyclic

triads of tangents in involution.

For, as the two points (or tangents) P and Qj determined

with the required circle by any pair of corresponding rays

(or points) A and A' of the two given triads, must, by the

properties in question, connect through the directive centre (or

intersect on the directive axis) of the two systems, which is

given with the two triads (337) ; and as, in addition, the direc-

tion of their line of connection (or the sum or difference of the

distances from A and A' of their point of intersection) PQ is

given, being manifestly the same for every circle passing through

the two vertices (or touching the two axes) ; the solution of the

problem is therefore evident in the former case, and reducible

to that of Art. 54 in the latter case ; and therefore &c.

N.B. Since, for every pair of corresponding constituents

A and A' of the two homographic pencils (or rows), the line (or

point) PQ passes through (or lies on) their directive centre (or axis)

0, when they determine with the circle two systems in involu-

tion (337) ; it follows, consequently, that the two determined

systems, when in involution, are in perspective. A property

which, it will be remembered, was proved for every two con-

cyclic systems of points (or tangents) in involution, in 1**,

Art. 371.
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CHAPTER XXIL

METHODS OF GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION.

THEORY OF HOMOGRAPHIC FIGURES.

380. Two figures of any kind, F and F\ In which corre-

spond, to every point of either a point of the other, to every line

of either a line of the other, to every connector of two points of

either the connector of the two corresponding points of the other,

and to every intersection of two lines of either the intersection

of the two corresponding lines of the other, are said to he homo--

graj>Mc when every two of their corresponding quartets whether of

coUinear points or of concurrent lines are equianharmonic. Every

two figures in perspective with each other to any centre and

axis (141) are evidently thus related to each other (286, 2°).

As two anharmonic quartets of any kind, when each equi-

anharmonic with a common quartet, are equianharmonic with

each other ; it follows at once, from the above definition, that

when two figures of any kind F' and F" are each homographic

with a common figure F^ tJiey are homograj^hic with each other,

381. Every two figures i^and F satisfying the four prelimi-

nary conditions, whether homographic or not, possess evidently

the following properties in relation to each other.

1°. To every collinear system ofpoints or concurrent system of
lines of either^ corresponds a collinear system of points or con-

current system of lines of the other.

For, every connector of two points (or intersection of two

lines) of either corresponding to the connector of the two corre-

sponding points (or the intersection of the two corresponding,

lines) of the other, when, for any system of the points (or lines)

of either, every two connect by a common line (or intersect at a

common point), then, for the corresponding system of the points

(or lines) of the other, every two connect by the corresponding

line (or intersect at the corresponding point) j and therefore, &c.
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2°. To every two colUnear systems of points or concurrent

systems of lines of either in perspective with each other^ correspond

two collinear systems of points or concurrent systems of lines of

the other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence (or collinearity) of the several lines of

connection (or points of intersection) of the several pairs of corre-

sponding constituents of the two systems, for either, involves, by

1°, a similar concurrence of connectors (or collinearity of inter-

sections) of pairs of corresponding constituents of the two cor-

responding systems, for the other; and therefore &c. (130).

3°. To every two figures of the points and lines of either in

perspective with each other^ correspond two figures of the points

and lines of the other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence of the several lines of connection of the

several pairs of corresponding points, and the collinearity of the

several points of intersection of the several pairs of corresponding

lines, of the two figures, for either, involve, by 1°, a similar

concurrence of connectors and collinearity of intersections of

pairs of corresponding constituents of the two corresponding

figures, for the other; and therefore &c. (141).

4°. To a variable point moving on a fixed line or a variable

line turning round a fixed point of either^ corresponds a variable

point moving on the corresponding fixed line or a variable line

turning round the corresponding fixedpoint of the other.

For, since every two positions of the variable point (or line)

connect by the same fixed line (or intersect at the same fixed

point) for the former; therefore by 1°, every two positions of

the variable point (or line) connect by the corresponding fixed

line (or intersect at the corresponding fixed point) for the latter;

and therefore &c.

5". 7b a variable point or line of either the ratio of whose

distancesfrom two fixed lines or points is constant^ corresponds a

variable point or line of the other the ratio of whose distances

from the two corresponding fixed lines or points is constant.

For, since the variable point (or line) evidently moves on a

line concurrent with the two fixed lines (or turns round a point

collinear with the two fixed points) for the former ; therefore,

by the preceding property 4°, the variable point (or line) moves

pn a line concurrent with the two corresponding fixed lines (or
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turns round a point collinear with the two corresponding fixed

points) for the latter ; and therefore &c.

6°. To a variable polygon of either all whose vertices move

on fixed lines and all whose sides hut one turn roundfixed points^

or conversely^ corresp>onds a variable polygon of the other all

whose vertices move on the corresponding fixed lines and all whose

sides hut one turn round the corresponding fixed points^ ot:

conversely.

For, since, by 4°, to every variable point moving on a fixed

line (or variable line turning round a fixed point) of either,

corresponds a variable point moving on the corresponding fixed

line (or a variable line turning round the corresponding fixed

point) of the other ; therefore &c.

7°. To every harmonic row of four points or pencil offour

rays of either^ corresponds an harmonic row of four points or

pencil offour rays of the other.

For, as every harmonic row (or pencil) may be regarded as

determined by two angles and their two axes of perspective on

the connector of their vertices (or by two segments and their two

centres of perspective at the intersection of their axes) (241)

;

and, as to the vertices and axes of perspective of any two angles

(or the axes and centres of perspective of any two segments)

of either correspond the vertices or axes of perspective of the two

corresponding angles (or the axes and centres of perspective of

the two corresponding segments) of the other ; therefore &c.

8°. To every pair of lines or points conjugate to each other

with respect to any segment or angle of either^ correspond a pair

of lines or points conjugate to each other with respect to the

corresponding segment or angle of the other.

For, as every two lines (or points) conjugate to each other

with respect to any segment (or angle) intersect with the axis of

the segment (or connect with the vertex of the angle) at two

points (or by two lines) which divide the segment (or angle)

harmonically (217) ; therefore &c. by the preceding property 7°.

9°. To every point and line pole and polar to each other with

respect to any triangle of either^ correspond a point and line pole

andpolar to each other with respect to the corresponding triangle

of the other.

For, as every point, and the intersection of its polar with each
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side (or every line, and the connector of its pole with each

vertex) of any triangle, are conjugate to each other with respect

to the opposite angle (or side) of the triangle (250, Cor. 2°)

;

therefore &c. by the preceding property 8°.

10*. To a variable point or line of either determining with

four fixedpoints or lines an harmonic pencil or row^ corresponds

a variable point or line of the other determining with thefour

corresponding fixed points or lines an harmonic pencil or row^

For, the harmonicism of the quartet of variable rays (or

points), in every position of the variable point (or line) for either,

involving, by 7°, the harmonicism of the corresponding quartet

of variable rays (or points), in every position of the variable point

(or line) for the other ; therefore &c.

11°. To every two equianharmonic rows of four points or

pencils of four rays of either^ correspond two equianharmonic

rows offour points or pencils offour rays ofthe other.

For, as every two equianharmonic rows of four points (or

pencils of four rays) may be regarded as determined, on their

respective axes (or at their respective vertices), by two quartets

of rays (or points) in perspective with each other (290) ; and, as

to every two quartets of rays (or points) in perspective for

either correspond two quartets of rays (or points) in perspective

for the other (property 2° above) ; therefore &c.

12°. To every equianharmonic hexastigm or hexagram ofeither^

corresponds an equianharmonic hexastigm or hexagram of the

ether.

For, the equianharmonicism of the two pencils of connection

(or rows of intersection) of any two with the remaining four of

the six points (or lines) for either hexastigm (or hexagram)

involving, by the preceding property 11°, the equianharmoni-

cism of the two corresponding pencils (or rows) for the other

hexastigm (or hexagram) ; therefore &c. (301). The same

result follows also from the reciprocal properties of Art. 302,

by virtue of the preceding property 1°.

' 13°. To a variable point or line of either determining with

four fixed points or lines a pencil or row having a constant

anharmonic ratio ^ corresponds a variable point or line of the other

determining with the four corresponding fixed points or lines a

pencil or row having a constant anharmonic ratio.

I
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For, the equianharmonlcism of the two quartets of rays (or

points), in every two positions of the variable point (or line) for

either, involving, by property iT, the equianharmonicism of

the two corresponding quartets of rays (or points), in every

two positions of the variable point (or line) for the other

;

therefore &e.

14°. To every two homograpMc rows of points or pencils of

rays of either^ correspond two homograpMc rows of points or

pencils of rays of the other.

For, the equianharmonicism of every two quartets of cor-

responding constituents of the two rows (or pencils) for either

involving, by property 11°, the equianharmonicism of every two

quartets of corresponding constituents of the two corresponding

rows (or pencils) for the other; therefore &c. (321).

15°. To two homographic coaxal rows or concentric pencils of

either in involution with each other ^ correspond two homographic

coaxal rows or concentric pencils of the other in involution with

each other.

For, every interchange of corresponding constituents of the

two rows (or pencils) for either involving evidently a corre-

sponding interchange of corresponding constituents of the two

corresponding rows (or pencils) for the other ; the interchange-

ability of every pair of corresponding constituents for either

involves consequently the interchangeability of every pair of

corresponding constituents for the other; and therefore &c.

(357). The same result follows also from the general property

of Art. 370, by virtue of the preceding property 7°.

16°. To the double points or rays of any two homographic

coaxal rows or concentric pencils of either^ correspond the douhle

points or rays of the two corresponding coaxal rows or concentric

pencils of the other.

For, every coincidence of corresponding constituents of the

two rows (or pencils) for either involving evidently a corre-

sponding coincidence of corresponding constituents of the two

corresponding rows (or pencils) for the other ; the two coinci-

dences, real or imaginary, of pairs of corresponding constituents,

which constitute the two double points (or rays) for either, cor-

respond consequently to the two coincidences, real or imaginary,

of pairs of corresponding constituents, which constitute the

VOL. IT. X
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two double points (or rays) for the other; and therefore

&c. (341).

17°. To a variable point or line of either connecting or

intersecting with two fixed points or lines homographically^

corresponds a variable point or line of the other connecting or

intersecting with the two corresponding fi^ed points or lines

homographically.

For, the equianharmonlcism of every two quartets of corre-

sponding connectors (or intersections) of the variable with the

two fixed points (or lines), for either, involving, by property

1 r, the equianharmonicisni of every two quartets of correspond-

ing connectors (or intersections) of the variable with the two

corresponding fixed points (or lines), for the other; therefore

«&c. (321).

18°. To a variable point or line of either the rectangle under

whose distances from two fixed lines or points is constant^ corre-

sponds a variable point or line of the other the rectangle under

whose distances from two [not necessarily corresponding) fixed

lines or points is constant.

For, the variable line (or point) of the former intersecting

(or connecting) with every two fixed positions of itself homo-

graphically (340, Cor. 2°) ; and the variable line (or point) of

the latter consequently, by the preceding property 17°, inter-

secting (or connecting) with every two fixed positions of itself

homographically ; therefore &c. (340, Cor. 1°).

19°. To a variable point or line of either whose angle of
connection with two fbced, points or chord of intersection with two

fixed lines intercepts on a fixed line or subtends at a fixedpoint

a segment or angle of constant magnitude^ corresponds a variable

point or line of the other whose angle of connection with the two

corresponding fixed points or chord of intersection with the two

corresponding fixed lines intercepts on a (not necessarily cor-

responding) fixed line or subtends at a [not necessarily cor-

responding) fixed point a segment or angle of constant mag-
nitude.

For, the variable line (or point) of the former intersecting (or

connecting) with the two fixed lines (or points) homographically

(325, a and a!)
; and the variable line (or point) of the latter

consequently, by property 17°, intersecting (or connecting) with

I
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the two corresponding fixed lines (or points) homographicallj

;

therefore &c. (339 and 340).

20°. For continuous figures^ all pairs of corresponding points

determine pairs of corresponding tangents^ and all pairs of cor-

responding tangents determine pairs of corresponding points.

For, every connector of two points of either corresponding

to the connector of the two corresponding points of the other,

and every intersection of two lines of either corresponding to

the intersection of the two corresponding lines of the other ; and

the coincidence of any two points or lines of either involving the

coincidence of the two corresponding points or lines of the

other ; therefore &c. (19 and 20).

382. From the fundamental definition of Art. 380, the fol-

lowing general property of homographic figures may be readily

inferred; viz.

—

If A and A\ B and B' he any two fixedpairs of correspond-

ing points [or lines) of any two homographic figures F and F'y

and I and F any variable pair of corresponding lines {or points)

of the figures ^ then
^
for every position ofI and F^ the ratio

(AI A'F\ . . , f AI BI\
\BI * Bt) ^^ *^^ equivalent i-jrji : -grj )

is constant^ both in magnitude and sign.

For, if Z and Z' be the two variable points of intersection (or

lines of connection) of the two variable lines (or points) / and /'

with the two fixed lines (or points) AB and A'B' respectively;

then, since, by hypothesis, Z and Z' determine two homographic

rows (or pencils) of which A and A\ B and B' are two pairs of

corresponding constituents (380), therefore, by (328), the ratio

/AZ AZ\
f
s'mAZ mnA'Z'\

[bZ'WZ'J ^^ [sinBZ ' smB'z) '

to which, in the corresponding case, the above is manifestly

equivalent, is constant both in magnitude and sign ; and

therefore &c.

Cor. l**. If A and B' be the two lines of the two figures

whose two correspondents A' and B coincide at infinity ; since

then, for every two pairs of corresponding points P and F\
X2
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Q and Q of the figures, the two ratios PB : QB and FA'
each =1 (15), and since, for, all cases, by the above,

(PA FA\_(QA qA\
[PB'FB'J-\QB' Q'BT

therefore, for the case in question, PA.P'B' = QA,Q'B\
therefore

—

For any two homofjrapMc figures F and F\ if A and B' he

the two lines whose two correspoiidents A' and B coincide at

infinity^ then^ for every pair of corresponding points P and P' of

the figuresJ
the rectangle PA.P'B' is constant in magnitude and sign.

Cor. 2°. From the simple relation of the preceding corollary,

the following properties of any two homographic figures F and

F\ with respect to their two lines A and B' whose correspon-

dents A' and B coincide at infinity, may be immediately in-

ferred ;
viz.

—

]°. Every two corresponding segments PQ and P'Q' of any

two corresponding lines L and L' are cut in reciprocal ratios hy

the two lines A and B' respectively.

For, since, by the relation, PA.P'B' = QA.Q'B' \ therefore,

at once, PA : QA = Q'B' : P'B' ; and therefore &c. (Euc. VI. 4).

2°. For a variable pair of corresponding points P and P' on

any fixed pair of corresponding lines L and X', ifH and K' he

the intersections of the latter with A and B' respectively^ the rfct-

angJe HP.K'P' is constant in magnitude and sign.

For, the two ratios PA : PE and P'B' -. PT being both

constant, by hypothesis, and the rectangle PA.P'B' being con-

stant in magnitude and sign, by the relation ; therefore &c.

3°. For every pair of corresponding points P and P', if L
and L' he any fixed pair of corresponding lines^ the ratio

PU -h- PA : P'L''^ -^ P'B' is constant in magnitude and sign.

For, since, by the general property of the present article, the

two ratios PL-rPA:P'L'-rFA' and PL-rPB -. PL -rPB'

are constant in magnitude and sign, and since the ratio

PB : PA = 1 ; therefore &c.

4°. To every line L of F parallel to A^ corresponds a line L'

of F' parallel to B' ; and conversely.

For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding points Pand
P', Q and Q'^ on any pair of corresponding lines L and X', by
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1°, PA : QA = Q'B' : FB' ; consequently when either equiva-

lent = +1 so is the other also ; and therefore &c. (15).

5°. For every pair of corresponding, lines L and L' parallel to

A and B' respectively^ the rectangle AL.B'L! is constant in

magnitude and sign.

For, since, for any pair of corresponding points P and P' on

L and L' respectively, the rectangle PA.P'B' is constant in

magnitude and sign, by the relation ; therefore &c.

6°. Every two corresponding lines L and L' parallel to A
and B' respectively are divided similarly hy the several pairs (^

corresponding jjoints that lie on them.

For, since, for any number of pairs of corresponding points

Pand P', Q and Q\ R and P', &c. on L and L' respectively,

ifM and M' be any other pair of corresponding lines not parallel

to A and B\ by 3°, PM' -r PA : QM' - QA : RM' - RA, &c.

= P'M'''---P'B' : Q'M" - Q'B' : R'M" : R'B\ &c. ; and since,

by hypothesis, PA: QA: RA, &c. = P'B' : Q'B' : R'B', &c. = 1
;

therefore PM' : QAP : RM% &c, = P'2I" : Q'M" : R'M'% &c.

;

and therefore &c. (Euc. vi. 4).

N.B. Of these several results, the second, fourth, and sixth

are also evident a jyriori from the fundamental definition of

Art. 380; the fourth from (16), from the consideration that to

every line L of F passing through the point ABj corresponds a

line L' of F' passing through the corresponding point A'B'
;

the sixth form (330), from the consideration that to the point

AB on P, corresponds the point A'B' on L' • and the second

from (331), from the consideration that to the two points H
and K' at which L and L' intersect with A and B' respectively,

correspond the two H' and K at which L' and L intersect witli

A' and B respectively.

OoR. 3°. When the figures are such that a pair of their

corresponding lines A and A' coincide at infinity ; then, since

for every pair of corresponding points P and P' the ratio

PA : P'A' = 1, therefore for every other fixed pair of correspond-

ing lines P and P', by the above, the ratio PB :P'B' is constant

in magnitude and sign, however Pand P' vary, and therefore

—

When two homographic figures F and F' have a pair of
corresponding lines A and A coinciding at infinity.^ the distance
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of a variable 'point P from any fixed line B^ of either F^ is to the

distance of the corresponding variable point P' from the corre^

spending fixed line B\ of the other F\ in a ratio constant in

magnitude and sign.

Cor. 4°. From the general property of the preceding corol-

lary, the following consequences, respecting two homographic

figures F and F' having a pair of corresponding lines A and A'

coinciding at infinity, may be readily inferred.

1*. To every two parallel lines L andM of either F^ correspond

two parallel lines L and M* of the other F\
For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding points P

and P\ Q and Q on either pair of corresponding lines L and

L\ by the preceding, PM : PM' = QM : Q'M' ; consequently,

when always PM= QM^ then always P'M' = Q'AP ; and there-

fore &c.

2". For every two p/arallel lines L andM of either F having

uny fixed direction
J
and for the two corresponding parallel lines

L and M' of the other F'y the ratio LM : Z'iW is constant in

magnitude and sign.

For, since, for a variable pair of corresponding points P and

P' on either pair of corresponding lines L and X', by the same,

the ratio PM : P'M' is then constant in magnitude and sign

;

therefore &c.

3". Every two of their corresponding lines L andU are divided

similarly hy their several pairs of corresponding points P and P\
Q and Q^ R and R\ &c.

For, ifM and M' be any other pair of corresponding lines

not parallel to L and Z', and and 0' the two points of inter-

section LM and L'M' ; then since, by the same, PM : PM' =
QM: QM'^RMi RM\ &c. therefore, by Euc. vi. 4, PO :

P0'= QO: Q'0' = RO : R0\ &c.; and therefore &c.

4°. For every two points P and Q of either F whose line of

connection is parallel to any fixed direction L, and for the two

corresponding points P' and Q of the other F\ the ratio PQ : P' Q'

is constant in magnitude and sign.

For, if M and M' be a pair of con-esponding lines passing

through either pair of corresponding points P and P' and

parallel to any pair of corresponding fixed directions not coin-

ciding with L and Z'; then, since by the same, the ratio
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MQxM'Q is constant In magnitude and sign, therefore, by

Euc. VI. 4, so Is also the ratio PQ \ F'Q \ and therefore &c.

5°. For every three points P^ Q^ R of either F^ and for the

three corresponding points P\ Q\ B! of the other F\ the area of

the triangle PQR is to the area of the triangle P'Q'R' in a

constant ratio.

For, If L and L' be a pair of corresponding lines passing

through any pair P and P' of the corresponding points, and

parallel to any fixed pair of corresponding directions of the

figures ; and S and /S" their pair of Intersections with the pair of

opposite sides QR and Q'R' of the triangles ; then since, by the

preceding properties 4° and 2°, the ratio P8 : P'S' is constant,

and the two ratios QL : Q'U and RL : R'L' are constant and

equal, therefore, the difference of the two areas PQS and PR8^
or the area PQR (75), is to the difference of the two areas

FQ8' and BR'S\ or the area P'Q'E (75), In a constant ratio;

and therefore &c,

6^ For every system ofpoints P, §, J?, S^ T, c&c. of either Fj

andfor the corresponding system ofpoints P\ Q\ R\ >S", T', &c,

cf the other F' J the area of every polygon determined by the former

(108) is to that of the corresponding polygon determined by the

latter (108) in the same constant ratio.

For, \i PQRST, &c. ^nd P'Q'R'S'T', &c. be any pair of

corresponding polygons determined by the two systems of points,

and and 0' any Independent pair of corresponding points of

the figures ; then since, by the preceding property 5°, the several

triangular areas POQ, QOR, ROS, SOT &c. are to the several

corresponding areas ^^'(g', QaR.R'aS', S'O'T' &c. In the

same constant ratio, therefore the sum of the former, or the

area of the polygon PQRSTj &c. (118) Is to the sum of the

latter, or the area of the polygon P'Q'RS'T' &c. (118), In the

same constant ratio ; and therefore &c.

N.B. Of these several properties, the first and third are also

evident a ^Wori from (16) and (330), from the obvious conside-

ration that when two homographic figures have a pair of cor-

respon ing lines coinciding at Infinity, then to every point at

infinity of either corresponds, by their fundamental definition, a

point at infinity of the other.
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383. From the same fundamental definition of Art. 380,

it follows, precisely in the same manner as the general property

of the preceding article, that

—

IfA and A' J Band J5', Cand C be any three fixedpairs ofcor-

responding points [or lines) of any two liomoqrojpliic figures F
and F\ and I and T any variable pair of corresponding lines

(or points) of the figures ; then^for every position of I and /',

the three ratios

fBI BT\ (CI CI\ (AI AI\
\cf CI'J ' \Ar at) ' [bI

''

B'I'J '

or their three equivalents

f BI 01 \ ( CI AI\ (AI BI_\

[b't ' CI'

J

' Vcr ' A'I'

J

' [at • bt) '

every two of which manifestly involve the third, are constant, both

in magnitude and sign.

For, as in the preceding article, if X and X', F and Y\
^ and Z' be the three pairs of intersections (or connectors) of

Zand/' with BCsiudB'C', CA and C'A', AB and A'B' re-

spectively
;
then since, for the same reason as in the preceding

article, the three ratios

(BX BX\
(
slnBX 8\nBX\

[CX' CX'J
''''

[Bin ex' sin exJ'

(CY C^\ /sin CY B\nCY\
[ay' A'Y'J

"""^ [smA y'' shTZ'TV '

(AZ A\Z\ (s'mAZ smA'Z'\

[bZ ' B'Z'j
^"^

Vsin BZ * sin:FZ7 '

to which, in the corresponding cases, the above are manifestly

equivalent, are constant both in magnitude and sign ; there-

fore &c.

Cor. 1''. The above supplies obvious solutions of the two

following problems : Given, of two homograpliic figures F and F',

three pairs of corresponding points [or lines) A and A', B and B',

C and C, and a pair of corresponding lines [or points) I) and D'

,

to determine the line [or point) E of either of them F correspond-

ing to any assumed line [or point) E' of the other F'. For,

since, by the above

—
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BE B'E' BB B'B'

CE'• CE'
"^

-cb''' CB' >

CE CE' CB CB'
AE' A'E'~' AB' AB"
AE
BE'

A'E'

B'E'~
AB

' BB'
A'B'

B'B' '

the three ratios BE : CE, CE : AE, AE : BE, which mani-

festly determine tlie position of the required line (or point) E,

are consequently given ; and therefore &c.

The partlcuLar cases where the given line (or point) E' is

at infinity present no special peculiarity ; the three ratios

B'E' : CE', CE' : A'E', A'E' : B'E' being simply all = 1 in

the former case, and having for values smB'L' : sinCL',

sinCL' : sin^X', sin^4'Z' : sinJ5'X' respectively, where L' is any

line parallel to the direction of E', in the latter case.

Cor. 2°. As three pairs of corresponding points (or lines)

A and A', ^ and B', (7 and C of two homographic figures F
and F' determine (380) three pairs of corresponding lines (or

points) BCandB'C, CA and CA', AB SLndA'B' of ihe^gures-,

the solutions of the two problems : Given, of two homograjphic

figures F and F', four jpairs of corresponding points {or lines)

A and A', B and B', C and C, B and B' ; to determine the

point [or line) E of either of them F corresponding to any assumed

point [or line) E' of the other F' ; may consequently be regarded

as included In those of the above ; the particular cases where

the given point (or line) E' is at infinity, presenting, as above

observed^ no exceptional or special peculiarity.

Cor. 3°. It appears also immediately from the above, that

when, for two homographic figures F and F' , three pairs of cor-

responding points {or lines) A and A' , B and B', C and C coin-

cide, the coincidence of any independent pair of corresponding

lines [or points) B and B' involves the coincidence of every other

pair E and E', and therefore of the figures theinselves F and F'.

For, when, in the three relations of Cor. 1°, which as there shewn

result immediately from it, A —A', B = B', C= C, if, in addi-

tion, B = B', then necessarily E= E' ; and therefore &c.

Cor. 4°. For the same reason as in Cor. 2°, it follows of
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course from the preceding, Cor. 3°, that wltcn^ for two homo-

gra2}hic figuresF a7id F\four independent pairs of corresponding

points [or lines) A and A\ B and B\ C and C\ D and D'

coincide^ then allpairs of corresponding points {or lines) E and
E\ and consequently the figures themselves F and F' coincide.

Which is also evident h priori from the fundamental charac-

teristic of homographic figures (380) that, for every two cor-

responding quintets A, B,C^D,E and A^ B\ G\ D\ E of

their points (or lines), the five relations

[A.BCDE] = [A.B'G'B'E'], \B. CBEA] = {B'.C'B'E'A'],

[C.DEAB] = [CUE'A'B'], [D.EABG] = {D'.E'A'B'C},

{E.ABCB} = {E\A'B'C'B'}

must in all cases exist together; which, when A=A\B= B',

(7= C'j D = D\ would be manifestly impossible unless also

E=E' ) and therefore &c.

N.B. It will appear in the sequel that, for every pair of

homographic figures -Fand F\ there exists a unique triangle A,

whose three elements of either species A^ B^ (7, regarded as be-

longing to either figure, coincide, as supposed In the two latter

corollaries 3° and 4°, with their three correspondents of the same
species A\ B\ C in the other figure. Of the triangle A, thus

related to the two figures i^and F'^ two pairs of opposite elements

(vertices and sides) may be imaginary, but the third pair are

always real.

384. On the converse of the property of the preceding

Article, the following general construction for the double gene-

ration (26) of a pair of homographic figures, by the simultaneous

variation of a pair of connected points, or lines, has been based

by Chasles, the originator of the general theory.

If A and A\ B and B\ C and C be the three pairs of cor-

responding sides [or vertices) of any two arbitrary fixed triangles

ABC and A'B'C\ and I and T a pair of variable points {or

lines) so connected that, in every position, any two of the three

ratios

(BI BT\ (CI CT\ (AI AT\
V CI

*•

(777 ' [aI '' A 'Ij ' [bI • BI'J '

I
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or of their three equivalents

(BI CI\ (CI_ AI\ fJJ JBI\

and with them of course the tJiird^ are constant in magnitude and

sign ; the two variable points {or lines) I and T generate two

homograjphic figures F and F\ of which A and A\ B and B'j

C and C are three jtairs of corresponding lines [or points).

That the two figures F and F' resulting from either mode
of generation are thus homographic, follows of course conversely

from the property of the preceding article ; but it may be easily

shewn directly that they fulfil all the conditions of connection

of the fundamental definition of Art. 380 ; for

—

1°. To every point [or line) of either corresponds a point [or

line) of the other. This is evident from the law of their genera-

tion ; every two points (or lines) / and /' connected by the above

relations, whether generating pairs or not, thus corresponding

with respect to them,

2°. To every line [or point) of either corresponds a line [or

point) of the other. For, when a variable point (or line) / of the

former is connected, in every position, with the three fixed lines

(or points) A^ Bj (7 by a relation of the form

a,AI-hh,BI+c,CI=0 (a),

where «, &, c are any three constant multiples ; then, by virtue of

the above relations, the corresponding point (or line) /' of the

latter is connected with the three fixed lines (or points) A\ B\
C by a corresponding relation of similar form

a'.AT' + h\BT'^c',C'T = (a'),

where a', h\ c are three other constant multiples whose ratios to

a, J, c respectively depend on and are given with those of the

same relations ; but, by the general property of Art. 120 (or 85),

the former relation (a) is the condition that the variable point

(or line) I should move on a fixed line (or turn round a fixed

point) 0, and the latter (a) is the condition that the corre-

sponding point (or line) T should move on a corresponding fixed

line (or turn round a corresponding fixed point) 0'
; and there-

fore &c.

3°. To the connector of any two points [or the intersection of
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any two Iin:'s) of either^ corresponds the connector of the two cor-

responding points {or the intersection of the two corresponding

lines) of the other. For, Bince, to a line passing through any two
points (or a point lying on any two lines) of either, eorresponds,

by the preceding property 2°, a line passing through the two

corresponding points (or a point lying on the two corresponding

lines) of the other ; therefore &c.

4". To the intersection of any two lines [or the connector of any

two points) of eith r, corresponds the intersection of the two cor-

responding lines (or the connector of the tico corresponding points)

of the other. For, since, to two lines passing through any

point (or two points lying on any line) of either, correspond, by
the same property 2°, two lines passing through the correspond-

ing point (or two points lying on the corresponding line) of the

other ; therefore &c.

5°. Every two of their corresponding quartets of collinear points

[or concurrent lines) are equianharmonic. For, the four con-

nectors (or intersections) of any quartet 7^, i^, /g, 1^ of the points

(or lines) of the former, whether collinear (or concurrent) or not,

with any vertex (or side) BC or CA or AB of the triangle

ABC being (by Cor. Art. 328) equianharmonic with the four

connectors (or intersections) of the corresponding quartet //, i^',

/g', I^ of the points (or lines) of the latter with the correspond-

ing vertex (or side) B'C or C'A' or A'B' of the triangle

A'B'C', therefore &c. (285).

6°. Every two of their corresponding quartets of concurrent

lines [or collinear points) are equianharmonic. For, the four

intersections (or connectors) of any quartet Oj, (?.,, O3, 0^ of the

lines (or points) of the former, whether concurrent (or collinear)

or not, with any fifth line (or point) 0^ of the figure being (by

the preceding properties 4° and 5°) equianharmonic with the four

intersections (or connectors) of the corresponding quartet 0/,

0./, O3', 0^ of the lines (or points) of the latter with the

corresponding fifth line (or point) 0/ of the figure ; therefore

&c. (285).

That, for either mode of generation, the three pairs of cor-

responding vertices and sides of the two fixed triangles ABC
and A'B'C are pairs of corresponding points and lines of the

two resulting figures F and i^, is evident from the relations of
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generation * from which it follows immediately, in either case, that

the evanescence of any one or two of the three distances AI^

BI^ CI^ for the former, involves necessarily the simultaneous

evanescence of the corresponding one or two of the three corre-

sponding distances A' I\ B'T ^ C'I\ for the latter ; and there-

fore &c.

N.B. When, of the two arbitrary triangles of construction

ABC s.nd A'B'C in either of the above modes of generation,

the three pairs of corresponding elements A and A\ B and B'^

(7 and C coincide, the triangle ABC is then, with respect to

the two resulting figures F and F\ that to which allusion was

made in the note at the close of the preceding article (383).

385. From the general constructions of the preceding article

the following consequences respecting fhe homograpJiic transfor-

mation offigures may be readily inferred, viz.

—

1°. Any figure F may he transformed homograplncally into

another F\ in which any four points [or lines)
^
given or taken

arhitrarily^ shall correspond to any assignedfour points {or lines)

of the original figure.

For, of the four given pairs of corresponding points or lines,

any three determine the two fixed triangles of construction

ABC ^n^ A'B'C'j and the fourth give the values of the three

constant ratios of construction

\Cr C'lT \AI' A'lT [bI'B'J'J'

and therefore &c. See Cors. 1° and 2°, Art. 283.

The obvious conditions, that when, for either of two homo-

graphic figures F and F\ three points are coUInear or three

lines concurrent, then, for the other, the three corresponding

points must also be collinear or the three corresponding lines

concurrent, and that when, for either, four points by their

colllnearity or four lines by their concurrence form an anhar-

monic quartet, then, for the other, the four corresponding points

by their colllnearity or the four corresponding lines by their

concurrence must form an equlanharmonic quartet, are the only

restrictions on the perfect generality of the above. The former

condition may indeed be violated, but, when it Is, It Is easy to
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see, from the general process of construction, that the figure for

which the three points are colllncar or the three lines con-

current, when their three correspondents in the other are not,

must (except for the fourth point or line of the other) have all

its points colUnear or all its lines concurrent with the three.

For, if, in any position of 1 and /', any one, AI suppose, of the

six distances AI and A'I\ BI and B'I\ CI and CT be evanes-

cent when its correspondent AT is not, then, in every position

of I and /', from the constancy of the three ratios of construc-

tion, either the same distance AI^ or each of the two non-

corresponding distances B'T and CT is evanescent ; and there-

fore &c. See the general remark 2° of Art. 31, an illustration

of which is supplied by the above.

2°. In the homograpMc transformation of any figure F into

another F\ the line {or any point) at infinity^ regarded as belong-

ing to either^ may he made to correspond to any assigned line [or

point) J regarded as belonging to the other.

This follows at once from the preceding property 1°; the

three ratios of construction

J

fBI B^I'

[cr CT'

(CI CT'\ (AI AT\
[aI'A'I')' [bi'B'iJ

*

being given as definitely (see Cors. 1" and 2**, Art. 383) when

one of the two given points or lines / and /' is at infinity, as

when both are at a finite distance ; and therefore &c.

By virtue of the above general property 1°, combined with its

particular case 2**, the tetrastigm or tetragram determined by

any four points or lines of F may be transformed homo-

graphlcally into another of any simpler or more convenient form

for F'
J
such, for instance, as the four vertices or sides of a

parallelogram of any form, or, more generally, the three vertices

or sides of a triangle of any form combined with any remarkable

or convenient point or line connected with its figure. By this

means, the demonstration of a property, or the solution of a

problem, when such property or problem admits of homographic

transformation, may frequently be much simplified; as, for

instance, in the pairs of reciprocal properties a and a of Art. 236,

a and a of Art. 245, a and a of Art. 299, the demonstrations

of which are comparatively easy (239) when, in the first case of
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each, one of the four lines of the tetragrara Is at infinity, and

when, In the second case of each, one of the four points of the

tetrastigm is the polar centre of the triangle determined by the

remaining three
;
positions Into which, if not originally in them,

they may at once be thrown by homographic transformation, and

so placed In the circumstances most favourable to their estab-

lishment.

3°. In the hoTnograpMc transformation of any figure F into

another F\ the correspondents to any assignedfive points [or lines)

of the original^ no three of which are collinear [or concurrent)^ may
he made to lie on {or touch) a circle^ given or taken arbitrarily.

To prove this, it Is only necessary (380) to shew that, for

every quintet of points (or lines) A^ B^ (7, i>, E^ no three of

which are collinear (or concurrent), a corresponding quintet of

concyclic points (or tangents) A\ B\ C, D\ E' may be found

on (or to) any given circle, satisfying the five conditions

{A'.B'C'D'E] = [A.BCDE], [B'.C'D'E'A'] = [B.GDEA],

[C'.UE'A'B'] = [C.DEAB], [D'.EA'B'C] = [D.EABG],

[E'.A'B'CD'} = [E.ABCD]
;

which will manifestly be the case If any collinear (or concurrent)

quintet A'\ B'\ (7", i)", E"j can be found satisfying the five

corresponding conditions

[B"C"D"E"] = [A.BCDE], {C"D"E"A"} = {B.CDEA],

{D"E"A"B"] = [CDEAB], [E"A"B"C"} = {D.EABC},

{A"B"C"I)"] = [E.ABCD}',

inasmuch as their five connectors (or intersections) with any

arbitrary point on (or tangent to) the circle, will of course de-

termine, by their five second Intersections with (or tangents to)

the circle, a concyclic quintet of points (or tangents) A', B\ C\
i)', E' satisfying the required conditions. And that every two

I) and E of the five points (or lines) A, B, (7, D, E determine

such a collinear (or concurrent) quintet with the three intersec-

tions (or connectors) of their line of connection (or point of in-

tersection) I)E with the three sides (or vertices) BG, GA, AB
of the triangle determined by the remaining three A, B^ G\

may be readily shown as follows

:

Denoting by X, F, Z the three intersections (or connectors)
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of the three lines (or points) i?(7, CA^ AB with the line (or

point) DE-^ then since, immediately, by the general property

of Art. 285, {ZYDE]==[A,BCDE], [XZDE] = [B,CADE],
{YXDE] = [C.ABDE]] and since, from the perspective of

A.XYZD or B.XYZD or CXYZD with D.ABCE, and of

A.XYZE or B.XYZE or C.XYZE with E.ABCB, by 4^,

Art. 286, {XYZI)} = {D.ABCE] and {XYZE} = {E.ABCD\',

therefore &c.

It follows immediately, from this latter property, that evei-i/

figure^ locus of a variable point evert/ six of whose positions form

an equianharmonic hexastigm (301, a), or enveJojye of a variable

line every six of whose positions form an equianharmonic hexa-

gram (301, a'), may be transformed homographically into a circle

j

for, if transformed, by the above, so that the correspondents

to any five of its points (or tangents) shall lie on (or touch)

a circle, the correspondent of every sixth point (or tangent)

must, by virtue of its connection with the five, lie on (or touch)

the same circle (305) ; and therefore &c. Thus :
1°. Every

figure, locus of a variable point determining in every position

an equianharmonic hexastigm with five fixed points, or envelope

of a variable line determining in every position an equianharmonic

hexagram with five fixed lines (301, a and o!) ;
2°. Every figure,

locus of a variable point connecting with four fixed points by

four lines, or envelope of a variable line intersecting with four

fixed lines at four points, having any constant anharmonic ratio

(333, e and e) ;
3°. Every figure, locus of a variable point con-

necting homographically with two fixed points, or envelope of

a variable line intersecting homographically with two fixed

lines (338, Cor. 2°) ; 4°. Every figure, locus of a variable point

the rectangle under whose distances form two fixed lines, or

envelope of a variable line the rectangle under whose distances

form two fixed points, is constant in magnitude and sign (340,

Cor. 2°, a and a) ; may be transformed homographically into

a circle ; and all their properties admitting of homographic

transformation, such as their harmonic and anharmonic proper-

ties, consequently inferred from the comparatively simple and

fiirailiar properties of the circle. See Chapters XV. and xviii.

;

all the properties of which, not involving the magnitudes of

angles, are consequently true, not only of the circle, but ot

all the figures above enumerated also.
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It follows also, from the same property, that five points [or

tangents)^ given or taken arhitrarily^ completely determine any

figure homographic to a circle ; for, if transformed, by the above,

so that the correspondents of the five points (or tangents) shall

lie on (or touch) a circle, all the other points (or tangents) of the

figure are then implicitly given, as the correspondents to the

several other points (or tangents) of the circle ; and there-

fore &c.

Given five points {or tangents) A^ B, C^ D, JS of a figure

homographic to a circle^ the five corresponding tangents (or points)

AAj BB^ GGj DDj EE of the figure are given implicitly with

them ; for, since, for the five corresponding points (or tangents)

A\ B\ C\ D\ E' of the circle, by (306), {A\A'B' G'D'E'] =
{B'.A'B'G'D'E} = {CA'FG'D'E] = {D\A'B'G'D'E'} =
{E'.A'B' G'D'E']^ therefore, for the five given points (or tangents)

A, j5, (7, i>, E of the figure, by (380) and (381, 20°), [A,ABGDE]
= {B,ABGI)E} = [G,ABGDE] = [D.ABGDE]=[E.ABGDE]]
and, since, of each of these five latter homographic pencils (or

rows), four rays (or points) are actually given, therefore, of each,

the fifth ray (or point) is implicitly given ; and therefore &c.

386. Of the numerous properties of the interesting and

important class of figures into which the circle may be trans-

formed homographically, the few following, derived on the

preceding principles from those of the circle, may be taken as so

many examples illustrative of the utility of the process of homo-

graphic transformation in modern geometry.

Ex. 1°. No Jigure homographic to a circle could have either three col-

linear points or three concurrent tangents.

For, if, of a figure homographic to a circle, three points were collinear,

or three tangents concurrent, then, of the circle itself, by (381, 1°), the

three corresponding points should be collinear, or the three corresponding

tangents concurrent; and therefore &c.

N.B. The only exception to this fundamental property occurs in the

cases noticed in connection with property 1° of the preceding article (385),

when the figure is in one or other limiting state of its general form, and

has either an infinite number of collinear points lying on one or other of

two definite lines, or an infinite number of concurrent tangents passing

through one or other of two definite points. See the general remark 2° of

Art. 31 ; of which the above and all similar exceptional cases supply so

many illustrations.

VOL. II. X
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Ex. 2°. Nojigxire homogrnphic to a circle could have either three points

at infinity or three parallel tangents.

This is manifestly a particular case of the general property of the pre-

ceding article ; all points at infinity being collinear, and all parallel lines

concurrent (136); and therefore &c.

N.B. As, in the process of liomographic transformation of one figure

into another, the correspondent to any line of the original may be thrown

to infinity in the transformed figure, (See 2° of the preceding article),

a circle will consequently he transformed homographically into afigure having

two distinct, coincident, or imaginary points at infinity, according as the line

whose correspondent is thrown to infinity in the transformation intersects it

at two distinct, coincident, or imaginary points (21). Since, in the parti-

cular case of coincidence, the original and transformed lines are tangents to

the original and transformed figures (19), a circle m,ay consequently he trans-

formed hotnographically into afigure having a tangent at infinity, hy merely

throwing to infinity, in the transformation, the correspondent to any tangent

to itself. The transformed figure possesses in this latter case, as will be

seen in the sequel, some special properties peculiar to the case.

Ex. 3°. In every figure homographic to a circle, every three points {or

tangents) and the three corresponding tangents {or points) determine two

triangles in 2Jerspective (140).

For, both properties, by examples 3° and 4° of Art. 137, being true of

the circle itself, are consequently, by properties 1° and 20° of Art. 381,

true of every figure homographic to it ; and therefore &c.

N.B. The consequences resulting from this genei'al property applied to

the particular cases, when two of the three points are at infinity, the third

being arbitrary, and when one of the three tangents is at infinity, the re-

maining two being arbitrary, are left as exercises to the reader.

Cor. The above, in the general case, supplies obvious solutions of the

two following problems : give?!, of a figure homograjihic to a circle, any

three points {or tangents) and two of the three corresponding tangents {or

points), to determine the third corresponding tangent {or point).

Ex. 4°. In every figure homographic to a circle, every six points {or

tangents) determine an equianharmonic hexastigm {or hexagram) (301).

For, both properties, by a and a' of Art. 305, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently by 12° of Art. 381, true of every figure homographic

to it ; and therefore &c.

N.B. By virtue of this general property, every system of six points on

(or tangents to) any figure homographic to a circle possesses all the pro-

perties of a system of six points (or lines) determining an equianharmonic

hexastigm (or hexagram). See Arts. 301 to 304.

Cor. If, in the above, while any five of the six points (or tangents) are

supposed to remain fixed, the sixth be conceived to vary, and in the course

of its variation to coincide successively with each of the five that remain

Y
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fixed ; the theorems of Pascal and Brianchon (302, a and a') applied to the

five cases of coincidence, supply ready solutions by linear constructions

only, without the aid of the circle, of the two following problems : given of

afigure homographic to a circle, any five points {or tangents), to determine

thefive corresponding tangents {or points). For, of the three collinear in-

tersections of pairs of opposite sides (or concurrent connectors of pairs of

opposite vertices) of any one of the sixty hexagons determined by the six

points (or tangents), in the general position of the variable point (or

tangent), that corresponding to the opposite side (or vertex) of the pentagon

they determine in any position of coincidence, gives at once the line of

connection (or point of intersection) of the two coincident points (or lines),

that is (19 and 20) the tangent (or point) corresponding to that position;

and therefore &c. See also 3° of the preceding article.

Ex. 6°. In every figure homographic to a circle, a variable point {or

tangent) determines with every four fixed points {or tangents) a variable

quartet of rays {or points) having a constant anharmonic ratio.

For, both properties, by a and a' of Art. 306, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently, by 13° of Art. 381, true of every figure homo-

graphic to it; and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. From the first part of the above, applied to the particular case

when two of the four fixed points are the two, real or imaginary, at which,

the figure intersects infinity (see Ex. 2°, note) ; it appears at once, as shown

already in Art. 312 for the particular case of the circle, that

—

In every figure homographic to a circle, the angle connecting a variable

with any two fixed points of the figure is cut in a constant anharmonic ratio

by the angle connecting it with the two points, real or imaginary, at which

thefigure intersects infinity.

Cor. 2°. From the second part of the same, applied to the particular

case when, for a figure having a tangent at infinity (see Ex. 2°, note), one

of the four fixed tangents, whatever be the positions of the remaining

three, is the tangent at infinity, it follows at once, by virtue of the general

property of Art. 275, that

—

When a figure homographic to a circle has a tangent at infinity, the

segment of a variable intercepted by any two fixed tangents is cut in a con-

stant ratio by every thirdfixed tangent to thefigure.

Cor. 3°. Since, in the same case, by Art. 55, Cor. 3°, b, the variable

circle circumscribing the triangle determined by the variable with any two

of the three fixed tangents, in the preceding corollary, passes in every

position through a fixed point on the circle circumscribing the triangle deter-

mined by the three fixed tangents; it follows consequently from the same,

by virtue of the property referred to, that

—

When a figure homographiri to a circle has a tangent at infinity, the

variable circle circumscribing the triangle determined by a variable with any

twofixed tangents to tliefigure, passes through afixed point.

Y2
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Cor. 4°. From both parts of the above, applied to the case when, for

any figure, the constant anharmonic ratio of the quartet of rays (or points)

determined by the four fixed points (or tangents) with the variable fifth

point (or tangent) = - 1, in which case the four former are said to form an

harmonic system, it follows, precisely as shewn for the circle itself in

Art. 311, Cor. 3°, a and a', that—

In everyJigure hornographic to a circle, when four points {or tangents)

form an harmonic system, the pair of tangents (or points) corresponding to

either pair of conjugates are concurrent {or colhnear) with the connector {or

intersection) of the other pair.

Cor. 5°. From the converses of the two preceding properties, shewn

with themselves for the circle in the place above referred to, and also on

other principles in Art. 257, it follows immediately, as shewn for the circle

itself in Art. 258, that—

a. In every Jigure hornographic to a circle, the segment intercepted on a

variable hy any two fixed tangents is cut harmonically at the corresponding

variable point and at its intersection with the connector of the two correspond-

ing^xed points,

a\ In every figure hornographic to a cirele, the angle subtended at a

variable by any two fixed points is cut harmonically by the corresponding

variable tangent and by its connector with the intersection of the two corre-

spondingfixed tangents.

Cor. 6°. From the first of the two preceding properties, applied to the

particular case when the two fixed tangents are the two, real or imaginary,

whose points of contact are at infinity (see Ex. 2°, note), since then the

second point of harmonic section in every position of the variable tangent

is at infinity, it follows consequently, by virtue of 3°, Art. 216, that

—

In every figure hornographic to a circle, the segment intercepted on a

variable by the twofixed tangents, real or imaginary, whose points of contact

are at infinity, is bisected at its point of contact with thefigure.

N.B. With respect to the numerous inferences from the two very fertile

properties of the present example, it may be observed generally that, by

virtue of them, all the properties established for the circle in Chapters XV.
and XVIII. not involving directly the magnitudes of angles, are true

generally of all figures into which circles may be transformed homcgra-

phically ; the circumstance that such figures may have real points at infinity

(Ex. 2°, note) giving rise sometimes, as in Cors. 2°, 3°, 6° above, to im-

portant modifications not occurring, from the absence of that circumstance,

in the case of the circle itself.

Ex. 6°. In every figure homngraphic to a circle, a variable point {or

tangent) connects {or intersects) homographically with every two fixedpoints

{or tangents).

For, both properties, by examples c and d of Art. 325, being true of the

circle itself, are consequently, by property 14° of Art. 381, true of every

figure homographic to it j and therefore &c.
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Cor. 1°. From the second part of the above, applied to the ease of a

figure having a tangent at infinity (Ex. 2°, note), since then, whatever be

the positions of the two fixed tangents, their two points at infinity are cor-

responding points of the two homographic divisions determined on them by

the variable tangent, it follows consequently, by virtue of the general

property of Art. 330, that

—

WTien afigure homographic to a circle has a tangent at infinity, a variable

tangent divides every two, and therefore all,fixed tangents similarly.

Cor. 2°. From the same, applied to the particular case when, for any

figure, the two fixed tangents are the two, real or imaginary, whose points

of contact are at infinity (Ex. 2°, note), since then their common intersec-

tion is the point on each corresponding to that at infinity on the other, it

follows consequently, by virtue of the particular property of Art. 331, Cor.

that

—

In everyfigure homographic to a circle, a variable determines with the two

fixed tangents, real or imaginary y whose points of contact are at infinity, a

triangle of constant area.

Cor. 3^. From the same again, applied to the case when the two fixed

tangents, whatever be their common absolute direction, are parallel, since

then the point on each corresponding to that at infinity on the other is its

point of contact with the figure, it follows consequently, by virtue of the

general property of Art. 331, that

—

In every figure homographic to a circle, a variable intersects with every

twofixed tangents, whose directions are parallel, at two variable points, the

rectangle under whose distances from their two fixed points of contact is

constant in magnitude and sign.

Cor. 4°. Since, for any two fixed tangents, the point on each correspond-

ing to that at infinity on the other, in their homographic division by a

variable tangent, is that of its intersection with the second fixed tangent

parallel to the other (Ex. 2°)^ it follows also from the same, by virtue of the

same general property of Art. 331, that

—

In everyfigure homographic to a circle, a variable tangent intersects with

each pair of adjacent sides of any fixed parallelogram exscribed to thefigure^

at a pair of variable points, the rectangle under whose distances from their

pair of non-conterminous extremities is constant in magnitude and sign.

Cor. 5°. From the two parts of the above, by virtue of the two general

properties o and a' of Art. 340, it appears that

—

a. In everyfigure homographic to a circle, the angle subtended by a vari-

able at any two fixed points of the figure intercepts segments of constant

magnitude on each of two fixed lines, and also segments having fixed

middle points on each of two otherfixed lines.

a'. In everyfigure homographic to a circle, the segment intercepted on a

variable by any twofixed tangents to the figure subtends angles of constant

magnitude at each of two fixed points, and also angles havingfixed middle

lines at each of two otherfixed points.
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Coil. 6°. And, from both parts, again, by virtue of the two general pro-

perties a and a' of Cor. 1° of the same article (340), that

—

a. For every figure hornographic to a circle, there exist two points

{always real) the rectangle under whose distances from a variable tangent

to thefigure is constant in magnitude and sign.

a'. For every figure hornographic to a circle, there exist two lines

[sometimes imaginary) the rectangle under whose distancesfrom a variable

point on thefigure is constant in magnitude and sign.

From the first of these latter properties it follows, as shewn in Art. 340,

Cor. 3°, 6, that, in everyfigure homograiMc to a circle, the locus of the inter-

sections of all pairs of rectangular tangents is a circle, which of course opens

out into a line in the particular case where the figure has a tangent at

infinity.

That the two lines in the second property are the two tangents to the

figure whose points of contact are at infinity (Ex. 2°, note), is evident from

Cor. 6° of the preceding combined with Cor. 2^^ of the present article ; and

the same may also be shewn directly in a variety of ways.

Ex. 7°. When, ofanyfigure hornographic to a circle, two variable points

{or tangents) connect through {or intersect on) a fixed point {or line), the

two corresponding tangents {or points) intersect on {or connect through) a

fixed line {or point).

For, both properties, by Cor. 3° of Art. 166, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently, by 1° and 20° of Art. 381, true of every figure

hornographic to it ; and therefore &c.

N.B. Every point and line related to each other, with respect to any

figure hornographic to a circle, as in both parts of the above general pro-

perty, are said, as in the case of the circle itself, to be pole and polar to each

other with respect to the figure ; and the entire nomenclature connected

with the subject of poles andpolars, as employed in Chapter X. with respect

to the circle, being extended in the same manner to every figure possessing

the corresponding properties, it follows evidently, for the same reason as

above, from the nature of those properties as given in that chapter, and

from the fundamental relations of homographic figures as stated in articles

380 and 381, that generally—

In every case of the transformation of a circle into any figure homo-

graphic to it, every point and line pole and polar to each other (165), every

two points or lines conjugate to each other (174), every two triangles or

other figures reciprocal polars to each other (170), every triangle or other

figure reciprocal to itself (170), S^c. with respect to the circle, are trans-

formed into correspondents of the same nature similarly related to each

other with respect to thefigure.

Cor. From the second and first parts of the above, applied respectively

to the particular cases when the fixed line, or polar, is at infinity, and

when the fixed point, or pole, is at infinity in any direction, it follows at

once that

—
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a. In everyfigure homographic to a circley all pairs of points at which

the corresponding tangents are parallel connect through a fixed point, the

pole with respect to the figure of the line at infinity.

a'. In everyfigure homographic to a circle, all pairs of tangents whose

chords of contact are parallel intersect on a fixed line, the polar with re-

spect to thefigure of the point at infinity in the direction of the chords.

N.B. The pole of the line at infinity and the several polars passing

through it of the several points at infinity, possesses some remarkable pro-

perties with respect to the figure ; the principal of which will appear from

the general property of the next example, to which we now proceed.

Ex. 8^. When, of any figure homographic to a circle, two variable

points [or tangents) connect through {or intersect on) afixedpoint {or line),

the harmonic conjugate with respect to them of the fixed point {or line)

moves on {or turns round) afixed line {or point).

For, both properties, by a and a' of Art. 259, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently, by 10° and 20° of Art. 381, true of every figure

homographic to it ; and therefore &c.

Cor. From the first part of the above, applied to the particular cases

when the fixed line, or polar, is at infinity, and when the fixed point, or

pole, is at infinity in any direction, it follows immediately, by virtue of 3°,

Art. 216, that—

a. In every figure homographic to a circle, every chord of the figure

which passes through the pole of the line at infinity is bisected at that

point.

a'. In every figure homographic to a circle, every chord of the figure

whose direction passes through any point at infinity is bisected by the polar

of that point.

By virtue of these two important properties of every figure homographic

to a circle, the pole of the line at infinity, as bisecting every chord passing

through it, is termed the centre of the figure, and the polar of every point

at infinity, as bisecting every chord parallel to the direction of the point, is

termed a diameter of the figure. That every diameter passes through

the centre, and thus derives its name, is evident, either generally from the

consideration that, as its pole lies on the line at infinity, it consequently passes

itself through the pole of that line, or particularly, from the consideration

that, as bisecting every chord whose direction passes through its pole, it

consequently bisects the particular one which passes through the centre.

In the particular case when the figure has a tangent at infinity (Ex. 2°,

note), the pole of the line at infinity being then its point of contact with

.

the figure (165, 4°), the centre consequently is at infinity, and every

diameter consequently parallel to its direction.

In every figure not having a tangent at infinity, every two diameters

whose directions pass each through the pole of the other (174) are termed

conjugate diameters of the figure; they, evidently, bisect each all chorda

parallel to the other, pass each through the points of contact of the two tan-

gents parallel to the other, and, like all other conjugate lines of the figure
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(259), are harmonic conjugates to each other with respect to the two central

tangents of the figure, that is (165, G"") to the two tangents, real or imaginary,

"whose points of contact are at infinity. The two lines bisecting the two pairs of

opposite sides of any inscribed parallelogram, as bisecting each a pair of

chords parallel to the other, are consequently a pair of conjugate diameters

of the figure ; and so, for the same reason, by virtue of the property a!

Cor. 1°, of the preceding example, are the two connecting the two pairs of

opposite vertices of any exscribed parallelogram also. In the particular

case when the figure is itself a circle, all pairs of diameters intersecting at

right angles are evidently pairs of conjugate diameters, and conversely all

pairs of conjugate diameters evidently intersect at right angles.

Of the difi'erent paiis of conjugate diameters, all of which, as just

observed, divide harmonically the angle, real or imaginary, determined by

the two central tangents to the figure, the particular pair which bisect that

angle, externally and internally, and which are consequently at right angles

to each other, are termed the axes of the figure ; they evidently bisect each

all chords perpendicular to itself, and consequently divide each the entire

figure into two similar, equal, and symmetrical halves, reflexions of each

other with respect to itself (50). For figures having a tangent at infinity

(Ex. 2°, note) two axes also exist, but, for such figures^ the centre being at

infinity, one of the two axes is consequently also at infinity, and but one

therefore at a finite distance. For the circle itself, every diameter is

evidently an axis.

For a given figure homographic to a circle the centre and axes may be

readily determined as follows : drawing any two pairs of parallel chords in

different directions, the two connectors of their two pairs of middle points

are two diameters of the figure which by their intersection consequently

determine the centre ; should the centre thus determined be at infinity, any

two parallel chords perpendicular to its direction determine evidently, by

their two middle points, the axis not at infinity; and should it not, any

circle concentric with it, and intersecting the figure, determines evidently,

by its four intersections (see 50), an inscribed rectangle whose two pairs of

opposite sides determine, by their two pairs of middle points, the two axes.

In the particular case when the figure is itself a circle, the directions of the

axes determined by this latter part of the construction become, as they

ought, indeterminate.

Ex. 9°. Every two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with respect

to anyfigure homographic to a circle are inperspective ; and their centre and

ojvis ofperspective are pole and polar to each other with respect to thefigure.

For, the first part of the property, by 1°, Art. 180, being true of the

circle itself, is consequently, by Ex. 7°, note, and 1°, Art. 381, true of every

figure homographic to it; and the second part, by virtue of the general

property of Art. 167, being evident alike for circle and figure, therefore

&c. This general property evidently includes as particular cases those

given in Ex. 3° of the present article.

Conversely, every two triangles in perspective are, with their centre and
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axis ofperspective, reciprocal polars to each other with respect to a uniquefigure

homographic to a circle, which is implicitly given when the triangles them-

selves are given. For, if A and A', B and B', C and C (see figs, a and a\

Art. 295) be the three pairs of corresponding vertices (fig. a), or sides

(fig. a'), of the two triangles ; O and I their centre and axis (or axis and

centre) of perspective ; U, V, W the three points of intersection (or lines

of connection) of the three lines (or points) AA', BB", CC with the line

(or point) I; D and D\ ^and JE\ jPand F' their three pairs of intersec-

tions (or connectors) with the three pairs of lines (or points) ^Cand B'C\
CA and C'A', AB and A'B'; and, G and G', IT and H\ JTand K' the

three pairs of collinear points (or concurrent lines) which divide harmoni-

cally the three pairs of segments (or angles) AD' and A'D, BE'^ and B'E,

CF' and C'F (230) ; then, since, from the involution of the three triads of

segments or angles AD', A'D, and OU; BE', B'F, and OV-, CF', CF,
and OW {299, a and a'), and the consequent harmonicism of the three

quartets of points (or rays) G, G', O, U-, H, H', O, V; K, K', O, W
(370), the six points (or lines) G and G', JSf and H'^, ^and K' determine

an equianharmonic hexastigm (or hexagram) (295, Cor. 3°), they are con-

sequently six points on (or tangents to) the same figure homographic to a

circle (Ex. 5°) ; which figure being determined by any five of them (3*^,

Art. 385), and being such that the nine pairs of points (or lines) A and J)',

B and E', Cand F'; A' and D, B' and E, C and F; O and U, O and V,

O and W are pairs of conjugates with respect to it (Ex. 8°), therefore &;c.

Ex. 10°. Everyfigure homographic to a circle intersects {or subtends)

harmonically the three sides {or angles) of every triangle self-reciprocal

with respect to itself; and, conversely, every triangle whose three sides {or

angles) are intersected (or subtended) harmonically by any figure homO'

graphic to a circle is self-reciprocal with respect to thefigure.

For, both properties, by a and a' of Art. 259, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently, by 10° and 20° of Art. 381, true of every figure

homographic to it ; and therefore &c.

Given, of afigure homographic to a circle, a self reciprocal triangle ABC^
and the position of the centre O, the directions of the two central tangents

{real or imaginary) and of the two axes {always real) may be readily deter-

mined as follows : The three lines OA, OB, OC, connecting the centre

with the three vertices, and the three parallels OA', 0B\ OC through the

centre to the three opposite sides, of the triangle, determining (by Ex. 8*^)

three pairs of conjugate diameters OA and OA', OB and OB', OCand OC
of the figure

J the two double rays (real or imaginary) OiWand OiV (370),

and the two rectangular rays (always real) O/and 01' (371, Cor. 2°), of the

involution they determine (368, Ex. 2^^), are respectively the two pairs of lines

in question (Ex. 8°). In the particular case when O is the polar centre of

the triangle ^J5C(168), the three pairs of lines OA and OA', OB and OB',

OC and OC' being rectangular, so therefore are all pairs of conjugates of

the involution they determine, and the directions of the axes are conse-

quently indeterminate; as they ought, the figure being then a circle (168).
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That, in the same case, the figure itself is implicitly given, may also be

readily shewn as follows : If P and P', Q and Q', R and li' be its three

pairs of intersections with the three diameters OA, OB, OC, and X, Y, Z
the three intersections of the latter with the three sides BC, CA, AB of the

triangle; then, the three central chords PP', QQ', P7i' being all bisected

at O, and cut harmonically at the three pairs of points A and X, B and Y,

C and Z respectively (Ex. 8°), therefore (22o) OP^ = OP" = OA . OX,
00^= 0Q'*= OB.OY, OR'=OR'^ = OC.OZ; relations which give at

once the six points P and P', Q and Q', R and R', and therefore the figure

itself (385, 3°). In the particular case when O is the polar centre of the

triangle ABC (168), the three rectangles OA.OX, OB . OY, OC.OZ
being equal in magnitude and sign ; so therefore are the six semi-diameters

OP and OP', OQ and OQ', OR and OR'; as they ought, the figure being

then a circle (168).

More generally, given, of a figure homographic to a circle, a self-reci-

procal triangle, and a point and line pole and polar to each other

;

the two tangents, real or imaginary, to the figure through the former,

and the two intersections, real or imaginary, of the figure with the

latter, may be readily determined as follows; HA, B, C be the

three vertices (or sides) of the triangle, O and I the point and line

(or line and point), and A', B', C the three intersections (or connectors)

of the latter with the three opposite sides (or vertices) BC, CA, AB of

the triangle; then, the three pairs of lines (or points) OA and OA',

OB and OB', OCand OC being (174 and Ex. T) pairs of conjugates with

respect to the figure, the two double rays (or points), real or imaginary,

OM and ON of the involution they determine (299) are (370) the two

tangents (or points) in question (Ex. 8°), and their two intersections (or

connectors) with I, are the two corresponding points (or tangents) (Ex. 7°).

That, in the same case, the figure itself is implicitly given, may also he

readily shewn as follows: If G and O', ^and H', ^and K' be its three

pairs of intersections with (or tangents through) the three lines (or points)

OA, OB, OC; X, Y, Z the three intersections (or connectors) of the

latter with the three opposite sides PC, CA, AB of the triangle; and U,

V, l^F their three intersections (or connectors) with the line (or point) /;

then, the three pairs of points (or tangents) G and G', H and II', JSTand K',

dividing, as they do, harmonically the three pairs of segments (or angles)

AX and OU, BY and OV, CZ and OW respectively (Ex. 8°), are con-

sequently given (230), and with them of course the figure itself (385, 3°).

Ex. 11°. In every tetrastigm {or tetragram) determined byfour points

on {or tangents to) anyfigure homographic to a circle, the three intersec

tions {or connectors) of the three pairs of opposite connectors (or intersec

tions) determine a self-reciprocal triangle with respect to the figure.

For, both properties, by a and a of Art. 261, being true of the circle

itself, are consequently, by Ex. T, note, true of every figure homographic

to it ; and therefore &c,

N.B. By virtue of the above, all the properties established for the circle
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in the several corollaries of the article referred to in their proaf (261), with

the applications of them given in the two succeeding articles (262 and 263),

are seen at once to hold, without modification of any kind, not only for the

circle, but for every figure into which the circle may be transformed homo-
graphically also.

That, for every figure homographic to a circle, the six vertices {or

sides) of every two aelf reciprocal triangles determine an equianharmonic

hexastigm {or hexagram) ; appears, in precisely the same manner as for

the circle itself. See Art. 301, Cor. 3°.

Ex. 12^. In everyfigure homographic to a circle, ifA and A', B and JB',

C and C' be the three pairs of opposite connectors {or intersections) of the

tetrastigm {or tetragram) determined by any four fixed points on {or

tangents to) the figure, and I a variable point {or tangent) of the figure ;

then, in everyposition of I, the three rectangles IA . IA', IB. IB', IC.IC
are to each other, two and two, in constant ratios.

For, since, by Ex. 6°, the variable point (or tangent) I, in the course of

its variation, divides homographically the three pairs of angles (or segments)

JBC'and CB\ 04' and ^C", AB' and BA', therefore, by Cor. Art. 328,

the three ratios

/IB IC\ /IC^ . IA\ flA^
^
IB\

[iC ' IBT \IA' ' ICT \IB' ' lA'l

are constant in magnitude and sign ; and therefore &c.

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the three rectangles, in the former case

are all equal, and in the latter case are proportional to the three OA . OA',

OB . 0B\ OC . OC, where O is the centre of the circle, has been shewn in

Cor. 10^, Art. 62, and in 4°, Cor. 2°, Art. 179; from which, of course, the

above would have followed also, by virtue of the general relations of con-

struction given in Art. 384, but by a process on the whole less simple and

instructive than that actually employed for their establishment.

Cob. From the above, applied to the particular case when two of the

four fixed points (or tangents) coincide with the remaining two, since then,

of the six lines of connection (or points of intersection) of the tetrastigm

(or tetragram) they determine, four necessarily coincide, while the remain-

ing two are the two tangents (or points) corresponding to the two coincident

pairs of points (or tangents), it follows consequently that

—

In everyfigure homographic to a circle, if A and B be any twofixed
tangents {or points), C the connector {or intersection) of the two corre-

sponding points {or tangents), and I a variable point {or tangent) ; then,

in every position of I, the ratio IA .IB : IC^ is constant in magnitude

and sign.

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the constant ratio, in the former case

= 1, and in the latter case = OA . OB : OC, where O is the centre of the

circle, has been shewn in Art. 48, Ex. 9°, and in Art. 179, Cor. 1°; from

which, as above observed for the general properties, those of the corollary-
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itself would have followed by virtue of the general relations of construction

given in Art. 384.

Ex. 13^. In every figure homographic to a circle, if A, B, C be the

three sides {or vertices) of any fixed triangle inscribed {or exscribed) to the

figure^ and I a variable point {or tangent) of the figure ; then, in every

position of I,

a h ^ _(^
12^ IB^IC '

where a, b, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, two and two,

are constant in magnitude and sign.

For, if A', B', C be the three lines of connection (or points of intersec-

tion) of the three fixed vertices (or sides) of the triangle ABC with any

fourth fixed point on (or tangent to) the figure ; then, in every position of

I, since, by the preceding example, the three rectangles lA . lA', IB . IB',

IC . IC are to each other two and two in constant ratios, and since, by

Cor. 6° (or 4°) of Art. 82, from the concurrence (or collinearity) of A', B', C,

a\IA' ib'.IB' + c'.IC' = 0,

where a', b', c' are three multiples, whose ratios to each other two and two

are constant in magnitude and sign ; therefore &c.

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the three constant multiples are propor-

tional, in the former case to the three sides a, b, c, and in the latter case to

the three difierences s - a, s -b, s - c between the semi-perimeter and the

three sides, of the triangle ABC; maybe readily seen from Cor. 3°, Art. 64,

and from Cor. 1°, Art. 179; or the reader may easily prove the same inde-

pendently for himself.

Ex. 14°. In every figure homographic to a circle, if A, B, C be the

three sides {or vertices) of anyfixed triangle exscribed {or inscribed) to the

figure, and I a variable point {or tangent) of the figure ; then, in every

position of I,

a.IA^ + b.IBUc.IC^=0,

where a, b, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, two and two,

are constant in magnitude and sign.

For, if A', B', Che the three sides (or vertices) of the corresponding

fixed triangle inscribed (or exscribed) to the figure; then, in every position

of I, since, by Ex. 10°, Cor. the three rectangles IB . IC, IC . IA, IA . IB
are to the three squares lA'^, IB'\ /C* respectively in constant ratios, and

since, by the preceding example,

a b' ^' _

U'^ IB'^ IC'~ '

where a', V, c' are three multiples, whose ratios to each other two and two

are constant in magnitude and sign ; therefore &c.

N.B. That, for the circle itself, the three constant multiples are propor-

tional, in the former case to the three sides a, b', c, and in the latter case
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to the three differences s' - «', s' - b', s' - c between the semi-perimeter

and the three sides, of the triangle A'B'C\ appears at once, by virtue of the

above demonstration, from the note to the preceding example ; or, as there

observed, the reader may easily prove the same independently for himself.

Ex. 15°. In every figure homographic to a circle^ if A, B, C be the

three vertices {or sides) of anyfixed triangle self reciprocal with respect to

thefigure, and I a variable tangent {or point) of thefigure] then, in every

position of I,

a.IA'^b.IB*^c.IC' =

where a, b, c are three multiples^ lohose ratios to each other, two and two,

are constant in magnitude and sign.

For, if X and Y be the two fixed points (or tangents) of the figure

which are collinear (or concurrent) with any two, A and B, of the three

vertices (or sides) of the fixed triangle ABC, and with which they conse-

quently determine, by Ex. 10°, the harmonic row (or pencil) A, B, X, Y;

then, since, by Ex. 7°, the two corresponding fixed tangents (or points)

pass through (or lie on) the third vertex (or side) C, therefore, in every

position of/, by Ex. 12°, Cor. the rectangle IX, lYis to the square of /C
in a constant ratio ; and it remains only to shew that, in every position of I,

the same rectangle is connected with the squares oflA and IB by a relation

of the above form.

The four points (or lines) A, B, X, Y being collinear (or concurrent)

therefore, by Cors. 4° and 6° of Art. 82, whatever be the position of the line

(or point) I,

(AB or sin AB) IX = - {BX or sin BX) lA + {AX or sin AX) IB,

{AB or sin AB) IY= - {BY or sin BY) lA ^ {AY or sin AY) IB,

from which, multiplying, remembering that, from the harmonicism of the

system A, B, X, Y, by relations (1) and (1') Art. 219.

{AX or sin AX).{BY or sin BY) + {AY or sin AY).{BX or sin BX) = 0,

it follows, immediately, that

{AB or sin AB)\ IX . IY= {BX or sin BX) .{BY or sin BY) . lA*

+ {AX or sin^j: ). {AY or sin ^ F) . IB';

which being, in either case, of the form in question, therefore &c.

N.B. For the circle itself, the quantities, to which the three constant

multiples a, b, c are proportional, are evidently given for the latter case in

the relation of Art. 264, and can from the same, of course, be at once

inferred for the former case by Dr. Salmon's Theorem, given in Art. 179.

The reader however can have no difiiculty in determining them directly in

either case for himself.

387. With the four following general properties of any two
homographic figures we shall conclude the present chapter.

1°. For any two homographic figures F and F'^ the two
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correspondents 7, and I^^ in the two figures^ of a variable 2)oint or

line 7, moving according to any law^ generate two homographic

figures G^ and G^^ in which all pairs of corresponding elements^

xohether jpoints or lines ^ which coincide with eax^h other are the

same as in the originalfigures.

For, the two figures G^ and G^^^ generated by the two variable

points (or lines) 7, and 7^, being each homographic with the figure

G^ generated bj the variable point (or line) 7 (384), and there-

fore homographic with each other (380), therefore &c. as regards

the first part; and since, when any two points (or lines) A^ and

^2 of G^ and G^ coincide, then evidently the point (or line) A
of G^ to which they correspond in the original figures T' and 7",

coincides with both, therefore &c. as regards the second part.

N.B. As, for two homographic rows of points or pencils of

rays having a common axis or vertex (341), so, for two homo-
graphic figures of any kind F and 7", every point or line at or

along which a pair of corresponding elements coincide, is termed

a double point or line of the figures. It was shewn in Cor. 4°,

Art. 383, that, for two homographic figures of any kind, no more

than three independent double points or lines could exist unless

the figures altogether coincided; and it will be shewn in the

next general property (2°) that, for every two homographic

figures, three double elements of each species (two of which

however may be and often are imaginary) do always exist, and

constitute in fact the three elements of each species (vertices

and sides) of the same triangle A.

2°. For every two homographic figures F and F\ however

situated^ there exists a triangle [unique or indeterminate) A

;

whose three elements of either species [sides or vertices) constitute

each a pair of corresponding elements [lines orpoints) ofthe figures

coinciding with each other.

For, if Xj, r^, Z^ and X^, F^, Z^ be the two triads of colli-

near points (or concurrent lines) corresponding in the two figures

to the same arbitrary triad of collinear points (or concurrent

lines) X, F, ^regarded as belonging first to one and then to the

other figure; and A^ j5, C the three lines (or points) which

intersect with the three axes (or connect with the three

vertices) of the three homographic rows (or pencils) determined
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by the three triads of corresponding points (or rays) X^, X, X,^
;

Fjj F, Fg ; Z^^ Z^ Z^ at (or by) three triads of corresponding

points (or rays) L\, U, U,; F,, F, F,; TF„ W, W, (Ex. 10°,

Art. 353) ; the three lines (or points) A^ B^ (7, as determining

three pairs of corresponding lines (or points) of the figures U^U
and UU^, F^F and VV^, TF,TF and TFTF, (380) which coincide

with each other, determine consequently a triangle A whose

three sides (or vertices), and therefore whose three vertices (or

sides) also (380), fulfil the conditions in question ; and there-

fore &c.

N.B. The triangle A, when none of its elements are known,

cannot in general be constructed by elementary geometry ; but

if one of Its sides (or vertices) A be known, the remaining two

B and (7, which may be real or imaginary, are given implicitly

with them, and may in all cases be determined immediately by

the corresponding construction a or a of the problem Ex. 10°,

of Art. 353, applied to the arbitrary triad of points (or lines)

X, F, Z and the two X„ F„ Z^ and A"^, F^, Z^ determinable

from them by Cor. 1° of Art. 383.

3°. When
J
for two JiomograpMc fic/ures FandF"^ the three

double liyies [or points) A^ B^ G are concurrent [or collinear)^ the

figures themselves are in perspective ; and the point of concurrence

[or line of collinearity) is their centre {or axis) of perspective.

For, if Z7and U\ Fand F', TT^ and W be any three pairs

of corresponding points on (or lines through) the three double

lines (or points) ^ =^',^=i?', G=C'] and A and A', Fand F',

Z and Z'j &c. any number of other pairs of corresponding

points (or lines) of the figures; then since, by 380, being

evidently a double point (or line), {0. Z7FTFAFZ &c.} =
{O.U'V'W'X'TZ' &c.}, and since, by hypothesis, 0U= 0U\
OF=OF', (9 TF= (9 TF', therefore (268) 0A= OA', OY=OY',
0Z= 0Z\ &c. ; and therefore &c. (141).

N.B. Since, for every two homographic figures F and F\
every pair of corresponding lines L and X' parallel to the two parti-

cular lines A and B' whose two correspondents A' and B coincide

at infinity are divided similarly by the several pairs of corre-

sponding points P and P', Q and §', R and R\ 8 and ;S", &c.

that lie on them (6°, Cor. 2°, Art. 382) ; and since, for every two
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figures F and F' in perspective with each other, the several lines

of connection PP^ QQ\ RR\ S8\ &c. of all pairs of correspond-

ing points P and P', Q and Q', R and R\ S and S\ &c. are

concurrent (141) ; it follows consequently that when two homo-

graphic figures F and F are in perspective, their two lines

A and B' whose two correspondents A' and B coincide at infinity

are parallel (Euc. vi. 2). In the particular case when the centre

of perspective is at infinity, since then all pairs of corresponding

points connect by parallel lines, and since consequently all

pairs of corresponding lines however situated are divided simi-

larly by the several pairs of corresponding points that lie on

them, the figures themselves consequently have a pair of corre-

sponding lines coinciding at infinity (3°, Cor. 4", Art. 382).

4°. Every two homograpMc figures F and F\ which have not a

double line at infinity^ may he placed^ in two pairs of different

and opposite positions relatively to each other^ so as to he in

perspective with each other.

For this the following (always possible and determinate)

construction, based on the note to the preceding property 3°,

has been given by Chasles. On any pair of corresponding lines

L and L' of the figures parallel to the two A and B' whose two

correspondents A' and B coincide at Infinity (4**, Cor. 2°, Art. 382)

taking arbitrarily any two pairs of corresponding points P and

P', Q and Q'
; drawing through them (by Ex. 1°, Art. 353)

either of the two pairs (always real) of corresponding lines

PO and F0\ QO and QO' for which the two pairs of angles

OPQ and 0'P'Q\ 6>§P and aQP are equal in absolute mag-

nitude, and for which consequently the pair of corresponding

triangles PO Q and P'OQ are similar ; and placing the figures,

in either case, in either of the two opposite positions, relatively to

each other, In which the pair of corresponding points and 0\
and the two pairs of corresponding lines OP and O'P', Q and
0'Q shall coincide ; the four resulting positions thus obtained

are positions of perspective.

For, since, in each, for all pairs of corresponding points

P and P', Q and (3', R and P', B and /S", &c. on the pair of

(then parallel) corresponding lines L and II (by 6°, Cor. 2",

Art. 382) PQ:FQ =PR',FE=PS\FS' = &Q, therefore

i^y Euc. VI. 4) their several lines of connection PP\ QQ\ RR\
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SS'j &c. all concur to the double point 0=0'] and therefore

&c. See note to the precedhig property 3°.

In the particular case when the two figures i^and F' have a

double line at infinity, the above construction of Chasles' be-

comes, as observed by himself, and as it ought, indeterminate

;

the figures having then^ in fact^ not two [always real)^ but an

infinite number [real or imaginary)^ of j[>airs of opposite positions

ofperspective with each other. This is evident in the case of two

similar figures, for which, when both right or left, all pairs of

similar and opposite positions (33) are positions of perspective,

the double line at infinity being for all alike the common
axis of perspective (142); and, for any other two figures

of the same class, it appears readily from the consideration

that, if any two pairs of corresponding points P and P',

Q and Q\ not at infinity, can be found for which in absolute

magnitude PQ=^P' Q'^ the placing of the figures in either of the

two positions in which P shall coincide with P', and Q with Q\
will place them in a position of perspective, by virtue of the

general property 3° of the present article ; the point at infinity

on the double line PQ being then, by hypothesis, a third double

point on that line. And that, for every pair of corresponding

points P and P' of the figures, four different second pairs

Q and Q\ on two pairs of corresponding lines (real or imaginary)

passing through P and P', can be found satisfying the required

condition, may be readily shown as follows

:

Drawing arbitrarily any two particular pairs of corresponding

lines L and X', M and M' through any particular pair of corre-

sponding points P and P' ; then, since, for every other pair of

corresponding points Q and Q\ the two ratios QL : Q'L and

QM : Q'M' are given in magnitude and sign (Cor. 3°, Art. 382),

if, in addition, the ratio PQ : P' Q' be also given in absolute mag-

nitude (as It is in the case in question), the two pairs of corre-

sponding directions (real or imaginary) of the two lines PQ
and P' Q' (which when superposed, as above described, constitute

the axis of perspective of the figures) are manifestly given with

it ; and therefore &c.

N.B. In every case when two homographic figures of any

kind are brought by any means into any position of perspective

with each other. It is evident, from the general property of

VOL. II. z
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Art. 141, that, if either figure be turned through two right

angles, either in its plane round the centre or with its plane

round tlie axis of perspective, the other remaining unmoved, it

will be in perspective, in its new as well as in its original

position, with the other. From this, combined with the property,

above established in the general case, that two homographic

figures have in general but four different relative positions of

perspective with each other, it follows indirectly that if^ m any

position ofperspective of any two homographic figures F and F*^

either figure receive both the above movements in succession^ the

other the while remaining unmoved^ its ultimate position as regards

the other is independent of the order in which the movements take

place. A property of figures in perspective which the reader

may easily verify directly for himself.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

METHODS OF GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION.

THEORY OF CORRELATIVE FIGURES.

388. Two figures of any kind, F and F\ in which corre-

spond, to every point of either a line of the other, to every line

of either a point of the other, to every connector of two points

of either the intersection of the two corresponding lines of the

other, and to every intersection of two lines of either the con-

nector of the two corresponding points of the other, are said

to he correlative when every quartet of coUInear points or con-

current lines of either and the corresponding quartet of concurrent

lines or coUinear points of the other are equlanharmonic. Every

two figures reciprocal polars to each other with respect to any

circle (170) are evidently thus related to each other (292).

As two anharmonic quartets of any kind, when each equi-

anharmonic with a common quartet, are equianharmonic with

each other; it follows at once, from the above definition, that

when two figures of any kind F' and F" are each correlative with

a common figure F^ they are hornographic with each other. (See

Art. 380).

389. Every two figures F and F' satisfying the four pre-

liminary conditions, whether correlative or not, possess evidently

the following properties in relation to each other.

1°. 2o every collinear system of points or concurrent system

of lines of either^ corresponds a concurrent system of lines or colli-

near system ofpoints of the other.

For, every connector of two points (or intersection of two

lines) of either corresponding to the intersection of the two cor-

responding lines (or the connector of the two corresponding

points) of the other; when, for any system of the points (or

lines) of either, every two connect by a common line (or inter-

Z2
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sect at a common point), then, for the corresponding system of

the lines (or points) of the other, every two intersect at the cor-

responding point (or connect by the corresponding line) ; and

therefore &c.

2°. To every two collinear systems of points or concurrent

systems of lines of either in perspective with each other ^
correspond

two concurrent systems of lines or collinear systems ofpoints of the

other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence (or coUinearlty) of the several lines of

connection (or points of intersection) of the several pairs of cor-

responding constituents of the two systems, for either, involves,

by 1°, the coUinearity (or concurrence) of the several points of

intersection (or lines of connection) of the several pairs of corre-

sponding constituents of the two corresponding systems, for the

other ; and therefore &c. (130).

3°. To every two figures of the points and lines of either in

perspective with each other ^ correspond two figures of the lines and

points of the other in perspective with each other.

For, the concurrence of the several lines of connection of

the several pairs of corresponding points, and the coUinearity of

the several points of intersection of the several pairs of corre-

sponding lines, of the two figures, for either, involve, by 1°,

the coUinearity of the several points of intersection of the several

pairs of corresponding lines, and the concurrence of the several

lines of connection of the several pairs of corresponding points,

of the two corresponding figures, for the other; and therefore

&c. (141).

4°. To a variable point moving on a fixed line or a variable

line turning round a fixed point of either^ corresponds a variable

line turning round the corresponding fixed point or a variable

point moving on the corresponding fixed line of the other.

For, since every two positions of the variable point (or line)

connect by the same fixed line (or intersect at the same fixed

point) for the former ; therefore, by 1°, every two positions of

the variable line (or point) intersect at the corresponding fixed

point (or connect by the corresponding fixed line) for the latter

;

and therefore &c.

5°. To a variable point or line of either the ratio of whose

distancesfrom two fixed lines or points is constant^ corresponds a
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variable line or point of the other the ratio of whose distances

from the two corresponding fixed points or hnes is constant.

For, since the variable point (or line) evidently moves on a

line concurrent with the two fixed lines (or turns round a point

coUinear with the two fixed points) fi^r the former; therefore,

by the preceding property 4°, the variable line (or point) turns

round a point collinear with the two corresponding fixed points

(or moves on a line concurrent with the two corresponding fixed

lines) for the latter ; and therefore &c.

6°. To a variable polygon of either all whose vertices move on

fixed lines and all whose sides but one turn roundfixed points^ or

conversely^ corresponds a variable folygon of the other all whose

sides turn round the corresponding fixed points and all whose

vertices but one move on the corresponding fixed lines^ or con-

•versely.

For, since, by 4°, to every variable point moving on a fixed

line (or variable line turning round a fixed point) of either, cor-

responds a variable line turning round the corresponding fixed

point (or a variable point moving on the corresponding fixed

line) of the other ; therefore &c.

7°. To every harmonic row offour points or pencil of four

rays of either ^ corresponds an harmonic pencil of four rays or

row offour points of the other.

For, as every harmonic row (or pencil) may be regarded as

determined by two angles and their two axes of perspective on

the connector of their vertices (or by two segments and their

two centres of pei'spective at the intersection of their axes)

(241) ; and as, to the vertices and axes of perspective of any

two angles (or the axes and centres of perspective of any two

segments) of either, correspond the axes and centres of perspec-

tive of the two corresponding segments (or the vertices and

axes of perspective of the two corresponding angles) of the

other; therefore &c.

8°. To every p>air of lines or points conjugate to each other with

respect to any segment or angle of either^ coii^espond a pair of

points or lines conjugate to each other with respect to the corre-

sponding angle or segment of the other.

For, as every two lines (or points) conjugate to each other

with respect to any segment (or angle) intersect with the axis
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of the segment (or connect with the vertex of the angle) at two

points (or by two lines) which divide the segment (or angle)

harmonically (217) ; therefore &c. by the preceding property 7\

9°. To every point and line pole and polar to each other with

respect to any triangle of either^ correspond a line and point polar

and pole to each other with respect to the cxtrresponding triangle

of the other.

For, as every point and the intersection of its polar with

each side (or every line and the connector of its pole with each

vertex) of any triangle are conjugate to each other with respect

to the opposite angle (or side) of the triangle (250, Cor. 2°)

;

therefore &c. by the preceding property 8°.

10°. To a variable point or line of either determining with Jour

fixedpoints or lines an harmonic pencil or row^ corresponds a

variable line or point of the other determining with thefour corre-"

sponding fixed lines or points an harmonic row or pencil.

For, the harmonicisra of the quartet of variable rays (or

points) in every position of the variable point (or line), for either,

involving, by 7°, the harmonicism of the corresponding quartet

of variable points (or rays) in every position of the variable line

(or point), for the other; therefore &c.

11°. To every two equianharmonic rows of four p)oint8 or

pencils of four rays of either^ correspond two equianharmonic

pencils offour rays or rows offour points of the other.

For, as every two equianharmonic ro>vs of four points (or

pencils of four rays) may be regarded as determined, on their

respective axes (or at their respective vertices), by two quartets

of rays (or points) in perspective with each other (290) ; and as,

to every two quartets of rays (or points) In perspective, for either,

correspond two quartets of points (or rays) In perspective, for

the other (property 2° above) ; therefore &c.

12°. To every equianharmonic hexastigm or hexagram of

either^ corresponds an equianharmonic hexagram or hexastigm of

the other.

For, the equlanharmonicism of the two pencils of connection

(or rows of Intersection) of any two with the remaining four of

the six points (or lines) of the hexastigm (or hexagram) for the

former, involving, by the preceding property 11°, the equlanhar-

monicism of the two corresponding rows (or pencils) of the cor-
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responding hexagram (or hexastigm) for the latter; therefore

&c. (301). The same result follows also from the reciprocal

properties of Art. 302, by virtue of the preceding property 1°.

13°. To a variable jpoint or line of either determining with

four fixedpoints or lines a pencil or row having a constafit anhar-

monic ratio ^ corresponds a variable line or point of the other

determining with thefour corresponding fixed lines or points a row

or pencil having a constayit anharmonic ratio.

For, the equlanharmonlcism of the two quartets of rays (or

points), in every two positions of the variable point (or line), for

the former, involving, by 11°, the equlanharmonlcism of the two

corresponding quartets of points (or rays). In every two positions

of the variable line (or point) , for the latter ; therefore &c.

14°. To every two homographic rows of points or pencils of

rays of either^ correspond two homographic pencils of rays or roivs

ofpoints of the other.

For, the equlanharmonlcism of every two quartets of corre-

sponding constituents of the two rows (or pencils), for the former,

involving, by 11°, the equlanharmonlcism of every two quartets

of corresponding constituents of the two corresponding pencils

(or rows), for the latter ; therefore &c, (321).

15°. To two homographic coaxal rows or concentric pencils of

either in involution with each other^ correspond two homographic

concentric pencils or coaxal rows of the other in involution with

each other.

For, every interchange of corresponding constituents of the

two systems, for either. Involving evidently a corresponding in-

terchange of corresponding constituents of the two corresponding

systems, for the other; the Interchangeabllity of every pair of

corresponding constituents, for either. Involves consequently the

interchangeability of every pair of corresponding constituents,

for the other ; and therefore &c. (357). The same result follows

also from the general property of Art. 370, by virtue of the pre-

ceding property 7°.

16°. To the double points or rays of any two homographic

coaxal rows or concentric pencils of either^ correspond the double

rays or points of the two corresponding concentric pencils or coaxal

rows of the other.

For, every coincidence of corresponding constituents of the
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two systems, for either, iuvolving, evidently, a correspondlnp;

coincidence of corresponding constituents of the two correspond-

ing systems, for the other; the two coincidences, real or imagi-

nary, of pairs of corresponding constituents, which constitute

the two double points (or rays) for the former, correspond,

consequently, to the two coincidences, real or imaginary, of

pairs of corresponding constituents, which constitute the two

double rays (or points) for the latter ; and therefore &c. (341).

1 7°. To a variable jiotnt or line of either connecting or inter-

secting with two fixed points or lines homographically^ corresponds

a variable line or point of the other intersecting or connecting with

the two corresponding fixed lines or points homographically

.

For, the equianharmonicism of every two quartets of corre-

sponding connectors (or intersections) of the variable with the

two fixed points (or lines), for the former, involving, by 11°,

the equianharmonicism of every two quartets of corresponding

intersections (or connectors) of the variable with the two corre-

sponding fixed lines (or points), for the latter ; therefore &c.

18°. To a variable point or line of either the rectangle under

whose distancesfrom two fixed lines or points is constant^ corre-

sponds a variable line or point of the other the rectangle under

whose distances from two {not necessarily corresponding) fixed

points or lines is constant.

For, the variable point (or line) of the former connecting

(or intersecting) with every two fixed positions of itself homo-

graphically (340, Cor. 2°) ; and the variable line (or point) of

the latter consequently, by the preceding property 17°, intersect-

ing or connecting with every two fixed positions of itself homo-

graphically ; therefore &c. (340, Cor. 1°).

1 9°. To a variable point or line of either whose angle of con-

nectio7i with two fixed points or chord of intersection with two

fixed lines intercepts on a fixed line or subtends at a fi^cedpoint a

segment or angle of constant magnitude^ corresponds a variable

line or point of the other whose chord of intersection with the two

corresponding fixed lines or angle of connection with the two cor-

respondingfixed ]Joints subtends at a [not necessarily correspond-

ing) fixed point or intercepts on a {not necessarily coi-respotiding)

fixed line an angle or segment of constant magnitude.
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For, the variable point (or line) of the former connecting (or

intersecting) with the two fixed points (or lines) horaographically

(325, a and a) ; and the variable line (or point) of the latter

consequently, by 17°, intersecting (or connecting) with the two

corresponding fixed lines (or points) homographically ; there-

fore &c. (339 and 340).

20°. For continuous figures^ the tancjent at any point of eitlier

corresjponds to the point of contact of the corresponding tangent to

the other^ and the point of contact of any tangent to either corre-

sponds to the tangent at the corresponding point of the other.

For, every connector of two points of either corresponding

to the intersection of the two corresponding lines of the other,

and every intersection of two lines of either corresponding to

the connector of the two corresponding points of the other ; and

the coincidence of any two points or lines of either involving

the coincidence of the two corresponding lines or points of the

other
J
therefore &c. (19 and 20).

390. From . the fundamental definition of Art. 388, the fol-

lowing general property of any two correlative figures F and F'

may be readily inferred ; viz.

—

IfA and B he any two fixed points [or lines) of either figure^

A' andB' the two corresponding lines [or points) of the other^ I any

variable line [orpoint) oftheformer^ and /' the corresponding point

[or line) ofthe latter ; then^for every position ofland I\ the ratio

(AI A'l'^

KBI' B
['I'\ . . , fAIBI\
,7V, or its equwalent —rrr, : t^ttt
ri'j

^ \AI' BI'J

is constant^ hoth in magnitude and sign.

For, if Z be the variable point of intersection (or line of con-

nection) of the variable line (or point) / with the fixed line

(or point) AB^ and Z' the variable line of connection (or point of

intersection) of the variable point (or line) /' with the fixed

point (or line) A'B' ; then, since, by hypothesis, Z and Z' deter-

mine a homographic row and pencil (or pencil and row) of

which A and A\ B and B' are two pairs of corresponding con-

stituents (388), therefore, by (328), the ratio

/AZ ^mA'Z'\ f sinAZ A'Z'^

\BZ ' miB
'Z\ I'smAZ AZ'\
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to wlilcli, in the corresponding case, the above is manifestly

equivalent, is constant both in magnitude and sign ; and

therefore &c.

391. From the same fundamental definition, it follows, pre-

cisely in the same manner as the general property of the pre-

ceding article, that, for any two correlative figures F and F\

If A^B^ C he any three fixed points [or lines) of either figure^

A\ B\ C the three corresponding lines [or points) of the othnr^ I
any variable line [or point) of the former^ and T the corresponding

point [or line) of the latter ; then^ for every position of I and I\

the three ratios

BI BT\ (CI CT\ fAI AT\
CI ' CI') ' \AI ' A'I'J ' [bI ' BTJ '

or their three equivalents

BI
.B

U ^\ /_CI_ AJ\ fAI BI^\

7' • C'I'J ' [Cr ' A'I'J ' Ut • B'I'J
'

any tivo of which manifestly involve the third^ are constant^ loth

in magnitade and sign.

For, as in the preceding article, if X, Y, Z be the three in-

tersections (or connectors) of / with J5(7, CM, AB respectively,

and X', Y\ Z' the three connectors (or intersections) of 1' with

B' G\ C'A'j A'B' respectively; then, since, for the same reason

as in the preceding article, the three ratios

/BX &\nB'X'\ /smBX
^
B'X'\

[CX'^^^X') ^^ VsiiTCZ* C'XT
CY ^mC'Y'\

^
sin GY C'Y'\

ay'' sinMTV ^^ Vsin^r* A'Y') '

(AZ ^mA'Z'\ fsmAZ A'Z' \

\BZ'smB'Z')
^^'

[sin BZ' B'ZT

to which, in the corresponding cases, the above are manifestly

equivalent, are constant both in magnitude and sign ; there-

fore &c.

Cor. 1°. The above supplies obvious solutions of the two

following problems : given^ of either of two correlative figures F^

three points [or lines) Aj B^ C and a line [or 2^oint) i), andj of the
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other F\ the three corresponding lines [or points) A'^ B\ C and

the corresponding point
^
{or line) D' ; to determine the line [or

point) E of the former F corresponding to any assumed point [or

line) E' of the latter F'. For, since, by the above,

BE B'E' BD B'D'

CE'' CE' CI)'' CD' '

CE CE' CD CD'
AE' A'E' AD' AD'

'

AE A'E' AD A'D'

BE' B'E' " BD' B'D"

the three ratios BE : CE^ CE : AE^ AE : BE^ which manifestly

determine the position of the required line (or point) E^ are

consequently given ; and therefore &c.

As already observed for homographic figures (Cor. 1°, Art. 383),

the particular cases where the given point (or line) E' Is at

infinity present no special peculiarity; the three ratios B'E' : CE'j

CE' : A'E', A'E' : B'E' having the values sin^'X' : sinC'X',

smC'L' : s'mA'L', sin A'L' : s'mB'L' respectively, where L' Is any

line parallel to the direction of E', in the former case, and

being simply all = 1 , in the latter case.

Cor. 2°. As three points (or lines) A, B, (7 of either of two

correlative figures F, and the three corresponding lines (or

points) A', B'j C of the other F', determine (388) three lines

(or points) BC, CA, AB of the former, and the three correspond-

ing points (or lines) B'C, CA', A'B' of the latter; the solu-

tions of the two problems : given, of either of two correlative

figures F, four points [or lines) A, B, (7, D, and, of the other F\
the four corresponding lines [or points) A', B', C, D' / to deter-

mine the point [or line) E of the former F corresponding to any

assumed line [or point) E' of the latter F ; may consequently be

regarded as included in those of the above ; the particular cases

where the given line (or point) E' Is at infinity, presenting, as

above observed, no exceptional or special peculiarity.

Cor. 3°. It appears also immediately from the above, that

lohen, for two correlative figures F and F', three points [or lines)

A, B, C of either F are interchangeable with the three correspo7id~

ing lines [or points) A', B', C of the other F', the interchange-
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ability of any independent line [or i^oint) D of the formed' with

the corresponding point [or line) U of the latter involves thi

interchangeability of every other line [or point) E of the forrrn

with the corresponding j^oint [or line) E' of the latter, For^

when, in the three relations of Gor. 1°, which as there shewn result

immediately from it, A and A\ B and B\ C and C are inter-

changeable, if, in addition, D and D' are interchangeable, thei

necessarily, E and E' arc interchangeable ; and therefore &c.

COR. 4°. For the same reason as in Cor. 2°, it follows of

course from the preceding. Cor. 3°, that when^for two correlative

figures F and F\ four independent points [or lines) A^ B^ 0, D
of either F are interchangeable with the four corresponding lines

[or points) A\ B\ C\ D' of the other F\ then every point [or

line) E of the former is interchangeable with the corresponding

line [or point) E' of the latter. Which is also evident a priori

from the fundamental characteristic of correlative figures (388)

that, for every quintet A^ B, C, i), E of the points (or lines) of

either F and the corresponding quintet A\ B\ C\ D\ E of the

lines (or points) of the other F\ the five relations [A.BGDE\ =
{A'.B'C'D'E'], {B.CDEA} = {B'.C'B'EA'}, [CDEAB] =
{CD'E'A'B'}, [D.\EABC] = [U,E'A'B' C], [E.ABCD] =
[E.A'B'CD'] must in all cases exist together; which, when

A and A'^ B and B\ C and (7', I) and D' are interchangeable,

would be manifestly impossible unless also E and E' were in-

terchangeable ; and therefore &c.

N.B. It will appear in the sequel that, for every pair of cor-

relative figures F and F\ there exists a unique pair of corre-

sponding triangles A and A', for which the three elements of

either species A^ Bj (7 of either, regarded as belonging to either

figure, correspond Interchangeably, as supposed in the two latter

corollaries 3° and 4°, to the three of the other species A'j J5', C
of the other, regarded as belonging to the other figure ; and of

which, as in the corresponding property of homographic figures

(Note, Art. 383), though two pairs of corresponding elements

may be imaginary, the third pair are always real. When the

two triangles A and A', thus related to the two figures F and F'^

coincide, that is when the three pairs of interchangeable elements

A and A'^ B and B\ C and C which determine them are the

three pairs of opposite elements (vertices and sides) of the same
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triangle A ; then, as will appear also in the sequel, all pairs of

corresponding elements D and D', E and E\ &c. of the figures

are interchangeable as well.

392. On the converse of the property of the preceding article,

the following general construction for the double generation (26)

of a pair of correlative figures, by the simultaneous variation of

a connected point and line, or line and point, has been based by

Chasles, the originator of the general theory.

If A^B^ Che the three sides {or vertices) and A\ B\ C the

three corresponding vertices [or sides) of any two arbitrary fixed

triangles ABC and A'B' C'j and I and I' a variable point and

line [or line and point) so connected thatj in every position^ any

two of the three ratios

BI BT\ (CI CT\ fAI AT^
ci'ci'j' [ai'aiv [bi'B'i:

or of their three equivalents

(Bl _CI\ (CI AI\ (AI BI\
[b'I ' CI') ' [cr ' AT] ' \A'I' ' BT) '

and with them of course the third^ are constant in magnitude and

sign ; the variable point and line [or line and point) I and T
generate two correlative figures F and F\ in which A and A\
B and B\ C and C correspond in pairs as line and point [or

point and line).

That the two figures F and F' resulting from either mode
of generation are thus correlative, follows of course conversely

from the property of the preceding article ; but, as in the corre-

sponding case of homographic figures (Art. 384), it may be

easily shewn directly that they fulfil all the conditions of con-

nection of the fundamental definition of Art. 388 ; for

—

1°. To every point [or line) of the former corresponds a line

[or point) of the latter. This is evident from the law of their

generation ; every point and line (or line and point) / and /'

connected by the above relations, whether generating pairs or

not, thus corresponding with respect to them.

2°. To every line [or point) of the former corresponds a point

[or line) of the latter. For, when a variable point (or line) /of
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the former is connected, in every position, with the three fixed

lines (or points) A^ B, C hy a relation of the form

a.AI+b.BI+c.CI = (a),

where a, J, c are any three constant multiples, then, by virtue of

the above relations, the corresponding line (or point) /' of the

latter is connected, in every position, with the three fixed points

(or lines) -4', J5', C by a corresponding relation of similar form

a.A'r-\-b\B'I' + c'.C'I'=0 (a'),

where a , h\ c are three other constant multiples whose ratios to

a, J, c respectively depend on and are given with those of the

same relations; but, by the general properties of Arts. 120 and

85, the former relation [a) is the condition that the variable

point (or line) / should move on a fixed Ime (or turn round a

fixed point) 0, and the latter (a) is the condition that the corre-

sponding line (or point) /' should turn round a corresponding

fixed point (or move on a corresponding fixed line) 0'; and

therefore &c.

3°, To the connector of any two points [or the intersection of

any two lines) of theformer corresponds the intersection of the two

corresponding lines [or the connector of the two corresponding

points) of the latter. For, since, to a line passing through any

two points (or a point lying on any two lines) of the former cor-

responds, by the preceding property 2°, a point lying on the

two corresponding lines (or a line passing through the two cor-

responding points) of the latter ; therefore &c.

4°. To the intersection of any two lines [or the connector of any

two points) of the former corresponds the connector of the two

corresponding points [or the intersection of the two corresponding

lines) of the latter. For, since, to two lines passing through any

point (or two points lying on any line) of the former, correspond,

by the same property 2°, two points lying on the corresponding

line (or two lines passing through the corresponding point) of

the latter ; therefore &c.

5°. Every quartet of collinear points [or concurrent lines) of

the former is equianharmonic with the corresponding quartet of

concurrent lines [or collinear points) of the latter. For, the four

connectors (or intersections) of any quartet 7^, /,. J^, 7^ of the
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points (or lines) of the former, whether collinear (or concurrent)

or not, with any vertex (or side) BCov GA or^5 of the triangle

ABC being (by Cor. Art. 328) equianharmonic with the four

intersections (or connectors) of the corresponding quartet //, 7^',

ig', I^ of the lines (or points) of the latter with the corresponding

side (or vertex) B' G' or G'A' or A'B' of the triangle A'B'G' '^

therefore &c. (285).

6°. Every quartet of concurrent lines [or collinear joints) of

tlie former is equianharmonic with the corresjyonding quartet of

collinear points [or concurrent lines) of the latter. For, the four

intersections (or connectors) of any quartet 0,, 0^, Og, 0^ of the

lines (or points) of the former, whether concurrent (or collinear)

or not, with any fifth line (or point) 0^ of the figure, being (by

the preceding properties 4° and 5°) equianharmonic with the

four connectors (or intersections) of the corresponding quartet

0/, Og', O3', 0/ of the points (or lines) of the latter with the

corresponding fifth point (or line) 0^ of the figure ; therefore

&c. (285).

That, for either mode of generation, the three vertices and

sides of one correspond respectively to the three corresponding

sides and vertices of the other of the two fixed triangles ABG
and A'B' G'^ as point and line and as line and point, in the two

resulting figures F and F'^ is evident from the relations of

generation ; from which, as in the corresponding case of homo-

graphic figures (Art. 384), it follows immediately, in either case,

that the evanescence of any one or two of the three distances

AI^ BI^ GIj for the former, involves necessarily the simultaneous

evanescence of the corresponding one or two of the three corre-

sponding distances A'l'^ B'l'^ G'T, for the latter ; and there-

fore &c.

N.B. When, of the two arbitrary triangles of construction

ABG a.nd A'B'G' in either of the above modes of generation,

the three pairs of corresponding elements A and A' ^ B and jS',

G and G' are the three pairs of opposite elements (vertices and

sides) of a common triangle A ; the triangle A is then, with

respect to the two resulting figures F and F'^ that to which

allusion was made in the note at the close of the preceding

article (391).
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393. From the general constnactions of the preceding article

the following consequences respecting the correlative transforma-

tion offigures may be immediately inferred, viz.

—

1°. Any figure F may he transformed correlatively into another

F^in which anyfour lines {or points)^ given or taken arbitrarily

^

shall correspond to any assigned four points [or liyies) of the

originalfigure.

For, of the four given pairs of corresponding points and lines

or lines and points, any three determine the two fixed triangles

of construction ABC and A'D'C\ and the fourth gives the

values of the three constant ratios of construction

(BI BT\ (CI Cl'\ (AI A'I'\

[of C'I'J ' [ai'' A'I'J ' [bI • B'l'J
'

and therefore &c. See Cors. 1° and 2% Art. 391.

The obvious conditions, that when, for either of two correla-

tive figures F and i^, three points are coUinear or three lines

concurrent, then, for the other, the three corresponding lines

must be concurrent or the three corresponding points collinear,

and that when, for either, four points by their collinearity or four

lines by their concurrence form an anharmonic quartet, then, for

the other, the four corresponding lines by their concurrence or the

four corresponding points by their collinearity must form an equi-

anharmonic quartet, are the only restrictions on the perfect

generality of the above. The former condition may indeed be

violated, but, when it is, as in the corresponding case for homo-
graphic figures (385, 1°), it is easy to see, from the general

process of construction, that the figure for which the three points

are collinear, or the three lines concurrent, when their three corre-

spondents in the other are not concurrent, or collinear, must
(except for the fourth line or point of the other) have all its

points collinear, or all its lines concurrent, with the three. For,

if, in any position of / and J', any one, AI suppose, of the six

distances ^/and A'T^ BI smd B'I\ (7/ and GT be evanescent

when its correspondent A'T is not, then in every position of

/ and i', from the constancy of the three ratios of construction,

either the same distance AI^ or each of the two non-correspond-

ing distances B'T and C'I\ is evanescent; and therefore &c.

See the general remark 2° of Art. 31, an illustration of which,
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as in the corresponding case of homographic figures above

referred to, is supplied by the above.

2°. In the correlative transformation of any figure F into

another F\ the line [or any point) at infinity^ regarded as belong-

ing to either^ may be made to correspond to any assigned point [or

line)^ regarded as belonging to the other.

This follows at once from the preceding property 1°; the

three ratios of construction

(BI BT\ fCl CT\ (AI AI\
[cf C'l'J ' \Af at) ' \BI' B'l'J

being given as definitely (see Cors. I'^and 2"*, Art. 391) when, of

the given point and line, or line and point, / and 1\ one is at

infinity, as when both are at a finite distance ; and therefore &c.

By virtue of the above general property 1°, combined with

its particular case 2°, the tetrastigm or tetragram determined by

any four points or lines of F may be transformed correlatively

into a tetragram or tetrastigm of any arbitrary or convenient

form for F' ; such for instance (see 2°, Art. 385) as the four sides

or vertices of a parallelogram of any form, or, more generally,

the three sides or vertices of a triangle of any form, combined

with any remarkable or convenient line or point connected with

its figure. By this means, as in the corresponding case for

homographic figures (2**, Art. 385), the demonstration of a pro-

perty, or the solution of a problem, when such property or

problem admits of correlative transformation, may frequently be

much simplified ; as, for instance, in the three pairs of reciprocal

properties there referred to (2°, Art. 385), whose direct demon-

strations are comparatively easy under the circumstances there

stated, and which under any other circumstances may be trans-

formed correlatively, each into the other, and brought by the

transformation under the circumstances most favourable to their

establishment.

3°. In the correlative transformation ofanyfigure Finto another

F\ the correspondents to any assigned five points {or lines) of the

original.^ no three of which are collinear [or concurrent)^ may be

mude to touch [or lie on) a circle^ given or taken arbitrarily.

From this property, w^hich may be proved in precisely the same

manner as the corresponding property of homographic figures

VOL. II. A A
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given in 3°, Art. 385, it follows immediately that every figure^ locus

of a variablepoint every six of whose positionsform an equianhar^

monic hexastigm (301, a), or envelope ofa variable line every six

of whose positions form an equianharmonic hexagram (301, o'),.

may be transformed correlatively into a circle ; for, if transformed,

by the above, so that the correspondents to any five of its points

(or tangents) shall touch (or lie on) a circle, the correspondent

to every sixth point (or tangent) must, by virtue of its connec-.

tion with the five, touch (or lie on) the same circle (305) ; and

therefore &c. Thus, the four classes of loci and envelopes

enumerated in the article above referred to (385, 3°), may be

transformed, not only homographically, as there shewn, but also

correlatively, into circles, and all their properties admitting of

correlative transformation, such as their harmonic and anhar-

monic properties, consequently inferred from the comparatively

simple and familiar properties of the circle. See chapters XV.

and XVIII. ; all the properties of which, not involving the magni-

tudes of angles, are consequently true not only of circles, but of

the several classes of figures there enumerated also.

It follows also from the same, as in the corresponding case

for homographic figures (385, 3°), that five points [or tangents)^

given or taken arbitrarily^ completely determine any figure corre-

lative to a circle ; for, if transformed, by the above, so that the

correspondents of the five points (or tangents) shall touch (or lie

on) a circle, all the other points (or tangents) of the figure are

then implicitly given as the correspondents to the several other

tangents (or points) of the circle ; and therefore &c.

Given five points [or tangents) A^ B^ G^ i), E of a figure cor-

relaiive to a circle^ the five corresponding tangents [or points)^

AAj BBj CCj DD^ EE of the figure are given implicitly ijoith.

them ; for, since, for the five corresponding tangents (or points)

A\ B\ C\ D\ E' of the circle, by (306,) {A' ,AB'CD'E']

= {B'.A'B'C'D'E] = {C'.A'B'C'B'E'] = [U.A'B' G'D'E'] ==.

[E'.A'B'CUE], therefore, for the five given points (or tangents)

^, B, C, D, E of the figure, by (388) and (389, 20°), {A.ABODE]
= {B.ABCI)E]={C.ABCl)E] = {B.ABCDE] = [E.ABCnE} ;

and since, of each of these five latter homographic pencils (or.

rows), four rays (or points) are actually given, therefore, of each,

the fifth ray (or point) is implicitly given; and therefore &c.
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394. Of the numerous properties of the interesting and

important class of figures into which the circle may be trans-

formed correlatively, the few following, derived on the preceding

principles from those of the circle, and identical with those

already derived from the same by homographic transformation

in Art. 386, may be taken as so many examples illustrative of

the utility of the process of correlative transformation in modern

geometry.

Ex. 1°. No figure correlative to a circle could have either three collinear

points or three concurrent tangents.

For, if, of a figure correlative to a circle, either three points were collinear

or three tangents concurrent, then, of the circle itself, by (389, 1°) the three

corresponding tangents should be concurrent, or the three corresponding

points collinear ; and therefore &c.

N.B. As in the corresponding proj^erty of figures homographic to the

circle (386, Ex. 1°), the only exception to this fundamental property occurs

in the cases noticed in connection with property 1° of the preceding article

(393), where the figure is in one or other limiting state of its general form,

and has either an infinite number of collinear points lying on one or other

of two definite lines, or an infinite number of concurrent tangents passing

through one or other of two definite points. See the general remark 2"

of Art, 31 ; of which the above and all similar exceptional cases supply so

many illustrations.

Ex. 2°. Nofigure correlative to a circle could have either three 2^oint6 at

infinity or three parallel tangents.

This, as in the corresponding property of figures homographic to the

circle (386, Ex. 2°), is manifestly a particular case of the general property

of the preceding article; all points at infinity being collinear and all parallel

lines concurrent (136); and therefore &c.

N.B. As, in the process of correlative transformation of one figure into

another, the line corresponding to any point of the original may be thrown

to infinity in the transformed figure (see 2°, of the preceding article), a

circle will consequently he transformed correlatively into a figure having two

distinct, coincident, or imaginary points at infinity , according as the pohit

whose correspondent is thrown to infinity in the transformation subtends it

by two distinct, coincident, or imaginary tangents (21). Since, in the parti-

cular case of coincidence, the original point and correspondent line are a

point on and a tangent to the original and transformed figures respectively

(20), a circle may consequently he transformed correlatively i)ito a figure

having a tangent at infinity, by merely throwing to infinity in the transfor-

mation the correspondent to any poitit on itself. As in the corresponding

case of figures homographic to the circle, the transformed figure possesses

in this latter case, as will be seen in the sequel, some special properties

peculiar to the case.

A A 2
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Ex. 3°. In every figure correlative to a circle, every three points {or

tangents) and the three corresponding tangents {or points) determine two

triangles in perspective (140),

For, each property, by examples 3° and 4° of Art. 137, being true of the

circle itself, the other consequently, by properties 1° and 20° of Art. 389, is

true of every figure correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences,

see same Ex. Art. 386).

Ex. 4°. In everyfigure correlative to a circle, every six points {or tangents)

determine an equianharmonic hexastigm {or hexagram) (301).

For, each property, by a and a' of Art. 305, being true of the circle

itself, the other consequently, by 12° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see same Ex.

Art. 386.)

Ex. 5°. In everyfigure correlative to a circle, a variablepoint {or tangent)

determines with every four fixed points {or tangents) a variable quartet

of rays {or j)oints) having a constant anharmonic ratio.

For, each property, by a and o' of Art. 306, being true of the circle

itself, the other consequently, by 13° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see same Ex.

Art. 386).

Ex. 6°. In every figure correlative to a circle, a variable point (or

tangent) cojmects {or intersects) homographically ivith every two fixed points

{or ta?igents).

For, each property, by examples c and c of Art. 325, being true of the

circle itself, the other consequently, by property 14° of Art. 389, is true of

every figure correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see

same Ex. Art. 386.)

Ex. 7°. When, of any figure correlative to a circle, two variable points

{or tangents) coniiect through {or intersect on) a fixed point {or line), the two

corresponding tangents {or points) intersect on {or connect through) a fixed

line {or jwint).

For, each property, by Cor. 3° of Art. 166, being true of the circle itself,

the other consequently, by 1° and 20° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences and resulting defi-

nitions, see same Ex. Art. 386).

Ex. 8°. When, of any figure correlative to a circle, two variable points

{or tangents) connect through {or i7itersect on) afixed point {or line), the har-

monic conjugate with respect to thein of the fixed point {or line) moves on {or

turns round) afixed line {or point).

For, each property, by a and a' of Art. 259, being true of the circle itself,

the other consequently, by 10° and 20° of Art. 389, is true of every figure

correlative to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences and resulting defi-

nitions, see same Ex. Art. 386).

Ex. 9°. livery two triangles reciprocal polars to each other with respect

to anyfigure correlative to a circle are in perspective ; and their centre and

axis ofperspective are pole and polar to each other with respect to thefigure.
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For, the first part of the property, by 1° Art. 180, being true 6f the

circle itself, is consequently, by 1° Art. 389, true of every figure correlative

to it; and the second part, by virtue of the general property of Art. 167,

being evident alike for circle and figure; therefore &c. (For consequences,

see same Ex. Art. 286).

Ex. 10°. Everyfigure correlative to a circle intersects {or subtends) har-

monically the three sides {or angles) of ever^ triangle self-reciprocal with

respect to itself; and conversely, every triangle whose three sides {or angles)

are intersected {or subtended) harmonically by anyfigure correlative to a circle

is self-reciprocal with respect to thefigure.

For, each property, by a and a' of Art. 259, being true of the circle

itself, the other consequently, by 10° and 20° of Art. 389, is true of every

figure correlative to it ; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see same

Ex. Art. 386).

Ex. 1 1°. In every tetrastigm {or tetragram) determitied by four points on

{or tangents to) any figure correlative to a circle, the three iyitersections {or

connectors) of the thi'ee pairs of opposite connectors {or intersections) deter^

mine a self-reciprocal triangle with respect to thefigure.

For, each property, by a and a' of Art. 261, being true of the circle

itself, the other consequently, by Ex. 7°, is true of every figure correlative

to it; and therefore &c. (For consequences, see Arts. 261, 262, 263).

Ex. 12°. In everyfigure correlative to a circle, if A and A', B and B%
C and C be the three pairs of opposite connectors {or intersections) of the

tetrastigm {or tetragram) determined by any fourfixed 2^ints on {or tangents

to) thefigure, and I a variable j^oint {or tangent) of thefigure ; then, in every

position of I, the three rectangles lA . IA\ IB . IB', IC , IC are to each other

y

two and two, in constant ratios.

These properties follow from Ex. 6°, precisely in the same manner as for

figures horaographic to the circle in the corresponding example of Art. 386,

and lead precisely to the same consequences ; see note and corollary to that

example in the article referred to.

Ex. 13°. In every figure correlative to a circle, if A, B, C be the three

sides (or vertices) of anyfixed triangle inscribed {or exscribed) to thefigure,

and la variable point {or tangent) of thefigure ; then, in every position of ly

a.IB.ICib.IC.IA + a.IB.IC=0,

where a, b, c are three multiples^ whose ratios to each other, two and two, are

constant in magnitude and sign.

These properties follow from those of the preceding example (12°), pre-

cisely as for figures horaographic to the circle in the corresponding example

of Art. 386 ; and the three multiples a, b, c have for the circle itself the

same values given for those figures in the note to that example.

Ex. 14°. In every figure correlative to a circle, if A, B, C be the three

sides {or vertices) of any fixed triangle exscribed {or inscribed) to thefigure.
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and la variable point {or tangent) of thefigure; then, in every poaitioyi of.

a.IA^ + b.IB^^c.IC^=0,

where «, 6, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, two and two, are

constatit in tnagnitude and sign.

These properties follow from those of the preceding example (13°), pre-

cisely as for figures honlographic to the circle in the corresponding example

of Art. 386; and the three multiples a, b, c have for the circle itself the

same values given for those figures in the note to that example.

Ex. 15°. In every Jigiire correlative to a circle, if A, B, Cbe the three

vertices {or sides) of any fixed triangle self-reciprocal with respect to the

figure, and I a variable tangent {or point) of the figure ; then, in every

position of I,

a.IA^+b.IB* + c.IC' = 0,

lohere a, b, c are three multiples, whose ratios to each other, two and two, are

constant in magnitude and sig7i.

These properties follow from examples 10° and 12°, precisely in the same

manner as for figures homographic to the circle in the corresponding

example of Art. 386; and the three multiples a, b, c have for the circle itself

the same values as for those figures. (See note to the example in question.)

N.13. From the properties of figures correlative to a circle given in the

examples of the present article, compared with those of figures homo-

graphic to a circle given in the corresponding examples of Art. 386, the

reader will at once perceive the complete identity existing between both

classes of figures ; and can consequently, in investigating their properties

from those of the circle, employ in every case whichever mode of transfor-

mation appears best adapted to the case.

395. With the four following general properties of any two

correlative figures we shall conclude the present chapter

:

1**. For any two correlative figures F and F\ the two corre-

spondents 7j a7id /jj, in the two figures^ of a variable line or point

/, moving according to any law, generate two homographic figures

G^ and G^^ in which all pairs of corresponding elementsj lohether

points or lines., which coincide with each other
.^
have the same cor-

respondents in the two original figures.

For, the two figures G^ and G^ generated by the two variable

points (or lines) I^ and /^ being each correlative with the figure

G generated by the variable line (or point) / (392), and there-

fore homographic with each other (388), therefore &c. as regards

the first part; and since, when any two points (or lines) A^

and A^ of G^ and Qc^ coincide, then evidently the line (or point)

A of G^ to which they correspond, corresponds in the two original
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figures F and F' to the point (or line) of coincidencej therefore

&c. as regards the second part.

2°. For every pair of correlative figures F and F\ however

situated^ there, exists a pair of corresponding triangles [unique or

indeterminate) A and A', for which the three elements of either

species {vertices or sides) of either are interchangeahle^ as regards

the figures^ with the three corresponding elements of the other

species {sides or vertices) of the other.

This follows from the preceding property 1°, by virtue of the

general property 2° of Art. 387 ; for, since, by the preceding

property 1°, the two correspondents I^ and I^ of a variable point

(or line) /, moving according to any law, generate two homo-

graphic figures G^ and G^^ of which every double element of

either species (point or line) has the same correspondent in the

two original figures i^and F' ; and, since, for the two generated

figures G^ and G^^ there exists, by the general property 2° of

Art. 387, a (unique or indeterminate) triangle A', whose three

elements of both species (vertices and sides) are double elements

of those figures ; therefore, for the two original figures F and F\
there exist two corresponding triangles A and A', whose six

pairs of corresponding elements of opposite species (of which

two are always real though the remaining four may be imagi-

nary) are pairs of interchangeable correspondents with respect

to them ; and therefore &c.

3°. Whenjfor two correlative figures F and F\ the two corre-

sponding triangles A and A' determined by the six pairs of

interchangeable elements coincide^ then all pairs of corresponding

elements are alike interchangeable ; and the figures themselves are

reciprocal polars to each other with respect to the figure homo-

graphic to a circle whose centre is the correspondent in both to the

line at infinity^ and with respect to which the triangle ofcoincidence

is self-reciprocal.

To prove the first part. If A, B^ C be the three vertices

(or sides) of the triangle of coincidence, with which the three

opposite sides (or vertices) BG^ CA, AB are, by hypothesis, in-

terchangeable as pairs of corresponding elements of the two

figures ; / any arbitrary line (or point) ; I^ and I^ the two points

(or lines) corresponding to / in the two^figures ; X, F, Z the
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three intersections (or connectors) of / with J5(7, CA^ AB re-

spectively; and Z7, and U^^ V^ and F^, W^ and W^ the three

pairs of intersections (or connectors) of the three pairs of lines

(or points) AI^ and Al^^ BI^ and BI^, CI^ and 01^ with the same
three lines (or points) BG^ CA^ AB respectively; then, since,

by the fundamental definition of correlative figures (388),

{BCXU^
]
= {A.CBU^X}= {BCXU,] (285 and 280),

{CAYV^} = {B,ACV^Y} = {CAYV^} (285 and 280),

{ABZW^} = {C.BA W^^Z] = [ABZW^l (285 and 280),

therefore, at once, the three pairs of points (or lines) Z7| and ZJ^,

Fj and F^, W^ and TF^, and with them consequently the pair

I^ and /g, coincide ; and therefore &c.

To prove the second part. If be the point (or line) corre-

sponding, by the first part, to the line (or point) /, in the two
figures ; U^ F, W the three intersections (or connectors) of the

three lines (or points) AO^ BO, CO with the three BC, CAy
AB respectively ; and G and G\ H and H\ K and K' the three

pairs of points (or lines) which divide harmonically the three

pairs of segments (or angles) UX and BGj VY and CA, WZ
and AB respectively, and which consequently, as /and vary,

are, by the above relations, the three pairs of double points (or

rays) of the Jhree involutions (357) determined by the three

variable pairs of points (or rays) U and JT, F and F, W and Z
on (or at) the three lines (or points) BC, CA^ AB respectively;

then, since, in every position of / and 0, the three pairs of

points (or lines) U and X, F and F, W and Z are pairs of con-

jugate points (or lines) with respect to the figure homographic

to a circle determined by the three pairs of fixed points (or

tangents) G and G\ E and H\ K and K' (386, Exs. 4° and 10°),

and since consequently the line and point (or point and line) /
and themselves are in every position polar and pole (or pole

and polar) to each other with respect to that figure ; therefore &c.

the pole of the line at infinity with respect to any figure homo-

graphic to a circle being the centre of the figure (386, Ex. 8°, Cor.),

and every triangle whose three sides (or vertices) are intersected

(or subtended) harmonically by any such figure being self-reci-

procal with respect to the figure (386, Ex. 10°).
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4°. Every two correlative figures F and F' may he placed^ in

two different positions relatively to each other ^ so that every pair

of corresponding elements shall he intercJiangeahle hetween them ^

and so as consequently {hy the preceding jproperty 3°) to he recipro-

cal polars to each other with respect to a figure homographic to a

ch'cle.

For this the following (always possible and determinate)

construction, based on the preceding property 3°, has been given

by Chasles : Taking the two points Ct and P which correspond

in F and F' respectively to the line at infinity /, and which

it is evident must both be either at a finite or at an infinite

distance (388) ; drawing through either of them any three

arbitrary lines £/", F, W intersecting with / at three points

X, F, Z^ and through the other P the three lines X\ Y', Z'

which correspond in F' to the three points X, Y, >^in F^ and

which intersect with / at three points U\ V\ W corresponding

in F' to the three lines U, F, W in F; and placing the figures

in either of the two positions, relatively to each other, in which

the two points and P shall coincide, and in which the two

homographic systems (388) determined by three pairs of cor-

responding rays U and X', V and F', W and Z' shall be in in-

volution (363) ; in each of the two resulting positions thus

obtained the two figures F and F' are related to each other

as required.

For, in each of the three triangles U'OX, V OY, W'OZ,
the three pairs of opposite elements f/and U\ XandX',
/and 0; Fand F, Fand F', /and 0; TT^and TF', Zand Z',

I and ; respectively, are evidently interchangeable as pairs of

corresponding elements of the figures (357) ; and therefore &c,

by the preceding property 3°. This construction of Chasles is

manifestly as readily applicable when the two points and P
are at infinity as when they are at a finite distance.

N.B. Since, as regards the two different positions of invo-

lution of the same two homographic pencils of rays, the two

double rays of the systems are always real for one and imagi-

nary for the other (370 and 373) ; and, since, when the point

is at a finite distance, [the two double rays of the involution

determined by the three pairs of conjugate diameters U and X',
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V and Y', W and Z' are the two central tangents of the figure

with respect to which F and F are reciprocal polars to each

other (386, Ex. 8°, Cor.) ; it follows consequently, as regards

the two different positions of i^ and F' given by the above con-

struction, that, when the point is not at infinity, the two

central tangents, and therefore the two points at infinity, of that

figure, are always real for one and imaginary for the other.



( 363 )

CHAPTER XXIV.

METHODS OF GEOMETRICAL TRANSFORMATION.

THEORY OF INVERSE FIGURES.

396. Every two figures, F and F\ which, however gene-

rated, are resolvable into pairs of corresponding points, P and P',

Q and Q\ R and R\ 8 and 8\ &c. inverse to each other (149)

with respect to a common circle, /v, real or imaginary, are said

to he inverse to each other with respect to tJiat circle. Every two

concentric circles, real or imaginary, are evidently thus related

to each other with respect to the concentric circle, real or ima-

ginary, the square of whose radius is equal in magnitude and

sign to the rectangle under their radii (149).

397. The two figures F and F\ thus inverse to each other

with respect to a common circle K^ might be two different parts

of the same continuous figure. The two parts with which a

line or circle, for instance, is divided by any circle intersecting

it at right angles (22°, 1° and 1') are evidently thus related to

each other with respect to that circle (149 and 156).

398. The same two figures F and F' might, by different

modes of resolution into pairs of corresponding points, be in-

verse to each other with respect to more than one circle. Every
two circles, for instance, being resolvable, however circumstanced

as to magnitude and position, into pairs of antihomologous

points (198) inverse to each other with respect to either of their

two circles of antisimilitude (201), are consequently thus related

to each other with respect to each of those circles,

399. Any figure, F^ may be transformed into another, F\
inverse to it with respect to any arbitrary circle K^ real or

imaginary, by simply changing all its points, P, §, R^ 8, &c.
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into their inverses, P', Q\ R\ S\ &c. with respect to that

circle (149). This simple (and, as regards the geometry of the

circle, fertile) process of transformation is termed inversion ;

the circle, iT, finite, evanescent, or infinite, with respect to which

it is performed, is termed the circle of inversion ; its centre, 0,

which is always real, the centre of inversion ; and its radius, OR^

which may be real or imaginary, the radius of inversion,

400. As regards the process of inversion generally, the three

following particulars, though obvious, are deserving of attention :

l^ In the extreme case when the circle of inversion is a

point ; as then the inverse with i-espect to it of every point, not

coinciding with itself, coincides evidently with it (149), it follows,

consequently, that the inverse of every figure with respect to a

point not lying on itself is evanescent and coincides with the point.

2°. In the other extreme case when the circle of inver-

sion is a line ; as then the inverse of every point with respect to

it is the reflexion of the point with respect to it (150), it follows,

consequently, that the inverse of every figure with respect to a line

is the rejlexi&n of the figure with respect to the line (50).

3^ In every case, as every point and its inverse with respect

to any circle are reciprocally inverse to each other with respect

to the circle (151), it follows, consequently, that every figure and

its inverse with respect to any circle are reciprocally inverse to

each other with respect to that circle (396).

401. Every figure F^ and its inverse F" with respect to any

circle K^ possess evidently, in relation to each other and to the

circle, the following general properties

:

1**. Every two of their corresponding points P and P' connect

through the centre of inversion 0.

For, P and P' being, by hypothesis, inverse points with re-

spect to the circle of inversion K (399) ; therefore &c. (149).

2^*. Every two pairs of their corresponding points P and P\
Q and Q are concyclic.

For, P and P', Q and Q being both, by hypothesis, inverse

pairs with respect to the same circle K] therefore &c. (155).

3°. At every two of their corresponding points P and P\ the
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two tangents T and T' determine an isosceles triangle with the

line of connection PP\
For, since, for every two pairs of corresponding points P

and P', Q and Q\ by the preceding property 2°, the two angles

OPQ and OQ'P are always equal (Euc. ill. 21, 22), therefore,

when P= Q and P'= Q\ and when consequently PQ and P'

Q

are the two tangents Tand T (19), those two angles are equal;

and therefore &c.

4°. Every line passing through the centime of inversion which

intersects either F at any point P intersects tlie other F' at the

corresponding point P\
For, every line passing through the centre of any circle K^

and containing any point P, contains also the inverse point P'

with respect to the circle (149) ; and therefore &c.

5°. Every line passing through the centre of inversion which

touches either F at any point P touches the other F' at the corre-

sponding point P'.

For, since every line passing through which intersects F
at any two points P and Q Intersects, by the preceding property

4°, F' at the two corresponding points P' and Q ; and since

when the two points P and Q coincide their two inverses P'

and Q with respect to the circle K coincide also ; therefore

&c. (19).

6°. Every line passitig through the centre of inversion in-

tersects them at equal angles at each pair of corresponding inter-

sections P and P\
For, since, by the preceding property 3°, the two tangents

T and T' at every pair of their corresponding points P and P'

determine an isosceles triangle with the line PP'
'^

therefore

&c. (22).

7". Every circle passing through any pair of inverse points

P and P' with respect to the circle of inversion K which intersects

either F at any point Q intersects the other F' at the cori^esponding

point Q.

For, every two pairs of inverse points P and P', Q and Q'

with respect to any circle K being in all cases coneyclic (152) ;

therefore &c.

8°. Every circle passing through any pair of inverse points

P and P' with respect to the circle of inversion K which touches
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either F at any point Q touches the other F' at the corresponding

point Q'.

For, since every circle passing through P and P' which in-

tersects F at any two points Q and R intersects, by the preced-

ing property 7", F' at the two corresponding points Q and R'
;

and since when the two points Q and R coincide their two

inverses Q and R' with respect to the circle K coincide also

;

therefore &c. (19).

9°. Every circle passing through any pair of inverse points

P and P' with respect to the circle of inversion K intersects them

at equal angles at each pair of corresponding intersections Q
and Q\

For, since, by the preceding property 3°, the two tangents

T and T to the figures at every pair of their coiTesponding

points Q and Q determine an isosceles triangle with the line

QQ'^ and since, evidently, the two tangents S and S' at

Q and Q to every circle passing through them do the same

;

therefore &c. (22).

10°. Every 'point of intersection P of either F with the circle

of inversion K is a corresponding point of intersection P' of the

other F' with the same circle K.

For, every two of their corresponding points P and P being,

by hypothesis, inverse points with respect to the circle ^£'(399),

when either P is on that circle the other P' necessarily coincides

with it (149) ; and therefore &c.

11°. Every point of contact P of either F with the circle

of inversion K is a corresponding point of contact of the other F'

with the same circle K.

For, since every two points of intersection P and Q of either

F with the circle K are, by the preceding property 10°, coiTe-

sponding points of intersection P and Q of the other F' with

the same circle K^ the same is of course the case when P and Q
coincide; and therefore &c. (19).

12°. Every angle of intersection of either F with the circle of

inversion K is equal to the corresponding angle of intersection of

the other F' with the same circle K.

For, since, by the preceding property 3°, the two tangents

T and T at their common point of int6rsectIon P= P' with the

circle K make equal angles with the corresponding radius of
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inversion OP, and since the tangent to the circle itself at

the same point is perpendicular to the same radius ; therefore

&c. (22).

13°. When either F ho.s a point P at infinity^ the other F'

passes through the centre of inversion 0, and conversely.

For, since, for every pair of their corresponding points P and

P', the rectangle OP. OP' is constant in magnitude and sign,

therefore when 0P= co then OP' = 0, and conversely ; and

therefore &c.

14". When either F has apoint P at infinity^ the tangent T' to

the other F' at the centre of inversion passes through it^ and

conversely.

For, since, as in the preceding, when 0P= oo then OP' = 0,

and conversely, and since when OP' = the line OP' is the

tangent T to F' at (19) ; therefore &c.

402. Every two figures E and P, and their two inverses

E' and F' with respect to any common circle K^ also possess

evidently, in relation to each other and to the circle, the follow-

ing general properties

:

1°. To every point of intersection P of either pair E and F
corresponds an inverse point of intersection P of the other pair

E' and F'.

For, the point P being, by hypothesis, common to the two

figures E and P, its inverse P' with respect to any circle K is,

consequently, common to their two inverses E' and F' with

respect to the same circle iT (399) ; and therefore &c.

2°. To every point of contact P of either pair E and F cor^

responds an inverse point of contact P' of the other pair E' andF'.

For, since, to every two points P and Q common to E and F-

correspond, by the preceding property 1°, two inverse points

P' and Q' common to E' and F' ; and since when P and Q
coincide then P' and Q coincide also (149) ; therefore &c. (19).

3°. Every angle of intersection of either pair E and F is equal

to the corresponding angle of intersection of the other pair E'

and F.
For, since, at every pair of corresponding intersections

P and P', of E and P, E' and P', respectively, the two pairs of

corresponding tangents S and S'^ T and P, to E and P', P and
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F\ respectively, determine, by property S"* of the preceding

article, two isosceles triangles with the common base PF
;

therefore &c. (22).

4°. When either pair E and F have a common point P at

infinity^ the other pair E' and E have a common tangent T' at

the centre of inversion whose direction passes through P, and

conversely.

For, since, by hypothesis, OP= oo for both figures E and Fj

therefore, (sec properties 13° and 14° of preceding Art.) OP' =
for both figures E* and F\ which latter therefore both pass

through the point and there touch the line OP; and there-

fore &c.

N.B. Of all properties of inverse figures, the preceding 3",

which shews that all angles preserve their magnitudes^ or more

properly speaking theirforms (24), under tJie process of inversion
^

is the most important connected with the subject of the present

chapter,

403. The figures inverse to a line or circle with respect to

any arbitrary circle of inversion, real or imaginary, are, under

different circumstances of magnitude and relative position, re-

spectively as follows

:

1°. T?ie figure inverse to a line or circle with respect to any

circle of evanescent radius^ whose centre is not a point on itself is

evanescent and coincides with the centre of inversion (400, 1°).

2°. Thefigure inverse to a line or circle with respect to any

circle of infinite radius^ which is not itself at infinity^ is the re-

fiexionof the line or circle with respect to the line into which the part

of the circle of inversion not at infinity then opens out (400, 2°.)

3°. The figure inverse to a line or circle with respect to any

circle^ finite^ evanescent^ or infinite^ which it intersects at right

angles^ is the line or circle itself [^^1).

4°. The figure inverse to a line with respect to any circle

offinite radius^ real or imaginary^ whose centre is not a point on

itself is a circle passing through the centre of inversion and coaxal

with itself and the circle of inversion (184),

5°. The figure inverse to a circle with respect to any circle of

finite radius^ real or imaginary^ whose centre is a point on itself^

is a lincj the radical axis of itselfand the circle of inversion (181).
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6". The figure inverse to a circle with respect to any circle of

finite radius^ real or imaginary^ which it neither passes through

the centre qf^ nor intersects at right angles^ is another circle^ in per^

spective with itself from the centre of inversion^ and coaxal with

itself and the circle of inversion (199).

Of these several cases, thus stated together for convenience

of reference, the three first have been already given in the

previous articles referred to in their statements, and the last,

which comprehends the preceding two (and indeed all the others)

as particular cases, has been virtually established in its entire

generality in Art. 199 ; from their importance however in the

applications of the theory of inversion, we subjoin the ordinary

independent proofs of the fourth and fifth, and repeat again that

of the sixth with new figures adapted more particularly to the

subject of the chapter.

To prove 4°. If (figs, a and a!) be the centre of inversion,

^

1

1

U)

^
1 1 ^""^K^
[

&L^^'\ 1

\
A

L

-^I

L the line, A the foot of the perpendicular upon it from 0, and

A' the inverse of A with respect to the circle of inversionK ; the

circle on OA' as diameter is the required inverse of L.

For, drawing any line through intersecting L Sit F and the

circle in question at P', and joining A'F' ; then, since, by similar

right-angled triangles AOP and P' 0A\ the two rectangles

OP. OP' and OA.OA' are always equal in magnitude and sign,

therefore &c. (149),

The diameter MN of the circle of inversion perpendicular to

L being bisected at and cut harmonically at A and A' (225),

therefore (231, Cor. 3°) the two rectangles AA'.A and AM.AN
are always equal in magnitude and sign, and therefore (181) the

line L is always the radical axis of its inverse and the circle

of inversion. A property which, when (as in fig. a) it inter-

VOL. II. B B
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sects the latter at real points, is evident h priori from tlie

general property 10° of Art. 401.

To prove 5°. If (same figures) be the centre of inversion,

A' the diametrically opposite point of the circle passing through

it, and A the inverse of A' with respect to the circle of inversion

K'j the line L passing through A perpendicular to AA is the

inverse required.

For, since (as in the preceding case), for every line passing

through and intersecting the circle and L at F' and P respec-

tively, the two rectangles OP. OF' and OA.OA' are always

equal in magnitude and sign; therefore &c. (149).

That, in all cases in which the original circle passes, as above,

through the centre of inversion 0, the line L inverse to it is the

radical axis of itself and the circle of inversion K, appears of

course in precisely the same manner as for the preceding pro-

perty 4°.

To prove 6^ If (figs. /3 and ^', 7 and 7') be the centre

of inversion, C that of the circle whose inverse is required, A
and B the extremities of its diameter passing through (9, and

A' and B' the two inverses of A and B with respect to the circle
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of inversion ^; the circle on A'B' as diameter is the inverse

required.

For, being, by virtue of the relation OA.OA' = OB. OB'

(149), one of the two centres of perspective (the external in

figs. /3 and /3', the internal in figs. 7 and 7') of the two circles

on AB and A'B' as diameters (199), and every line passing

through it consequently intersecting them at two pairs of

antihomologous points F and P', Q and Q' with respect to it,

for which the four rectangles OP. OF, OQ.OQ, OA.OA',

OB. OB' are all equal in magnitude and sign (198); therefore

&c. (149).

The diameter 3fN of the circle of inversion passing through

the centres C and C of the original and inverse circles being

cut harmonically by each pair of Inverse points A and A',

B and B' (225), the three circles on AB.^ A'B', and MN as

diameters, that is the original and inverse circles and the circle

of inversion, are consequently always coaxal (229). A property

which, when (as in figs. /3' and 7') the former and latter intersect

at real points, is evident a priori from the general property 10°

of Art. 401.

N.B. The several figures (a and a', /9 and /8', 7 and 7')

given with the above proofs, though applicable as they stand

only to the case in which the circle of inversion K is real,

may be adapted immediately to that in which it is imaginarj^, by

simply turning in each the inverse figure round the centre of

inversion through two right angles into the opposite position,

the original figure remaining unchanged ; the changed and

original figures will then be inverse to each other with respect

not to the real circle K but to the concentric imaginary circle

K' the negative square of whose radius is equal in absolute

magnitude to the positive square of the radius of A" (149).

From a comparison of the two figures jS and /3' with the

two 7 and 7', both in their original and changed positions, it is

evident that, while, for a real circle of inversion A, the centre

of inversion is the external or the internal centre of perspec-

tive of the original and inverse circles according as it is external

or internal to both, the reverse exactly is the case for an imagi-

nary circle of inversion A', the centre of inversion being

then their internal or external centre of perspective according as

bb2
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it is external or internal to both. The consideration of this

difference is important whenever it is necessary, as it sometimes

is, to compare as to magnitude, in accordance with the conven-

tion of Art. 23, the angles of intersection of two known circles

and of their two inverses with respect to a known circle of

inversion, real or imaginary.

404. The centre and radius of the circle inverse to a given

line or circle with respect to a given circle of inversion iT, real

or imaginary, may be found immediately, on the principles just

stated, as follows

:

In the case of the line. If (figs, a and a of preceding

article) be the centre and OR the radius of inversion, L the line, A
the foot of the perpendicular OA on it from 0, A' the inverse of A
with respect to K^ and C the middle point of 0A\ which, by
4° of the preceding article, is the centre of the circle inverse to

X; then, since OA,OA' = OR'' (149), and since OA' =^2 0C\
therefore OC = OR' ^20A= OR' -f- 2 OZ ; which is conse-

quently the formula by which to calculate in numbers the posi-

tion of the centre C and the magnitude of the radius OC of

the circle inverse to L with respect to K,

In the case of the circle. If, as before, and OR (figs, fi

and y8', y and j of the preceding article) be the centre and

radius of inversion, r and r the radii of the original and inverse

circles, d and d' the distances OC and OG' of their centres

C and C from 0, and t and t' the lengths (real or imaginary)

of the tangents OS and OS', or OTand OT', to them from 0;
then since, being one of their two centres of similitude (199),

d'^d= r'-^r = t' -^t = t't-rf= OR''-^ {d''

-

r'), therefore

which are consequently the formulae by which to calculate in

numbers the position of the centre C and the length of the

radius r of the inverse circle, when, with the circle of inversion

jfiT, the centre C and radius r of the original circle are given.

The same formulae may also be obtained easily without the

aid of the two tangents t and t' which are as often imaginary

(figs. 7 and 7') as real (figs. jS and jS') ; for ifP and P', Q and §',
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be the two pairs of inverse points at which any line passing

through intersects the original and inverse circles; then

since (199) d' ^d=^r -rr= OF ^ OQ ov OQ -r OP={OF, OF
or OQ.OQ') - OF.OQ^ OE'^{d'-r'), therefore &c.

405. The centre of the circle inverse to a given line or circle

with respect to a given circle of inversion K^ real or imaginary,

is given also in every case by the general property, that

—

The mverse of the centre of inversion with respect to any line

or circle inverts into the centre of the circle inverse to the line or

circle.

For, if and OE (same figures and notation as before) be

the centre and radius of inversion, / the inverse of with

respect to the original line or circle, and C" the centre of the

inverse circle or line ; then, since, in the case of the lin? (figs.

a and a), 0I=20A (150), therefore OC\OI= 0A',0A=0R\
and therefore &c. (149) ; and, since, in the case of the circle

(figs. /? and yS', 7 and 7), OG. 01= OF.OQ (149), therefore (199)

0C',01= OF.OF or OQ.Oq= OjK'; and therefore &c. (149).

Cor. 1°. If /' (same figures) be the inverse of with respect

to the inverse circle or line ; then, since, for precisely the same

reasons as above, C. OF = OE^^ therefore reciprocally

—

The centre ofany circle inverts into the inverse of the centre of
inversion with respect to the inverse circle.

Cor. 2°. The two perpendiculars at the two points I and /'

to the line IT (same figures) being (165) the two polars of the

point with respect to the original and inverse circles, and

inverting with respect to K into the two circles on the two

intervals OG' and OC as diameters (4°, Art. 403); it follows

consequently that

—

The polar with respect to any circle of the centre of inversion

inverts into the circle whose diameter is the interval between that

point and the centre of the inverse circle.

The circle on the interval hetween the centres of inversion and

of any circle as diameter inverts into the polar oj the centre of
inversion with respect to the inverse circle.

IST.B. A different, and more general, proof of these useful

properties, on a principle common to the line and circle in-

differently, will be presently given.
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406. As regards the effect of inversion on the several anhar-

monlc ratios of collinear and coneyclic quartets of points (274

and 308), It may be easily shewn that In all cases

—

Every four jyoints on any line or circle and thefour correspond"

ing points on its inverse with respect to any circle of inversion^

real or imaginary^ are equianharmonic.

For, of the two inverse figures, when one is a line, and the

other consequently a circle passing through the centre of inver-

sion (4° and 5°, Art. 403), the two quartets are then equianhar-

monic with the common pencil they determine at that point

(285 and 306), and therefore with each other; and when both

are circles, and neither consequently passing through the centre

of inversion, the two quartets are then antihomologous "with

rcspcci: to the centre of perspective of the circles which coincides

with that point (403, 6°), and therefore &c. (316). In the parti-

cular case of a line or circle intersecting the circle of inversion

at right angles, and consequently inverting into itself (403, 3°),

all pairs of corresponding points are then harmonic conjugates

with respect to the two points of Intersection (149 and 257), and

therefore &c. (282, Cor. 4°).

N.B. Next to the general property 3° of Art. 402, the above,

from which it appears that all anharmonic ratios of collinear and

concyclic quartets of points are preserved unchanged in inversion^

is the most important connected with the subject of the present

chapter.

407. As regards the general property of intersecting figures

and their inverses, just adverted to in the note at the close

of the preceding article, when applied to the case of intersecting

circles and their inverses, it may be stated, in accordance with

the convention of Art. 23, more definitely as follows

:

When two circles intersect^ their angle of intersection is equal

or supplemental to that of their two inverses with respect to any

circle of inversion^ real or imaginary^ according as the centre of

inversion is external or internal to both^ or external to one and in-

ternal to the other.

For, the centre of inversion being the external or the Internal

centre of perspective of both pairs of inverse circles in the former

case, and the external of one pair and the internal of the other
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pair In the latter case (403, note) ; and every circle passing

through either pair of inverse points of intersection (402, 1°)

consequently intersecting both pairs at equal or at supplemental

angles in the former case, and one pair at equal and the other

pair at supplemental angles In the latter case (211) ; there-

fore &c.

N.B. It follows of course from the above that, though, in

accordance with the general property 3° of Art. 402, the angle

of intersection of two circles undergoes, as a figure, no change

of form under the process of inversion, yet, in accordance with

the convention of Art. 23, it may, and often does, as a magnitude,

change into its supplement under that process (24). In the

applications of the theory of inversion to the geometry of the

circle, this circumstance must of course, when necessary, be

always attended to. The two cases of contact^ external and

internal, come of course under it as particular cases (23) ; and In

but one case alone, that of orthogonal intersection, which presents

no ambiguity, can the precaution ever be entirely dispensed

with.

408. Between the squares of the common tangents and the

rectangles under the radii of any two Intersecting circles and of

their two Inverses with respect to any circle of Inversion, real

or Imaginary, the following metric relation results immediately

from the general property of the preceding article, combined

with that of Euc. II. 12, 13 ; viz.—

When two circles intersect^ the squares [disregarding signs) of

their two common tangents are to the rectangle under their radii^

as the squares {disregarding signs) of the two common tangents

are to the rectangle under the radii of their two inverses with re-

spect to any circle of inversion^ real or imaginary / squares having

similar or ojjposite signs corresponding in the two proportions^

according as the angles of intersection of the two pairs of circles^

original and inverse^ are equal or supplemental. '^

* The above, established generally for any two circles and their two

inverses to any circle of inversion, has been applied with considerable suc-

cess by Mr. Casey to the investigation of some interesting properties of

circles, which, but for the length to which the present volume has extended,

•would have been noticed here. The same geometer has also obtained by

inversion an indirect but general proof of the first part of Dr. Hart's
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For if ay Z>, c be the three sides of the triangle determined

by the two radii to either point of intersection and by the in-

terval between the centres of the original pair of circles, and

a
J

h'j c those of the corresponding triangle for the inverse pair

;

then, since, by the general property of the preceding article,

the two angles of those triangles opposite to c and c are either

equal or supplemental, therefore, by Euc. it. 12 and 13, the

two differences of squares c^ — {a — hf and [a + hy — c^^ which

(disregarding signs) are the squares of the two common tangents

to the original pair, are to the two corresponding or non-corre-

sponding differences of squares c^- {a —by and {a -^by — c*,

which (disregarding signs) are the squares of the two common

tangents to the inverse pair, as the rectangle «&, which is that

under the radii of the original pair, is to the rectangle fja'6',

which is that under the radii of the inverse pair ; and there-

fore &c.

N.B. In the two extreme cases of real intersection, viz.

contact, external and internal, the above ratios have in magni-

tude and sign the extreme values -f 4 and 0, and — 4 respec-

tively ; and in the mean case of real intersection, viz. orthogonal,

they have in magnitude and sign the two intermediate mean

values + 2 and — 2. The property however being true generally

for every two circles and their two inverses to any circle of

inversion, they may, for imaginary intersection, have in magni-

tude and sign, any value from to ± oc , according as the distance

between their centres is greater than the sum or less than the

difference of their radii.

409. Intersecting circles possess also the following evident

properties with respect to inversion

:

1°. When two circles intersect^ every circle passing through

their two points of intersection inverts into a circle passing through

the two points of intersection of their tico inverse circles.

Theorem, respecting the eight circles of contact of three arbitrary circles,

stated at the close of Art. 212. His paper on the latter subject in the

Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics (Vol. v. page 318)

had been in fact published when that article was written, but the author was

unaware at the time that any demonstration, direct or indirect, had been

obtained ol" it by Elementary Geometry.
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For, since, to every circle of any figure corresponds a circle

of the inverse figure (403, 6°), and since to every point of inter-

section of any two figures corresponds an inverse point of inter-

section of the two inverse figures (402, 1°) ; therefore &c.

2°. When two circles intersect^ the circle passing through the

two points of intersection and through the centre of inversion in-

verts into the radical axis of the tivo inverse circles.

For, that circle, passing through the centre of inversion, in-

verts into a line (403, 5°), and, passing through the two points

of intersection of the two original circles, the line into which it

inverts passes through the two points of intersection of the two

inverse circles (402, 1°) ; and therefore &c.

3°. Every two intersecting circles and their two circles of inver-

sion (398) invert^ to every circle^ into two intersecting circles and

their two circles of inversion (398).

For, since, for the two original circles, the two circles of

antisimilitude, or inversion (398), pass through the two points,

and bisect, one externally and the other internally, the two

angles, of intersection (201) ; therefore, for the two circles inverse

to the two former, the two circles inverse to the two latter pass

through the two points (402, 1°), and bisect, one externally and

the other internally, the two angles (402, 3°), of intersection

;

and therefore &c. (201).

4°. Every two intersecting circles invert into equal circles to

every circle having its centre on either of their two circles of inver-

sion^ external or internal.

For, that circle of inversion of the original circles then

inverting into the radical axis of the two inverse circles (2°

above), and two intersecting circles being evidently equal when

their radical axis bisects their two angles of intersection (3°

above) ; therefore &c.

5°. Every two intersecting circles invert into circles whose radii

have a c/)nstant ratio to every circle having its centre on the same

circle passing through their two points of intersection.

For, the latter circle inverting to every such circle into the

radical axis of the two inverse circles (2° above), and the radii

of any two intersecting circles being evidently in the inverse

ratio of the sines of the segments into which their radical axis

divides, externally or internally, their two angles of intersection
;

therefore &c. (402, 3°).
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N.B. It will be presently shewn that the several properties

above given are all general, and true, with obvious modifications,

of any two circles whether intersecting or not.

410. If C be a circle of any radius, finite or infinitely great

or small, and C its inverse with respect to any arbitrary circle

of inversion K^ of which the centre is (9; then always

—

1°. Every circle D orthogonal to G inverts into a circle D'

orthogonal to C.
2*. Every two points P and Q inverse to each other with re-

spect to C invert into two points F and Q inverse to each other

with respect to C.
3*. Every diameter of C inverts into a circle through ortho-

gonal to C ; andj conversely, every circle- through orthogonal

to C inverts into a diameter of C,
4". The centre of C inverts into the inverse of with respect

to C ; and, conversely, the inverse of with respect to C inverts

into the centre of C.

Of these very useful properties as regards inversion ; the

first follows immediately from the general property (407) that

the angle of intersection of any two circles is equal or supple-

mental to that of their two inverses with respect to any circle of

inversion K', the second from the first, from the consideration

that as every circle D passing through P and Q intersects C at

right angles (156), therefore, by 1°, every circle B' passing

through F' and Q' intersects C at right angles, and therefore

&c. (156) ; the third also from the first, of which it is evidently

a particular case, from the consideration that, by virtue of it, every

line orthogonal to C inverts into a circle through orthogonal

to C (403, 4°), and that, conversely, every circle through

orthogonal to C inverts into a line orthogonal to C (403, 5°)

;

and the fourth ; either from the second, of which it is evidently a

particular case, from the consideration that, by virtue of it, when
P is at infinity then Q and P are the centres of C and K
respectively (149, 3°) and Q' consequently the inverse of the

latter with respect to C, and when conversely P is at infinity

then Q' and P are the centers of C and K respectively (149, 3°)

and Q consequently the inverse of the latter with respect to C;

or from the third, more readily perhaps, from the consideration
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that, by virtue of it, every line passing through the centre of C
(22, 1°) inverts into a circle passing through and through its

inverse with respect to C (156), and, conversely, every circle

passing through and through its inverse with respect to G
(156) inverts into a line passing through the centre of C (22, 1")

;

and therefore &c. (402, 1°). See also Art. 405, where this last

property was established on other principles for the line and

circle separately.

Cor. 1°. From properties 1° and 3° of the above, the follow-

ing consequences are at once evident, viz.

—

a. Every circle orthogo7ial to two circles inverts^ to every circle^

into a circle orthogonal to the two inverse circles.

h. The particular circle orthogonal to two circles^ which passes

through the centre of inversion^ ifiverts into th& line orthogonal^

to the two inverse circles.

c. The line orthogonal to two circles inverts into the particular

circle orthogonal to the two inverse circles which jpasses through

the centre of inversion.

d. The circle orthogonal to three circles inverts^ to every cii'cle^

into the circle orthogonal to the three inverse circles.

e. The circle orthogonal to three circles inverts^ to every circle

through whose centre it ptasses^ into a line orthogonal to the three

inverse circles.

f. Every system ofcircles having a common orthogonal circle in-

verts^ to every circle^ into a system having a common orthogonal circle,

g. Andj to every circle having its centre on the common ortho-

gonal circle^ into a system having a common orthogonal line.

h. Every system of circles having a common pair of orthogonal

circles inverts^ to every circle^ into a system having a common pair

of orthogonal circles.

i, Andj to every circle having its centre at either point of in-

tersection of the common orthogonal pair^ into a system having a

common pair of orthogonal lines.

Cor. 2°. From properties 2° and 4° of the above, the follow-

ing also are at once evident, viz.

:

a. Every two non-intersecting circles and their common pair

of inverse points invert^ to every circle^ into two non-intersecting

circles and their common pair of inverse points.
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h. Every two non-intersecting circles invert^ to every circle

having its centre at either of their common pair of inverse points^

into two circles having a common centre^ the inverse of the other.

c. Every two circles having a common centre invert^ to every

circle^ into two non-intersecting circles whose common pair of in-

verse points are the centre ofinversion and the. inverse ofthe common
centre.

d. Every system of circles having a common pair of inverse

points inverts^ to every circle^ into a system having a common pair

of inverse points^ inverse to the original pair.

e. Every system of circles having a common pair of inverse

points inverts^ to every circle having its centre at either pointy into

a system having a common centre^ the inverse of the other.

f Every system of circles having a common centre inverts^ to

every circle^ into a system having a common pair of inverse points^

the centre of inversion and the inverse of the common centre.

411. Every two figures E and F^ inverse to each other with

respect to any line or circle (7, being composed of pairs of points

P and Q^ R and S^ &c. inverse to each other with respect to the

line or circle G (396) ; it follows, consequently, from the general

property 2° of the preceding article, that

—

Every two figures E and F^ inverse to each other with respect

to any line or circle (7, invert—
a. To every circle whose centre is not on the line or circle^ into

two figures inverse to each other tvith respect to the inverse circle.

h. To every circle whose centre is on the line or circle^ into

two figures reflexions of each other with respect to the inverse line.

CoR. Every two circles^ however circumstanced as to mag-
nitude and position, being figures inverse to each other with

respect to each of their two circles of antisimilitude (398) ; it

follows, consequently, from the above, as established already on

other principles for the particular case of intersecting circles in

3' and 4° of Art. 409, that—

a. Every two circles and their two circles of inversion invert^

to every circle^ into two circles and their two circles of inversion.

h. Every two circles invert into equal circles to every circle

having its centre on either of their two circles of inversion.
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412. Coaxal circles (184) possess, with respect to inversion,

the following among other important properties, viz.

—

1°. Every system of coaxal circles of the common points species

inverts^from either common point as centre^ into a system of con-

current lines ^ whose vertex is the inverse of the other common

j)oint.

2°. Every system of coaxal circles of the limiting points species

inverts^from either limiting point as centre^ into a system of con-

centric circles^ lohose centre is the inverse of the other limiting

point.

3°. Every system of coaxal circles of either species^ whose com-

mon or limiting points coincide^ inverts^ from the point of coin-

cidence as centre^ into a system ofparallel lines^ whose direction is

that of their common tangent at the point.

4°. Every system of coaxal circles of either species inverts^

from every centre^ into a coaxal system of the same species^ whose

common or limiting points ^ distinct or coincident^ are the inverses

of those of the original system.

Firstly, for a system having real common points M and Nj

distinct or coincident. Since, by hypothesis, the component

figures of the system are all circles passing through ilf and iV",

therefore, by (403, 6" and 5°), those of the inverse system, for

every centre not coinciding with either M or N^ are all circles

passing through M' and N' the inverses, distinct or coincident,

of M and Nj and, for each centre coinciding with either

M or Nj are all lines passing through the inverse N' or M' of

the other N or Jf; and therefore &c. as regards 1° and the first

part of 4°. And, since, when M and N coincide at 0, then

M' and N' coincide at infinity on the line il£^(401, 14°) ; there-

fore &c. as regards the first part of 3°.

Secondly, for a system having real limiting points E and Ej

distinct or coincident. Since, by hypothesis, the component figures

of the system are all circles intersecting at right angles every

circle passing through E and E (188, 5°), therefore, by (403, 6°

and 5°, and 407) those of the inverse system, for every centre

not coinciding with either E or E^ are all circles intersecting at

right angles every circle passing through E' and E' the inverses,

distinct or coincident, of E and E^ and, for each centre coin-

ciding with either E or E^ are all circles intersecting at right
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angles every line passing through the inverse F' or E' of the

other i'^or E'^ and therefore &c. as regards 2° and the second part

of 4^ And, since, when E and F coincide at 0, then E' and F'

coincide at infinity on the line EF (401 , 14°) ; therefore &c. as

regards the second part of 3°.

In every case, the particular circles of the original and ortho-

gonal systems (185) which pass through the centre of inversion

invert evidently into the radical and central axes of the

inverse system. For, as passing both through the centre of

inversion, they invert both into lines (403, 5°), of which one

(the former) is a particular circle of the inverse system, and the

other (the latter) intersects all its circles at right angles (407) ;

and therefore &c.

And, conversely, for the same reason, the radical and central

axes of the original system invert respectively, in all cases, into

the particular circles of the inverse system and of its orthogonal

system which pass through the centre of inversion.

N.B. That the two parts of property 3° above are in fact

identical, and express a common property which appears at once

from (403, 5°), is evident a priori from (184), the coaxal system

consisting in both cases of circles having a common tangent

at a common point. The consideration that a system of lines

passing through a common point at infinity in any direction,

and a system of circles having a common centre at infinity in

the perpendicular direction, are in fact identical (16 and 18)

explains a posteriori the reason why properties so different as

1° and 2" above lead to the common result they do in the par-

ticular case of 3°.

413. From properties 1° and 2*^ of the preceding article, in-

cluding of course their common particular case 3°, it follows of

course, conversely, that

—

1°. Every system of lines passing through a common point

{whether at a finite distance or at infinity) inverts^ from any

csntre^ into a system of coaxal circles of the cominon points species;

the centre of inversion and the inverse of the common point heing

the two common points of the inverse sysUm.

2°. Every system of circles having a common centre [whether

at a finite distance or at infinity) inverts^ from any centre^ into a

I
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system of coaxal circles of the limiting points species ; the centre

of inversion and the inverse of the common centre heing the two

limiting points of the inverse system.

Both of which are also evident directly ; the first from the

consideration that every line of the system inverts into a circle

passing through the centre of inversion and through the inverse

of the common point (403, 4°) ; and the second from the con-

sideration that, as every line passing through the common centre

intersects every circle of the system at right angles, therefore

every circle passing through the centre of inversion and through

the inverse of the common centre (403, 4°) intersects every circle

of the inverse system at right angles (407), and therefore &c.

(188, 5°).

414. By virtue of the results established In the two preced-

ing articles, every property of coaxal circles, involving only

considerations of contact, or intersection at constant angles, with

lines or circles, or anharmonic equivalence of quartets of points,

or homographic division by lines or circles, which (406 and 407)

undergo no change in the process of inversion, may be reduced,

according to the nature of the system, to one or other of the

comparatively simple cases of concurrent lines or concentric

circles (including of course the common case of parallel lines),

for which it is sometimes evident to mere perception. Thus for

instance, the two general properties, established directly on

other principles in (193, Cor. 8°) and in (326, Exs. h and /), that

" a variable circle intersecting any two fixed circles at any two

constant angles intersects at constant angles all circles of the

system coaxal with them^ touches twoparticular circles of the system^

and cuts a third at right angles /" and that " a variable circle

intersecting any two fixed circles at any two constant angles deter-

mines four homographic systems of points on the circles them-

selves^ and^ generally^ 2n homographic systems ofpoints on every n

circles of the system coaxal with them f are both evident to mere

perception for the particular cases of a system of concurrent

lines and of a system of concentric circles, to one or other of

which every other case, by virtue of the preceding properties,

may be reduced by inversion.
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415. Every problem again connected with a system of coaxal

circles, not involving other than similar considerations, may, by

virtue of the same results, be reduced, according to the nature of

the system, to the corresponding problem for a system of con-

current lines or of concentric circles ; for which, as might natu-

rally be expected, the solution, if not evident to mere inspection,

is generally simpler than for the original system. Thus for

instance the two following problems, " To describe a circle of a

coaxal system; 1°, intersecting a given circle at a given angle

;

2°, dividing a given arc of a given circle in a given anharmonic

ratio /" are reducible to one or other pair, as the case may be,

of the corresponding simpler problems :
" to draw a line parsing

through a given pointy or to describe a circle having a given centre^

andfulfilling the required condition (1° or 2°) for the inverse circle

or arc y" the solutions of which, for condition 1° are evident In

either case, and for condition 2° have been given, actually in the

former case and virtually in the latter case, in Ex. 3°, a, Art.

356. And the solution of every such problem, once obtained,

after inversion, for the corresponding simplified form, gives of

course, by inversion back again, the solution of the original in

its general form,

416. Coaxal circles possess also, with respect to Inversion,

the following important property, particular cases of which have

been already established on other principles in Art. 409, viz.

—

Every two circles invert into two whose radii have a constant

ratiofrom every point on any third circle coaxal with themselves.

For, if and k be the centre and radius of inversion, A and

B the centres of the two original circles, a and b their two radii,

n and v the two tangents to them from 0, o! and b' the radii of

the two inverse circles, and Z the centre of the coaxal circle on

which lies ; then, since (404) a =-^ a and b' = —^ 5, therefore

^= -.—. = - ,
—- (192, Cor. 1°), which being of course con-

b bub AZ ^ ^
'

stant w^hen Z is fixed, whatever be the position of on the

coaxal circle of which it is the centre, therefore &c.

Cor<. r. As the radius of a circle may have either sign in-

differently, it appears from the above that, for every pair of
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original circles, two different coaxal circles loci of correspond

to each particular value of the constant ratio of the inverse

radii ; that, when the ratio is given, their two centres Z and Z'

, ,, , . AZ a V , AZ' _a y ,

are given by the relations -^7>= ± 7 •— and ^r^, = + ^ • — ; and,
jD/S b a nZs o a

as already shewn on other principles in (409, 5°), that, when the

original circles intersect, they divide their angles of intersec-

tion, externally and internally, into parts whose sines are in the

inverse of the ratio.

Cor. 2°. In the particular case when — = + - and ^^, — ^ 1 •,

jjZ HZ
that is, when Z and Z' are the two centres of perspective of the

two original circles (195) ; then a = 5', and therefore, as already

shewn on other principles in (411, Cor. h).

Every tico circles invert into equal circles from every point on

either of the two coaxal circles ichose centres are their two centres

ofperspective.

Cor. 3°. If ^, B^ C be any three given circles, andX and X',

Y and Y', Z and Z' the three pairs of circles coaxal with B and

(7, C and Aj A and B respectively for whose several points, as

centres of inversion, the three pairs of radii h' and c', c and «', a

and b' of the three corresponding pairs of inverse circles B' and C\
C and A\ A' and B' have the three pairs of ratios determined

by any three given lines taken two and two ; since then (the

compound of the three ratios being necessarily = 1) the six

centres of the three pairs of circles X and X', Y and F', Z and

Z' (determinable, when the three ratios a : h' : c are given, by

the general relations of Cor. 1°) lie three and three on four lines

(wliich when a =b' = c are, by Cor. 2°, the four axes of simili-

tude (197) of the three original circles A^ B^ (7), the six circles

themselves pass consequently three and three through four pairs

of conjugate points F and P', Q and Q'j R and J?', 8 and 8'

reflexions of each other with respect to the four lines, and real

or imaginary according to circumstances (190). Hence, from

Cor. 1°, it appears that there exist in general eight different points^

corresponding to each other two and two in four conjugate pairs

^

real or imaginary according to circumstances^ and determinable in

every case by the inttrsections three and three of six detprminable

VOL. IT, CO
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circles^ for which three given circles invert into circles whose radii

are proportional to three given lines,

CoR. 4°. By virtue of the preceding, many problems involv-

ing only contacts, or intersections at angles of prescribed forms,

which undergo no change by inversion (407), may be transformed

from one system of three circles to another, the relative magni-

tudes of whose radii may be more convenient for their solutions,

and the solutions thus obtained then transformed back again by

inversion to the original system. Thus, for instance, the two

solutions, real or imaginary, of the particular problem, " To

describe a circle having contacts of the same species with three

given circles^ or^ more generally^ intersecting three given circles at

combinations of the same affection of three given angles and their

three supplements;^^ are evident, respectively, for three equal

circles, and for three whose radii are inversely as the cosines of

the three corresponding angles, the radical centre of the three

being then, in either case, the common centre of the required

pair of circles (2, Cor. 1°, Art. 183). And, since to such a

system every given system of three may be transformed by in-

version from any one of eight different centres, corresponding

two and two in four conjugate pairs, real or imaginary, accord-

ing to circumstances (Cor. 3°), the four pairs of conjugate solu-

tions, real or imaginary, of the general problem, " To describe a

circle touching three given circles^ or^ more generally^ intersecting

with three given circles at three angles of given forms /" may
consequently be obtained by four different inversions of the three

given circles from any four, no two of which are conjugates, of

the aforesaid eight centres, and by the four inversions back

again of the four pairs of solutions thus obtained for their four

corresponding triads of inverse circles.

417. Tn the applications of the theory of inversion, the dis-

tances, absolute and relative, between the inverses of pairs of

points have occasionally to be considered. The following are

the principal relations to be used in such cases

:

If A^ Bj (7, i), Ej &c. be any number of points^ and A\ B\
C\ T>\ E\ &c. their several inverses with respect to any centre and

radius of inversion and OR ; then—
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1°. Fo7^ every two points A^ B^ and their two inverses A\ B\

A'B' :AB= OB': OA.OB.

2°. For every three points A^ B^ (7, and their three inverses

A', B\ G\

B'C : C'A : A'B'= OA.BC: OB.CA : 00.AB.

3°. For everyfour points A^ Bj 0^ B^ and their four inverses

A', B\ G\ D\

B'O'.A'U'. C'A'.B'B':A'B'.C'n'=BG,AI):CA.BI):AB.CB.

Of these relations, the second and third are both evident from

the first, which may be easily proved as follows: Since OA,
OA'=OB.OB'= 0R\ the two triangles AOB and B'OA' are

similar ; therefore AB' : AB== OA' : 0B= OA.OA' : OA. OB
= E'^ : OA.OB

'j
and therefore &c.

Cor. 1°. It is evident, from the first of the preceding rela-

tions, that, for a given radius of inversion, the absolute distance

A'B' between the inverses of any two points A and B varies

directly as the distance AB and inversely as the rectangle

OA.OB
J
from the second, that, for any radius of inversion, the

ratio A'C : B'C of the distances of the inverses of any two

points A and B from that of any tliird C varies directly as the

ratio AG : BG and inversely as the ratio OA : OB] and from

the third, that, for any centre and radius of inversion, the three

rectangles B' G'.A'U, G'A'.B'B', A'B'. G'U for the four inverses

A'^ B'j 0', B' of any four points A^ B, Gj B are proportional to,

and connected consequently by every linear relation connecting,

the three corresponding rectangles BG.AD^ GA.BB^ AB.GD
for the four points themselves.

Cor. 2°. Any three points Aj B^ G being given, it is evident,

from 2°. that, when the ratio A' G' : B' G' is given, then lies

on a given circle coaxal with A and B (152), that, viz. for

every point of which OA : OB=AG~BG: A'G'-i-B'G' (158)

;

and that, when the three ratios B' G'
: G'A' : A'B'^ and with

them of course the species of the triangle A'B'G'^ are given,

then is one or other of the two points common to the three

given circles coaxal with B and C, G and Aj A and B respec-

tively (152), and with each other (190), for each point common
CC 2
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to which

OA: OB: OG = B'C'-^BC: CA' ^ CA : A'B' -^AB {15S).

CoR. 3°. When, for four points A^ 7?, C, Z), one of the three

rectangles BC.AD^ CA.BD^ AB.CD is equal in absohite vaUie

to the sum of the other two, it is evident, from 3°, that, for the

four inverse points A\ B\ C\ D\ the corresponding rectangle is

equal in absolute value to the sum of the other two; hence (82),

when four points are either collinear or concycUc^ their four in-

verses with respect to any circle of inversion are also either concyclic

or collinear, A property verifying indirectly the results estab-

lished in 4°, 5°, 6° of Art. 403.

418. From the principles of inversion established in the

preceding articles, it is evident that every property in the

geometry of the line and circle, involving only the equality or

constancy of angles of intersection or of anharmonic quartets of

points collinear or concyclic, may be transformed by inversion

into another of the same character in which any circle will be

changed into a line, or circle having any required centre or

radius; any two circles into two lines, two concentric circles,

two equal circles, or two circles whose radii shall have any

required ratio to each other; or any three circles into three

others, the distances of whose centres or the magnitudes of whose

radii shall have any required ratios two and two to each other

;

and thus its establishment may be, and often is, rendered much

simpler than in the original form. Thus, for instance, the pro-

perties (established in 326, Ex. /, and 193, Cor. 4°) that " a

variahle circle passing through a fixed point and intersecting a

fixed circle at a constaiit angle divides the latter homographically

and envelopes another coaxal with it and the point " become trans-

formed by inversion, from the point as centre, into the self-

evident properties that "a variahle line intersecting a fixed circle

at a constant angle divides tJie circle homographically and envelopes

a concentric circlef the properties (established in 326, Ex. A,

and 143, Cor. 6°) that " a variahle circle intersecting two fixed

circles at two constant angles divides hoth homographically and

envelopes two others coaxal with hoth " become transformed by

inversion, from either point common to both circles when they

intersect, or from either point inverse to both when they do not.
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into the self-evident properties that "a variable circle intersecting

two fixed lines^ or concentric circles^ at two constant angles divides

hoth homographically and envelopes two others concurrent^ or con-

centric^ with hothf and the two properties (established in 326,

Ex. kj and 211, Cor. 6°, h) that " a variable circle intersecting

threefixed circles at equal [or at any invariable combination ofequal

and supplemental) angles divides all three homographically and

determines a coaxal system''^ become transformed by inversion,,

from either of the corresponding pair of conjugates of the eight

points into which the three circles invert into three of equal radii

(416, Cor. 3°), into the self-evident properties that ^^ a variable

circle intersecting three fixed circles of equal radii at equal angles

divides all three homographically and determines a concentric

system^ And similarly for all properties of the same nature
;

any of which, when seen or proved to be true in their trans-

formed, may always, by virtue of the general properties of

Arts. 406 and 407, be regarded as established in their original

forms.

419. Every problem too, in the geometry of the line and

circle, involving only considerations of the same nature, may be

transformed in the same manner by inversion into another of the

same character, in which, while all other essential elements

remain unchanged, any one, two, or three, of the circles involved

shall be modified in any of the ways above enumerated ; and its

solution thus rendered, in many cases, much simpler than in its

original form. Thus, for instance, the problem " To describe a

circle passing through two given j^oints and intersecting a given

circle at a given angW'' becomes transformed by inversion, from

either point as centre, into the very simple problem " to draw a

line passing through a given point and intersecting a given circle

at a given angW'' ; the more general problem " to describe a circle

ptassing through a given point and intersecting two given circles at

two given angles^'' becomes transformed by inversion, from the

point as centre, into the also very simple problem " to draw a

line intersecting two given circles at two given angles f' and the

still more general problem " to describe a circle intersecting three

given circles at three given angles^''' becomes transformed by in-

version, from either point common to any two of the circles when
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they intersect, or from either point inverse to any two of them

when they do not, into one or other of the two comparativclj

simple problems: "to describe a circle intersecting two given^

lines^ or concentric circles^ at two given angles^ and a third given

circle at a third given angle /" (see also, as regards the latter

problem, the dliferent mode of solution by inversion given in

Cor. 4°, Art. 416). And similarly for all problems of the same

nature ; their solutions, whether obvious or comparatively simple,

in their modified forms, giving of course in all cases, by inversion

back again, their solutions in their original forms.

420. Every property again of the same class, relating to the in-

tersection or contact of figures, simple or compound, by lines or

circles, gives evidently, by inversion from an arbitrary centre, a

corresponding but more general property of the same character, in

which while all the other essential features remain unaltered, all

the lines, fixed or variable, are changed into circles passing

through a common point, the centre of inversion (403, 4°). Of

this use of inversion, as an instrument for the evolution of such

more general properties from others well known and familiar,

we shall terminate this chapter with some examples ; in which

the original and inverse properties are placed side by side in

parallel columns, for convenience of comparison ; and in all of

which the reader is recommended to attempt the process of

inversion himself, and to draw, if necessary, the requisite figures,

before looking at the results.

Ex. 1°. A variable line turn- A variable circle passing through two

ing round a fixed point deter- fixed points determines two homographic

mines two homographic divisions divisions on every two fixed circles pass-

on every two fixed lines. ing through either point.

Ex. 2°. A variable line turn- A variable circle passing through two

ing round a fixed point deter- fixed points determines two homographic

mines two homographic divisions divisions in involution on every fixed

ininvolutiononevery fixed circle, circle.

Ex. 3°. A variable line divid- A variable circle passing through a

ing a fixed arc of a fixed circle fixed point and dividing a fixed arc of a

harmonically turns round a fixed fixed circle harmonically passes through

point, the intersection of the two another fixed point, the second intersection

lines touching the circle at the of the two circles through the point which

extremities of the arc. touch the circle at the extremities of the arc.
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Ex. 4°. A variable line divid-

ing two fixed arcs of the same

fixed circle equianharmonically

turns round one or other of two

fixed points, the intersections of

the two pairs of lines connecting

the extremities of one arc with

those of the other.

Ex, 5^. A variable line inter-

secting a fixed circle at right

angles passes in every position

through a fixed point, the centre

of the circle.

Ex. 6°. A variable line inter-

secting a fixed circle at any

constant angle envelopes another

fixed circle, concentric with the

first.

Ex. 7^^. A variable line inter-

secting a fixed circle at any con-

stant angle intersects at constant

angles all fixed circles concentric

with the first.

Ex. 8°. A variable line inter-

secting a fixed circle at any

constant angle determines two

similar systems of points on the

circle.

Ex. 9°. A variable line inter-

secting a fixed circle at any

constant angle determines two

similar systems of points on every

fixed circle concentric with the

first.

Ex. 10°. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines at right

angles determines by its varia-

tion a system concentric with

the intersection of the lines.

Ex. 1 1°. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or

concentric circles) at two con-

stant angles envelopes two other

fixed lines (or circles) concurrent

(or concentric) with the two first.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and dividing two fixed arcs of

the same fixed circle equianharmonically

passes through one or other of two other

fixed points, the second intersections of the

two pairs of circles passing through the

point and connecting the extremities of

one arc with those of the other.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting a fixed circle

at riglit angles passes in every position

through a second fixed point, the inverse

of the first with respect to the circle.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting a fixed circle

at any constant angle envelopes another

fixed circle, coaxal with the point and

first.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting a fixed circle

at any constant angle intersects at con-

stant angles all fixed circles coaxal with

the point and first.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting a fixed circle

at any constant angle determines two

homographic systems of points on the

circle.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting a fixed circle

at any constant angle determines two

homographic systems of points on every

fixed circle coaxal with the point and

first.

A variable circle intersecting two

fixed intersecting circles at right angles

determines by its variation a system

coaxal with the two intersections of the

circles.

A variable circle intersecting any two

fixed intersecting (or non-intersecting)

circles at any two constant angles enve-

lopes two other fixed intersecting (or

non-intersecting) circles coaxal, in either
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Ex. 12°. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or

concentric circles) at two con-

stant angles intersects at constant

angles all fixed lines (or circles)

concurrent (or concentric) wilh

the two.

Ex. 13^. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or con-

centric circles) at two constant

angles determines four similar

systems of points on the two

lines (or circles).

Ex. 14°. A variable circle in-

tersecting two fixed lines (or con-

centric circles) at two constant

angles divides similarly all lines

(or circles) concurrent (or con-

centric) with the two.

Ex. 15°. When a variable

circle intersects, in every posi-

tion, two fixed lines (or concen-

tric circles) at two constant

angles, its centre describes a

concurrent line (or concentric

circle.)

Ex. 16°. A variable line in-

tersecting any two fixed circles

at equal (or supplemental) angles

passes, in every position, through

the centre of their external (or

internal) circle of inversion.

Ex. 17°. A variable line in-

tersecting any two fixed circles

at equal (or supplemental) angles

determines four homographic

divisions on the two circles.

A variable circle intersecting any

two fixed intersecting (or nonintersecl-4

ing) circles at any two constant angle»J

intersects, in either case, at constant

angles all fixed circles coaxal wiih the

two.

A variable circle intersecting any two

fixed intersecting (or non-intersecting)

circles at any two constant angles de-

termines, in either case, four homo-

graphic systems of points on the two

circles.

A variable circle intersecting any

two fixed intersecting (or non-intersect-

ing) circles at any two constant angles

divides, in either case, homographically

all circles coaxal with the two.

When a variable circle intersects, in

every position, any two fixed intersec-

ting (or non-intersecting) circles at two

constant angles, the inverse with respect

to it of either point common (or inverse)

to both describes, in either case, a coaxal

circle,

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting any two fixed

circles at equal (or supplemental) angles

passes, in every position, through the in-

verse of the point with respect to their

external (or internal) circle of inversion.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting any two fixed

circles at equal (or supplemental) angles

determines four homographic divisions

on the two circles.

Ex. 18°. A variable line in- A variable circle passing through a

tersecting two fixed circles at fixed point and intersecting two fixed

two pairs of collinear points har- circles at two pairs of concyclic points

monically conjugate to each harmonically conjugate to each other

other divides every two positions divides every two positions of itself

of itself homographically. homographically.
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Ex. 19"^. Ill tlie particular

case when the two fixed circles

intersect at right angles, the

variable line passes, in every

position, through one or other

of their two centres.

Ex. 20°. When a variable

circle intersects in every position

two fixed circles at right angles,

its centre describes their radical

axis.

Ex. 21°. In every system of

three circles, the three radical

axes of their three groups of two

pass through a common point,

the centre of their common
orthogonal circle.

Ex. 22°. A variable line in-

tersecting three fixed circles at

three pairs of collinear points in

involution turns round a fixed

point, the centre of their com-

mon orthogonal circle.

Ex. 23°. In the particular

case when the three fixed circles

are coaxal, every line, however

situated, intersects them at three

pairs of collinear points in invo-

lution.

Ex. 24°. A variable line in-

tersecting four fixed lines at four

collinear points having a con-

stant anharmonic ratio divides

the four lines and all other posi-

tions of itself homographically.

Ex. 25°. A variable line di-

viding any two fixed lines homo-

graphically divides all fixed posi-

tions of itself homographically,

and determines with every four of

them a collinear quartet of points

having a constant anharmonic

ratio.

In the particular case when the two

fixed circles intersect at right angles,

the variable circle passes, in every posi-

tion, through one or other of the two

inverses of the fixed point with respect to

them.

When a variable circle intersects in

every position two fixed circles at right

angles, the inverse of any fixed point with

respect to it describes their coaxal circle

passing through the point.

In every system of three circle?, every

three circles coaxal with their three

groups of two which pass through a com-

mon point pass through a second common
point, the inverse of the first with respect

to their common orthogonal circle.

A variable circle passing through a fixed

point and intersecting three fixed circles at

three pairs of con cyclic points in involu-

tion passes through a second fixed point,

the inverse of the first with respect to

their common orthogonal circle.

In the particular case when the three

fixed circles are coaxal, every circle)

however circumstanced as to magnitude

and position, intersects them at three

pairs of concyclic points in involu-

tion.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and intersecting four fixed

circles passing through the point at four

concyclic points having a constant anhar-

monic ratio divides the four circles and all

other positions of itself homographically.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and dividing any two fixed

circles passing through the point homo-

graphically divides all fixed positions of

itself homographically, and determines

with every four of them a concyclic quartet

of points having a constant anharmonic

ratio.
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Ex. 26°. A variable line en-

veloping a fixed circle divides all

fixed tangents to the circle homo-

graphically, and determines wiih

every four of them a coUinear

quartet of points having a con-

stant Enharmonic ratio.

Ex. 27°. Every two lines

touching a circle make equal

angles with the line passing

through their point of intersec-

tion and through the centre of

the touched circle.

Ex. 28°. Every two lines

touching a circle make equal

angles with the concentric circle

passing through their point of

intersection.

Ex. 29°. Two variable lines

touching a fixed circle and in-

tersecting on a second concen-

tric with the first intersect at a

constant angle ; and conversely.

Ex. 30°. In the same case

the line passing through their

two points of contact envelopes

a third fixed circle concentric

with the other two.

Ex. 31°. The angle between

the lines connecting any two

points on a circle with the centre

is double the angle between the

lines connecting the same points

with any third point on the circle.

Ex. 32°. Two variable lines

intersecting on a fixed circle and

turning each round one of two

fixed points on the circle intersect

at a constant angle.

Ex. 33°. In the particular

case when the two fixed points

are collinear with the centre of

the fixed circle, the constant angle

of intersection is a right angle.

A variable circle passing through a

fixed point and eveloping a fixed circle

divides all fixed circles passing through the

point and touching the circle homogra-

phically, and determines with every four

ofthem a concyclic quartet ofpoints having

a constant anharmonic ratio.

Every two circles touching a circle

make equal angles with the circle

passing through their two points of

intersection and through the inverse

of either with respect to the touched

circle.

Every two circles touching a circle

make equal angles with the circle pass-

ing through either of their two points

of intersection and coaxal with the other

and the circle.

Two variable circles passing through

a fixed point, touching a fixed circle,

and intersecting on a second fixed circle

coaxal with the point and first, intersect

at a constant angle ; and conversely.

In the same case the circle passing

through the point and through their

two points of contact envelopes a third

fixed circle coaxal with the other two.

The angle between the circles connect-

ing any two points on a circle with any

pair of inverse points is double the angle

between the circles connecting the same

points with either inverse point and with

any third point on the circle.

Two variable circles intersecting at

a fixed point and on a fixed circle, and

passing each through one of two fixed

points on the circle, intersect at a con-

stant angle.

In the particular case when the two

latter fixed points are concyclic with

the first and its inverse with respect

to the fixed circle, the constant angle

of intersection is a right angle.
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Ex. 34°. When two variable

lines intersecting on a fixed circle

intersect at a constant angle, the

line passing through their other

two intersections with the circle

envelopes a second fixed circle

concentric with the first.

Ex. 35°. In the particular

case when the constant angle of

intersection is a right angle, the

envelope is evanescent, and the

enveloping line passes in every

position through the centre of

the fixed circle.

Ex. 36°. The circle passing

through the two points of con-

tact and through the point of

intersection of any two lines

touching a circle passes through

the centre of the touched circle.

Ex. 37°. The same circle in-

tersects at right angles the line

passing through the centre and

through the point of intersection.

Ex. 38°. The two lines con-

necting the centre of a circle, with

the two points at which a vari-

able intersects with two fixed

tangents to the circle, inter-

sect at a constant angle, equal

to half that determined by the

fixed tangents.

Ex.39°. In the particular case

when the tw-o fixed tangents are

parallel, the constant angle of

intersection is a right angle.

Ex. 40'^. "When two variable

points on a fixed circle connect

in every position by a line pass-

ing through a fixed point, the

two tangents at them intersect in

every position on the fixed line

passing through the points of

contact of the two fixed tangents

through the point.

When two variable circles intersecting

at a fixed point and on a fixed circle

intersect at a constant angle, the circle

passing through the point and through

their other two intersections with the

circle envelopes a second fixed circle

coaxal with the point and first.

In the particular case when the con-

stant angle of intersection is a right

angle, the envelope is evanescent, and

the enveloping circle passes in every

position through the inverse of the

fixed point with respect to the fixed

circle.

The circle passing through the two

points of contact and through either point

of intersection of any two circles touching

a circle passes through the inverse of

the other point of intersection with re-

spect to the touched circle.

The same circle intersects at right

angles the circle passing through the same

inverse, and through the two points of

intersection.

The two circles connecting any two

inverse points with respect to a circle, with

the two points at which a variable inter-

sects with two fixed tangent circles

through either point to the circle, inter-

sect at a constant angle, equal to half

that determined by the fixed tangent

circles.

In the particular case when the two

fixed tangent circles through the point

touch at the point, the constant angle of

intersection is a right angle.

When two variable points on a fixed

circle connect in every position by a circle

passing through two fixed points, the two

tangent circles at them which pass through

either point intersect in every position

on the fixed circle passing through that

point and through the points of contact of

the two fixed tangent circles through

both points.
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Ex. 41°. In the same case, the

point on the variable line of con-

nection, harmonically conjugate

to the fixed with respect to the

two variable points, describes, in

the course of its variation, the

same fixed line on which the two

variable tangents intersect in

every position.

Ex. 42°. In every system of

two circles, the two pairs of con-

jugate lines touching both, inter-

sect on, make equal angles with,

and are reflexions of each other

with respect to, the line cutting

both circles at right angles.

Ex. 43°. In the same case, the

two intersections of the two

pairs of conjugate lines divide

harmonically the segment of the

orthogonal line intercepted be-

tween the centres of the circles.

Ex. 44°. In every system of

three circles, the six pairs of con-

jugate tangent lines to their three

groups of two determine six

points of intersection which lie

three and three on four lines.

Ex. 45°. AA^hen four lines

touch two circles at four points

lying on a line, the two touching

one circle intersect with the two

touching the other circle at four

points lying "on a third circle

coaxal with the other two.

Ex. 4G°. In every triangle

formed by three lines, the three

lines which pass through the ver-

tices and intersect perpendicu-

larly with the opposite sides pass

through a common point.

Ex. 47°. In every triangle

found by three lines, the three

pairs of lines which bisect exter-

In the same case, the point on the

variable circle of connection, harmoni-

cally conjugate to either of the two fixed

with respect to the two variable points,

describes, in the course of its variation,

the same fixed circle on which the

two variable tangent circles through the

same fixed point intersect in every posi-

tion.

In every system of two circles, the two

pairs of conjugate circles touching both

which pass through any common point, in-

tersect on, make equal (or supplemental)

angles with, and are inverses of each other

with respect to, the circle through the point

cutting both circles at right angles.

In the same case, the two second in-

tersections of the two pairs of conjugate

circles divide harmonically the arc of

the orthogonal circle intercepted between

the inverses of the point with respect to

the original circles.

In every system of three circles, the six

pairs of conjugate tangent circles to their

three groups of two which pass through

any common point determine six points

of intersection which lie three and three

on four circles passing through the point.

When four circles passing through a

common point touch two circles at four

points lying on a circle passing through

the point, the two toucliing one circle in-

tersect with the two touching the other

circle at four points lying on a third circle

coaxal with the other two.

In every triangle formed by three circles

passing through a common point, the three

circles through the point which pass

through the vertices and intersect perpen-

dicularly with the opposite sides pass

through a second common point.

In every triangle formed by three circles

passing through a common point, the three

pairs of circles through the point which
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nally and internally the three

angles pass three and three

through four points and intersect

with the opposite sides at three

pairs of points which lie three

and three on four lines.

Ex. 48°. In every triangle

formed by three lines touching a

common circle, the three lines

which connect the points of con-

tact with the opposite vertices are

concurrent, and the three which

connect them with each other two

and two intersect with the third

sides at three coUinear points.

Ex. 49°. In every triangle

formed by three lines intersect-

ing two and two on a common

circle, the three lines which touch

the circle at the vertices inter-

sect with the opposite sides at

three collinear points, and with

each other two and two at three

jioints which connect with the

third vertices by three concur-

rent lines.

Ex, 50°. In every triangle

formed by three lines, when three

lines through the vertices inter-

sect either with each other con-

currently or with the opposite

sides collineary, their three re-

flexions with respect to the three

lines which bisect, internally or

externally, the corresponding

angles fulfil the same condition.

Ex. 51°. In every triangle

formed by three lines, when three

lines through the vertices inter-

sect either with each other con-

currently or with the ojjposiie

sides collinearily, the three lines

harmonically conjugate to them

with respect to the correspond-

ing angles fulfil the opposite

condition.

bisect externally and internally the three

angles pass three and three through four

points, and intersect with the opposite

sides at three pairs of points which lie

three and three on four circles passing

through the common point.

In every triangle formed by three circles

])assing through acommon point and touch-

ing a common circle, the three circles

through the point which connect the points

of contact with the opposite vertices are

coaxal, and the three through the point

which connect them with each other two

and two intersect with the third sides at

three points concyclic with the point.

In every triangle formed by three circles

passing through a common point and in-

tersecting two and two on a common
circle, the three circles through the point

which touch the circle at the vertices in-

tersect with the opposite sides at three

points concyclic with the point, and with

each other two and two at three points

which connect with the third vertices

and with the point by three coaxal

circles.

In every triangle formed by three

circles passing through a common point,

when three circles through the point and

vertices intersect either M'ith each other

concurrently or with the opposite sides

concyclically with the point, their three

inverses with respect to the three circles

through the point which bisect, inter-

nally or externally, the corresponding

angles fulfil the same condition.

In every triangle formed by three

circles passing through a common point,

when three circles through the point

and vertices intersect either with each

other concurrently or with the opposite

sides concyclically with the point, the

three circles through the point harmoni-

cally conjugate to them with respect to

the corresponding angles fulfil the oppo-

site condition.
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Ex. 62°. In every triangle

formed by three lines, when three

points on the sides connect either

with each other collinearly or

with the opposite vertices con-

currently, their three harmonic

conjugates with respect to the

corresponding sides fulfil the

opposite condition.

Ex. 53°. In every triangle

formed by three lines, the three

sides and every three concurrent

lines through the vertices inter-

sect with every line at three

triads of collinear points in in-

volution ; and, the three vertices

and every three collinear points

on the sides connect with every

point by two triads of concurrent

lines in involution.

Ex. 64°. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines, the

four circles circumscribing the

four triangles determined by their

four triads are concurrent.

Ex. 55°. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines, the

three circles passing through the

three pairs of opposite vertices,

and intersecting at right angles

their three lines of connection,

are coaxal.

Ex. 56°. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines, the

three pairs of opposite vertices

divide harmonically the three

sides of the triangle determined

by their three lines ofconnection.

Ex. 57°. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines

touching a common circle, the

two lines connecting pairs of

opposite vertices and the two

connecting points of contact of

In every triangle formed by three cir-

cles passing through a common point,

when three points on the sides connect

either with each other and the point

concyclically or with the opposite vertices

and the point concurrently, their thre<

harmonic conjugates with respect to tho^

corresponding sides fulfil the opposite

condition.

In every triangle formed by three cir--

cles passing through a common point,

the three sides and every three coaxal

circles through the ]ioint and vertices

intersect with every circle through the

point at two triads of concyclic points in

involution: and, the three vertices and

every three points on the sides concyclic

with the point connect through the latter

with every point by two triads of coaxal

circles In involution.

In every quadrilateral formed by four

circles passing through a common point,

the four circles circumscribing the four

triangles determined by their four triads

are concurrent.

In every quadrilateral formed by four

circles passing through a common point*

the three circles passing through the

three pairs of opposite vertices, and

intersecting at right angles their three

circles of connection with the point, are

coaxal.

In every quadrilateral formed by four

circles passing through a common point,

the three pairs of opposite vertices divide

harmonically the three sides of the triangle

determined by their three circles of con-

nection with the point.

In every quadrilateral formed by

four circles passing through a common
point and touching a common circle,

the two circles through the point which

connect pairs of opposite vertices and

the two which connect points of contact
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pairs of opposite sides are con-

current, and harmonically con-

jugate to each other.

Ex. 58°. In every quadri-

lateral formed by four lines in-

tersecting two and two on a

common circle, the two intersec-

tions of pairs of opposite sides,

and the two of pairs of lines

touching the circle at pairs of

opposite vertices are collinear,

and harmonically conjugate

to each other.

Ex. 59°. In every hexagon

formed by six lines touching a

common circle, the three lines

connecting the three pairs of

opposite vertices are concurrent,

and the two concurrent w'ith

them which touch the circle

divide equianharmonically its

three arcs intercepted by the

three pairs of opposite sides.

Ex. 60°. In every hexagon

formed by six lines intersecting

two and two on a common circle,

the three points of intersection

of the three pairs of opposite

sides are collinear, and the two

collinear with them on the circle

divide equianharmonically its

three arcs intercepted by the

.three pairs of opposite vertices.

Ex. 61°. In a variable poly-

gon of any order formed by any

number of variable lines touch-

ing different fixed circles of a

concentric system, if all the ver-

tices but one describe fixed cir-

cles of the system the remaining

one describes a fixed circle of

the system ; and all the vertices

and sides alike divide their

several circles similarly.

of pairs of opposite sides are coaxal,

and harmonically conjugate to each

other.

In every quadrilateral formed by

four circles passing through a common
point and intersecting two and two

on a common circle, the two inter-

sections of pairs of opposite sides

and the two of pairs of circles through

the point touching the circle at pairs

of opposite vertices are concyclic with

the point, and harmonically conjugate

to each other.

In every hexagon formed by six circles

passing through a common point and

touching a common circle, the three

circles connecting the three pairs of

opposite vertices wath the point are

coaxal, and the two coaxal with them

which touch the circle divide equian-

harmonically its three arcs intercepted

by the three pairs of opposite sides.

In every hexagon formed by six

circles passing through a common

point and intersecting two and two

on a common circle, the three points

of intersection of the three pairs of

o])posite sides are concyclic with the

point, and the two concyclic with them

on the circle divide equianharmonically

its three arcs intercepted by the three

pairs of opposite vertices.

In a variable polygon of any order

formed by any number of variable

circles passing through a fixed point

and touching different fixed circles of

a system coaxal with the point, if

all the vertices but one describe fixed

circles of the system the remaining

one describes a fixed circle of the

system; and all the vertices and sides

alike divide their several circles homo-

graphically.
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Ex. 62°. In a variable poly-

gon of any order formed by any

number of variable lines inter-

secting two and two on different

fixed circles of a concentric sys-

tem, if all the sides but one

envelope fixed circles of the

system, the remaining one en-

velopes a fixed circle of the sys-

tem; and all the sides and ver-

tices alike divide their several

circles similarly.

Ex. 63°. In a variable polj'-

gon of any order formed by any

number of variable lines inter-

secting two and two on the same

fixed circle of any coaxal system,

if all the sides but one envelope

fixed circles of the system, the

remaining one envelopes a fixed

circle of the system.

In a variable polygon of any o

formed by any number of variable

circles passing through a fixed point

and intersecting two and two on dif-

ferent fixed circles of a system coaxal

with the point, if all tlie sides but

one envelope fixed circles of the sys-

tem, the remaining one envelopes a

fixed circle of the system ; and all

the sides and vertices alike divide

their several circles homographically.

In a variable polygon of any order

formed by any number of variable

circles passing through a fixed point and

intersecting two and two on the same

fixed circle of any coaxal system, if

all the sides but one envelope fixed

circles of the system, the remaining

one envelopes a fixed circle of the

system.

The above examples might easily be multiplied to almost

any extent, but they are abundantly sufficient, both in number

and variety, to illustrate the use and fertility of the process of

inversion on the modern geometry of the circle.
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